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BATIMENT DU PARLEMENT EUROPEEN 

Auditorium E01 A02 et salles de reunion 

ESP ACE LEOPOLD, rue Wiertz- Bruxelles 

PROGRAMME 

19 SEPTEMBRE 1996 

PLENARY SESSION/SESSJON PLENIERE 

09h30: OPENING OF THE CONFERENCE/ 
OUVEH.TURE JJE M CONFERENCE 

I o9h4o: 

llOhlS: 

ll2h30: 

Mrs Colctte FLESCH- Director General DG X 

WELCOME ADIJRESS/IJJSCOUH.S 1)'01/VEH.TUH.E 

Mr Marcelino OREJA- Member of the European Commission 
Prof. Malcolm ANDERSON - President ECSA-World 

INTROI>UCTORY ltt;PORTS/J)JSCOURS JNTROIJUCTIFS 

Or Hans-Dietrich GENSCHER- Former German Minister 
of Foreign Affairs (invited) 
"Greater Europe" 

Mr Edgard PJSANJ, PrCsidcnt, lnstitut du Monde arabc- Paris 
"L 'Union europeenne et le Sud" 

LUNCH!Di.;JEUNER (Porleme11t eumpCen) 

. t . 



19 SEPTEMBRE 1996 

l14h00-19h00: .WORKING GROUPS!GROUPES DE TRAVAILT: 5 E:~ ::E,, 

1. Europe and the World Economy: 
competitiveness, competition, investment/ 
L 'Europe et I' economie mondiale: 
competitivite, concurrence, investissement 
Conveners: Prof. Dieter BIEHL, Universitiit Goethe, Germany 

Prof. Soko TANAKA. Tohoku University. Japan 

Prof. Jose Manuel Agiiera Sirgo, Universidad de Leon, Spain 
"Croissance et emploi. Un defi fondamental pour la construction de l 'Union 
europeenne" 

Prof. Andr3s Inotai, Hungarian Academy of Sciences, Hungary 
"Eastward Enlargement and the Future Role of Europe in the World Economy" 

Dr Venilde Jeronimo, The Claremont Graduate School, USA 
"Telecommunications and Competitiveness'' 

Prof. Sung-Hoon Park, Korea Institute for International Economic Policy, Korea 
"The Current Status and Future Prospects of Regionalism and Multilateralism in 
the World Economy: A Case Study of Economic Relations between EU and APEC in 
the WTOEra" 

Prof. Manuel Porto, Coimbra Law School, Portugal 
"Intra-Industrial Trade and Competitiveness" 

Prof. Dr. Hans-Jtirgen Vosgerau, Universit:at Konstanz, Germany 
"Towards an International Coordination of Competition Policies" 

Prof. Hiroko Yamane, Ritsumeikan University, Japan 
"Regulating the Global Market through Competition Policies" 

2. Trade Relations/Relations commerciales 
Conveners: Prof. Dario VELO, Universita di Pavia, Italy 

Prof. Marc MARESCEAU, Universiteit Gent, Belgium 

Prof. Thiebaut Flory, Universit6 Paris-Val de Marne, France 
"L 'Union europeenne et I'D. M C. - Approche juridique" 

Prof. Elzbieta Kawecka-Wyrzykowska, Warsaw School of Economics, Poland 
"Prospects for Trade Developments between Central European Countries and the 
EU: Case of Poland" 
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19 SEPTEMBRE 1996 

Prof. Michael Keren, Hebrew University, Israel 
"EU Trade with Eastern Europe: Can the Eastern Europeans Do without Exporting 
Steel and Textiles to the EU?" 

Prof. Norio Komuro, Kobe University, Japan 
"EU Antidumping Measures against Japanese Products" 

Prof. Nohyoung Park, Korea University, Korea 
"Perspective on the Korea-EU trade relations" 

Dr Laura Resmini, Dr Alberto Brugnoli, Universitit L. Bocconi, Italy 
"Textiles and Clothing Trade: Trends and Development after the Europe 
Agreements and the Uruguay Round" 

Prof. Vladimir Shemiatenkov, Russian Academy of Sciences, Russia 
"The Prospect of a Free Trade Area Between Russia and the EU: Imperatives and 
Paradoxes" 

Prof. WU Xian, Chinese Academy of Social Sciences, China 
"The Impacts of the Completion of the Internal Market upon the Exports of the 
Developing Countries'' 

3. Monetary Policy and Capital Markets/ 
Politique monetaire et marche des capitaux 
Conveners: Prof. Willem MOLLE, University of Rotterdam, The Netherlands 

Prof. Franco BRUNI, Universita L. Bocconi, Italy 

Prof. Nicholas Apergis, University of Macedonia, Greece 
Prof. George Demopoulos, Athens University, Greece 
"Macroeconomic Policy within a Monetary Union: Further Evidence from 
Cointegration Tests" 

Prof. Dr. Fritz Breuss, Wirtschaftsuniversitiit, Wien, Austria 
"The impact of EMU on External Trade Relations with CEECs" 

Prof. Hugo M. Kaufmann, City University of New York, USA 
"The EU's Monetary Policy in an International Context: Is EMU Premature?" 

Prof. Paolo Pitta e Cunha, Universidade de Lis boa, Portugal 
"Differentiation and External Monetary Policy of the EU" 

Prof. Ramon Tamames Gomez, Universidad Autonoma de Madrid, Spain 
"The European Monetary Revolution and the World Currency. A Prophecy'"' 

Prof. Niels Thygesen, University of Copenhagen, Denmark 
"The Future Role of the Single European Currency in the International Monetary 
System" 
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19 SEPTEMBRE 1996 

4. Challenges and Instruments of Foreign and Security Policy/ 
Defzs et instruments de la politique exterieure et de securite 
Conveners: Prof. Roy GINSBERG, Skidmore College, USA 

Prof. John ROPER, Chatham House, United Kingdom 

Dr Robert M. Cutler, Laval University, Canada 
"The EU's CSFP as an 'Issue Area': Its Policy Process in Comparative Perspective" 

Prof. Bertel Heurlin, University of Copenhagen, Denmark 
"The Role of the United States in European Security" 

Prof. Emil J. Kirchner, University of Essex, United Kindgom 
"Economic Security and the Problem of Cooperation in Post-Cold War Europe" 

Dr Stephan Kux, UniversitlU Basel, Switzerland 
"The EU and the 'European Security Model': Stabilizing a Changing Continent" 

Prof. Dr. Reimund Seidelmann, Universitiit Jena, Germany 
"Problems and Perspectives of Europe's Security Architecture" 

Prof. Dusan Sidjanski, Universite de Geneve, Suisse 
"La theorie de !'integration a l'epreuve des conjlits exterieurs" 

Prof. Constantin Stephanou, Pantheion University, Greece 
"La communautarisation de la PESC" 

5. Europe and International Migrations/ 
L 'Europe et les migrations internationales 
Conveners: Prof. Jean-Claude MASCLET, Universite Paris I, France 

Dr. Andrzej STEPNIAK, Uniwersytet Gdansk, Poland 

Ms Sarah Spencer, Institute for Public Policy Research, United Kingdom 
"Tackling the root cause of forced migration: the role of the EU" 

Ms Penny Henson, University ofBinningham, United Kingdom 
"Domestic Politics and Europeanization in the German Migration Debate: 
Competing or Complementary Pressures?" 

Prof. Pedro Perez Hortiguela, Spain 
"Migration d'Afrique vers !'Union europeenne: Dbequilibres" 

Prof. Zofia Sokolewicz, Warsaw University Centre for Europe, Poland 
"Host-Guest Syndrome: Civil Society facing the phenomenon of migration" 

Prof. Pitros N. Stangos, Univesity of Macedonia, Greece 
"La 'communautarisation' de la politique de /'immigration au sein de !'Union 
europeenne: bat actuel et perspectives" 

Dr Catherine Wihtol de Wenden, Centre d'Etudes et de Recherches Inter., France 
"Les obstacles a une po/itique communautaire de !'immigration" 
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19 SEPTEMBRE 1996 

20h30: ~1iiDINNER!DINER 

Preside par M me Colette FLESCH, Directeur General DG X, 
avec un expose par M. Emile NOEL 
sur "La Conference Intergouvernementale 1996: la situation actuelle" 

HOtel MCtropole, place De Brouckere 31 • I 000 Bruxelles 

- 5 -



20 SEPTEMBRE 1996 

I 09h00-13h00: 1 WORKING GROUPS/GROUPES DE TRAVAIL 6 -ll]';l!1;1''''11: I 
6. The EU and Central and Eastern Europe (including NIS)/ 

L 'UE et /'Europe de /'Est (y compris CEI) 
Conveners: Prof. Ferenc MADL, Eotvos Lorand University, Hungary 

Prof. Peter MULLER-GRAFF, Universitiit Heidelberg, Germany 

Prof. Yuri Borko, Russian Academy of Sciences, Russia 
"Russia and the EU in the XX!st Century; Four Possible Scenarios of Relations" 

Dr Fram;oise de la Serre, Centre d'Etudes et de Recherches Internationales, France 
"L 'elargissement de /'UE aux pays de !'Europe centrale: que/le difftJrenciation?" 

Ms Antoaneta Dimitrova, University of Limerick, Ireland 
"The Role of the EU in the Process of Democratic Transition and Consolidation in 
Central and Eastern Europe" 

Prof. Dencho Georgiev, Bulgarian Academy of Sciences, Bulgaria 
"The Implications of the Results of ~he Uruguay Round for the Relationship of the 
European Union with the Associated Countries of Central and Eastern Europe" 

Prof. Janne H. Matlary, Oslo University, Norway 
"The Impact of International Institutions: The EU's Role Towards the Visegrad
region in Er:vironmental Policy" 

Prof. Tibor Palankai, Budapest University, Hungary 
"From Europe Agreements to Membership (What criteria should be met, and the 
prospects of meeting them)" 

Prof. Dr. Tadeusz Skoczny, Warsaw University, Poland 
"Harmonization of the Competition Law of the EU Associated Countries seeking 
for EU Membership with the EC Competition Rules" 

Prof. Ronald J. Wonnacott, University of Western Ontario, Canada 
"The EU and Liberalization of East-West European Trade" 

Prof. Jiri Zemanek, Charles University, Czech Republic 
"Legal Problems relating to Czech Republic's Integration to the EU focused on 
Competition Law" 

7. The EU and the Mediterranean Countries/ 
L 'UE et les pays du bassin miditerraneen 
Conveners: Prof. Jean-Claude GAUTRON, Universite Bordeaux IV, France 

Prof. Alejandro LORCA, Univ. Autonoma de Madrid, Spain 

Dr Kalliope Agapiou-Josephides, University of Cyprus, Cyprus 
"L 'avenir des relations euro-mediterramJennes: que/le securite?" 

- 6 -
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20 SEPTEMBRE 1996 

Prof. Antonis Bredimas, University of Athens, Greece 
"Les droits de l'homme dans la cooperation euro-mt!diterraneenne" 

Dr Annette Jiinemann, Universitiit Kassel, Germany 
"Europe's Interrelations with North Africa: The Barcelona Concept" 

Prof. HalOk Kabaalioglu, Marmara University, Turkey 
"Completion of the Customs Union and the Accession of Turkey to the European 
Union" 

Prof. Jose M aria Mella Marquez, Universidad Autonoma de Madrid, Spain 
"Le transfer/ de technologie dans la cooperation euromt!diterraneenne" 

Prof. Alfred Tovias, Hebrew University, Israel 
"Future Trade Arrangements between Israel and its Arab Neighbours: Available 
Options" 

Prof. Dario Velo, Universita di Pavia, Italy 
"Europe's Mediterranean Policy between Variable Geometry and Single Market" 

Prof. Peter G. Xuereb, Mr Roderick Pace, University of Malta, Malta 
"On the Threshold of the European Union: A Legal and Economic Perspective on 
the Adhesion of Malta and Cyprus to the EU" 

8. The EU and North America/L 'UE et l'Amerique du Nord 
Conveners: Prof. James CAPORASO, University of Washington WA, USA 

Prof. Michael SMITH, Loughborough University, United Kingdom 

Prof. Gianni Bonvicini, lstituto Affari Intemazionali, Italy 
"EU and US Defence and Foreign Policy Cooperation in the 90s" 

Dr Maria G. Cowles, The University of North Carolina, USA 
"The Collective Action of Transatlantic Business: Cooperation and Conflict" 

Prof. Marie Fran~oise Labouz, Universite de Versailles SQEY, France 
"L 'Union europeenne et l'Amerique du Nord" 

Dr Kalypso Nicolaidis, Dr Joelle Schmitz, Harvard University, USA 
"Exploring a New Paradigm for Trade Diplomacy: The US-EU Mutual recognition 
Agreements" 

Dr John Peterson, University of Glasgow, United Kindgom 
"The Domestic Politics ofUS-EU Relations" 

Dr Jens van Scherpenberg, Stiftung Wissenschaft und Politik, Germany 
"Towards Rival Regionalism? US and EU Regional Economic Integration Policies 
and Transatlantic Economic Relations" 
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20 SEPTEMBRE 1996 

9. The EU and Asia-APEC/L 'UE et l'Asie 
Conveners: Prof. Dr. Jacques PELKMANS, Rijksuniversiteit, The Netherlands 

Prof. Philomena MURRAY, University of Melbourne, Australia 

Prof. Jacques Bourrinet, UniversiU: d'Aix-Marseille Ill, France 
"Les relations commerciales euro-japonaises a la croisie des chemins" 

Prof. DAI Bingran, Fudan University, China 
"Sino-European Political and Economic Relations in the Post Cold-War Era" 

Prof. Dr. Rudolf Hrbek, Universitiit Tiibingen, Germany 
"The Bangkok Summit 1996 - Towards a New Phase in the Relations between 
ASEAN and the EU?" 

Prof. Robert Scollay, The University of Auckland, New Zealand 
"APEC Trade Liberalisation, The European Union and the International Trading 
System" 

Prof. Soko Tanaka, Tohoku University, Sendai, Japan 
"EU-Asia and Japan-Asia relations" 

Prof. Suthiphand Chirathivat, Chulalongkom University, Bangkok 
"European Union-ASEAN relations" 

10. The EU and Latin America/L'UE et l'Amerique latine 
Conveners: Pro[ Carlos MOLINA DEL POW, Univ. Alacala Henares, Spain 

Pro£ R RUIZDIAZ-LABRAMO, Univ. Nacional-Asuncion, Paraguay 

Prof. Allan R. Brewer-Carias, Universidad Central de Venezuela, Venezuela 
"Le droit communautaire: experience pour le processus d'integration andine" 

Prof. Dromi, Argentina 
"The Future of the Relationship between the European Union and Mercosur" 

Prof. E. Jimenez, Centro de Estudios y Prospectiva Politica, Mexico 
"The Latinamerican integration process and the European Union" 

Prof. Jo~l Lebullenger, Universite de Rennes I, France 
Prof. Catherine Flaesch-Mougin, Universite de Rennes I, France 
"Les relations contractue/les de la CE avec les pays et groupements latino
americains" 

Prof. Marta Olivar, Brazil 
"Understanding the idea of European Community Law for a real Integration 
Process in Southern-Central America" 

Dr. Hazel Smith, University of Kent, United Kingdom 
"The future. of the CFSP: lessons from Central America" 

-8-
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11. The EU and Africa/L 'UE et l'Afrique 
Conveners: Prof. Etienne CEREXHE, UnivcrsitC Catholiquc·- Louvain, Bclgiquc 

Prof. Martin HOLLAND, Univ..,ity of Canterbury, NZ 

Or Olufemi Babarinde, American Graduate School ofi.M., USA 
"Analyzing the Proposed African Economic Community: Lessons from the 
Experience of the EU" 

Prof. Dr. Jose M aria Casado Raigon, Univcrsidad de Cordoba, Spain 
"Considerations economiques, sociales et politiques des rapports UE-Afrique. La 
liaison Europe-Afrique Q travers le detroit de Gibraltar" 

Or Gerrit Fa her, Universitcit Utrecht, The Netherlands 
"The Lome Convention and Development in Sub-Saharan Africa" 

Prof. Oscar Garavello, UniversitA di Milano, Italy 
"Foreign Capital Flows and the Financial Adjustment Process: The Sub-Saharian 
African Experience" 

Dr Thomas Pandclami Mathoma, University of Pittsburgh, USA 
"Wilhin or Without Lome? The Changing Phase of European Union-South African 
Trade Relations" 

Prof. F. M. Sawadogo, UniversitC de Ouagadougou, Burkina Faso 
"L 'Union europCenne et l'U.E.MO.A." 

113h00: LUNCH/DEJElfNER (Parlement europeen) 

PLENARY SESSION/SESSION PLENIERE 

II4h30: CONCWJ)JNG SESSION!CONCUJSIONS 

Round Table with the Conveners of the working groups chaired by/ 
Table ronde avec /es Conveners des groupes de travail prt!sidCe par: 

Prof. Malcolm ANDERSON, President ECSA-World 

withlavec Prof. Jean-Ciaude GAUTRON, President ECSA-Europc 
Legal aspects/Aspects juridiques 

Prof. Alberta SBRAGIA, Vice-President ECSA-World 
Political aspects/Aspects politiques 

Prof. Willem MOLLE, President JSEl-Ncthcrlands 
Economic aspects/Aspects Cconomiques 

117h00: END OF THE CONFERENCE/f"IN DE LA CONFERENCE 

- 9 -



GENERAL INFORMATION 

CONFERENCE VENUE 

European Parliament Building- Auditorium EOl A02 and Working rooms 
ESP ACE LEOPOLD, rue Wiertz- Brussels 

DATE 

19-20 September 1996 

WELCOME DESK 

The Welcome Desk in European Par1iament Building will be at the disposal of 
all participants on Thursday, 19 September 1996, from 8.30 a.m. 

LANGUAGES 

Simultaneous interpretation in English and French will be provided. 

LUNCHES- COFFEE BREAKS 

Lunches and coffee for participants during breaks wil1 be provided. 

CONFERENCE DINNER 

Hosted by Mrs Colette FLESCH, Director General DG X, with a key note 
address by Mr Emile NOEL on "La ConfCrcncc 'lntcrgouvcmcmentale 1996: la 
situation actuelle" 

Hotel METROPOLE, place De Brouckcrc 31 - 1000 Bruxclles 

CONFERENCE ORGANISATION 

For further information about the content of the Conference, please contact: 

European Commission- Directorate General X, "University Jnformation 11 

rue de la Loi, 200 B-1049 Brussels (Belgium) 

Mrs A. VAN MlERT, Tel.: 3212/2999293- Fax: 32/212963106 
Mr B. SORET, Tel.: 32/212960960-Fax: 32/212963106 

e-mail: Bertrand.Soret@dgl O.cec.be 

For further information about the organisation of the Conference, please contact: 

ECSA-EuropeJWorld Secretariat 
rue de Treves, 67 B-1049 Brussels (Belgium) 

Mr L. DJ FONZO, 
Tel.: 321212305472-Fax: 3212/2305608, c-mail: ccsa@pophost.eunct.be 

- 10 -



INFORMATIONS GENERALES. 

LIEU 

Bfttiment du Parlemcnt curopeen- Auditorium EOI A02 et Sallcs de reunion 
ESP ACE LEOPOLD, rue Wiertz- Brussels 

DATE 

19-20 septembrc 1996 

ACCUEIL 

Le service d'accueil sera A la disposition des participants le jcudi 19 scptembre 
1996, des 8h30 dans le hall du Biitiment du Parlement europeen 

LANGUES 

L'interprCtation simultanCe en anglais et fran~ais sera assurCc. 

DEJEUNERS- PAUSES CAFE 

Les dCjcuncrs et le cafe durant les pauses seront offerts sur place. 

DiNER 

Preside par Mme Colette FLESCH, Directeur General DG X, avec un expose 
par M. Emile NOEL sur "La Conference Intergouvemementale 1996: la 
situation actuellc" 

H6tel METRO POLE, place De Brouckcre 31 - I 000 Bruxelles 

ORGANISATION DE LA CONFERENCE 

Pour toutc information relative au contcnu de ccttc confCrcncc, veuillcz contacter: 

Commission europtennc- Direction Gtnerale X, "Information universitaire" 
rue de la Loi, 200 B-1049 Brussels (Belgium) 

M me A. VAN MIERT, Tel.: 32/212999293- Fax: 32/212963106 
M. B. SORET, Tel.: 3212/2960960-Fax: 32/2/2963106 

e-mail: Bertrand.Sorct@dglO.eec.be 

Pour toute infonnation relative a !'organisation de cettc confCrencc, vcuillez contactcr: 

ECSA-Europc/World Secretariat 
rue de Treves, 67 B-1049 Brussels (Belgium) 

M. L. DJ FONW, 
Tel.: 321212305472-Fox: 321212305608, e-mail: ecsa@pophost.eunct.be 

- 11 -



ESCA-WORLD CONFERENCE 

When the European Commission organised the first ECSA-World meeting 
in Brussels in 1992, the project of federating 32 academic national 
associations was still a dream. It has since become a reality. Encouraged 
by President Delors, a first World Conference took place in May 1994. 
More than 300 scholars took part in this scientific exercise, working 
together on the theme of"Federalism, Subsidiarity and Democracy in the 
European Union". 

The European Commission has been fully supporting the ECSA-World 
initiative from the very beginning. It recognizes the vital role of academics 
to promote a better understanding of the European integration process. DG 
X (Information, Communication, Culture and Audiovisual), in particular, is 
watching the development of European studies closely and aims at giving it 
more visibility in academic circles. 

DG X ACTIVITIES 

DG X activites to promote European integration studies: 

- Jean Monnet Project: to develop new university courses on European 
integration in Member States, Poland and Hungary. 

- European University News: newsletter (5 issues/year) to disseminate 
information on Jean Monnet activities, ECSAs Projects, Conferences, 
publications, etc. 

- ECSA-NET/EURISTOTE: database on European integration studies 
(teaching/research) on the Internet. 

- European Documentation Centres: to give researchers access to 
European Institution documents. 

- 12-
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ECSA-EUROPE/ECSA-WORLD 

European integration studies Associations from the member States founded the 
European Community Studies Association-Europe in 1987. ECSA-Europe's 
vocation is to structure their cooperation. Since 1994, the ECSAs existing 
throughout the World are grouped together as ECSA-World. 

Membership: 

ECSA-Europe: 13 associations representing more than 2 000 professors/ 
researchers from the member States of the European Union (except 
Luxembourg and Sweden). 

ECSA-World: 30 associations representing more than 5 000 members. 

Objectives: 

a) ECSAs aims are to: 
I) associate professors/researchers working on European integration 

issues at the national level; 
2) provide high level permanent "re-training" of their members (4 to 5 

seminars a year); 
3) strengthen the European integration issue as a scientific discipline, 

through the organisation of symposia, publications ... ; 
4) facilitate transnational cooperation and the creation of an academic 

world network of European integration specialists. 

Activities: 

I) Research Networks: ECSA-Europe builds academic networks in 
organising transnational research projects: 

ECSA-East associates ECSA-Europe members and national associations 
from Eastern European Countries. Since 1991, participants have been 
working on common research topics under the direction of Prof. MUller 
Graff(Heidelberg University), resulting in Conferences and publications. 

ECSA-Eastl dealt with "The Administrative, Economic and Legal Adapta
tions of the Eastern European Countries to the European Community" 
(published in 1993 by Nomos Verlag). 

ECSA-East /1 started in November 1994: "From Europe Agreements to a 
Member Status". Scholars identify the problems linked to the enlargement 
of the Union to associated countries. After the April I 996 final Conference, 
proceedings will be published in the ECSA Series (Nomos Verlag). 

ECSA-Med, based on the ECSA-East I experience, involves Northern 
Mediterranean countries (Cyprus, Israel, Malta and Turkey) and members 
from ECSA-Europe under Prof. Gautron's leadership (University of 
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Bordeaux). The participants will deliver their conclusions to this ECSA
World Conference, on the theme: "The Policy of the European Union and 
The Mediterranean Area11

• 

2) Jean Monnet Project: ECSA-Europe became the main European 
Commission negotiator in the academic milieu. As such, ECSA-Europe has 
been asked to nominate and select four delegates to the Jean Monnet 
European University Council that runs the Jean Monnet Project. The 
scheme promotes the introduction of new courses on European integration 
in the member states universities, as well as in Hungary and Poland. 

3) ECSA-NET: in partnership with the European Commission (DG X), 
ECSA-Europe and ECSA-World set up a Web server on the Internet to 
provide information on European integration studies (see enclosed 
description). ECSAs correspondents throughout the World gather data to 
be introduced in several databases. 

4) ECSA-World Conferences: In February 1992 the first, constitutional, 
meeting of ECSA-World was held, and was followed two years later in 
May 1994 in Brussels by a conference on "Federalism, Subsidiarity and 
Democracy in the European Union". The conclusions and the proceedings 
are available from the ECSA-Europe Secretariat. 

Publications: 
• Who's Who in European Integration Studies, Baden-Baden, Nomos, 1989, 

1991, 1993, 1995. 

• Federalism, Subsidiarity and Democracy in the European Union, ECSA
World Conference review and conclusion, 1994. 

• Ferenc M:\dl, P.-C. Miiller-Graff(ed.), Hungary- From Europe Agreement 
to a Member Status in the European Union, Bad en-Bad en, Nomos, 1996. 

• The Legal, Economic and Administrative Adaptations of Central European 
Countries to the EC, Baden-Baden, Nomos, 1993. 

• P.-C. Miiller-Graff (ed.), East-Central European States and the EC: Legal 
Adaptations to the Market Economy, Baden-Baden, Nomos, 1993. 

I ;; '!!". " · Members of ECSA-World Steering Committee· ;;~ .,r ., 

Prof. Malcolm ANDERSON, President ECSA-World 
Prof. Jean-Claude GAUJRON, President ECSA-Europe 
Prof. Alberta SBRAGIA, Vice-President ECSA-World 
Prof. Toshiro TANAKA, Vice-PresidentECSA-World 
Prof. RudolfHRBEK, Vice-President ECSA-Europe 
Prof. Marc MARESCAU, Vice-President ECSA-Europe 
Prof. Constantin STEPHANOU, Vice-President ECSA-Europe 
Dr Andrzej STEPNIAK, PECSA Poland 
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ECSA-EUROPE/ECSA-WORLD 

Les associations nationales de professeurs/chercheurs specialises dans ]'etude 
de ]'integration europeenne des Etats membres se sont federees en 1987 au 
niveau communautaire au sein d'ECSA-Europe et au niveau mondial en 1994 
au sein d'ECSA-World. 

Membres: 

ECSA-Eurooe: 13 assoc1allons representant plus de 2 000 professeurs/ 
chercheurs des pays membres de ]'Union europeenne (sauf le Luxembourg et la 
Suede). 

ECSA-World: 30 associations actuellement representant pres de 5 000 
membres. 

Objectifs: 

a) Les ECSAs visent a: 
I) regrouper au niveau national les professeurs et chercheurs trnvaillant 

sur ]'integration europeenne et les developpements communautaires; 
2) assurer un "recyclage" permanent de haul niveau de leurs membres (4 a 

5 seminaires par an); 
3) consolider la problematique europeenne comme matiere scientifique 

par des colloques, publications, etc.; 
4) faciliter la cooperation trnnsnationale et ]'emergence d'un reseau 

mondial de speeialistes universitaires d'etude de ]'integration 
europt!enne. 

Activites: 

I) Reseaux de recherche: ECSA developpe des reseaux en organisant des 
projets de recherche trnnsnationaux: 
ECSA-East: associe des membres d'ECSA-Europe et les Associations 
nationales des pays d'Europe centrale. Depuis 1991, les participants 
trnvaillent et publient dans la "scrie ECSA" (Nomos Verlag - cf publi
cations) sur des themes de recherche communs sous la direction du 
Professeur Miiller Graff (Universite de Heidelberg). 

ECSA-East I a porte sur "Les adaptations administratives, economiques et 
juridiques des pays d'Europe centrnle a ]'Union europeenne". 

ECSA-Eastll s'est acheve en avril 1996 par une conference "From Europe 
Agreements to a Member Status". 

ECSA-Med: suite a ]'experience d'ECSA-East I, un projct impliquant des 
Associations de pays membres et de pays du Bassin mediterraneen a ete 
lance par le Prof. J.-C. Gautron (Universite de Bordeaux). Les participants 
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presentent Ieurs conclusions au cours de cette conference sur le theme: "La 
politique de !'Union europeenne et l'espace mediterram!en". 

2) Actwn Jean Monnet: ECSA-Europe est devenue l'interlocuteur privilegie 
de la DG X dans les milieux universitaires. A ce titre, ECSA-Europe 
designe quatre membrcs du Conseil Universitaire Europeen pour I' Action 
Jean Monnet, l'organe academique sur lequella Commission europeenne 
s'appuie pour I' Action Jean Monnet. Le programme vi se a promouvoir 
l'enseignement universitairc sur !'integration europeenne, dans les Etats 
membres, en Pologne et en Hongrie. 

3) ECSA-NET: En partenariat avec la Commission europeenne, ECSA
Europc et ECSA-World ont cree un systeme d'inforrnation sur Internet 
regroupant uncertain nombre de bases de donnees sur l'enseignement et la 
recherche sur !'integration europeenne (cf encadre "ECSA-NET''). Les 
correspondants de chaque ECSA nationale collectent Ies informations qui 
concement Ies activites de leurs membres a introduire dans le systeme. 

4) ECSA-World Conferences: En fevrier 1992 s'est tenue a Bruxelles la 
premiere reunion constitutive d'ECSA-World. La premiere Conference 
mondiale a reuni en 1994, pres de 300 participants a Bruxelles autour du 
theme "Federalisme, Subsidiarite et Democratic". Lcs conclusions et Ies 
actes de la Conference peuvent etre obtenus aupres du Secretariat ECSA. 

Publications: 

o Who's Who in European Integration Sh1dies, Baden-Baden, Nomos, 1989, 
1991, 1993, 1995. 

o Federalism, Subsidiarity and Democracy in the European Union, ECSA
World Conference review and conclusion, 1994. 

o Ferenc Mad I, P.-C. Mtiller-Graff(ed.), Hungary- From Europe Agreement 
to a Member Status in the European Union. Baden-Baden, Nomos, 1996. 

o The Legal, Economic and Administrative Adaptations of Central European 
Countries to the EC, Baden-Baden, Nomos, 1993. 

o P.-C. Milller-Graff (ed.), East-Central European States and the EC: Legal 
Adaptations to the Market Economy, Baden-Baden, Nomos, 1993. 

I · Membres du Steering Comite ECSA-World 

Prof. Malcolm ANDERSON, President ECSA-World 
Prof. Jean-Claude GAUTRON, President ECSA-Europe 
Prof. Alberta SBRAGIA, Vice-President ECSA-World 
Prof. Toshiro TANAKA, Vice-President ECSA-World 
Prof. RudolfHRBEK, Vice-President ECSA-Europe 
Prof. Marc MARESCAU, Vice-President ECSA-Europe 
Prof. Constantin STEPHANOU, Vice-President ECSA-Europe 
Dr Andrzej STEPNIAK, PECSA Pologne 
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Associations universitaires d'E!tudes europeennes 
University Associations of European Studies 

>'ECSA"WORLO',:,~ 
Presidence: 
Prof. Ma/colm Anderson 
University of Edinburgh 
International Social Sciences 
Institute- 1, Surgeon SQuare 
HIGH SCHOOL YARDS 
UK- EDINBURGH EH! -1l.Z 
Tel.: 44-131-650 2459 
Fax: 44-131-650 6345 

Pays tiers I Third countries 

AUSTRALIA 

CESAA ·Contemporary 
European Studies Association 
of Australia 
President: Dr Philomena 
MURRAY 
do University of Melbourne 
Department of PoiHical Science 
Parkville 
AUS-VICTORIA 3052 
Tel.: 61-3-9344 6565 or9344 5151 
Fax·61-3-9344 7906 

BULGARIA 

BECSA- Bulgarian European 
Community Studies 
Association 

~~~~b~~9: ~nr&n~ SHIKOVA 

BL- SOFIA 1124 
Tel.: 359-2-971.24.11 
Fax: 359·2-971.24.11 

CANADA 

ECSA-C European Community 
Studies Associatlon-Canada 
Association d'Eitude sur la 
Communaute europ(ienne.. 
canada 
President: Prof. Steven B. 
WOLINETZ 
do Department of Political 
Sciences 
Memorial University ol 
Newfoundland 
CD- ST JOHN'S Newfoundland 
A183X9 
Tel.. 1-709-737.7413/8179 
Fax: 1-709·737.4000 

CHINA 

~~~-Chinese Society for EU 

President: Prof. DAI Bingran 
do Fudan University 
Institute of World Economy
Center fer European Studies 
Handan Road 220 
PRC- SHANGHAI200433 
Tel.: 86-21-65.48.33.31 
Fax: 86-21-65.48.33.31 

CROATIA 

CESA · Croatian European 
Community Studies 
Association 
President: Prof. Kresimir SAJKO 
do University ol Zagreb 
Farultyof Law 
Institute of International and 
Comparative Law 
Ciri!ometodska 4/1 
P.O. Bow175 
CR-41000ZAGREB 
Tel.: 385-41-424 333 
Fax: 385-41-423640 

MESA- Malta European Studies 
Association 
President: Prof. Peter XUEREB 
do University of MaHa 
European DOCLmentation and 
Aeseardl Centre 
Tai- Oroqq- MA- MSIDA MSD06 
Malta 
Tel.: 356-32.90.20.01 
Fax: 356-33.64.50 
NEW ZEALAND 
European Community Studies 
Association 
President: Prof. Martin HOLLAND 
do University of Canterbury 
Department of Political Science 
CHRISTCHURCH 
Tel.: 64-33-667 001 
Fax: 64-33-642 007 
NORGE 
Norsk Forum for 
Europaforsknlng 
President: Prof. Janne HAALAND 
HATLARY 
do University of Oslo- ARENA 
P.O. Box 1143- Blindern 
N-03170SLO 
Tel.: 47-22-85.56.96 or 
85.76.76!77 
Fax: 47-22-85.78.32 

POLSKA 

PECSA - Polish European 
Community Studies 
Association 
President: Dr Renata 
STAWARSKA 
do University of Economics 
Pozran 
Centre for Documenta~on and 
Research of the European 
Communities 
16, Powstancow Wielkopolskidl 
street 
PL-61-895 
Tel."'"""''" 

:Prof. Yuri BORKO 
8·3 "V" Mokhovaya Street 
103873 MOSKWA 
Tel.: 7·095-2034187 
Fax: 7-095·200 4298 

SUISSE 

ASE - Association sulsse 
d'etude de !'Integration 
europlienne 
President· Prof. Dusan 

I 

College of Law 
5-1 Anam·Dong Sungbuk-Ku 
ROK-136-706 SEOUL 
Tel.: 82-2·920.11.45 
Fax: 82·2-925.34.31 

TURKEY 

TUNAECS- TurKish Association 
for European Community 
Studleo 
President: Prof. Haluk 
KABAALIOGLU 
do Marmara University 
European lnstiMe 
Jean Monnet Building 
Goztepe Campus 
Kadiktiy 
TA -ISTANBUL 
Tel.. 90-216-338.41.96 
Fax: 90·216-347.45.43 

U.S.A. 

ECSA-USA - European 
Community Studies 
Association 
President: Prof. James A. 
CAPORASO 
Adm. Director: Bill Burros 
do University of Pittsburgh 
405 Bellefield Hall 
USA- PITISBURGH, PA 15260 
Tel.: 1-412-648-7635 · 
Fax: 1-412-648-1168 



ECSA-NET/EURISTOTE 
An interactive communication network on the Internet 

The system is a subheading ofEUROPA, the European Commission 
Web-server: http://www.cec.lu 

Path: The European Union- Europe ABC- European Integration 
Studies- ECSA-NET 

Direct access: http://www.cec.lu/ecsa/homepage.html 

Objectives: 

ECSA-NET will link scholars involved in European integration studies. National 
ECSAs (30 European Community Studies Associations representing 5 000 
members) will be involved in data gathering and have the opportunity to get their 
own entry on our Web. The system is to provide access to our databases and will 
constitute DG X main instrument to reach the academic community World-wide 
specialised in European integration studies. 

Content: 

The following features will be available via ECSA-Net: 
• universities involved in European integmtion studies 
• national associations (activities, members, etc.) 
• professors specialised in the field 

• Who's Who in European integration studies 
• EURISTOTE: database on research, updated by ECSAs 
• Jean Monnet Project 

• European Documentation Centres 
• Postgraduate degrees in European integration/summer courses 
• News Group, including various features: conferences, debates on current 

issues (ICG, EMU, etc.), call for papers, vacancies, recent publications ... 

Links will be available with other European Commission's public databases and 
Web-servers dealing with European integration. 

EUROPEAN COMMISSION 

Directorate General X "University Information" 
______ Head of Unit: Mrs Jacqueline LASTENOUSE 

'> ·•; ~T2 c.'fAC,i, ,rued~ I~ Loi, 200 B-1049 Brussels (Belgium) 
,, L~NA.t.0NAL. , .... "" I 

~Additional· iriformation: ]Jertrand Soret,DG X Tl20 3/62, Tel.: (32-2) 296 09 60, 
Fax: (32-2) 296 31 06, E.-mail: BertrandSoret@JJGJO.cec.be 
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TIDRD ECSA-WORLD CONFERENCE 
TROISIEME CONFERENCE ECSA-WORLD 

THE EUROPEAN UNION 
IN A CHANGING WORLD 

L 'UNION EUROPEENNE DANS UN. 
MONDE EN TRANSFORMATION 

BRUXELLES 

19 - 20 SEPTEMBRE 1996 

PROGRAMME 

CORRIGENDUM 

EUROPEAN COMMISSION 
DG X -Information, Communication, 
Culture and Audiovisual 
UNIVERSITY INFORMATION 

ECSA-EUROPE and WORLD 
European Community 
Studies Association 



09h30: 

10h!5:. 

BATIMENT DU PARLEMENT EUROPEEN 
ESP ACE LEOPOLD, Rue Wiertz- Bruxelles 

19 SEPTEMBRE 1996 

PLENARY SESSION I SESSION PLENIERE 

Salle L01A02 
(Coffee Break at llhOO) 

Opening of the Conference I Ouverture de la Conference 
Mrs Colette FLESCH - Director General DG X 
Mr Jacques DELORS- Former President of the European Commission 

President Association "Notre Europe11 -Paris 

Prof. Malcolm ANDERSON- President ECSA-World 

INTRODUCTORY REPORTS I DISCOURS JNTRODUCTIFS 
Dr Hans-Dietrich GENSCHER, Former German Minister of Foreign Affairs 
Greater Europe 
M. Edgard PISANI, Honorary President - Institut du Monde Arabe, Paris 
L'Union europeenne et le Sud 

12h30: LUNCH I DEJEUNER (Parlement Europeen) 

14h00-19h00: WORKING GROUPS I GROUPESDE TRAVAIL 1-5 
(Coffee Break at 15h30) 

1: Europe and the World Economy: competitiveness, competition, investment 
L 'Eu.rope et l'iconomie mondiale: compititivite, concurrence, investissement 

Salle MAEl 

Conveners; - Prof. Dieter BIEHL, Universitat Goethe, Germany 
-Prof. Vladimir SHEMIATENKOV, Russian Academy of Sciences, Russia 

Prof. Jose Manuel Aguera Sirgo, Universidad de Leon, Spain 
"Croissance et emploi. Un defifondamental pour la construction de l'Uriion europeenne" 
Dr Venilde Jeronimo, The Claremont Graduate School, USA 
"Telecommunications and Competition in the European Union" 
Prof. Sung-Hoon Park, Korea Institut for International Economic Policy, Korea 
'7he Current Status and Future Prospects of Regionalism and lvfultilateralism in the World Economy: 
A Case Study of Economic Relations Between EU and APEC in the WTO Era" 
Prof. Manuel Porto, Universidade de Coimbra, Portugal 
"Integration, Specialization and Adjustment. The Portuguese Case" 
Prof. Dr Hans-Jiirgen Vosgerau, Universitiit Konstanz, Germany 
"Towards an lntemational Coordination of Competition Policies" 
Prof. Hiroko Yamane, Ritsumeikan University, Japan 
"Competition and Competitiveness: Relevance of EC Competition Law to Japan" 



2: Trade Relations I Relations commerciales 

SaUeMAE2 

Conveners: - Prof. Dario VELO, Universita di Pavia, Italy 
-Prof. Marc MARESCEAU, Universiteit Gent, Belgium 

Prof. Thiebaut Flory, Universite Paris-Val de Marne, France 
"L'Union europeenne et l'O.M.C. -Approchejuridique" 
Prof. Dr. Elzbieta Kawecka-Wyrzykowska, Warsaw School of Economics, Poland 
"Prospects for Trade Developments between Central and Eastern Europe and the European Union" 
Prof. Norio Komuro, Kobe University, Japan 
"EU Antidumping Measures against Japanese products" 
Dr Laura Resmini, Dr Alberto Brugnoli, Universita L. Bocconi, Italy 
"Textiles and Clothing Trade: Trends and Development aj/er the Europe Agreements and the Uruguay Round" 
Maxim Medvedkov, Ministry of External Economic Relations, Russia 
"The Prospect of q Free Trade Area Between Russia and the EU: Imperatives and Paradoxes" 
Prof. WU Xian, Chinese Academy of Social Sciences, China 
''The Impacts of the Completion of the Internal Market upon the Exports of the Developing Countries" 

3: Monetary Policy and Capital Markets I Po/itique monetaire et marche des capitaux 

SaUeMAE3 

Conveners: -Prof. Willem MOLLE, University of Rotterdam, The Netherlands 
-Prof. Franco BRUNI, Universitil L. Bocconi, Italy 

Prof. Nicholas Apergis, University of Macedonia- Prof. George Demopoulos, Athens University, Greece 
"lvfacroeconomic Policy within a Monetary Union: Further Evidence from Cointegration Tests" 
Prof. Dr. Fritz Breuss, Wirtschaftsuniversitiit, Wien, Austria 
'The impact of EMU on External Trade Relations with CEECs" 
Prof. Hugo M. Kaufmann, City University of New York, USA 
"The EU's Monetary Policy in an International Context: Is Elv!U Premature?" 
Prof. Paolo Pitta e Cunha, Universidade de Lisboa, Portugal 
"Aifonetary Union and Differentiation. The External Dimension" 
Prof. Ramon Tamames Gomez, Universidad Autonorna de Madrid, Spain 
~The European Monetary Revolution and the World Currency. A Prophecy .. 

Prof. Niels Thygesen, University of Copenhagen, Denmark 
'The Future Role of the Single European Currency in the International Monetary System" 

4: Challenges and Instruments of Foreign and Security Policy 
Defis et instruments de la politique exterieure et de securite 

-~ 

Conveners: - Prof. Dusan SIDJANSKI, Universite de Geneve, Suisse 
- Prof. John ROPER, Chatharn House, United Kingdom 

Prof. Bertel Heurlin, University of Copenhagen, Denmark 
"United States and European Security. US Impact on European Security towards 2000" 
Prof. Emil J. Kirchner, University of Essex, United Kindgom 
"Economic Security and the Problem of Cooperation in Post-Cold War Europe" 
Dr Stephan Kux, Universitiit Base!, Switzerland 
"The EU and the 'European Security Model': Stabilizing a Changing Continent" 
Prof. Dr Reimund Seidelmann, Universitiit Jena, Germany 
"Problems and Perspectives of Europe's Security Architecture" 
Prof. Dusan Sidjanski, Universite de Geneve, Suisse 
"Po/itique extJrieure et de securitJ: une priorite pour 1996-1997" 



5: Europe and International Migrations I L 'Europe et les migrations internationales 

SaUe L06B54 

Conveners: -Prof. Jean-Ciaude MASCLET, Universite Paris I, France 
- Dr Andrzej STEPNIAK, Uniwersytet Gdansk, Poland 

Ms. Sarah Spencer, Institute for Public Policy Research, United Kingdom 
"Tackling the root cause of forced migration: the role of the EU" 
Dr Penny Henson, Dr Nisha Malhan, University of Birmingham, United Kingdom 
"Domestic Politics and Europeanisation in the German Migration Debate: 
The Elusive Search for a European lvligration Policy" 
Prof. Zofia Sokolewicz, Warsaw University Centre for Europe, Poland 
"Host-Guest Syndrome: Civil Society facing the phenomenon of migration" 
Prof. Petros N. Stangos, Univesity of Macedonia, Greece 
"La 'communautanSation' de la politiquf! de /'immigration au sein de l'Union europeenne" 

Dr Catherine Wihtol de Wenden, Centre d'Etudes et de Recherches Internationales, France 
"Les obstacles Q une po/itique communautaire de /'immigration" 

20h30: DINNER I DOOR 
Hosted by Mrs. Colette FLESCH, Director General DG X, 
with a key note address by 
on the 
Hotel METROPOLE - Bruxelles 

20 SEPTEMBRE 1996 

09h00-13h00: WORKING GROUPS I GROUPES DE TRAVAIL 6- 11 
(Coffee Break at /Oh30) 

6: The EU and Central and Eastern Europe (including NlS) 
L 'UE et !'Europe de !'Est (y compris CEI) 

SaUe L04B01 

Conveners: -Prof. Ferenc MADL, Eotvos Lorand University, Hungary 
- Prof. Peter MULLER-GRAFF, Universitlit Heidelberg, Germany 

Prof. Yuri Borko, Russian Academy of Sciences, Russia 
"Russia and The European Union in the XX!th Century; Four Possible Scenarios of Relations" 
Dr Fran~oise de la Serre, Centre d'Etudes et de Recherches Internationales, France 
"L't!Zargissement de l'UE aux pays de /'Europe ci!ntra/e: que/le dijJJrenciation?" 
Ms. Antoaneta Dimitrova, University of Limerick, Ireland 
"The role of the EU in the Process of Democratic Transition and Consolidation in Centra/and Eastern Europe" 
Prof. Janne H. Matlary, Oslo University, Norway 
"The Impact of !nternationa/Institutionr: The EU's Role Towards the Visegrad-region in Erivtronmental Policy" 
Prof. Tibor Palankai, Budapest University, Hungary 
"From Europe Agreements to klembership (What criteria should be met, and the prospects of meeting them)" 
Prof. Dr Tadeusz Skoczny, Warsaw University, Poland 
"Harmonization of1he Competition Law of the EC Associated Countries Seeking for EU Membership with 
the EC Competition Rules" 
Prof. Jiri Zemanek, Charles University, Czech Republic 
"Legal Problems relating to Czech Republic's Integration to the EU focused on competition law" 



7: The EU and the Mediterranean Countries I L 'UE etles pays du bassin mediterraneen 

SaUe LOSBOI 

Conveners: -Prof. Jean-Ciaude GAUTRON, Universite Montesquieu Bordeaux IV, France 
-Prof. Alejandro LORCA, Universidade Autonoma de Madrid, Spain 

Dr Kalliope Agapiou-Josephides, University of Cyprus, Cyprus 
"L'avenir des relations euro-miditerram!ennes: queUe securitJ?" 
Prof. Antonis Bredimas, University of Athens, Greece 
"Le droits de l'homme dans la cooperation euro-mJditerram!enne" 
Dr Annette Jiinemann, Universitat Kassel, Germany 
"Europe's interrelations with North Africa in the new framework of Euro-}vfediterranean partnership. A 
provisional assessment of the Barce/ona-concept " 
Prof. Haluk Kabaalioglu, Marmara University, Turkey 
"Completion of the Customs Union and the accession of Turkey to the European Union" 
Prof. Jose Maria Mella Marquez, Universidad Autonoma de Madrid, Spain 
"La transference de technologie dans la cooperation euromiditerram!enne" 
Prof. Alfred Tovias, The Hebrew University, Israel 
"Future Trade Arrangements between Israel and its Arab Neighbours: Available Options" 
Prof. Dario Velo, Universitil di Pavia, Italy 
"Europe's Mediterranean Policy between Variable Geometry and Single Market" 
Prof. Peter G. Xuereb, Mr. Rode rick Pace, University of Malta, Malta 
"On the Threshold of the European Union: A Political, Economic and Legal Perspective on the Adhesion of 
Malta and Cyprus" 

8: The EU and the North America I L 'UE etl'Amerique du Nord 

~ 
Conveners: -Prof. James CAPORASO, University of Washington W A, USA 

- Prof. Michael SMITH, Loughborough University, United Kingdom 

Prof. Gianni Bonvicini, lstituto Affari Internazionali, Italy 
"EU and US Defence and Foreign Policy Cooperation in the 90s" 
Dr Maria G. Cowles, The University of North Carolina, USA 
"The Collective Action of Transatlantic Business: Cooperation and Conflict" 
Prof. Marie Fran~oise Labouz, Universite de Versailles SQEY, France 
"L'Union europeenne et l'Amerique du Nord" 
Dr Kalypso Nicolaidis, Dr. Joelle Schmitz, Harvard University, USA 
"Exploring a New Paradigm for Trade Diplomacy: The US-EU Mutual recognition Agreements" 
Dr John Petersoo, University of Glasgow, United Kindgom 
'The Domestic Politics of US-EU Relations" 
Dr Jens van Scherpenberg, Stiftung Wissenschaft und Politik, Germany 
'Towards Rival Regionalism? US and EU Regional Economic Integration Policies and Transatlantic 
Economic Relations'' 

9: The EU and Asia-APEC I L 'UE eti'Asie 

SaUe MAE2 

Conveners: -Prof. Dr Jacques PELKMANS, Rijksuniversiteit Limburg, The Netherlands 
- Prof. Murray FORSYTH, Baptist University, Hong Kong 

Prof. Jacques Bourrinet, Universite d' Aix-Marseille Ill, France 
"Les relations commerciales euro-japonaises a la croisee des chemins" 
Prof. Bingran Dai, Fudan University, China 
"Sino-European Political and Economic Relations in the Post Cold-War Era" 
Prof. Dr. Rudolf Hrbek, Universitat Tiibingen, Germany 
'The Bangkok Summit 1996- Towards a New Phase in the Relations between ASEAN and the EU?" 



• 

Prof. Robert Scollay, The University of Auckland. New Zealand 
'c4PEC Trade Liberalisation, The European Union and the International Trading System" 
Prof. Soko Tanaka, Tohoku University, Sendai, Japan 
"Eu-Asia and Japan-Asia relations" 

10: The EU and Latin America I L 'UE etl'Amerique Latine 

SaUe MAE3 

Conveners: -Prof. Carlos MOLINA DEL POZO, Universidade Alacala de Henares, Spain 
-Prof. Roberto RUIZ DIAZ-LABRAMO, Univ. Nacional de Asuncion, Paraguay 

Prof. All an R. Brewer-Carias, Universidad Central de Venezuela, Venezuela 
"Le droit communautaire europeen: une experience pour !'integration andine" 
Prof. Dromi, Argentina 
"El futuro de /as relaciones entre la Union Europe ay Mercosur" 
Prof. E. Jimenez, Centre de Estudios y Prospectiva Politica, Mexico 
"L 'integration latino-americaine et les relations cry;ec l 'Europe" 
Prof. Joel Lebullenger, Prof. Catberine Flaesch-Mougin, Universite de Rennes I, France 
"Les relations contractuelles de la CE avec les pays et groupements /atino-americains" 
Prof. Marta Olivar, Brazil 
"Understanding the idea of European Community Law for a real Integration Process in Southern-Central America" 

Dr Hazel Smith, University of Kent, United Kingdom 
"The future of the CFSP: lessons from Central America" 

11: The EU and Africa I L 'UE et/'Afrique 

SaUe L06B54 

Conveners: - Prof. Etienne CEREXHE, Universite Catholique de Louvain, Belgique 
-Prof. Martin HOLLAND, University of Canterbury, New Zealand 

Dr Olufemi Babarinde, American Graduate School ofl.M., USA 
'c4nalyzing the Proposed African Economic Community: Lessons from the Experience of the EU" 
Prof. Dr. Jose Maria Casado Raigon, Universidad de Cordoba, Spain 
"Aspects economiques, sociaux et politiques des relations U.E.IAFRIQUE. 
La liaison Q travers le Detroit de Gibraltar." 
Dr Gerrit Faber, Dr Hein Roelfsema, Universiteit Utrecht, The Netherlands 
"The Lome Convention and Development in Sub-Saharan Africa" 
Prof. Oscar Garavello, Universitil di Milano, Italy 
"Foreign Resource Flows and the Financial Adjustment Process: The Sub-Saharian African Experience" 
Dr Thomas Pandelami Mathoma, University of Pittsburgh, USA 
"Within or Without Lome? The Changing Phase of European Union-South African Trade Relations" 
Prof. F. M. Sawadogo, Universite de Ouagadougou, Burkina Faso 
"L'Union europeenne et l'U.E.MO.A." 

13h00: LUNCH I DEJEUNER (Parlement Europeen) 



l4h30: 

17h00: 

PLENARY SESSION I SESSION PLENIERE 

SaUe L01A02 
(Coffee Break at 16h00) 

CONCLUDING SESSION I CONCLUSIONS 

Mr Marcelino OREJA - Member of the European Commission 

Round Table with the Conveners of the working groups chaired by/ 
Table ronde avec les Conveners des groupes de travail prisidee par: 
Prof. Malcolm ANDERSON, President ECSA-World 

with I avec 

Prof. Jean-Claude GAUTRON, President ECSA-Europe 
Legal aspects I Aspects juridiques 

Prof. Alberta SBRAGIA, Vice-President ECSA-World 
Political aspects I Aspects po/itiques 

Prof. Willem MOLLE, President !SE!-Netherlands 
Economic aspects I Aspects economiques 

END OF THE CONFERENCE I FIN DE LA CONFERENCE 
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Politique exterieure>etde securite: 
Une priorite pour 1996/1997 

par 
DusanSidjanski 

Professeur a f."Jnstitut europeen 
de l"Universite de Geneve 

.Le paix et la sb:urite sent la preoccupation ptincipale des citoyens<eliropeens. Repondant a 
la question quels devraient etre [es objec:tifS fondamentaux dansle cadre de la revision du traite 
de Maastricht, 41% des personnes interrogees en mars l 996 onr indique la ~ et 17% la lt.itte 
contr~ le ch6mage1

. C'esr pourquoi suivant le sens ·comrnun eurcpeen.les gouvemements ac
corderont fort probablemenr la priorite a la dimension exrerieure cie I'Union europeenne. Le 
President Jacques Chir?.c l'a clairenient .affirme devant le Parlement britannique: " En effet., un 
objecrifmajeur de cette.negociarion est.de doterl'Europe d'unevernab!c;_p~fitique etrangere er 
de securite co=une. qui lui permertent de peser de tout.son:poicls, -!crsque c'esr necessaire, 
sur la scene intemationale » 2 

_ Er le· President Chime de cirer. le Genecil de Gaul!e clans une 
interview a Liberation du 15 mars 1996: « n ne peut y avoir de persoanalite politique de 
!'Europe si !'Europe n'a pas. sa .personnalite au point de •ue. de la. defense » et d'ajourer. que 
c'est ·runion europeenne qui ome un cadre naturei a l' emergence de cette personnalite. . 
L'opinion publique se prononce aujourd'htli.dans !e rneme sens: 71%-sont en faveurd'une 
politique etrangere commune .et, meme plus no.mbreux, .&1 %·son;: d'aceord avec la necessite' 
d'une politique de defense commune-' · 

I. 

Quelques reperes theoriques et historiqp.es 

La menace e)..1:erieure figure en bonne place panni les federzreurs dans la theorie. classique 
des federations. En revanche. elle est a peine mentionnee vorre · passee sous silence dans la 
theorie de r intCgration.. 

Parmi les facteurs quj influent ·le plus sur la formacion, le developpement et le fonctionne- · 
ment des. federations, les perils communs·. et les sentiments de solidarite oui en resu!tent soot 
souvent invoques pour e":pliquer' les origines des unions federllives< _ L:exemple de la nais
sance de la Confederation helvetique illustre le role des acteurs:=enei.rrs. En effei, le ·Pacte 
fondateur a la fin du xrno siec!e vise principalement a assurer l'iadeper.dance. des petits Can-· 
tons face a la menace de la domination des· Habsbourgs. Plus· mrd, les diverses menaces exre-

1 Les citovens carorfrns er la CIG. Europinio~ _CO~ission e_uropb::.nne~ D~ TtL-in,. Ie ·29 .mars I 966; 
F~4. . . . , • 
'Disamrsprnnonc:t par le President de la Republique; .. M. Jac;ques Chrrac, ceva.~t le Parlem~nt britancique le 
15 mai 1996. 
>Enropiniori. op. ciL, Fig.. 7 er 8. 
4 D .. Sidj~ F6::!etalisme amphvonigue. La~e,. F .. :Rouge e:t Cie,. 1956 .. p. 2 e.r. Dlrnen.c;ions c;uroreennes de 
lascien=oolitigue, P;rris, LGDJ.I963.-pp.ll9-l22. 
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rieures produiront des regroupements successifs des. Cantons pourtzm forr differents par Jeurs 
dimensions, Ieurs niveru.Lx de devdoppement mais aussi par leurs langues et religions. Le .fuc
teur restera present jusqu' a une epoque n~ceme marquee par ia creztion de !a Communaute 
europeenne reunissam le.s puissants voisins de la Suisse. La n§ponse a ces menaces extetieures 
a ete le renforcement de runion et r adoption de la neut:r2lite. 

D' ailleurs plus gener<tlement, le besoin d' assurer la securite e>.:terieure est un des motifs qui 
poussent Ies hornmes a se reunir en communautes politiques dent Ia fcnction pa,-mi Ies plus 
importantes est de les preserver centre Ies penis exterieurs et d'assurer en oommun ieur de
fense. Certes, cene motivation initiale ne suffit point a creer une federruion_ Mais e!le est sou~ 
vent un facteur qui dedt:ncbe '!'integration qui, a son tour, pem: prendre la forme d'une union 
federative dans la mesure ou eile correspond a une serie de cond!tior,:; nrb-federalistes. ·Pimni 
celles-ci on peur retenir a titre d' exemp!e !'existence des conditions suiva.•tes· un fondemenr 
culture! commun, la pluralite de nationalites, de religions, de iangues :r:mis aussi le role des 
echanges et des elements de l'interdependance ainsi qu'une co~science croissante d'un destin 
partage. Dans ces situations., !'union de ty'jle federatif apparait comme la forme la plus appre>-
pri~ d'organisation commune. · · 

n est etonnant de constater que le facreur ex<erieur de craime devanr .!a menace n'est pris 
que margina!ement en consideration dansr oeune pionniere Karl \V.. Deutsch5 . D' autam plus 
qu'un des concepts qui est a sa base'la communaute de securite: Cepenca;1t la definition de ce 
concept pone principalernent sur !'evolution des rapporrs pacifiques entre les membres· de la 
communaute et leur degre d'integratiorL Cerres parmi les motifsjnvoques par Ies promoteurs 
d'unions, le motif des alliances militaires figur~nr en queue des quinze motifs. Cependant, se! on 
ie critere de I' efficacite, Ie:s alliances militaires occupent une place media:.,-..i sur r echelle. I! n' en 
reste pas mains que la dimension de la secunre exrerieure est amplement ri:llse en lumiere clans 
Ies travaux ulterieurs que Karl .W. Demsch, .fin connaisseur . de l' histqire de la Suisse, a 
consacres ace pays_ 

L'oeuvre fondamentale de EmstR Haas consacree a riruegration etifopeenne au sein de. la 
·CECA, The Uniting of Europe, met raccent sur Ies processus de decision ·er les forces socio
economiques et po!itique:;. Son cadre theoi:ique general n'exclut pas fa. dimension exnmeure 
bien que son inten!t et sa. recherche portent principalement sur les acteurs a l'interieur de la 
Communaute. De meme, !;on concept de spill over, effet de debordement. se developpe a partir 
d'une integratioo sectorielle et·fonctionne!le a l'exemple de la srr:ategie de Jean Monnet,_ avam . 
de se rapprocher d'une integration globale_ N'empecbe que l<i. dimer.sion exterieure et de se
curite demeure, dans cett<: approche neo-foncrionnaliste, le ·p«rent pauvre. De fair, en se con
centram sur les processus et les comporremenrs des acteurs au 5ein e la CECA de 1950 a 1957 
et les effets positifs de !'integration. Haas n'a pas renu coQlpte de la dimension hisrorique glo-. 
bale de cette periode. En effet, c'esr a cerre epoque qu:inre!Vient !a .tentative de mettre·sur pied 
une Communaure de defense eciropeenne .(CED) qui, par son ei:hec, dererminera le cours prin-

. cipalement economique et technique de !'integration en la pciV:urt·. de son compiement 
d'integration politique. Di:s !or.;, la politique etrangere. de securite ec ce defense devienr un 
tabou -qui accenrue I' ostracisme de ces secreurs poliriques par excellence. Cette lacune. a. ete 
comblee par la suite par des travaux ulteneurs de Haas et de ses disciples donr Philippe 
Scb..•nitter qui utilise le-concept d' »e.'<l.ernalisaiion » 6 . 

5 K W_ Deutsch Cl. al., Political Commmlitv and. the North. Atlantic Area, Princ-etcil cfnivcrs:ity Press, 1957. ll 
s'agit d'une ouvrage fondamental offr.mt le c:ad•c'tlu':oriquepoar I'analyse·d.,; p= a' integration et de 
desintegrauon_ . . 
6 nThree Neo-Functiooallsr Hypotheses about.lntemational· Integration)) I-n In.ta:m.-:::~ticMI O:reani..z.ation.... 1969 .. 
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En se refemt au schema de Joseph S. Nye tel qu'il est presente clans Peace in Parts en 
1971, Panayotis Soldatos reprend les concepts d'acteurs extemes et « d'externalisarion >>'. Le 
premier constitue la pierre an,"Ul.aire du schema lorsqu' on analyse la Coummnaute europeenne 
dans sa dimension exteneure. S'agissant d'tin systeme ouvert,Tin£bence· et les positions. des 
acteurs extemes sont des variables significatives, acteurs qui peuvem erre des Erats, des orga
nisations intemationales ou regio:Oales, des groupes de pression. er des forces .multinationales. 
Le deuxieme concept d' »externalisation >> ou de projection exterieure de la Communaute tra
duit !'emergence d'une identite europeenne aTegard du monde exterie:.zr: adoption de posic 
tions communes, formation d'une politique. exterieure en rant que .prolongement des decisions 
et des aspirations intemes de la Commtinaute .dans la. poursuite de sa vocation d'acreur majeur 
du systeme international. Les acteurs ex-temes agissem sur·les'·ce:Jrres de decision communau-. · 
tai~es qui, a !eur tour, formulent des politiques .et entreprennent des actions a.!' egard du monde 
exterieur, ces deux spheres d' acteurs et d'activites etant en interac>.i::m. Sollici:tee par des 
pressions et des stimuli extetieurs, ·<<la Corrununaute plutot rmr-overrie c'est-a-dire 
essentiellement oreoccupee par sa construction interne>> a .ere amenee 2. s 'ouvrir davantage .au 
monde et a assumer des responsabilites et des charges qui decoulent de son poids economique 
et po!itique3 

. 

. . 

Les nombreux travaux d'hisroriens de l'imegration europeenne.jette:Ji un eclairage precieux 
sur !es origines de la Communaute9

. L'evaluation du role de divers acreurs et facreurs pennet 
d'enricbir l'approche de$ politologues it condition que ceux~ciprennenr.en compte la dimen
sion historique. En mettant l'acceni. sur la secunte en Europe d'apres-guerre, un groupe 
d'hisroriens a insiste sur le role des Etars-Unis, le duopole EtarscUnis ettJRSS, l'OTA .. N et le 
consensus des Occidentaux_ Un _Wtre groupe a 6tudie l~inregratiori.danS si'dimension interieure 
et exterieure. Plus recemment !' acces· aux archives a permis de teevaluer. ['influence des federa
teurs inteneurs et des forces politico-economiques alnsi q;.eTattitude zmbivaleme de Washing
ton a l'egard. de !'integration. Ainsi se! on les approches et les periodes, le role moteilr da.ns 
l'inte!rration est attribue au soutien de 1' Amerique, a la 'meruice so~ietiqtie er davanrage encore 
au ra~prochement franco-allemand qui resclte d'une decision fondamentale creant une £Qill: 
niunaute de securite. A travers ces meandres de fuits, de decisions et d']nterpretations se des
sine le cheminement des idees et des projets .. Des idees-forces. des valeurs qui, au prix 
d' adaptations et malgre les resistances, ·paraissent orienrer le processus d'[nregrarion. 

II 

Les valeurs face aux defis -actuels 

Pendant Iongtemps le processus d'inregration s' est deroi.J.le sur un forid de « valeurs acqui~ 
ses » confonees dans leur opposition au monde communiste. Aujourd'hui. Ies valeurs, quifor
ment le fondement meme de !'Union europeenne sont, a defaut.d'un ennemi en bloc. confron
tees a de multiples defis et mises a rude epreuve. Parmi ces defis. flgurcnr en bon..,.,e place la 

7 P. Soldatos. Le ~-steme institutionncl ~t ooi.iti"que deS Commti.n2.utC:s--E:u~pt!e~nes.ci.=.fts un monde en Ini.ztation 
Bruxelles, Bruylanr. 19&9, pp. 7~ a 79. 
'p_ Soldaros,op.cir. p. 78. . . 
9 P. -K I...:mrent. « Reappraising tile Origines .of European futegration. ,. in H.. J. Michel=illn & P. Soldatos,.Ed. 
European ln!cgration.. Theories and Approaches,UniversityPressof America, !994. pp. 99 et-ss. · 
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mondialisation de plusieurs secteurs economiques et financiers de poi!lte, les effets de la haute 
technologie et de la communication sans frontieres. 

La quete d'identites nationales et n\gionales, la recrudescence des nztionalismes parfois ex
trernistes et violents ainsi que des mouvements independa;<ristes a· l' exterieur comme a 
l'interieur de !'Union ew:opeenne(lrlai:!de du Nord,. Pays basque, Corse; Italic du Nord etc ... ). 
Ces mouvements sent suivis parfois par !'apparition. ou le retour de parris et de regimes 
national-autoritaires_ En. contrepartie, la necessite de. renforcer e: de n!adapter le sysreme 
democratique au sein de !'Union.europeenne s'impose avecd'autarrt plus d'urgence. 

A cela s'ajoutent les e.ffets de la reuni:fication allemande, le nouve:;;u rapport de force et la · 
recherche d'un nouvel equilibre au sein deTUhion europeenne. Le poids economique et politi
que de l'Ailema_,<>ne (UEM, PESC, PECO, ex-Yougoslavie etc._) er les contrepoids tels 
['approfondissement de !'integration D'ou !'importance du couple -franco-allemartd- .er des 
.grands Etats membres, en particulier de la France et de I' Anglet<;!!Te, puissances nucleaires et 
membres permanents du Conseil de Securite 

De surcroit, au duopc>le s'est substitue le monooole de la suoe::puissance des Erats-Unis: la 
volonte ou Ies velh!ir:es hegemoniques, decisiOns unilatera18s et aut~ritaires (a nolivel ordre 
mondial americain »)par opposition a latendance aux partenariats eT ·imX associationslibres et 
participatives; Dayton, s.mctions centre le Cuba, !'Iran et la L y~i~. peripeties de r election du · 
Secreti!ire general des Nations Unies~ autarit de cas qui doiuient iiel: a des tensions avec 
PUnion ~ropeenne_ L ~~.rnbition am..e.rica.lnP. df;:. m~;nt:Pnir T~·-ip:::~t4'Pr<;h~p pi')Ilt1'1nP ~r milfr::~in": ~ 

moindre coiit econornique, la recherche d:un nouvel equilibre au seir, de l'OTAi"i er la 
corlfumation du pilier eumpeen (UE-UEO) en depit de la domination technologique americaine · 
ainsi que son emprise sur lereseau d~information mondial (CNN. il'i'or=rion controlee lors de 
la guerre du Golfe. etc...) ne sont que des illustrations des grands. ddis qui guerrem L'Union 
europeenne_ 

Simultanement, se dr·essent des questions des elargissements de r Union europeenne, no
tamrnent aux pays de !'Europe centrale et de !'Est, .la nouvelle archite::ture de la grande Eu
rope avec la Russie er le; pays de la CEI ainsique les problemes que s;:,ute,-e !a creation d'un · 
espace econornique et d'un espace de securite sans oublier le role· de !'Union europeenne a 
l'egard des pays en developpement et au sein de l'O:NLJ, I'OMC er plus generalement dans le 
monde en mutation_ 

Ce n'est la qu'un echanrillon des pnncxpau.x problemes auxquels la re..,,stcn du traxre sur 
!'Union europeenne devrait apporter des n\ponses ou plut6r des esquisses de reponses en pro-
posant des merhodes d'aJ)proche et de trairements adequats_ · 

III 

Valetirs, principes et objectifs de l'Union europeenne 

Les valeurs er les principes sur lesquels repose l'Union eurcpeenne, sent en grande partie 
implicites. Le momem n'est-il pas venu d'elCpliciter ces elements de ba:s~ ann que les citoyens 
europeens soiem a meme de comprendre les enjeux de la d"emocratie europeenne et que les 
pays candidats aient une -vision claire des conditions_ prealables a toute adhesion. 
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Un repertoire des orincioes fondamenta:ux de la democratle et cu federalisme europeens 
dent !'application effective constitue la .condition. sine aua non de l'ap?attenance a !'Union 
europeenne apparair desormais indispensable .. Comme · ie pn!voyai1: le' Pro jet du T rai:te de 
!'Union europeenne adopte par le Parlemem europeen en 1984, la· non application de ces 
principes pourrait entrainer des.sanctions allanr de la suspensionjusqu'il l'exciusion d'un Etat 
rnernbre. Panni ces principes figurent notammenr ceux ·de la reconnziSS2..'1Ce des personnes et 
des cornmunaures de personnes. du pluralisrnejdeclogique et politique ir::tpliquant la regularite 
det: Eilectiorl.:), rcx..i.:rt.;:.n~~ de:> yat li~ tan.;.VHipC::ilriOD e! aes ID8a1as. p!t!Lc.llsteS. des garanties de la 
vie privee et de la propriere privee, !'Etat de droit er les droits des citoyens europeens sans 
discrimination. 

Bret; un breviaire de la dernocratie europeenne complete par celui des orincioes federati.f$ 
est d'une necessite · urgente: · !'association libre et .sans confrair,te a ·1' exclusion de route 
hegemonie, fondee sur f'autonomie et ·la participation des Niuions. des Regions er des 
colleCtivit&s locales ainsi que des acteurS sociaux: la 'di-versite au: seL"1·dc l"Union repos.ant sur la 
tolerance et le respect de la difference; la capacite de preserver. et de d&veiopper les ressources 
humaines et culrurelles communes dans !'Union tout en garanrissaD: !' epanouissemem des 
Nations er des Regions ainsi que des reseaux de .. communicarro,., de solldzrire et 
d'interdependance au benefice de !'ensemble et de ses composanres. 

. . . 

Ce catalogue des principes rradirionnefs subit !' effet des conditi~ns n~uvelies qui appellem 
un nouveau federalisme soup le en voie. de. fori-nation. Cette.' innovact:or. polirique assure· !a 
presence de !'Union sur la scene ·mondiale en la dotarit .des fonctioris. communes dans .les 
dornaines tels que la rnonnaie, les relatioris e.xrerieures, la secunte ai.,;si que la stimulation er la · 
promotion de la capacite concurrentielle.econornique ffiais auisi scienrifique et technologique. 
En offi:ant un cadre general er des orienrations communes a des acrivites multiple$ er 
diversifiees selon le princioe de subsidiarite. I'Unio!l eillope,eruie ip.l!'a la capacire de gerer les 
confllts inrerieurs en assurant Ies··identites de··s6s com.posantes·et .de·runicri et en s.'engageant 
dans la voie de la nouvelle revolution technologique et dans Ie ·momremen: ·de mondialisarion 
Face ii. la vague d'uniformisation rnondiale, !'Union europeenne apparai: comme la meilleure 
ga.ranrie de I"identite europeenne fondee sur la culture commune _er ses riches diversires qui 
constituent la base du nouveau fMeralisme europeen10

. Afin que 1' opinion . pub[ique 
europeen..ne soir liberee du stereotype qui depeint !'Union europeeru•e comme un futur Erar. 
centralise ou super-Etat, elle doit prendre conscience que.l'Union a vocation federale est seule 
en mesure de preserver er de developper le.modele original europeen, Rien ci'etonnanr que 
dans sa vision de !'Union europeenne a long terme, le President Jacques. Chirac s' est refere au 
"modi:le social europeen, ain.Si qu'a un ensemble de principes debase qui s'apparentem aux 
principes federa.ifs 11 

. 

"Voir mon livreL·Avemr fb:!baliste ciel"Europc,·Paris; PUF, (Coli U.iEEJ. 1993. pp. 255 ct·ss. 
11

. Conlerenc:e dC presse du 17- mai -l996;<i" riXOlsion·:dfi sa·~ en Grande-Breragtte. 
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IV 

Pofitique exterieure.; de securite et de defense commune 

LLe=ddefi 

Pendant des annees, le processus d'integration ponait prii1cipalement sur- le secreur econo
mique et son prolongement exrerieur: Accords d'association, ACP et·FED, negociations com
merciales- GATT, OMC a titres d'exemples Deouis les bouleversements de 1989 la dimen
sion de politique exrerieure et de securite'devient prioritaire sous fa pression d~s brenements 
politiques <:)..1:eneurs et en r2ison du poids de !'Union dans l'eeonorrrie. mondiale et de son 
potentiel politique. Sous. I' impulsion de ces facteurs, !'Union europeenrie est appelee a rerablir 
le parallelisme entre imegrnrion econorrrique et integration .po!itique door le desequilibre 
coostitue une menace pour la poursuire du processus d'integraticin. En. effet, !'incoherence de 
la politique· exterieure. les tensions er l'insecurite qu' elle peut engendrer ne manquent pas 
d'avoir des repercussions sur l'Unioneconomique efmoneraire ainsi 'f"e $Ur la cohesion .er la 
solidarire communauraires. n est urgent de recn:er la cohesion politi<jue globale de i'Union 
exposee qu'eile est it des po!itiques secrorieUes, aux visions et por.:·,foi:rs eclates ainsi qu'a la 
disparite des processus de decision .. · · · · 

Le renforcement de la c:aPacite de !'Union repond a une serie de.be5oi."'.S:pressants extemes et 
internes: 

- sourenir la transition pacif1.que a la dernocratie er)e developpem~ ~conomique et sociaL des 
pays del' Europe centrale ,er de l'Esr er en parriculier de ceux aya.n.I vocation a adherer a 
llJnion;. . · · 

-aider a stabiliser les pays d.e la CEI et la Russie enparticulier, deuxierne puissance mili:ru;.e et 
nucleaire mais fragilisee par f'instabil!te inrerieure; . . . . 
~ preparer !'Union a affronter les crises er les conilits en tirantles Ie~ons du.conflit you.goslave 

notamment; 
- garantir l'equilibre politique au sein de. !'Union a la suite de la reuni:ficru:ion allemande afin 

d' eviter les tentations h~ernoniques ou les derives geopolitiques. du passe( voir la 
proposition de la CDU/CSLJ); · . · 

-assurer l<j. representation effective de !'Union au sein du Conseil de securi:re; 
-pallier Ies insuffisances du processus intergouvememental: le peu. d'engagemem reel du Con 

seil europeen, le role preponderant du Conseil des Ministres des ."-'"faires etrangeres, la 
surcharge qui pese sur la Presidence (troika), le e<aactere trap cc diplom.atique » du Comi.Ie 
politique- une rerniniscenc<: Iointaine de la« Commission politique" pre>C>e par le 

-Pro jet Foucher du General de Gaulk: - et le role rnodeste slnon marcinal: de la Commissio!L · 
- reoforcer le pilier europeen de l'UEO·au sein de I'OTAN et assure(une amonorrrie de de 

fense et d'intervention europeenne dans le cadre de !'Union europeenne: 

. Une revision a la lurrriere de !'experience ·er de la sitUation· nouvelle s'impose d'auranr que 
les Etats-Unis sent ecarteles entre le desengagemenr et le leadership au moyen de I'OTAN no
tamment. Les fluctuations de. fa politique americaine souvent. en contradiction avec les posi" 
tions europeennes, les incoherences des politiques des Etats europeens, sont aurant de facteurs 
qui creem des situations destabilisanres en Elirope (embargos c:Ontre le Cuba, la Lybie et !'Iran, 
accord de Dayton, ere ... ). D' ou le besoin urgent d'assurer la stabilite e: La securite en Europe 
en se donnant les me yens d 'une politique exterieure et de defense commune. Plus que tour 
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autre, le conflit yougoslave met en reliefles carences du systeme actucl et la necessite d'une 
revision fundamentale_ . 

_ 2. · Quels sont les princinaux enseiimements de la crisevom~oslave ~ 

La capacite et les instruments inSuffisants de la PESC dans des cas de conflits graves en 
Europe, tel est le premier ·constat. Ce con.stat.· general est corrobore par .uae ser:ie de fucreurs 
aggravants: le role preponderant· et dysfonctionnel des· comraintei de politiques nariona!es in
ter:ieores ou exterieures et de dirigeants politiques, !'impact defo=-.t de certains medias sur 
les opinions publiques qui, infiuencees puis amplifiees par ceux-ci. on! .fuit irruption sur la 
scene intemationale lors de la guerre du Golfe et· de la crise yougoslave. Le manque de con
naissance des rea!ites de la region et des motivations politiques des dirigeants de diverses 
communautes nationales sonr flagrants: remedes econorni.ques en parte a faux face aux na
tionali5mes virulents et la lutte poude pouvoir cherchant leur <digitiT:lite"' dans les conquetes 
de souverainetes terriror:iales. De stircroir, ·ces mouvements scilt souvent motives par la 
vo!onte d'instaurer des Etats homogi:nes a!' oppose des principes et des realisations de !'Union 
europeenne. 

Le conflit yougoslave a mis a nu la .carence d'une SL-ategie commune et d'une action 
coherente. Selon le traite de Maastricht, la definition d~ime fuategie generale incombe au 

· Conseil europeen, le Conseil d1!5 Ministres des Affaires etra."lgeresse chafg.eant de la mettre en 
oeuvre avec !'aide de la Commission. De firit,. rant le Conse!l. eurooeen. que la Commission· 
n' ont assume qu 'une responsabilite limitee laissant peser la respo;_,abilite principale sur le 
Conseil des Mlnistres des Affaires errangeres. Or,· la demonsrratio.c est .faite de sa capacite 
limitee a s'occuper de maniere coherenre et suivie. d'uoe crise .graw: les defaitts d'une 

. presidence-troika tournanre de .si.x mois, de sa. compOsition parfois. inadequate ne garantissant _ 
pas I' engagement des grands . ou des plus actifs, les in'convenients resultant du -manque 
d'infrastructure appropriee, la surcharge qui rend. diffici!e et teme ractitm de la troika et du 
Conseil, sont autant de lourds handicaps_ · · 

. '. ' . . ' . 
A cela s'ajouteot !'absence d'une preparation suffisante ainsi que des-tensions animees par 

des prises de positions unilaterales qui, dans la plupart des.cas, ant marque les concertations et 
les negociations au sein .du Conseil. Ces tensions ont provoque des failles a l'interieur de 
!'Union et une opposition dangereuse a<:J·sein du couple France-.41Jemagne. Des lors, les efforts 
se soru concentres principalement sur le retablissement de la cohesion au· sein du couple et de 
!'Union au depens de la recherche d'une sclution au conflit_ Le rout aggrave du fait d'un 
manque de vision politique cormnune a plus long. terme a Iaquel!e se sont substiruees des 
actions n~actives et souvenr rardives. De surcroit. il en est n!suli:e parfois des comprornis ou 
des« paquets »entre domaines disparates: PACer GATT, EEE. budget et po!itique Msirante 
face a la crise yougoslave a propos de la reconnaissance de la Sloverue et de la Croarie 
notamment. La meil!eure preuve d'un constat inavoue d'incapadte de Ja-Conunun.ame et·.puis 
de f'Union est fournie par !e recours a .fa Conference de paix, puis' a 1'0!'.1'8 et, plus recemmenr, 
au · groupe de contact sans grand resulrat- jusqu' au moment. de· r !nterv~ntion autoritaire des 
Etars-Unis imposanr I' Accord de. Dayron aux parties en coiillir, a !'Union europeenne et a la 
Russie. 

Quelques ·suggestions pour 1996/1997 
- - - -.. 

Le manque d' analyse des situations et des conf!its potentietS iU.nS;- que I' absence de prevision 
au plan communautaire ont rois en relief la· necessiie de creer une Cellule d'analvse er de 
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prevlS[on. Cette cellule d'analyse et de prevision pourralt fonctionner sous la responsabilite. 
conjoime de la Commission et du Conseil. En s'appuyant sur un reseau d'antermes au sein de 
!'Union et clans les regions a risques ainsi que sur les sources pr-ovena.""tt des gouvernemems 
membres, de banques de donnees et d'insrituts de recherche, la cellule assurerait les echanges 
d'informarions et Ieur artaiyse. Son travail piuriciisciplinaire cl' analyse e: de p:-evision offrirnit 
une meilleure base pour une politique et des actions communes de p•ever:tion et si necessaire 
d'imervention en faveur de solutions negociees et du mrumien de ia prux: . 

Afin d'assurer une plus grande coherence et plus d'efficacite; ie Cor>seil eurooeen devrait 
assumer une responsabilite directe et pas seulemem par- Conseil des Minisrres des Affiilres 
interpose, definir la strategie et le cadre general de la politique commune avec plus de precision 
et plus d' engagement. Si dans les domaines politiquement sensibles rels que I' orientation de la 
politique econornique ou 1a monnaie tn:llque, le· role du Conseil eucopeen est fondamemal, iJ 
l' est encore davantage dans des matieres politiques par excellence te!Ies. que la PESC et la 
defense commune. Sans cet engagement plusdirect et plus precis. ia PESC continuera a 
souffiir · d'un manque de . volonte politicrue. Affirmee au i-.iveau. du Conseil europeen, . la 
responsabilite de l'Union et de ses institutions serait clairement cieftrie. Dans cette matiere qui 
est a.u coeur de la souv<:rainete nationale, !.'engagement politique de i'Union repose sur la 
volonte connune de ceux qui represement les pouvoil:s nati(;naux s:::premes, a savoir les 
Presidents et Premiers ministres reunis an sein du Conseil europeen. 

Des consequences multiples resulteraieru de ·la prise en charge de cerre haute responsabilite 
par·le Consei! europeen. lun.s:i le Conseil europeen en Dayton cette for:ction er en se dotant 
d'une capacire decisiormeUe serait amene a definir des procedures d'adoption des orientations 
et directrves politiques: unanirnite avec possibilite ci'absrention, rnajorire qualifiee avec la 
majorite des gouvernements prets a s'engager, la participation acrive d'un certrun nombre de 
grands Etats membres. En outre le Conseil europeen devrrut. poti,·oi; c6mpter sur un· President · 
et une Presidence d'une duree de 2 '1, ou de 5· ans assuram la comi.fluite. la coherence runsi que 
la representation a l'exterieur. De plus, le Conseil europeen devrair se n;;u:Ur plus frequemmem 
afin de pouvoir prendre :l. temps des . decisions fondamenta!es. De meme que . pour ·pouvoir 
exercer ses pleines responsabilites,Ie Cortseil europeen devrait disposer d'une infrastructure de . 
soutien efficace. De son c6te le President de !a Commission apportera en sa qualite de membre 
du Coilseii. europeen, tout l'appui de la Commission, tandis que le Ccilseil des rninistres des 
A.ffillres etrangeres et de la defense en particulier serait au service du Conseil europeen: De 
cette maniere, le Conseil europeen clisposerrut de deux approches rune communautaire et 
!'autre intergouvernementale. Dans le cadre des oriemations er diiectives du Conseil europeen, 
le Consei! er la Comrnissiorr aurruent pour tache commune de n:iettre er-. oeu··Te et d'assurer le 
suivi des politiques communes. Si necessaire, cene tache pourra etre C.or5ee a un Cornite ad 
hoc compose des membres qui prennent part a r acrion commune. · 

ll esr essentiel que la Commission en tam qu 'insrirution collegiale communatrtaire retrouve 
un role simi!aire sinon identique a celui qu'eUe assure en matiere econorr.ique et sociale ... Les 
negociations et les deliberations- qui s' engagent au sein du Conseil europeen ou diJ Conseil 
Ministres des Affaires etrangeres stir fa base des positions natiOilale$ divergentes sinon 
opposees, ont peu de chanc:e d'aboutir a des pofitiques et actions coheremes. Des comprornis 
masquenr souvent les oppositions et les tensions et, tout en chercham a ·preserver !'image· de 
I'Unio11, :donnent lieu a .des interpretations, voire e des componcinems divergents. Tef fut le 
cas de la France, de l'Allemagne et de l'Angleterre notamment.a propos de la reconnaissance 
des Republiques yougoslav<:s ou des interventionS rniliwres). · · 
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D'ou a l'avenir le role important du College communautaire arrtonome dont le poids 
politique s'est accru sous la presidence Delors et que vient de confulner !'investiture et la 
composition de la nouvelle Commission Santer qui comprehd deu_x anciens premiers ministres 
et nombreux ministres et responsables politiqties). Repreientee au sein du Conseil europeen et 
des Conseils, la Commission aurait la charge de preparer grace a son 'reseau et ii. la Cellule 
d'analyse et de prevision, des propositions ou des recornmancati6ns i l"adresse du Conseil 
europeen et du Conseil. Comme a l' occasion de ses « propositions forme!les », eile chercherait 
a degager des positions et des .politiques communes en foncrion de l'imeret commun de 
!'Union. Ces recomrnandations servant de base au.x deliberations pe:-mettraient d'aboutir a des 
politiques et actions plus coherentes et partam plus efficaces. 

Conclusion: structure. generale deTUni{lfl europeenne 

Afin d'accroitre l'efficacite de la ·Commission et son caractere d'insti:urion communautaire 
autonome a la vei!le de I' elargissement, di:fferentes formules sent en•isagees visant a reduire le 
nombre de ses mernbres, a renforcer sa cohesion c6llegiale et sa iegitiiriite democratique. La 
reduction du nombre des membres se heurte a la resistance des Etats qui. a r exemple de 
I' opiniori publique, onr tendance a percevoir Ies rriembres de. la Cormnission coi:nme leurs 
" representants officieux ». Panni les idees qui circulem, la premiere reffetant cette perception, 
consisre a pn!voir un membre par· pays. Cette reduction s'avernru insuffisante, il serait judi
cieux, tout· en annouant un membre par grand·pays. d'envisager une rotation panni les 2utres 
se! on la procedure en Vigueur pour les avoc:us generaux de la' Cour 'de justice. En attendilm 
leur tour, les autres futurs membres pourraient assumer des foncrion> de'Cornmissaires adjoints 
ou associes. Cerre formule aw·air l'avanrage de reaffirmer le ca.~ctere· communautaire ·cte ·la 
Commission a l'exemple de la Junte du Groupe andin qui est COn:I?osee de trois rnembres sur 
cinq Etars membres, tout en associant a des degn;s divers les resscr-..issants de tous les Etats · 
membres aux activites de la Commission. · 

Le Conseil europeen se doterait des structUres et des moyens lui permettant d'assumer plei,
nemem ses bautes respousabilites. TI pourrait selon les besoins- deleguer pour des periodes de
terminees cenaines de ses fonctions a des comites ad hoc ou a des cellules operationnelles 
composes de pa..--'ticipants actifs et des represeruants de la Commission .. Des forrnule; et des 
arrangements ad hoc qui allegeraienr .son fonctionnement en e>itam la lourdeur des reunions . 
plenieres sans faire taire la. voix des autres Etats mernbres, 

Le Conseil es ministres serait .amenage differemment selon qu'i!" exerce des fonctions. de .. ·. 
type gouvememental (PESC) ou des forictioris h!gislatives. Cene division du travail ou cette 
separation des pouvoirs pourrait donner lieu a deux institutions c!istmctes: le Conseil des:·· 
rninistres et le Conseil des Etats. Ce dernier pourrait etre compose pol!r moitie de miniStres 
designes par Ies Erars mernbres pour la duree d'uo mandat de cinq a.ns et pour moiti_e des. 
mernbres issus des parletnents nationaux. De la sorre. ceux-ci seraient pl"einement assooes -
selon les voeux de la grande rnajorite des gouvemeinems et des parlements - a la fonction. 
legislative en collaboration avec le Parlement europeen .. De surcroit, cet amenagernenr 
assurerait la transparence de la fonction legislative sans . empieter sur les procedures 
gouvememeruales du Consei l des ministres. 

Quam au Conseil des ministres. des affuires etrangeres et de la defense, il assumerait son role 
clans la PESC en collaboration avec la Comrriission et les. representa11ts du Conseil de l'UEO 
tant que ceUe-ci ne sera.pas integree clans "le systeme de I'Vnion europeenne. A leur tou!',. le 
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Conseil des Etars et le Parlement eur~peen auronflafarult~. cornme:pre'ro par le traite de 
· Maastricht. deformuler.des aViS.sur.laPESC.~Ala derruinde du,Consei!: europeen, ·ils pourront 
eue invites a approuver !es gr:aiides onentations deJa. polirique exterieure, de securite et de 
defense commune .. · · · . . . . · 

. - . . 

. Ce ne sont la que quelqu~ !ignes g~nerai~ qui conditionne."I~ 2. rnoci. avis, I' efficacitlde la 
. politique · exteneure de !'Union europeenne ·et de !'ensemble de son fonccionnetnent .. Cette es
quisse est Wle des formes panni d'aatres qui permettrait de doter rtnion europeenne des · 
moyens ii. la mesure des defis acttie!S er futurs. . 

Geneve, le 19 aour 1996 DS/tr 
S?Otdslp0T~"t.do.: 

·_, -· 

'8 V.i.-

· . .-. ' _.:· 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

The aim of this chapter is to assess the impact of the US on 
European security. It has been common wisdom to state that Europe 
after the end of the cold war now is on its own. Now Europe - not 
any more divided, not any more threatened by the mighty Soviet 
Union - has- seriously- to take care of its own affairs, of its 
own fate, of its own security. The United States was the 
protector of Western Europe during bipolarity. Now Europe, free, 
undivided, without external threats has to protect itself. The 
United States is not needed any more. One can assess the 
situation like a period after a war: ending ~he war - here the 
cold war - means demobilisation. This is what has happened: the 
United States has reduced its former formidable military presence 
to almost a fourth, measured in destruction power to more than 
one hundredth as most of the nuclear weapons have been destroyed 
or removed. 

This picture of Europe, now taking over the full responsibility 
for itself matches poorly with reality. The empiric truth is 
rather a Europe, unable to solve even the most acute and internal 
security affairs and problems, not to mention the total lacking 
ability to get involved in more pressing global questions of 
international peace, security and stability. The EU -Common 
Foreign and Security Policy (CFSP) functions mostly as a 
continuation of the former European Political Cooperation (EPC) 
which is tantamount to general and vague declarations. 

So- perhaps the sea-changes in Europe 1989-91 -although they 
fundamentally transformed the world - have not changed the impact 
of the United States on European Security that much. 

This theme is the content of this chapter. First will be 



presented. six paradoxes in- the US-European ·security relationship 
in order to set the sce:1e and to pinpoint the crucial issues·. · . 
. Then the American strategy towards Europe and the policy as a 
consequence of this strategy will be outlined. To place the 
policy in a theoretical context, a set of theoretically 
generated foreign policy goals are put forward in order to get a 
better understanding of the role of the US in European Security. 
The next part of .the chapter will be how to explain the 
developments in terms of theory. The part is called: The Logic: 
Explanations. The last part of the chapter will be conclusions. 

2. THE PARADOXES: 

In order. to assess the ~merican influence on European Security 
one cannot avoid the paradoxes. 

First paradox: On the one hand US is often considered a 
declining power. Serious assessments is arguing that the l'.merican 
society is subject to dissolution and disorganisation, that one 
even can refer to the US as a Third World country. 
On the other hand it is obvious that the US is still exerting. a 
heavy influence worldwide and regionally manifested through heavy 
military, political and economical presence in Europe as we~l as 
in other vital areas and 'regions of the world. This massive 
presence is not necessarily signalling decline. Moreover, the US 
is scoring high in relative capabilities, be it in political, 
economical, military, territorial and populational capabilities. 
The US is still second to none. 

Second paradox: On the one hand: The Cold War has ended. There 
was a clearcui: winner and loser. The winner, the West, organized 
in NATO became partner with the loser, the USSR, which reduced 
and transformed itself into a new and democratic Russia.Now 
Russia is a partner of the US. On the other hand: Still the 
cold-war alliance per excellence, N.l\TO, having the US as an 
undisputed leader, and having its main purpose to contain and to 
deter the Soviet Union is not merely still at play, but the 
organization is even in the process of being widened and 
deepened. 

Third paradox: C·:l the one hand: The United States has during the 
years aft.er .the Second World War with enthusiasm and energy 
supported European integration, starting with the Marshall-plan, 
whici1 presupposed' the formation of a European organisation , 
ending with the European Union of 1993. On the other hand: The 
European Integration process is aiming at " an ever closer union 
among the peoples of Europe" which is tantamount to the prospect 
of a new mighty, powerful unit aiming at being a superstate, 
which in many ways is - and increasingly will be a serious 
competitor to the US, bilaterally and globally, in terms of 
economy, political organisation and security. 
The US has for example signalled sharp reactions 
European projects of institutionally to encourage a 
European voice vis a vis the US inside NATO; as the 
debates on the WEU demonstrate. 
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Fourth oaradox: On the one hand: The Europe-policy of the US . ' after the cold war can be regarded as unstable, fluctuating and 
s.winging, seemingly without any coherence or rationale and often 
with a preference for non action. The Europeans .dislike such a 
policy, particula:dy a policy of doing nothing. On the other 
hand: when the US decides to act, the action often is unexpected, 
effective, overwhelming, without former intensive consultations. 
Such a policy is also problematic in the eyes of the Europeans, 
not least due to lack of information and due to the feeling of 
being entrapped by the political necessity of the situation: that 
one has to adhere when the US eventually happens to act. 
US acting or not acting: both is negative. 

Fifth paradox: On the one hand there are tight bonds 
politically, economically and militarily- acr6ss the Atlantic. 
There certainly still exist a sort of a security community 
between the US and Western Europe, based on common values. It has 
been manifested through formal EU-US agreements', through a 
strengthening of NATO at the expense of WEU, through heavy us
involvement in the European security affairs. The ·US still has 
more than lOO.OOO armed forces stationed in Europe. Still there 
are American nuclear weapons deployed in Europe, mostly on 
airplanes, although the ru~ount has been drastically reduced. 
On the other hand: In many crucial aspects the US and Europe ( 
here primarily EU} do have serious conflicting interests: 
Fundamental economic competition, often threatening to develop 
into trade wars. Add to this contrasting fundamental political 
and military interests due to the simple fact, that the US has 
global responsibility and reach while Europe is inward-looking 
and primarily exerts regional influence. 

Sixth paradox: On the one hand the American population is loosing 
interest in what is seen as American military, political and 
financial support for solving problems for a more or less 
irresponsible Western Europe which does have abundant resources 
being sort of an island of welfare and prosperity. This 1.s 
closely connected to an ~~erican trend towards isolationism. 
On the other hand the American population also is aware of the 
global responsibility of the United States, as specific 
interventions in the last analysis have been accepted. We can 
here refer to humanitarian motivated military interventions -
limited in time and scope - like the 20.000 man operation in 
Bosnia in 1995-96. 

Six paradoxes as to the US-European relations have .been put 
forward.We will return to these specific relations and try to 
prove that they really are paradoxes, i.~. apparent 
contradictions. 

First, however, a short survey of the US -strategy towards Europe 
in security terms will be presented. 

1 See e.g. "Europe and the US: 
Communication from the Commission to 1 ,the 
26.07.1995, COM (95} 411 final. 
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3. US-STRATEGY TOWARDS EUROPE 

The overall US - strategy in security terms towards Europe has 
never been expressed so clearly as in 1995. The remarkable 
demonstration ·was the Holbrooke article in Foreign Affairs , 
March - April 1995 called "The US, a European Power"'. The US 
being a European power implies obviously that the US exerts an 
impact upon European security which cannot be overestimated.- The 

. US is in this understanding literally a part of Europe. 

This notion was already stated as part of the US "National 
Security Strategy of Engagement and Enlargement, 1994" 3

• 

The overall message was that the United States is a genuinely 
global power. And in listing the different world regions Europe 
comes first.· "Europe is vital to our own security,· a lesson we 
have learned twice at great cost this century". 
One ·could add that the lesson was and is learned the third and 
fourth time during the cold war and in the presen): post-cold war 
situation. 

K1rope is vi tal according . to the US in many ways. Vibrant 
European economies mean more jobs for Americans at home and 
investment opportunities abroad. And. the US has an unparalleled 
opportunity to contribute toward a free and undivided Europe. The 
US states its goal as· an integrated democratic Europe 
cooperating with the.United States to keep the peace and promote 
prosperity". 4 

Building on this Strategy of Engagement and Enlargement Pentagon 
has developed regional security reports in 1995. In the European 
report, 5 is emphasized that the goal of a free and undivided 
E~rope is obtained by maintaining a. strong NATO while avoiding 
the creation of new dividing lines that could exacerbate security 
threats in Europe. 

The United States is - according to this report- outlining a 
comprehensive approach to create new security architecture for 
Europe. The key elements is Partnership for Peace, NATO 
enlargement, the creation of cooperative relations with Russia,, 
the support of the European integration (EU) and the' 
strengthening of OSCE, 

2 Foreign Affairs, March/April 1995, Vol. 74, no.2,pa~. 38-
51. 

3 The White House, July 1994, pag. 21 ff. 

4 Ibid, pag . 21 . 

5 US Embassy, EUR 409, 08.17.95, EUROSEC TEXT, 13740, pag. 
14ff. 
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Translated into policy goals this implies 5 

- adapting the NATO- alliance which includes internal reforms, 
enhancement of the Partnership for Peace, and gradual, deliberate 
and transparent enlargement of NATO, 
-integrating Russia and the new independent states into Europe's 
broad security and economic architecture, including developing an 
enhanced NATO-Russia relationship, 
- strengthening the OSCE 

Encouraging Central and East European states to resolve 
subregional tensions and consolidate democracy and market reforms 
- supporting European integration, EU enlargement, and US- EU 
relations through new transatlantic initiatives, 

engaging the Congress and the American people in a broad, 
bipartisan effort to ensure America's continuing role as a 
European power. 

The transatlantic cooperation outlined here is - according to the 
American strategy - "the key not only to advancing our mutual 
interests in. Europe, but also to solving global problems" . 7 

It takes place e.g. through the UN-security council, G 7 and the 
International Monetary Fund. It is the American view, that the 
"US leadership 6n European security issues not only shapes our 
own and allied views toward consensus on the major defense 
issues, it also facilitates cooperation and gives the US leverage 
in other important forums". 8 

As a fundamental part of the US strategy is the view that the 
European allies play important roles in addressing the risks ~o 
US-security and well- being. So - the US will continue to have 
a great stake in maintaining influence in the decisions and 
policies of Europe's governments and multinational institutions. 
Here NATO is the main instrument. 

In general - as it was expressed by president Bush in 1990- asked 
why US still was present in Europe - "We are not in Europe for 
the sake of the Europeans - we are in Europe for our own sake" -
this is not just for security reasons. Also in economic terms 
Jl.merican participation in the defense of Europe is in the US
interests. A crucial part of the whole thinking is the us~ 
statement: "By pursuing a policy that shares responsibility for 
defending our mutual interests with our transatlantic allies, 
America reduces its own defense costs and increases the security 
of its vital economic interests" . 9 

All in all: the American strategy as it is officially formulated 

Overview of US-policy ln Europe, 
Committee on International relations, House 
July 28, 1995, \'Jashington 1995, pag. 42 ff. 

7 Ibid p.14. 

8 Ibid,p.14. 

9Ibid. ,p.15. 
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seems to demonstrate a coherent, rational and logic whole which 
does not directly relate .to the, paradoxes mentioned above. 
This whole points to a US which is well aware of its vital 
interests in Europe- in economic, political and military terms. 
But how is the US pursuing the policy towards Europe according to 
this strategy? 

4. US POLICY 

The US-strategy towards Europe is translated into policy as 
follows: 

First :When US declares itself to be in a position being a 
European power it is not just rethoric. US certainly is a 
Panamerican power and a Middle East ,power. But it is more a 
European Power than an Asian/Pacific power. The US position in 
Europe is protecting American interests through forward defense 
in an American core area. In this area the enemy is not a single 
country, but chaos and risks. 

Second: As to security policy vis a vis Eur,ope, the US has the 
following means: diplomatic-political, military and economic. The 
US is using all of them , with a special emphasis on the two 
first. The military means has changed from having mainly 
deterring functions during the cold war, into also now to include 
direct, selective miiitary action. 
The most impor~ant means is, however, the mere existence of the 
ds with its overwhelming combined capabilities, not its actual 
use. This fact is the fundamental condition for whole Europe. 

Third: In security policy the US takes action in three ways: 

a. Actions together with the "World Community", i.e. in practice 
the.Security Council of the United Nations. In Europe, contrary 
to the Middle East during the Gulf War 1990-91, this procedure 
has been used only to a very limited degree. A less convincing 
example was seen in the beginning of the· Balkan c.risis where the 
former US- Foreign Minister Cyrus Vance - not representing the 
US, but nevertheless an American -acted on behalf of the UN. · 

b. The other way is pursuing security policy_in an integrated way 
together with allies. Integration' in this context .means an 
integration under US- ~eadership. This is the most used way of 
action in Europe. For good reasons. NATO here is the perfect 
framework as it includes i'.rnerican leadership. Furthermore NATO is 

•. 

broad enough to encompass the whole geographical Europe due to ~ 

the NATO-accommodation after the cold war- e.g. to include NACC 
and PfP,Partnership for Peace, meaning not excluding Russia. The 
present NATO operation in Bosnia is the best demonstration of 
this way of action. · 

c. The third way is to act unilaterally. This lS normal US
procedure in other parts of the ~Jorld. Not in Europe, where the 
most convenient and convincing way to act is multilaterally, due 
to the existence of NATO. 
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Exerting policy·is one- thing. We need-, however , to have a closer 
look at the policy processes and their relations to the more 
theoretically generated goals. 

5. US- GENERAL GOALS 

In what way will the general security policy goals which in the 
understanding of this paper encompasses six factors, namely 
existence, sovereignty, integrity, autonomy, wealth, and peaceful 
surroundings, influence the US- policy towards ~urope? 

a. The physical existence of the US is threatened only from Russia 
being the world's number two nuclear power with still enormous 
destruction power and effective delivery systems. Although a 
gre~t part of the nuclear forces is in the Asian part of Russia, 
the Russian political centre is and remains in Europe. Russia is 
first and foremost a European regional power. 
Russia is however, as a partner to the US considered no 
threat. The main threat is identified as chaos, meariing that 
Russia is more a threat to itself than a threat to the US. 

The US-Russ·ian cooperation on the nuclear issue lS discrete but 
comprehensive. The US heavy interest in European security 
highlighted by its actual presence, also including nuclear 
weapons - is a clear signal of US-forward defense. This, forward 
defense is not directed against anybody, but could be seen as a 
demarcation of some sort of a regional balance. It is interesting 
to note that in the NATO- strategy the members still emphasi·ze 
the reference to the concept of balance. 

b.Sovereignty lS no proble~ for the only superpower US. As it is 
indicated the US feels free to pick up the policy it prefers - be 
it global, regional or unilateral. Certainly the US allows ho 
interference in US freedom to decide and to pursue its own 
security policy. Crucial in relation to European security is 
the fact that the US, due to its structural determined 
responsibility for the whole international system , is 
interpreting the sovereignty of all other states in terms of US
or a US-supported "World Community"- including the legitimation 
and right to interfere in the security policy of all other 
states. 

c.Referring to integrity- in geographical and populational terms 
- the position of the US is also different from those of other 
states. The US is more than any other country a nation consisting 
of immigrants from practically all of the world, and not least 
from Europe. Another difference is manifested in the US-ability 
to exert a massive global responsibility vis a vis its citizens 
wb.o happens to reside outside the territory of the US. Any 
security related intervention can in the American understanding 
be legitimized by need for protecting US- citizens. As there is 
a heavy American political, military and economic presence in 
Europe, this integrity-perception do count as a factor in 
European security. The populational integrity goal can be widely 
followed. An example: Attacks from terrorist on American soldiers 
in Berlin can justify heavy military intervention in Libya. 
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d.The same goes for autonomy. Very few countries will dare to 
question or to challenge the United States in its taking care of 
its own political, economic and social system. And if they dare, 
the results are condemned to be very limited. Attempts have 
certainly been made - especially by the USSR during the cold war. 
The USSR attacked the US for massive violations of human rights. 
The impact was, however, minimal. 

A humanitarian international intervention from the 
"international comnunity" in the US for violating human rights 
is of course totally out of the question owing to the fact that 
the US is so weighty a part of this international community. In 
these matters the US as the only superpower always is the 
executor, not the victim. One of the reasons for the US to get 
congressional support for its military action in Bosnia was the 
reference to the humanitarian dimensions. Organized massive 
cruelties and genocide. c:;annot be tolerated in the American
European world. 

e.Wealth is a crucial goal in security policy. A strong US needs 
a sound and expanding economic basis. All· American 
administrations have focused upon this goal, and certainly not 
least the Clinton-administration. The basic . reason for this 
administration to highlight and strengthen the economic and 
domestic issues was evidently to make sure, that the US remained 
the undisputed number one in the world. 

How come that the US will weaken itself economically by 
committing it to comprehensive military presence in Europe, 
including the decision to be heavily. involved in European 
security interventions (e.g. Bosnia}? Furthermore how come that 
the US has military expenditures which is double the average of 
what European NATO-members spend in terms of expenditure in 
relation to BNP, and in this way by a possible military 
overspending, is weakening itself as an economic competitor to 
the EU ? 10 

To the US the economic position is- as mentioned crucial. But in 
order to exert political leadership, the military means has to be 
available. What the US basically is doing, is to use exactly the 
political leadership to get paid for its military activities. 
During the Gulf War the US succeded in virtually earning m9ney 

"fighting the war as the collected amount of economic 
contributions from Japan, Germany, Saudi Arabia and others 
together exceeded the actual warfighting expenditures. 11 The same 
is done in Europe, as the US has a very tough position in the ·~ 

burden sharing negotiations, and as the US mostly leaves it to 
the EO-countries to deliver the "Marshall-aid" of the post cold 
war to countries of the former Soviet European empire. It is also 
to be considered if there could be some truth in the claim, as 

10 Ref. to Military Balance 1995-96, London 1995. 

11 According to analysis by former US Deputy Minister of 
Defense, Lawrence· Korb. 
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it is emphasized in the official statements, that fundamentally 
the US-European relations is to the benefit of the United States. 

f. The last goal is maintaining peaceful surroundings through 
exerting influence. Certainly the US is doing this effectively in 
Eurooe. In order to avoid chaos, which is enemy number one in the 
pres~nt international system, the US is taking care of European 
security. A stable, secure, wealthy Europe is part of the 
American national interest. This is best secured by European 
integration. The US is even more interested in European 
integration than during the cold war where European Integration 
was an effective tool to keep USSR "contained" in the general 
East-West conflict. 

The logic now is, that European integration - in widening as well 
as in deepening terms - will bolster the fragile reconstruction 
of Central and Eastern Europe. The victory in the cold war was a 
victory for the Western norms and values, manifested in general 
support for the Western understanding of the content of 
democracy, human rights, individual freedom , and prosperity 
through market economy. This has now spread over all Europe. This 
is of utterly importance to the US .as a part of its security 
policy. The US wants to keep it that way. Support for European 
Integration is included in this policy, as the European 
integration is aimed at covering most of Europe , at least to the 
border of CIS. 

In conclusion 
according to 
persistent in 

we have to assume, that US has decisive reasons -
the ·fundamental securi ty-pol.icy goals. to be 
the Europe engagement. 

6.THE LOGIC: EXPLANATIONS. 

In order to explain the present situation regarding the relations 
between the US and Europe, one has to rely on theory. If it is 
assuined, that the units in the international system will act 
according to which move will secure their survival the best in a 
given structure, the identification of the structure is 
fundamental. 

The claim is that the international system 1989-90 was 
transformed from a bipolar system into a unipolar system". As 
the Soviet Union surrendered voluntarily in the cold war and 
dissolved itself, only one superpower was left: the United 
States. The United States is the uni-pole. US is the only power 
with global reach, politically, economically and militarily. The 
combined capabilities of the US are second to none and the US is 

as it fills out a relatively comprehensive part of the 
international political system - in a position which pr'opels it 
in: the direction of taking care of the whole system- not just- as 

12 For a 
see Birthe 
(1993' 1996). 

further explanation of the concept of unipolarity, 
Hansen (1993,1995, 1996) and Bertel Heurlin 
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during the cold war - half of it. There are no counterbalancing 
forces at play - balancing is taking place on individual issue 
areas ( e.g. economic, nuclear weapons, geopolitical) without the 
structural effect. Structural effect presupposes that balancing 
output is based on not an individual issue areas, but. on 
combined capabilities. 

The effects of unipolarity are 
that states tend to flock around rather than to balance 

against the unipole, in order to gain security and there by to 
secure survival, 
-that freewheeling is no relevant strategy, and therefore the 
states have to rely more on own capabilities, i.e. hard work, 
-that regionalization, including integration increasingly will be 
the preferred strategies for the uni-pole as well as for the 
other states. 

To Europe this new situation implies, that the justification of 
the former integration which was an outcome of the cold war -now 
is without meaning. Integration continues, however, but for 
different reasons. During the cold war, when the US took care of 
Western European security, there was no incentive for the 
individual European states to think in terms of relative gains in 
the security game. 

After the cold war the security "overlay", the US-role as the 
European "pacifier", was- due to unipolarity- extended to cover 
whole Europe. This implied, that Europe as a whole, was 
positioned in a situation with the best 'possible security 
situation ever.The political game of relative gain- contrary to 
absolute gain- as concerns the hard core of security and survival 
has not returned among the European states, but the individual 
countries states know, that they have to rely more than before on 
own resources. This implies in the unipolar situation that they 
will be propelled in the direction of hard work in cooperation 
with likeminded. 

The European integration is a process which also can be explained 
in terms of a common understanding among the Western European 
States, that the survival of the European nation state is best 
served through supranationality on certain important issue areas 
as trade and foreign policy in broad terms.u 

In this u~derstanding - a whole Europe guaranteed by the US - one 
can, as already hinted at , assess the secur.ity situation in 
Europe being the best ever. ~ 
But can brutal war in the middle of civilized Europe be 
considered in agreement with the best possible security 
situation? 

A fundamental observation lS, that the Balkan-area:s could be 
considered what the Americans call "strategic ghettos", or 
"islands of conflict" i.e. areas which are of no or very 

13 Ref. to Groom and Taylor, Milward etc. 
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limited strategic interest for the main powers of Europe. The way 
to deal with strategic ghettos is containment. Containing the 
conflict means an attempt to avoid proliferation to vital areas 
which in the Balkan case means spread towards the West - Albania, 
to the East - to Hungary and finally - and decisively to the 
South -in the direction of Greece, Turkey and the Middle East. 

The US has been taken care of its interests- using containment -
by approaching Albania (bilateral military cooperation), 
approaching Hungary (also military involvement) and finally by 
stationing US-troops in Macedonia, and exerting heavy pressure on 
Greece and Turkey in .order to avoid warlike situations among 
these two ·countries, which would be particularly 
counterproductive to the US. 

For a long time the US considered the Balkan-wars mainly as a 
problem to be solved by Europe itself, except for the policy of 
contair~ent, where the US was active from the very first 
beginning. 

Then - in 1995 - the very active involvement began. There were 
many reasons: 
-it became evident that the Europeans were not able to construct 
a common, coherent policy , 
-the cruelties of the war became an unavoidable, repeated truth, 
-it became chocking visible that there was a huge gap between the 
new global norms and the murderlike-wars . These new global norms 
included human rights, personal freedom,' minority rights and 
thus making genocide and ethnic cleansing on a biological basis 
even more condemnable than ever. 

To the US chaos and instability in the centre of Europe was 
considered increasingly threatening: it was necessary to pursue 
American leadership. 

7. CONCLUSION- THE PARADOXES IN PERSPECTIVE. 

' Why are the paradoxes mentioned in part 1 just paradoxes - and 
not contradictions? The theory-based assertions mentioned above 
will help to understand or figure out the content of the 
paradoxes: 

The theoretical assessments have the following implications on 
the paradoxes in the US-Europe~ security relations: 

Paradox number 1: Fall and rise of the US: 
As the eo- superpower USSR, the only real challenger to the 
US,disappeared, the relative capabilities of the US gre0. In 
relative terms there was certainly no decline - but the opposite. 
The US-influence over Europe also increased, as the need for US
protection or us- affiliation ( or reference) became .evident 
concurrently with the "whaling" of Europe, i.e. the US was taking 
over the "owerlay" of whole Europe. As the security problems of 
the 21st century seems to be double-sided , on the one hand hard 
security - i.e. the ability to fight local and regional wars -
and on the other hand soft security the US is well off and 
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prepared. There is no relative decline in the US military 
capabilities. The US is spending around the half of the world's 
military expenditu'res and is the only country having a global 
strategy of preparing to fight and win two regional wars at the 
same time - the so-called "win-win strategy". The US is more 
prepared than any other .country to the soft-security
international society. Eere again is no relative decline - but 
rather a rise. 14 

2, Paradox number 2: NATO under and after the cold war. 
NATO is still alive, although its "rationale" the Cold War has 
disappeared, and the US is still NATO's only and active leader. f 
In theoretical terms this is logic. The US exerted its influence 
in Western Europe during the cold war through NATO - and not 
through bilateral channels - for. good political and practical 
reasons. Now the US has the possibility of continuing this policy 
using the whole Europe as the part of the NATO- game. The US 
hereby is attaining a superior security situation in Europe: 

- due to multilateralization and military integration NATO or 
affiliated institc;tions as NACC or PfP ( with the US as 'the 
undisputed leader) can prevent fragmentation and nationalization 
in Europe and thus in the last analysis prevent instability or 
even chaos, 

-the US can through NATO have Germany as a partner in 
leadership, ( in practice, however, more partner than leader). 
This policy is generally accepted among the European states as 
long as Germany pursues its security policy imbedded'in Atlantic 
or European institutions. Germany has no national security policy 
and the existence of NATO is thus a prerequisite for the 
continuation of the reduced and embedded role of Germany. 

-the US can use NATO or a revised NATO as a part of a concept of 
a general global regionalization in which NATO is a cornerstone 
taking care of the European area but also - at least as part of 
the long term American expectations- serving .as a powerful out
of-the-European area- more-globally-oriente~ security 
organisation. 

3. Paradox number 3: Why support European Integration? 
How is the US-policy of encouraging European integration 
compatible with a situation where the US at the same time is 
considering EU as a potential counter-pole to the US? 
Here theory will point to the fact, that under bipolarity as well 
as under unipolarity the US h'as good reasons for supporting ! 

European integration-policy. Why? The fundamental factor is that 
the EU countries during bipolarity needed US-protection - more 
than they were trying to attain bilateral agreements managing I 
their individual secu~ity. The US policy was - if not to compel-
then at least to make it favourable for the Western European 
States to cooperate and integrate. This was the case during 

14 See for example Joseph Nye, "xxxxxxxinformation society", 
Foreign Affairs, March-April 1996, pag. xx xxx. 
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bipolarity -as the. US had no incentive't6 encourage fragmentation 
or partition. The opposi tt: was the case: a "divide et imp era"
strategy was considered counterproductive to the US during 
bipolarity. 

The same is the case during unipolarity. Unipolarity propels in 
the direction of avoiding chaos or instability in areas of severe 
concern and interest to the unipole. This is best avoided through 
an intensified call for and support for integration. 
The limit for integration is evident: In hard security issues 
there should be no doubt of who is in charge in the last 
analysis. The US will not tolerate in crucial, vital questions to 
be confronted with a single European voice. As long a unipolarity 
endures such a situation is - by the way -unthinkable. 

The simple conclusion here is then the 
bipolarity as well as under unipolarity 
a strategy which in security affairs 
therefore is promoted by Western Europe 

observation .that under 
European Integration is 
will be rewarded, and 
as well as by the US. 

4. Paradox number 4: Europe wants the US to act and not to act. 
Maybe this problem of the Europeans - liking and disliking the 
Americans to intervene in European security affairs is - in the 
last analysis,- no paradox at all. It could be considered a 
condition which can be explained in structural terms. The 
condition is the relative distribution of capabilities across 
units - which mea:-,s a stratification between superpowers and all 
other states. These states will all have an incentive to act in 
accordance with the superpbwers. During bipolarity the Western 
European countries flocked around the US for fundamental security 
reasons. They were afraid of being abandoned due to potential 
superpower detente - or entrapped by confrontative, aggressive 
US-policy towards the Soviet Union. Therefore the bipolar 
situation in Europe was a period of almost constant severe 
contradictions between the US- policy and the policy of the 
European countries. To the American benefit this European policy 
was split, and not coherent. There was never a strong single, 
European voice. 

During unipolarity the fear of entrapment and abandonment has 
ceased since the USSR disappeared and since the successor state 
Russia could not be considered a superpower, 1 but rater a weak 
regional power. But still the entrapment and abandonment forces 
are at play, however, in a reduced form. due to the fact that 
fear and threat have disappeared. They play a role in the us
European security game .e.g. in Ex-Yugoslavia. The US has the 
freedom of action - as to when and how to intervene. The European 
countries close to the area are compelled to have a coherent 
policy - or at least to behave, as if such a policy exists, 
mainly due to the soft security factors: refugees, political and 
economic pressure. 

5. Paradox number 5 is a real paradox: 
the US and Western Europe - security 
one hand ·and on the other, the 
competition between US and EU. This 
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the economic factor apparently has a growing influence during a 
new World Order with less_ emphasis -on military force and 
characterized by a comprehensive reduction of armaments. 
No doubt that the economic dimension is important. The hard and 
often intransigent negotiations in the WTO is a clear 
manifestation of this importance. It has , however, always been 
that way. Bad organization of the economy was in the last 
analysis the reason for the collapse of the USSR. The crucial 
thing is, however, still the combined capabilities. One cannot 
rely on economics alone. Military force still counts. 
As can be seen in Europe: all states are in security terms 
referring to the United States or to NATO, not to EU, not t'o WEU, 
not to OSCE. 
The economic competition - even the trade-war like competition
is not the exception - it is the rule between market-oriented 
economies. 
So, it is possible to have heavy economic competition and at the 
same time have security cooperation. 

6. The paradox number 6: The role of the American population: .at 
the same time for and against global and here European 
involvement. One could assume that the American population 
generally was less inclined to accept US-involvement .in Europe 
after the end of the cold war. This is partly true. But the 
impact of the international structure is not exclusively 
affecting the administration but the population as well. The 
American political constituency also is supporting a world 
leadership role for the United States. The problem is at what 
costs. Tne US policy no doubt is influenced by the opinion of the 
population. The ups and downs in the opinion are often directly 
reflected in a more or less inconsistent foreign policy towards 
Europe. The question is: intervene or not, and if: how. 
Generally the paradox is to be understood J.n terms of the 
theoretical assumption that a superpower due to its 
comprehensive coverage of the international system - has wider 
limits for transferring its domestic policy into the 
international system. 

All in all: 

The paradoxes can be explained partly J.n terms of the 
transformations in the international system, transformations 
which are taking place in the foreign policy of the involved 
states, in the processes - and - fundamentally - in structure, 
and partly in terms of the general assumptions of neorealism. 

Unipolarity has not lessened or weakened the US- impact on 
European security. On the contrary. Due to the simple fact that 
the US now has to take care of the security of the whole Europe. 
Not for the sake of the Europeans but owing to a situation where 
Europe still is a fundamental factor of the international system. 
An the US comprises a relative comprehensive part of this 
system. Truly·the US is a European power. 

Bertel Heurlin. April 1996. 
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Economic Security and the Problem of Cooperation in Post-Cold War Europe 

A reconfiguration of Europe's strategic landscape and a redefinition of 

secUrity have taken place in Eu·rope. The security concerns of the European 

and North American states have expanded and now embrace not only the 

preoccupation with territorial integrity, defence and deterrence, but also 

include the nonmilitary elementS of security that range from macroeconomic 

stability· to environmental degradation. Economic security was a critical 

component of the American security strategy in _the immediate postwar period, 

but it was soon eclipsed by the militarisation of the Soviet-American 

competition begun with the onset of the Koi:'ean War. 1 The major European 

powers were preoccupied with sustaining the nuclear balance of. terror between 

the superpowers and the conventional balance of power on. the Eurasian 

landmass. Despite the heavy emphasis upoJ? the military element of national 

security, attention was paid to the economic underpinnings of military 

proweSs. Nonetheless, economic issues were subo'rdinate;d and treated as an 

adjunct to the more important and pressing issue of milit'ary security. 

Economic issues gre~- more salient in the late 1960s and , were 

increasingly treated as important political and,broader architectural elements 
' 

of both national security and the larger secuFity order. A few studies of the 

western alliance in the late 1960s and early 1970s emphasised the importance 

of economic relations· between the members of the Atlantic Alliance; !=-hey 

focused on· the importance of those economic r_elationships as critical struts 

undergirding the Atlantic Alliance and the security of its member-states. 2 
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The growing remOten~ss of a military ·threat to European seGurity combined with 

an increased frequency of economic conflict within the Atlantic area during 

the 1970s and 1980s. This period saw the erosion of American hegemony and the 

rise of Germany and Japan, the slow collapse· of the B.retton Woods monetary 

system between 1971 and 1973, the two oil shocks of 1973 and 1979, and the 

consequent concerns over the access to critical raw materials, the divergence 

of macroeconomic policies throughout the 1980s, and a marked preference· on 

both sides of the Atlantic for bilateralism. Economic issues moved to the 

'top table' of diplomatic discourse within the Atlantic area. 3 By the end of 

the 1980s, the security concerns of the Europeans, particularly the Germans, 

were increasingly expressed in an economic rather than.military idiom: 4 The 

collapse of the post-Yalta security order has initiated the process of 

recalibrating_ national interests to conform with the pressures and 

opportunities presented by the emerging European security order. 

The sudden transfor.mation of the cold war security order in 1989 altered 

the.structure of the European state system, intensified the interrelationship 

between military security arid economic security and possibly inverted their 

relative importance, raised new possibilities for cooperation- in military and 

economic affairs, and necessitates the striking of a new balance between the 

economic, political and rnili tary reqtiiiements of security. The end of the 

cold war· and the erasure of the st"ark political and military lines dividing 

the European continent· have not unified Europe. Europe remains divided by 

differences in the level of per capita GDP, level of economic development, the 

stability of democratic institutions, and differential membership in the key 

institutions of the European security order, particularly. NATO and the 

European Union. Overcoming th_e continuing diviSion of Europe and assuring the 

future stability of the European security Order are contingent upon the 

successful transition of the central and eastern European states to the market 

economy and multiparty democracy. The sine qua non of the successful 
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transition of those countries is. a stable economic and political envi·ro.nment. 

Consequently, until that transition is completed and consolidated issues of. 

political economy must be treated as elements of the new security-order rather 

than as· simple issues of welfare maxirnisation. This per_specti ve requires a 

redefinition of security. It suggests that the European security system has 

two mutually constitutive elements,. the political-military and ~he economic. 

The interdependence of these two elements of the security architecture raises 

a set of important and interrelated questions: Does a stable security 

architecture require the parallel construction of the institutions of military 

and economic security? What .are the limits of asymmetrical progress in the 

construction of those institutions? If the parallel construction of those 

institutions is not possible, what does it imply. about the future European. 

security order? 

The change in the definition of security and the presumed necessity of 

the parallel construction of the insti~utions of the European security order 

requires that a convincing case be made that the post-cold war security 

problernatique dif.fers significantly from that posed by the postwar period (and· 

perhaps any other epoch of rno?-ern European history) ; and that a convincing 

case be made that the provision of secu~ity in the post-cold war era will be 

best supplied by international institutions. It iS our purpose to make the 

case for _both propositions. 

I. The Changing Attribute~ of the European State System 

From the perSpective of national policy-makers in North America or 

Europe, the world has experienced fundamental changes. 

dissolved and NATO robbed of its postwar raison d'etre. 

The W.3.rsaw Pact has 

The Soviet Union has 

fragmented into a large nwnber of independent republics, some of which are 

tenuously connected to Russia by preexisting economic ties and a paper 

confederation. The nations of north central and.eastern Europe are not only 
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undergoing a political and economic transformation simultaneously, but many of 

these states seek membership in the western clubs, particularly NATO, WEU and 

the European Union. Germany is united and has gained a new. centrality, both 

geographically and politically, in the ~new' Europe. More broadly, the 

ideological enmity that marked relations among the two post-war blocs has 

given way to growing ideological conformity and growing amity. Yet, the 

changes that took place i~ 1989, from a historical perspective, do not appear 

to be a marked departure from other significant junctures in the. history of 

.the modern European state system. Yet at the same time, the domestication of 

international politics that has slowly evolved during the 20th century 

suggests that the prospects for sustained cooperation within the European 

political space is greater than it ha·s ever been in the past. Important 

, changes have taken place in the European state system· which point to the 

growing importance of institutions in managing European conflicts of interest 

and the necessity of reconsidering the domain of security. 

Although the state remains the primary actor in the contemporary 

international system, the state is changing in a number ?f important ways. 

First, the national economies of Europe and North America are experiencing 

greater levels of openness, in the real as well as the financial sectors of 

the economy. Second, the tension between autonomy and interdependence in the 

conduct of economic affairs is slowly being resolved.· in favour. of the latter; 

it is increasingly true that "internal state power is stistained by external 

cooperation. " 5 Third, external cooperation has taken the form of ceding some 

sovereign power to non-state actors, ranging from 'supranational actors (most 

notably the European Union in the ·case of the western European states) to 

international organisations (for instance,. the International MOnetary Fund and 

International Atomic 

constra·ints in the 

Energy Agency) . States 

formation or execution 

increa~ingly 

of policy; in 

face external 

fact, state 

preferences are increasingly shaped by the principles, norms and rules of 
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international institutions. 6 
___ And finally, the process of democratisation and 

the embrace of the market-economy in eastern and central Europe is producing a 

more homogeneous European· state system. One consequ~nce of this development 

is the crea-tion, of a common frame- of refereJ?ce amongst the nations of the 

European security space that should facilitate cooperation, just as the 

preexisting ideological opposition provided a barrier to cooperation between 

the two halVes of Europe. 7 

A second category of change is the currency of power in the security 

space occupied by the stat~s of North America and E~rope. While it is true 

that the primacy of military security, the residual preoccupation with nuclear 

war and the concern with national 'survival, remain the paramount concerns of 

the major European powers, it is also the case that a perceptible shift has 

taken place in the relative importance of military security and economic 

welfare that favours the latter. As economic issues increased in salience in 

the 1970s and 1980s, rnili~ary issues- and the concern with military security 

suffered a corresponding decline. This preexisting shift of . ~rnphasis was 

transformed by 'the end of the cold war. The end of the cold war, in 

redirecting attention to the underlying importance of economic capacity, has 

changed the perception of power and consequently its redistribution. The 

absence of a stark mil~tary threat to the west has made the process of 

America's relative economic decline more meaningful and resonant in Atlantic 

relations. 8 ,Thus the currency of military power has been devalued, 

particularly in the relations amongst the wealthy states of the European 

security space, and is being driven out bY the currencies of commercial 

competitiveness and economic capacity. The dominance of the technological 

fro'ntier, essential for sustaining commercial competitiveness on wo-rld 

markets, has become t~e arena of intense interstate competition between the 

North Ame·rican and western European states. Moreover, 9nly the economic 

capacity of the NATO member-states can finance the long-te~ transition to the 
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market economy and democracy in the former member-states of the Warsaw Pact. 

T'he new currency of power has thus had the effect of altering the distribution 

of capabilities in the European security space. Whereas cold war Europe w~s 

characterised by political-military bipolarity dominated by the United States 

and the Soviet Union, post-cold war Europe is characterised by an economic 

multipolarity cojoined by a military bipolarity that has been eclipsed, for 

the time being, by the economic and environmental security concerns of the 

states occupying the European security space. 

The third category of change that has taken place is located in the 

resolution of the debate about state preferences. Robert Powell has argued 

quite convincingly that preferences are not immUtable, but are linked quite 

closely to the external constraints facing a state; and that those 

constraints are linked to ,the level of amity and enmity in the international 

sy~tem. 9 Where there are high_ levels of enmity, cooperation is unlikely: 

states are compelled to focus on relative gains, sinCe an unequal .absolute 

gain derived from cooperation today could lead to military defeat tomorrow. 

Where there are high levels of amity, on the othe·r 'hand, cooperation is more 

likely: states are free to focus on absolute g,ains, since a state's relative 

loss today is unlikely to be employed against it tomorrow and lead to defeat 

on the battlefield. The implications of Powell's argument are of significance 

for the institutional architecture and likely patterns of cooperation in the 

post-cold war European secur1ty space. 

It is relatively safe to assume that the resort to interstate war is no 

longer at issue in the new Europe,' notwithstanding the civil conflicts 

raging in the former Yugoslavia and per:cola-ting along the periphery of the 

former Soviet Union.· The enmity of the pre-1989 European security area, 

generated by two mutually opposed a-nd ideologically antagonistic military 

alliances, is no more. In its place we find a Europe where ideological 

fiagmentation and opposition are being replaced by a growing ideological 
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conformity; where opposed military alliances have been replaced by a single 

military alliance, NATO, in se"arch of a pan-European security role; and where 

the wealthy states of Europe are actively seeking to assist the economic and 

political transfor.mation undertaken by the states of central and eastern 

Europe. Amity, then, has become the contextual hall-mark of interstate 

relations in the new Europe. ' This change of context should lead us to 

expect, then, greater cooperation between the for.mer member states of the two 

cold war allia~ces. And that cooperatioU is in fact taking place in economic/ 

political, and military affairs. The fear of relative gains has been replaced 

with a concern for ensuring cooperative outcomes 'that deliver an optimum level 

of absolute gains for all. 

Nonreciprocated cooperation during the cold-war between the NATO and 

Warsaw Pact states carried potentially high cos.ts for individual and 

collective security. The necessity of military coop~ration within each 

alliance created an incentive to minimise conflict and noncooperation within 

the alliance on economic issues. 10 rhe potential use of force against NATO 

member-states by the Warsaw Pact created a context that encouraged cooperation 

in economic affairs t'o ensure large absolute gains to meet the welfare and 

military security demands of those states. With· the end of the cold war, 

however, the costs of defection in economic .matters have declined 

precipitously: the absence of cooperation between Europe and North America in 

economic affairs, for example, no longer' carries with it a high cost in 

military terms. And, perhaps more importantly, the benefits· of defection have 

risen markedly: if, as we have argued above, the most important currency of 

power is economic· and the source of that power is dominance of the 

technological frontier, ·then we should expect less cooperation in economic 

affairs amongst the NATO allies today than occurred during the cold war. 11 

A confluence of three developrnents-.--a process of change in the 

structural characteristics of the state, in the currency of power, and in the 
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contextual environment---suggests t~at· the prospects for coop~ration have 

increased in the European security space. But these changes are only 

important insofar as they contribute to the resolution of the postwar security 

dilemmas that stymied panEuropean cooperation . 

II. The Requirements, of a Comprehensive Security System 

The institutional Configuration of the post-cold war security order is 

in a state of becoming. The architecture of the emerging European security 

order, the interrelationships between institutions of security in the military 

and economic domains, and the coordination betw~en those domains remain 

ambiguous and plastic. The most important question facing the future security 

order revolves around those ·institutio'nal relationships within those two 

security domains and, perhaps more importantly, the interplay and 

interdependency between those domains. The architectural dimension of the 

emerging European securi"ty order 'revolves around the problem of establishing a 

coherence within each security domain as well as a complementari ty between 

them. 

The management of economic competition amongst the NATO allies and the 

sucCessful transition to the market economy and multiparty democracy in the 

former member-states of the Warsaw Pact a~e the basic building blocks of the 

new European security architecture. The passing of the cold war has 

diminished the force of anarchy in the shaping of the European security' 

environment and has enhanced the 'interaction capacity' of the European state 

1' 
sy~tem .... The interaction capacity of a _security system _captureS: not only 

"the ability and the willingness of [states] to interact, but also 1determine 

what types and levels of int.eraction are both possible and desired. " 13 One 

element of the system's interaction capacity· .is the extent to which states 

share norms and are governed by common institutions. Institutions, accordiJ:.g 

to Buzan, Jories ·and Little' "greatly facilitate, and even promote, interactions 
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that shared norms and values make possible and desired ... Institutions provide 

not only more opportunities to communicate, but also more obligations and more 

incentives to do so. " 32 The states of the Europea~. security space 

increasingly share common norms and state interaction is increasingly governe9. 

by a common set of institutions. Common membership in institutions fostering 

those norms on a panEuropean basis has created a greater interaction capacity 

within the European security space. 

This focus on the interaction capacity of the system presumes the 

importance of norms and institutions as constraints on st·ate choice in an 

anarchical syst·em. The role of institutions in" international relations is 

shaped by the conceptual preeminence attatned by both the international 

regimes and the new institutionalism' literature, both of which highlight the 

autonomy of political institutions in shaping state preferences and 

constraining state choice. 14 Both bodies of literature demonstrate that 

international institutions must be treated as something other , than a 

clearinghouse for information or preferences; rather both suggest how 

international institutions shape state preferences, how those preferences 

develop and change, and why states dev.iate from power-based explanations of 

state action. Institutions also serve the important function of supplying 

historical and normative order in an anarchical world. 15 Historical order 

refers to the role played by institutions in shaping historical processes. 

Although -this role· can only be judged ex post, an awareness of the potential 

historical role institutional choice may. have for a given element of a 

security archi-tecture underlines the importance of institutional design and 

choice. Flaws in institutional design, as occurre9 in the 1930s, can 

contribute to the collapse of the international system. 16 Normative order 

directs attention: to the consideration of "the relations among norms, the 

significance of ambiguity and inconsistency in norms, and the time path of the 

transformation of normative . ' structures., .... 

9 
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order suggest that the institutional desi.gn of the emerging European security 

order meet the criteria of regime congru~nce and interdependence. 

The stability of the emerging European security architecture depends 

upon the ~ongruence and interdependence of the economic and mili.tary security 

regimes governing the Europe-an security space. Regime congruence refers to 

the requirement that the norms governing these separate regiffies are mutually 

reinforcing and that tho·se norms do not ·conflict in purpose. The 

interdependence of the military and economic security regimes refers to the 

requirement that the norms of military (economic) regimes generate positive 

·externalities that supper~ the norms and institutions of the economic 

(military) regimes. It also implies that the interdependence of the regimes 

supporting the economic and military components of the overall security 

archi tectu.te are mutually dependent: the instability or incoherence of the 

one element of the securi.ty architecture will diminish the stability or 

coherence of the other element. The stability and effectiveness of the future 

European security order requites the satisfaction of these two criteria, both 

of whic~ were met within the American and Soviet dominated economic and 

military alliance systems. 

The problem of institutional design precedes the emergence of the new 

Europe, but has only recently emerged as a focal ,Point of either the 

theoretical Of: policy-oriented literature. 18 The variation in institutional 

design is either attributed to the indeterminacy of a cooperative outcome; 

i.e., the problem of cooperation could be solved by any number of 

institutional possibilities. Or it is attributed to the observation that 

d~fferent categories of problem require different types of institutional 

solution. 19 But with the end of. the cold-war, the process of institution-

building. and adaptation has been given a new prominence and urgency_ to the 

problem of and criteria for institutional choice. There are three 

categories ·of enquiry that pertain -to the issue of institutional choice: the 
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problems associated with t~e institutional configuration of the security 

architecture; the problems associated with the problem of resolving the 

dilemmas of cooperation that states (and other actors) face within and between 

issue-areas; and the problem of identifying the content of the emergen~-

security architecture. The resoluti-on of these problems provides a basis for 

assessing the levels of regime congruence and interdependence within the 

European security space. 

The. problems associated with the issue of institutional configuration 

revolve around three issues: institutiona·l scope; institutional membership; 

and the character of the institutional cluSters governing specific issue-

areas. Institutional scope reflects a concern with the geographic scope of 

the institution. The various insi:i tutions . of the post-cold war security 

architecture range from the regional, to the Atlantic, to the global. 

Membership in these institutions is both selective and universal within a 

particular geographic demarcation---as 

memberships. of the United Nations, OSCE, 

pr.oblem of Scope and m€mbership raises 

the overlapping but incongr~ent 

NATO, and WEU demonstrate. The 

a number of questions: Is one 

particular combination of geographic scope and membership optimal for the 

supply of securi~y? Are the problems of institutional redundancy or 

competition mediated or intensified by different or overlapping institutional 

memberships? How do choices of inclusion and exclusion affect the quality of 

systemic security and stab~lity? 

The emergence of institutional clusters within .issue-areas raises a set 

of more compelling que_stions about the congruence and interdependence of the 

institutions of the European security space. Institutional clusters, defined 

as the set of institutions that govern a specific issue-area within the 

economiC or military dimension of security, raise . "three general questions. 

The first question to be posed is: Does a single institution hold a monopoly 

of competence within an issue-area or does it share its competence with other 

ll 
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institutions. If there is more than one institution involved in the 

management of a specific issue-area, another question arises: Can the 

institutional interrelationships within the issue-area be best described as a 

hierarchy or polyarchy? The answer to that question is both de~criptive and 

prescriptive: it determines wheth~r institutions act in conformity with the 

principle of subsidiarity or in accord.3.riC.e With the ·marKet metaphor; and it 

enables analysts to assess the relative merits of each form of organisation in 

terms of efficiency of effort and efficacy of outcome. The second g~neral 

question---Is there a differentiation or conflation of issue-areas?~--directs 

attention to the necessity of compartrnentalising the different elements of the 

securit·y order without divorcing them from one anot_:her and thereby precluding 

necessary or successful ·eras:;; issue-area linkages. A third area of enquiry 

focuses on whether a single institution has a ~onopoly of competence within an 

issue-area or shares its competence with another. The more diluted is the 

competence for any single issue-area within a cluster and the less 

hierarchically those institutions are orde"red, the more likely will be the 

potential level of institutional dissonance. The final questiop asks whether 

there is a surfeit or deficit of institutions governing an issue-area, of 

whether there is an institutional disequilibrium. An institutional 

disequilibrium can be of two sOrts. First, there can be a surfeit of 

institutions where too many institutions seek to manage too small. a policy 

space, as in the case of providing finance for the reconstruction of· central 

and eastern Europe---the World Bank, the European Bank for Reconstruction and 

Development, the European Investment Bank, and the European Community's Phare 

Programme largely duplicate each other's efforts. Second, there can be a 

deficit of institutions where too few (or unempowered) institutions seek to 

manage too large a policy space, as is the case of r·estructuring the nuclear 

power industry in central and eastern Europe as well as the former Soviet 

Union---no ·single institution has the authority or resources to address the 
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most pressing environmental threat Europe. While this concept of 

institutional (dis) equilibrium is difficult to define or measure with any 

precision, it ~equires careful consideration nonetheless. 

The next set of issues that need to be addressed focuses on whether the 

existing and proposed institutional frameworks facilitate the coordination of ! 

state action within and between the economic and military components of the 

security order. First, it is essential to assure t~e operation of mechanisms 

facilitating the coordination of common problems within an issue-area (e.g., 

the need to coordinate debt negotiations between commercial and official 

creditors) . Second, there is a similar need for policy coordination between 

issue areas (e.g., the need for the ~greening' of European -Investment Bank 

finance for eastern· and central European in accordance with the Fifth 

Environmental Action Plan of the European Union). And finally, there is a 

need to coordinate the economic and milit.iry_ dimension_s of security where they· 

intersect (e.g., coordinating the reduction of forces in Europe with the 

rnicroecOnornic policies .aiding defence conversion). 

A comprehensive treatment of the emerging European securi~y architecture 

requires the decomposition of that architecture into sets of interlocking 

institutional clust·ers. There are three institutional clust"ers defining the 

post-cold war security architecture. The first is the well-known and easily 

accepted political-military cluster that is rooted in the realist tradition. 

The second and third clusters, which contain the economic institutions of 

security, reflect the close connection between the future stability of the 

European security space and the successful political and economic 

transformation of central and eastern Europe: one cluster encompasses exchange 

rate stability, the freeing of trade, and macroeconomic stability; and 'the 

other cluster encompasses the interconnected problems of financing the large 

debt overhang of the ~entral and eastern European c~untries, the political and 

economic transitions of those countries, and the resolution of regional 
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environmental threats. The stability of the emerging architecture depends 

upon t-he normative congruence within and interdependence between those· 

clusters. The argument presented above suggests that careful attention must. 

be paid to institutional choice and identified some criteria for that choice . 

III. Conclusion 

Insti-tutional choice in shaping the future European security ,order has 

become a central element of American and European foreign policy strategies. 

The policy importance attached to the institutional elaboration of European 

security raises two final questions: What are the likely sources of 

institUtional supply in the new Europe? What are the limits of the 

dysynchronous construction of the economic and military components of the 

European security architecture? 

There is clearly a demand for institutions governing the military and 

economic elements of the post-cold war European security space. The problem 

rests in the supp£y of those institutions and their transformation. 21 

Hegemony, leadership, and small-n multilateralism are the three sources of 

institutional supply that are potentially relevant to the post-cold war 

security architecture. 

The hegemonic stability thesis holqs that in an anarchical international 

system, only a hegemonic power can provide the collective good of 

international stability and foster cooperation in the international system. 

The ability of a hegemonic power to do so is logically and empirically 

comp~lling: it is logically compelling because hegemonic powers have both the 

self-interest and ability to establish international institutions; and a 

cursory examination of European history makes it an empirically compelling 

proposition. It is also the case, however, that a state fal~ing short· of 

hegemonic pretensions, but noneth,eless capable· of exerting international 
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leadership, can also contribute to the provision of international 

institutions. A state can solve what Peter F. c6whey calls the 'top dog' 

problem of institutional supply if it has ':the means to motivate self-

i'nterested [states] to participate in collective action. " 22 But the ability 

of a state assuming or seeking a position of leadership depends upon its ! 

ability, fir~t, to distinguish between states that can be induced to cooperate 

and those that cannot; and second, to provide the former with· rewards and to 

sanction the latter with punishments. International inStitutions may be also 

supplied as the ~esult of small-n multilateralism. 23 Small-n multilateralism, 

for example the G-7 or G-3, occurs when the significant states in an issue

area agree· to cooperate in the creation or adaptation of international 

institutions. Small-n multilateralism provides a greater probability of 

sustained· cooperation than large-n rnultilateralisrn, although it carries a 

price: "by restricting the number .. of participating states, the gains· from 

cooperation are reduced. 

Since ·the United States appears to be undergoing a prolonged process of 

hegernonic decline and Germany can only stake a claim to regional dominance, 

lead~rship and srnall-n multilateralism are likely to be the important sources 

of institutional supply in the post-cold war European security space. The 

majority of the relevant economic and security regimes have been carried over 

from. the cold war order; and many are now in the process of adaptation to the 

new international environment. While many international institutions have 

their origin in the immediate post-war period and owe their existence to 

American hegemony, it is also the case that the adaptation of these regimes to 

the post-cold war security landscape has been and will remain the result of 

small-n rnultilateralisrn within the G-7 or leadership exercised by the United 

States on issues. affecting Atlantic cooperation or by Germany on issues 

affecting European cooperation. The absence of a hegernonic poWer in the post

cold war European security space suggests that the eVolution of existing 
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regimes and the creation of new regimes will requ~re intensive. negotiation. 

The prospects for an imposed regime in any issue-area by a single European or 

North American power are unlikely. As a consequence, the task of regime 

construction and adaptation facilitating cooperation- -in issue-areas ranging 

from the environment to macroeconomic stability to defence will be greatly 

complicated. 

The preferred institutions of security in both the military and economic 

dimensions differ across national boundaries; the competition for delivering 

the blue-print for that architecture is particularly marked between the United 

States, ,the major western European states {Britain, France, and Germany}, and 

Russia. The diverse ~efinitions of security and the competition to supply the 

outlines of the security archi-tecture pose a potential barrier to great power 

cooperation in constructing a coherent European security system. Moreover, it 

remains .likely that the intended roles to be played by institutions in the n·ew 

security environment will remain unfulfilled. 24 The proliferati-on of 

institutiqns and new forms of cooperation that ar~ spanning ~urope across the 

economic and military dimensions of security will undoubtedly generate both 

intended and unintended consequences. The process of srnall-n multilaterali~m, 

which may be the only politically viable avenue of institutional supply, may 

have the flawed oUtcome of putti_ng into place a set of security institutions 

that reflect an incompatible jumble o·f great power pre:ferences that please no 

one and ·erode the quality of EUropean security. 

An assessment of the emerging security architecture requires an 

assessment pf its parts, the three critical institutional clusters outlined 

above. A successful security architecture requires that these institutional 

clusters generate positive externalities which requires their interdependence. 

Institutional interdependence suggests, in turn, the n"ecessity of parallel 

progress in the development and elaboration of the constituent elements of· the 

security archit~cture. But the parallel progress of those clusters cannot be 
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taken for gra.nted; it is probably more reasonable to assume that progress will 

be dysynchronous rather than synchron.ous•. What are the causes and consequence 

of uneven progress? A potential barrier to even progress and a source of 

potential regress is the inability of the states of t_he former Warsaw Pact to 

conclude success·fully the economic and political transfo.rmation of those 

societies. Membership in the core institutions of European security, the 

European Union and NATO, is contingent Upon the successful transformation of 

those nations to democracy a-nd the market economy. Consequently, continued 

and deepened economic and mi~itary cooperation depends in large part_ upon the 

increasing homogeneity of the European na·tion-states; of the creation of a 

common ·political and economic frame of reference _generating a common and 

legitimate normative order governing Europe. A failure at this level, _which 

guarantees the continued division of Europe, precludes the construction of a 

Cooperative pan-European security order. 

The transformation of these societies has been made possible and 

supported by the previously en'umerated change·s that have taken place in the 

European state system. Yet it is more than likely ·that progress in the 

construction of the economic dimension of the security architecture will 

outstrip the construction of the military dimension. As compared with the 

mi,litary sector, the payoffs and co_sts of cooperation in the economiC sector 

are relatively calculable, the costs of compliance and noncompliance are 

relatively well-established, the constraints on adv.erse state conduct are 

relatively well-established, and the institutional mechanisms facilitating 

cooperation are long-standing and highly· developed. The same cannot be said 

for the military element of security. Here we find that the payoffs and costs 

of cooperation, particularly betwee_n former adversaries, are· uncertain, the 

costs of compliance and non-compliance are h~gh-risk and difficult to reverse, 

and the inst~tutional mechanisms facilitating cooperation are relatively 

underdeveloped and the experience with them chequered. 
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progress is affected by yet another consideration: the· incongruity betwe~n 

the economic and military payoffs derived from cooperation combined with the 

domestic political costs of cooperating in either dimension. It may be that. 

th-e high symbolic cost of cooperation in the military dimension of security, 

calculated in terms of lost national prestige and autonomy, may present too 

high a political barrier to military cooperation on a panEuropean basis. And 

it may be that the measurable ·payoffs flowing from cooperation in the economic 

dimension of security may be likewise stymied by domestic political 

resistance. These consideration~; which establish the linkage between 

domestic· politics and inte.rstate cooper·ation, suggest that there may be some 

unique level of interstate cooperation on the military and economic dimensions 

.of security that is domestically sustainable. The tolerance for external 

cooperation to sustain domestic ·welfare and security objectives will vary 

between states and will place a limit on the overall level of cooperation 

within post-cold war Europe. _Although cooperation in both issue-areas may be 

derailed- by 'domestic political resistance, _it is unlikely that the economic 

and military trains would fall off the tracks at .the same point of 

institutional development. The possibility of dysynchronous development of 

the two elements of the post-cold war security architecture raises the 

important question of whether autonomous or differentiated progress in the 

economic and military elements of. the security order can be safely tolerated 

if the overall stability of the system is to be assured. 

Uneven l.nstitutional development or uneven progress in the supply of 

military and economic security could have. disastrous results for Europe. 

Although there has been a real decrease in the likelihood of major war, it 

remains the case that there is no comprehensive set of institutions that 

effectlvely monitor and manage the military dimension of European security. 

There are no countervailing sets of institutions in operation that could 

foster greater economic or military securi_ty in east.ern and central Europe, 
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not to mention the former Soviet Union. The medium-term exclusion of the 

eastern and central European states from full participation in the existing 

military inStitutions of security (e.g., NATO or the ·wEU), combined with the 

inclusion of those same nations in the Atlantic institutions of economic 

security, if not the European Union, preclude the development of a sustained 

and interdependent community of interests that will engender and foster 

cooperation across both the economic and military dimensions of security. 

This potential development suggests a reconsideration of the futUre 

course of Europe. If the minimum level of interdependence between the 

economic and military elements of security can not be realised with the 

existing institutions of security, it may counsel the cieation of a security 

architecture that tolerates if not· encourages the economic and military 

differentiation of the EUropean area. It may counsel a return to a set of 

security institutions mirnic.king those established in the aftermath of the 

second world war, but not "marr~d by the ideological enmity or competition 

between Russia and the United States. If the minimum level of interdependence 

iS sufficiently low and is met by the existing institutions of security, it 

may counsel a less drastic course: economic ·differentiation or integration 

complemented by cooperation in a less formalised or inclusive set of security 

institutions. 

The resolution of this dilemma may be found in the distribution of 

·capabilitieS in post-cold war Europe. The distribution of capabilities raises 

the issue of polarity and reemerges as a critical variable in the 

determination of the broad contours of the European security system. If 

military power recedes into the deep_ background of diplomacy, if military 

power becomes merely the foundation of interstate relations in Europe but no 

longer functions as an instrument of statecr~ft, then the states occupying the 

European security space will he driven by one of the many logics ascribed to 

economiC multipolarity: at one extreme, it will provide a more fertile basis 
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for cooperation and stability; and at the other, it promises a· return to the 

competitive and noncooperative world of· nee-mercantilism. ,. ·The choice of 

institutions in both the economic and military qimensions of security wi.ll 

largely define the pathway that is eventually chosen for Europe . 
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Introduction· 

In December 1994, the late Commerce Secretary Ron Brown launched the idea for 
the TransAtlantic Business Dialogue (T ABD). Brown sought to bring American and 
European firms together to identify obstacles to transatlantic trade and investment. Today, 
the T ABD is a coalition of business leaders who, together with top government officials, 
have developed a comprehensive approach to transatlantic trade and investment policy. 
As one observer noted, the T ABD "is probably the first time in American history that the 
private sector is detennining the substance of future executive or legislative agreements."1 

The T ABD provides a fascinating case study for scholars and practitioners alike 
for at least three reasons. First, the T ABD is a novel structure in the international trade 
arena. Historically, trade negotiations have been conducted on a government-to
government basis. The T ABD, however, is a quadrilateral negotiating forum involving 
government and business leaders alike. 

This quadrilateral structure challenges the political scientists' model of the "two
level game" in international trade and finance negotiations. 2 In traditional two-level 
games, government leaders negotiate agreements at the international level. Domestic 
groups' interests detennine the leaders' negotiating margin-of-maneuver --the "win-set'd 
The T ABD, however, modifies the traditional government-centered model in a number of 
ways: (I) Transnationally-organized business shapes the government leaders' margin-of
maneuver upfront by setting the negotiation agenda; (2) T ABD business leaders 
participate in the negotiation process with the public officials, placing pressure not only on 
their own government but also on the other government directly: (3) T ABD participants 
are involved in shaping domestic interests as well. They do so not only by providing their 
own input to the government, but by seeking to influence other societal groups' views of 
the negotiations. In this sense, the T ABD represents a new form of"industrial 
diplomacy." 

In many respects, the inclusion of business as a direct interlocutor in the US-EU 
trade and investment negotiations is hardly surprising. As Alberta Sbragia points out, 
"American firms in Europe and European firms in the United States have been in some 
sense 'silent' members of the transatlantic community" over the years4 Indeed, 
transatlantic relations have been composed of both a "public sphere" of government 
negotiations and a "private sphere" of market activity for a number of decades. s The 
T ABD process brings the "private" and "public" together in a blurring of competencies. 
In the T ABD, for example, the transatlantic business community plays a public role in 
setting the agenda for trade and investment policy. 

This paper is largely based on a Working Paper tor the Center for German and European Studies at 
Georgctown Uni\'ersity (forthcoming). I am grateful to Director Samuel Bames for im·iting me to be a 
Visiting Fellow at the Center during the I 996 summer months, and to Desmond Dinan for his support. 
This paper is also drawn from another forthcoming publication, "Trends in International Business: The 
TransAtlantic Business Dialogue: Business at the Negotiating Table," The Internatwnal Executive, 
No\'ember 1996. 
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A second reason why the T ABD is an interesting case study is because this novel 
format of international negotiation challenges traditional forms of business-government 
relations. In the United States, for example, the T ABD provides an official industry-to
government channel beyond the mandated Advisory Committees. Similarly, in Europe, 
the T ABD format directly threatens traditional national and European industry 
associations' representation. As one observer noted, "There is a potential to redefine the 
business-government relationship in Europe via TABD."6 

Yet a third reason why the T ABD makes a fascinating case study is because it 
challenges long-held cultural norms. While Americans and Europeans share similar beliefs 
in international trade and investment, they differ significantly in how to address these 
issues. The T ABD process reveals these cultural differences -- and underscores the 
importance of understanding and confidence building in bridging them. If anything, the 
T ABD highlights future challenges facing business and government officials if they hope 
to transpose the T ABD model on other international fora. 

Today, the T ABD remains a novel experiment. TABD negotiations are still 
ongoing and may take several years to complete. The purpose of this paper, therefore, is 
to shed light on the early construction of the T ABD as a novel forum in the international 
trade and investment arena. The paper begins by examining the origins of the T ABD. The 
second section highlights the business-to-business dialogue and quadrilateral negotiations 
at the international level. The third segment analyzes the "domestic game" that is 
currently underway. The final section of the paper assesses TABD's success-to-date as 
well as T ABD' s potential as a model for other international negotiations. 

I. Origins Of The TransAtlantic Business Dialogue 

The T ABD concept was formally proposed by the late Commerce Department 
Secretary Ronald Brown at a speech sponsored by the EU Committee of AmCham in 
Brussels on December 15, 1994.7 There were at least two rationales behind the Commerce 
Secretary's "vision" of the TABD. First was Ron Brown's belief that international 
business was at least four to five years ahead of governments in its thinking on trade 
liberalization. Yet Brown and other Commerce Department officials found that the 
existing framework of business lobbying organizations in the US and the EU were not 
organized in a coordinated transatlantic manner. As a result, American officials believed 
that EU negotiators often based their trade positions on input from the Member States, 
and not from European industry per se. Brown believed that if US and EU CEOs were 
able to a develop unified stance, then neither the US nor the EU government could ignore 
a transatlantic business agenda. 8 Of course, several US officials were convinced that the 
government's negotiating position would coincide with the US-EU business community's 
stance. Consequently, the EU Commission would be the "outlier" in the negotiations 9 

A second rationale behind the Commerce Secretary's speech related to domestic 
politics. It was no coincidence that the idea was launched shortly before Congressional 
representatives pushed legislation to dismantle the Commerce Department By 
encouraging industry involvement in transatlantic trade negotiations, Brown hoped to 
secure greater business support for the department 10 
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Brown's call for a transatlantic dialogue was soon championed by Stuart Eizenstat, 
then-ambassador to the European Union. Eizenstat met with a number of groups, notably 
the Executive Committee of the EU Committee of AmCham, to discuss how to 
operationalize the Commerce Secretary's proposal. 11 The EU Committee members-
government affairs representatives of major American multinational firms operating in 
Europe -- were particularly interested in the concept. From their perspective, a 
transatlantic business project would give their own European operations greater visibility 
back in the US boardrooms where investment and operations decisions were made. 
Refocusing their CEOs' attention on Europe could improve their own standing within the 
company. 

Soon, officials in Washington, DC, and Brussels generated a plan to create a 
transatlantic coalition of US and EU ChiefExecutive Officers (CEOs) who would propose 
measures to improve US-EU trade and investment. The choice of CEOs, as opposed to 
industry associations, was an important and, as discussed below, controversial one. 

Eizenstat began to meet with EU Commissioners and officials from Directorate 
Generals I (trade) and Ill (industry). 12 Leon Brittan, the commissioner responsible for 
US-EU trade relations, was very receptive to the idea, but Horst Krenzler, Director 
General ofDG I, was less enthusiastic. As one Commission official noted, "in the initial 
stages, there was a certain amount of skepticism because we thought transnational 
relations was best done between governments ... but the advantages of business 
involvement soon became apparent."" Commission officials also wanted to make sure 
that the US government did not have a "hidden agenda" -- such as the previously 
proposed TransAtlantic Free Trade Agreement (T AFTA) --behind the T ABD14 By early 
spring 1995, Leon Brittan and Industry Commissioner Martin Bangemann agreed to the 
project. 

In April 1995, the famous "Three B" letter was sent by Brown, Britain and 
Bangemann to approximately I ,800 US and European industry officials asking for 
suggestions regarding a transatlantic business forum. 15 The letter was designed to "test 
the waters" for the T ABO initiative. Over 300 European and American replies were 
received. 16 

American Business: The "Muffin Club" 

Interestingly, American firms' initial response to the "Three B" letter was rather 
lukewarm. First, several firms were wary that the initiative was merely a stunt to support 
the Commerce Department and the Clinton Administration during the run-up to an 
election year. Indeed, because the Republic-dominated Congress might question the 
T ABO initiative, the companies did not want to jeopardize key legislative issues such as 
corporate tax cuts. Second, other firms were reluctant to find themselves caught in
between the Commerce Department and the Office of the United States Trade 
Representative (USTR) which had the legal authority to negotiate US-EU trade matters. 
Though the T ABO initiative purportedly had then-USTR Mickey Kantor's approval, 
several USTR officials were not pleased with the Commerce Department's encroachment 
on their turf. 17 Third, still other business officials expressed concern that economic 
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issues would be linked to a larger "Atlanticist Agenda" involving military and security 
issues. They did not want to be "used"by governments in the efforts to reinforce the 
NATO relationship, for example. Finally, many American firms questioned whether they 
would be embarking on anything "new". Most of the agenda items proposed in the "Three 
B" letter-- such as standards, tariff barriers and investment-- were already being 
considered in other international fora such as the OECD and WTO. The value-added of 
an additional transatlantic initiative was not clear to American business. 

Despite industry's initial reticence, the T ABD proceeded once Commerce officials 
enlisted the support of key business leaders such as Paul Allaire of Xerox. Allaire, who 
once served as managing director of Rank Xerox Ltd. in the United Kingdom, was a close 
friend of President Bill Clinton. 19 The fact that the Commerce Department had strong ties 
to "one of its own"-- Mike Farren, Allaire's key government affairs representative who 
had been Undersecretary of Commerce during the Bush administration -- facilitated 
Allaire's involvement. Commerce officials also recruited other CEOs that were "close to 
Commerce, friendly to Brown and the Department."2° Commerce sought CEOs who 
would be "responsive, who could take on Commerce's mission, who could take on 
Brown's mission."21 Dana Mead ofTenneco, John Luke ofWestvaco, Bill Hudson of 
AMP Incorporated, and Jack Murphy of Dresser Industries joined the initiative to form 
the U.S. Steering Committee. 

Tn early fall, Alex Trotman, C'EO of Ford, was recruited to eo-chair the US T ABD 
Steering Committee with Allaire. Scottish born, Trotman is a naturalized US citizen 
whose previous post was head afFord Europe. Thus, Trotman viewed the transatlantic 
initiative as an important project from both a professional and personal perspective. 

Not everyone was satisfied with the T ABD arrangements. Several U.S. trade 
associations were less than pleased that the T ABO would be a "CEO-to-CEO dialogue" -
thus shutting out groups like the National Association of Manufacturers (NAM) and the 
U.S. Chamber of Commerce. As one business representative noted, "the Commerce 
Department was up to its old tricks."22 NAM and the U.S. Chamber resented the 
exclusion in part because they already met with their European counterpart, UNICE (the 
Union oflndustrial and Employers' Confederations), to discuss transatlantic trade and 
investment issues. NAM officials were somewhat placated when Dana Mead, CEO of 
Tenneco and incoming NAM president, joined the U.S. Steering Committee23 NAM and 
Commerce Department officials thus agreed that CEOs would lead the dialogue -- and 
give it greater visibility and political clout -- with the association playing an important 
supporting role. U.S. Chamber officials accepted the T ABD format later when they 
agreed to serve as coordinator for Outreach Meetings -- events designed to inform the 
larger business community ofT ABD activities. 

In addition to the industry associations, some members of the Industry Policy 
Advisory Committee (IP AC) and the Industry Sector Advisory Committees (!SACs) 
protested that T ABD would bypass the legally mandated private sector advisory 
committee system24 Commerce and industry officials assured these members that they 
would be fully apprised ofT ABD activities and pointed out that there was already 
membership overlap between T ABD and the !SACs. 

The joint US-EU steering committee comprised of government and industry 
officials met for the first time in Brussels in July 1995 25 At the meeting, the participants 
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decided to launch a conference in Seville, Spain in November 1995. The conference goal 
was to bring industry officials together to develop recommendations for removing 
obstacles to trade and investment. Four working groups were created to prepare working 
papers on: (I) standards, testing/certification and regulatory issues; (2) trade 
liberalization; (3) investment; and ( 4) third country relations. 

Beginning in late September, the US Steering Committee began to focus intensely 
on the preparations for the Seville conference. Every weekday morning at 8 a.m., for the 
following three months, the "Muffin Club" (named after the breakfast fare) met at the 
Xerox government affairs office in Washington, DC. The goal of the Muffin Club was 
two-fold: to recruit CEOs, and to prepare working papers for the Seville conference. The 
Muffin Group participants included officials from Xerox and Ford, the four representatives 
ofCEOs representing the Seville working groups,25 and a newly-hired US TABD 
coordinator who worked out of the Ford office in Washington, DC. In addition, Frank 
Vargo, the Commerce Department's Deputy Assistant Secretary-Europe, and other 
Commerce officials attended every meeting as "observers" 26 Given that the success of the 
Seville conference-- and T ABD itself-- was largely dependent on the number of U.S. 
CEOs who showed up for the event, Vargo's role was to recruit business leaders. Vargo 
regularly informed Ron Brown when telephone calls to various individuals were needed. 
He also served as a "sounding board" for working group officials who questioned whether 

· d · · bl n vanous recommen at10ns were v1a e or not. 
While the early Muffin Club meetings were filled with concerns about CEO 

recruitment and complaints regarding the working group process, the group managed to 
pull together a high-power list of company leaders and extensive briefing papers. 
Participants describe the Muffin Club meetings as a "logistical exercise." The meetings 
also represented, however, the close ties forged between business and government officials 
on trade matters in the United States over the past few decades2

' As discussed below, 
however, this same business-government relationship on trade matters was not found on 
the other side of the Atlantic. 

European Business: A New Relationship 

Following the response to the "Three B" letter, EU Commission officials recruited 
Jiirgen Strube, CEO ofBASF who once lived in the US where he headed the firm's North 
American Regional Division. Officials also tapped Peter Sutherland, chairman ofGoldman 
Sachs International. While Sutherland worked for an American firm, his "European 
credentials" were firmly ensconced as a former Commissioner of the European Union and 
GATT trade negotiator. 

In many respects, the recruitment of European business leaders such as Strube and 
Sutherland was the easy step. Developing a working relationship between Commission 
and industry within the T ABD was more difficult. Disagreements with trade associations, 
questions regarding the official competence of the Commission, as well as DG I's 
approach to external trade negotiations proved to be important obstacles. 
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Trade Association Disagreements 

One reason for the difficulties is that Commission officials agreed with their 
American colleagues that CEOs should drive the T ABD process -- not business 
associations. While American associations were none too pleased with this situation, 
European associations were up in arms over the T ABD format. The reason was quite 
simple: the CEO-driven format defied the traditional business-government relationship 
long established in Europe, notably continental Europe. Historically, industry associations 
-- not CEOs -- were the primary interlocutors in business-government relations. 

The composition of industry associations reinforced this pattern. With the 
exception of the Confederation of British Industry (CBI), individual European firms are 
not direct members of the industry federations. Instead, companies are members of 
various sectoral associations, which are in turn members of the national associations. This 
traditional form of industry representation is demonstrated in Figure I above. Using 
German industry as an example, one notes that the major chemical firms (BASF, Bayer, 
Hoechst) are members of the Verband der Chernischen Industrie (VCI) which is a member 
of the Bundesverband der Deutschen Industrie (BDI). This same format is present at the 
European level where the companies belong to the VCI which, in turn, is a member of the 
European chemical association, CEFIC. Similarly, the VCI is a member of the BDI, which 
was a member of the Union of Industrial and Employers' confederations (UNICE), the 
"peak" association of all European industry associations. UNICE, therefore, is an 
association of associations of associations. 

FIGURE I 
TRADITIONAL GERMAN INDUSTRY REPRESENTATION 

(1) National Association Representation 
BASF 
Bayer Verband der Chemischen lndustrie (VC!) Bundesverband der 
Hoechst -+ -+ Deutschen Industrie (BD!) 

(2) Sectoral Association Representation 
BASF 
Bayer Verband der Chemischen lndustrie (VC!) European Chemical Industry 

Council (CEFJC) Hoechst -+ -+ 

German Sectoral 
Industry Associations 
(e.g. VC!) 

(3) Peak Association Representation 
Bundesverband der Union of Industrial and 
Deutschen Industrie (BD!) 

-+ 
Employers' Confederations 
(UNICE) 

Source: Adopted with modifications from Maria Green Cowles, "German Big Business: Learning 
to Play the European Game", German Politics and Society, Vol. 14, No. 3, Fall 1996. 
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In the past 15 years, individual companies that had mobilized in Brussels 
challenged the associations' role in EU regulatory mattersJ0 Many of these multinational 
firms had emerged as important actors in EU policymaking, often bypassing the industry 
associations to work closely with Commission officials on regulatory issues. Indeed, the 
European Round Table oflndustrialists, a group of CEOs from 40 leading European 
companies, largely set the agenda for and promoted the completion of the Single Market 
ProgramJ 1 

These individual companies and their CEOs, however, had yet to mobilize in a 
strong coordinated manner on international trade matters. Indeed, few European CEOs 
follow international trade matters closely32 Therefore, the fact that individual CEOs, 
including ERT member Jan Timmer ofPhilips, became involved in the T ABD did not sit 
well with the associations. 

Believing the CEO-only format would minimize the role of sect oral, national and 
European associations, UNICE officials held frank conversations with Commission 
officials as well as with Ambassador Eizenstat. While the peak association responded 
favorably to the "3B letter" on behalf of its membership (national industry associations), 
UNICE contested the new structure.33 UNICE officials pointed out that a transatlantic 
industry dialogue already existed between it and American associations. They also 
questioned the representativeness of the T ABD process, maintaining that T ABD must 
speak on behalf of European business as a whole, and not a handful of companiesJ4 

Finally, UNICE officials pointed out that the TABD required individuals with specific 
technical expertise on trade and investment matters -- an expertise usually found in the 
industry associations themselves in Europe. 

Commission officials, however, were determined that the T ABD be CEO-led. 

I. They noted that UNICE's institutional format did not provide the dynamism forT ABD to 
be successful. While undeniably "representative," the UNICE structure could also be very 
time-consuming and bureaucratic. Because the national industry associations must come 
to a consensus, UNICE policy positions at times resulted in watered-down statements. As 
one Commission official explained, "We did not want the [T ABD] process to be filtered 
by the UNICE-style process. We don't want the very correct and proper functioning of 
UNICE which gives you the average view."35 Moreover, while UNICE's expertise on 
transatlantic issues centered on technical details, the purpose of the T ABD was to 
engender broader political initiatives. Of course, that several Commission officials were 
more interested in working with and developing political ties to heads of major European 
companies than they were with leaders of national industry associations also influenced 
their selection of the CEO format. 

Commission and industry officials reached a compromise in which UNICE served 
as a member of the European T ABD steering committee while the European companies 
maintained the larger T ABD leadership role. Strains among UNICE, individual companies 
and the Commission, however, persisted throughout the T ABD process. 
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The Commission's Official Competence and Business's Participation 

The role of the Commission vis-a-vis the member states in external policy matters 
provided another obstacle to developing Commission-industry ties. The power of the 
Commission depends greatly on the policy arena at hand 35 For example, the Commission 
assumes a critical role in the development ofEU regulatory policy. Indeed, one could 
argue that the Commission plays a more important role in the development of Single 
Market legislation than do the member states. 36 As a result, societal groups -- notably 
industry-- have developed extensive lobbying activities to influence the drafting ofEU 
legislation. 

However, Member States place certain restraints on the Commission's powers in 
external trade policy. The Commission must be given its negotiating mandate by the 113 
Committee (made up of member states) and report to the Member States regularly on the 
negotiation proceedings. Moreover, any Commission activities must be approved by the 
Member States' unanimous vote37 

Given the Commission's limited powers in external trade matters, one would 
expect European industry to focus its lobbying at the Member State level. The fact is, 
however, that European companies have historically been less involved than their 
American counterparts in trade matters38 In recent years, companies have begun to 
participate-- albeit slowly and carefully For example, French industrialists were quite 
involved in the Uruguay Round discussions with the French government. When pressed 
by the Commission to speak out on the protests by the French farmers, French 
industrialists countered that the action would be counterproductive. For a variety of 
historical and cultural reasons, French, German and other European firms -- unlike their 
American counterparts -- prefer to work primarily behind the scenes39 

While some firms did express their interests directly to trade officials in DG I and 
Ill, Commission officials note that it was very difficult to get a clear cut position of 
business on the Uruguay Round 40 The fact that European business has not formaJiy 
organized itself in Brussels to lobby Commission officials on trade issues may be one 
reason for the weak industry position. Another reason may be the lack of formal channels 
to Commission officials. U.S. industry, for example, has direct channels to the Commerce 
Department and USTR on trade issues through the !SACs. European industry does not.41 -Granted, UNICE provides "official" industry positions on trade matters. UNICE, 
however, is not interested in creating more formal industry inputs based on the American 
!SACs model for the simple reason that European-! eve! sectoral associations would then 
challenge the peak association's leading role42 

The Approach of DG I 

DG I's overall approach to determining societal interest on trade matters also 
served as an impediment to closer Commission-industry ties within T ABD. In the United 
States, the USTR and the Commerce Department focus on industry concerns on a sector
by-sector basis 43 By contrast, DG I tends to have a "package approach" to these trade 
negotiations As an EU industry representative explains, Commission officials draw up a 
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work program for the negotiations based on their perceptions of what they believe are the 
interests of society at large -- including labor and environmental groups. Their approach 
links all societal interests together in an overall combined package. 

A Commission official confirms this view: 

Business is a major group [in external trade matters] but it is not the be all 
and end alL I can well imagine hearing the business contribution -- but we 
must also take x, y and z into account. Both sides --government and 
business -- appreciate the context in which business conclusions will be 
cited. The business side is one part of the bigger picture-- but it hasn't 
stopped the business side from wanting results. 44 

Given these obstacles --trade association disagreements, questions regarding the 
Commission' competence, and DG I's approach-- the working relationship between DG I 
and industry began very slowly. As one EU industry representative noted, 

the original involvement [of the two sides] was very difficult. Business 
wanted a briefing from the Commission on what the Commission was 
doingin these areas [of trade and investment]. The Commission expected 
business to tell [the Commissioners] what it wanted to do. We hadn't 
developed a spirit of cooperation. It didn't work too well 41 

Moreover, the Commission took a "wait and see" stance, pushing industry to "run with 
the process. "46 T ABD was, after all, touted as a business-to-business dialogue. Several 
EU business representatives, however, believed that the "Commission wanted to place the 
burden of success on industry."47 Consequently, European industry representatives did 
most of the preparatory work for the Seville conference themselves. 

II. The "Spirit of Seville": Business at the International Negotiating Table 

Expectations were growing by the time the Seville meeting arrived on November 
10, 1995. Business leaders on both sides of the Atlantic had worked at a frenetic pace to 
complete the working papers which would serve as the basis of negotiation. The US 
paper on standards, testing/certification and regulatory issues went through 34 revisions 
alone. 

Pressure was added when the European media labeled the conference a test for 
overall US-EU relations 48 In the past five years, a number of published government and 
think tank reports had warned that the United States and Europe were "drifting apart" not 
only on political/military issues -- but on economic matters as well 49 The reports noted 
that intermittent crises -- the hormone beef controversy, the oil seed dispute, etc. -- often 
characterized US-EU economic relations. The Clinton administration's perceived tilt 
towards the Asian Pacific region and Big Emerging Markets (BEMs) also strained 
transatlantic ties. Therefore, once State department and other Commission officials 
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became aware of the business leaders' work, they viewed TABD as a potential vehicle to 
strengthen the transatlantic partnership. so In the US, for example, State Department 
officials began to participate in Muffin Club meetings. Business representatives, in turn, 
encouraged these officials to include T ABD recommendations in the New Transatlantic 
Agenda (NT A). The NT A was a major US-EU initiative to be unveiled at the US-EU 
Madrid summit less than one month after the Seville conference. 

The fact was, however, that T ABD was a still an experiment -- and no one was 
certain how the Seville meeting would turn out. Admittedly, the conference had an 
inauspicious start. There was considerable rancor over the participants' status which 
owed much to differences in US and European corporate tradition and culture. Again, the 
role of national industry associations proved troublesome. Since most association leaders 
were also heads of companies, US and EU government officials had decided they would 
invite the association leaders in their capacity as "heads of companies." Thus, Hans-Olaf 
Henkel, the well-known president of the German industry federation BDI and the retired 
CEO offfiM Germany, was invited as a board member ofTemplehaufairport in Berlin. 
The head of the Spanish federation was invited as director of the board of a paper 
company in Spain. The Spanish leader was so insulted, however, that he refused to attend 
the Seville conference unless he was recognized as chair of the Spanish business 
federation. In the end, he did not attend.s 1 

National industry association officials were further insulted when US and EU 
government officials devised a "participant vs. observer" system at the conference. Red 
cards were passed out to "participants" -- CEOs who were allowed to speak at the 
conference working groups. Blue "observer" cards were given to non-CEOs, business 
association leaders and government officials who were to refrain from speaking. The 
association leaders' dissatisfaction grew when they observed several U.S. government 
officials-- "observers"-- dominating some of the working group conversations.s2 

The "CEO" appellation also posed problems. Certain members of the American 
delegation were frustrated that many European companies sent Chairmen of the Boards to 
Seville, and not CEOs per se. This CEO issue revealed differences in the corporate 
structure of the two sides. In many respects, the CEO is an American phenomenon. 
The chief executive officer may be Chairman of the Board as well as President of the 
company. This is generally not the case in Europe where the two functions are often held 
by two separate people 53 Thus, by sending the board chairman to Seville, European firms 
were in fact sending a top company official. 

The political role of American and European CEOs also differ. In the United 
States, the CEO has increasingly taken on a "political" role in addition to her or his 
management role of the company. CEOs meet with local, state and federal officials, and 
promote specific legislation vital to the company. The creation of the Business Roundtable 
in 1973 -- a group of CEOs the top 200 US companies who focus on political issues-- is 
indicative of the growing trend. s4 Choosing a CEO to attend Seville was, therefore, the 
logical American choice. 

As discussed earlier, European company leaders are less interested and involved in 
trade issues than their American counterparts. For example, while the European Round 
Table oflndustrialists ERT was created in part on the U.S. Business Roundtable model, 
its members rarely get involved in specific pieces of regulatory or trade legislation. 
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Rather, they prefer to work on larger strategic issues. 55 Nonetheless, the ERT did play a 
role in promoting industry views during the Uruguay Round. Rather than speaking out 
publicly on the negotiations, however, ERT members held a behind-the-scenes meeting 
with Edouard Balladur to impress on the then-French Prime Minister the importance of 
completing the GATT talks. 

In general, the individual often responsible for "external affairs" and specific 
legislative initiatives in European companies is a Senior Vice President. Several European 
companies, therefore, opted to send their Senior Vice Presidents to the T ABD 
conference. 56 

While American officials were upset, they could only protest so long. As one 
European representative noted, it was rather illogical in Seville to tell the board member of 
a big company that he could not participate in the T ABD discussions -- and then allow one 
of the CEOs from small or medium-size American companies to speak out. 57 The fact was 
that the Europeans had managed to assemble an impressive number of well-known 
companies. The Americans, while bringing CEOs, were not able to entice some of the 
leading firms to Seville. As one observer noted, "The Americans had the CEOs, but the 
Europeans had the companies. "58 

In addition to disagreements over "CEO-only" participation, the different cultural 
approaches to the meeting also posed some interesting situations. The Americans 
prepared for Seville largely as a logistical exercise. "An]erican efficiency .. was evident 
when each U.S. CEO walked into the conference area with a special briefing booklet 
bound in a Department of Commerce folder. Muffin Club members had prepared most of 
the material for the booklet, notably the briefing papers. Commerce department people, 
however, assembled the booklets and included maps of Seville as well as an "official 
welcome" from Commerce Secretary Brown. From an American perspective, the briefing 
booklet was a logistical necessity for CEOs traveling overseas. Of course, it also served 
as a nice propaganda piece for the Commerce Department. From the European 
perspective, however, it appeared that the Commerce Department itself had prepared the 
papers for the conference, and not the American companies as promised. 

The European logistical preparation -- according to both American and European 
accounts -- was less obvious. There were no briefing books, nor did every CEO or board 
member have a copy of the working papers before the conference. The relative lack of 
coordination between the Commission and the T ABD business representatives likely 
contributed to the situation. Of course, unlike the Americans, neither the Commission nor 
the industry people had any strong experience with the T ABD' s CEO-style format. As one 
European official noted, the T ABD was "a whole different ballgame. It was something we 
had not done before." 59 Some attendees were concerned that the Europeans would be at a 
disadvantage in the negotiating process vis-a-vis the Americans as a result 60 

Finally, there were differences in the approach taken by the two sides to the 
working papers. The Americans tended to focus on specific recommendations and details 
regarding trade and investment policy. The Europeans, on the other hand, had called 
attention to broader principles The difference in approach, however, had nothing to do 
with preparation for the conference. As one European industry representative -- who is 
highly regarded by his American counterparts -- explained, 
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As Europeans, we're different from the Americans. [In looking at the US 
and EU working papers, it is] not that someone was behind, or someone 
was leading.... Americans love more detail, more tangibles. Europeans 
look for principles and visions. That won't change-- but doesn't mean that 
we can't work together.61 

In fact, the many differences in tradition and culture were soon pushed aside by the 
accomplishments made at Seville. According to most American and European 
participants, the Seville conference was a great success. Despite the short time frame (less 
than 48 hours), business participants agreed to over 70 specific recommendations in a final 
document for US-EU government consideration. Attendees were surprised by the amount 
of goodwill that existed between the two business sides. Business representatives soon 
referred to the cooperative working environment as the "spirit of Seville." 

Not knowing whether the conference would be successful, government and 
business leaders had not made any definite plans for "post-Seville." Before the conference 
ended, however, Trotman of Ford and Strube ofBASF decided to jointly continue the 
T ABD process to ensure that their respective governments would follow through on the 
Seville recommendations. Indeed, the "spirit of Seville" prompted the US-EU business to 
largely take over the initiative in ensuing months. 

US and EU government officials were also pleased with Seville's success. 
Following the conference, the Commerce Department and Commission wrote extensive 
comments on the 70-plus recommendations. The following month, approximately 60 
percent of the TABD Seville recommendations were incorporated in the New 
Transatlantic Agenda (NT A) at the December Madrid Summit attended by President 
Clinton, Commission President Jacques Santer and Spanish Prime Minister and EU 
Council President Felipe Gonzalez62 Moreover, the NTA formally noted that "the 
creation of the New TransAtlantic Marketplace will ... take into consideration the 
recommendations of the TransAtlantic Business Dialogue.63 The TABD's inclusion in the 
NT A was further evidence that while initially viewing T ABD as a separate Commerce 
Department undertaking, the State Department and USTR now embraced the business 
dialogue as a positive vehicle for transatlantic economic and political relations. 

The Seville Aftermath: Refining the Agenda 

In February 1996, the government and business members of the US-EU T ABD 
Steering Committee met to establish a follow-up program to Seville. Business leaders 
decided to draw up more precise statements and action plans for the Seville 
recommendations to preclude government backpedaling on the issues. Based on 
recommendations from European industry, the business leaders presented the Commission 
and US government with a new structure of 15 issue groups, thus replacing the original 
four working groups (see Table 2)64 
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Figure 2 
1996 TABO Issue Groups 

Transatlantic Committee on Standards Certification and Regulatory Policy (T ACS) 
WTO Implementation and Expansion Issues 
Trade Liberalization 
Information Technology Agreement 
Government Procurement 
Intellectual Property 
Tax Issues 
Export Controls 
Customs Issues 
Transportation 
International Business Practices 
Small and Medium Sized Enterprises 
Investment and R&O 
Product Liability 
Competition Policy 

One of the rationales for the new organizational structure was to make the process 
more manageable. At the same time, however, EU business participants recognized that 
the new "sectoral approach" would place pressure on OG I to move from its "combined 
approach" to external trade, and to a sectoral one. As one European business association 
official noted, "the only progress that can be made is in the sectors. The sectoral approach 
is best but the Commission doesn't like it. [We decided to) go for it with our American 
counterparts-- and then push the member states."65 Indeed, in later quadrilateral 
meetings, EU business officials were unabashed in promoting sectoral position such as 
"zero-tariff' proposals in the infonnation technology section to sometimes reluctant OG I 
officials. 

Commission officials, for their part, were more responsive to the T ABO process. 
For example, the Commission devised a points-of-contact list within OG 1 to allow for 
better coordination between business and Commission officials. Slowly, a more 
cooperative relationship developed between European industry and OG I. 

The new organizational structure also created a more positive relationship between 
the companies and the business associations. A number ofUNICE policy committee 
members, for example, chaired the T ABO issue groups. While the companies still led the 
T ABD initiative, the associations were now more integrated into the overall process66 

With the structure in place, US and EU business representatives soon pursued their 
own transatlantic shuttle diplomacy on behalf of the CEOs --very similar to that of their 
government counterparts. Meetings were held in Europe, in the US, and via transatlantic 
conference calls 67 On May 23, 1996, the T ABO issued its Progress Report --a 72-page 
document with specific policy recommendations. The document included suggestions for 
"language to be included" in the June 1996 transatlantic government summit. In addition, 
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a "message to government on business expectations" was highlighted in virtually every 
subsection of the report. 

The T ABD Progress Report addressed several key issues including: 

I. the Information Technology Agreement (IT A). The business groups identified which 
countries should be recruited for IT A membership by the time of the December 1996 
WTO Singapore Ministerial Meeting. They also asked for the elimination of tariffs on 
specific products. 

2. Automotive Regulatory Harmonization. Following Seville, a Transatlantic 
Automotive Industry Conference on International Regulatory Harmonization was 
convened in April 1996. Industry negotiators not only identified major obstacles to 
trade, but were able to delineate how governments could proceed to address the 
obstacles. 

3. Mutual Recognition Agreements (MRAs). Business negotiators recognized that in 
most cases, it would be too difficult to harmonize the various complex regulations in 
both the US and EU. Therefore, they espoused a key concept of "mutual recognition" 
and the slogan, "approved once, accepted everywhere"-- as the cornerstone of their 
approach. A product tested and approved in the United States, for example, would 
not be required to undergo further testing/certification by an EU regulatory agency -
and vice versa. While recognizing the intransigence of US and EU regulatory bodies 
(notably the U.S. Food and Drug Administration), business leaders have strongly 
expressed their desire to move ahead with MRAs in a number of key areas. 

The May 1996 report also announced the business leaders' decision to convene another 
conference in November. This time, CEOs and government officials -- including USTR 
and Commission trade negotiators -- would sit down to "assess the progress" and 
encourage action on T ABD recommendations. 

US and EU officials publicly applauded the Progress Report and cited the T ABD 
process as one of the most positin developments in the US-EU relationship. At a May 23, 
1996 press conference in Brussels, the new Undersecretary of Commerce Stuart E. 
Eizenstat was effusive in his praise ofTABD. Eizenstat noted that 

... no one would have quite imagined the degree to which this [the T ABD] 
has influenced government decision-making on both sides of the Atlantic. 
It has become deeply enmeshed and embedded into the U.S. government 
decisionmaking process on a whole range of regulatory, trade, commercial 
issues. It is regularly cited, often by one agency against the other ... : It is 
regularly cited and is part of the ongoing discussions between the EU and 
the US ... So the T ABD has had a truly remarkable impact in our 
country, in the Transatlantic dialogue, and multilaterally" 70 
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IV. Confidence Building and the Domestic Game 

In one year, the T ABD had moved from a concept to a quadrilateral organization 
with a defined negotiating agenda. Indeed, T ABD's quadrilateral nature set it apart from 
traditional government-to-government negotiations -- as well as the traditional two-level 
game model in the political science literature. 

While accepting government praise for the May 1996 Progress Report, US-EU 
industry groups also expected action on the T ABD recommendations. Given the frenetic 
work and considerable resources expended on T ABD, the transatlantic business 
community anticipated concrete results at the June 1996 government summit between US 
and EU leaders. The June summit, however, disappointed the business community. While 
President Clinton formally recognized Jiirgen Schrempp ofDaimler-Benz and John Luke 
ofWestvaco at the summit press conference for their active T ABD participation, the US
EU governments' disagreement over the Helms-Burton legislation on Cuban investments 
dominated the summit. 

The June summit prompted T ABD leaders to call on government leaders to 
achieve concrete progress by the November Chicago T ABD meeting. Industry officials 
warned that they might terminate the T ABD process-- now the cornerstone of the New 
TransAtlantic Marketplace -- if government action was not forthcoming. In private 
meetings and in public fora, US and EU officials stated their willingness to address the 
TABD recommendations. 

By demonstrating how domestic events could hijack international agendas, the 
failed summit also prompted the business community to reevaluate its T ABD strategy. 
Now that the international trade agenda was set, T ABD business leaders decided to 
redirect their focus to the domestic environment. They realized that domestic groups 
would also mobilize to influence the government officials' negotiating positions on 
transatlantic matters. By late summer, T ABD business officials determined that a 
successful TABD process would involve two factors: (I) time to build confidence among 
T ABD participants to move ahead with the proposed recommendations, and (2) political 
buy-in from domestic groups to support the T ABD agenda. 

Confidence Building 

Business leaders-- who often measure time by quarterly profit reports-- were 
frustrated by the governments' slow response. As one Commission official noted, 

The government side [did not sell) the real necessity of time to the business 
side-- not that we don't share their enthusiasm. It is simply that given [the 
potential problems], in order for whole process [to work], we need to 
build little by little and to get it right this first time. 

Slowly, T ABD business participants increasingly recognized that some of the 
Seville and May Progress Report recommendations would take months if not years to 
implement. Time was necessary for government negotiators and domestic groups to 
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grapple with some of the political initiatives. After all, transatlantic business partners 
required the Seville conference and almost a year of negotiations to develop a comfortable 
working relationship. A large part of the relationship was centered on a unique learning 
process. American business leaders -- who knew little of the workings of the European 
Union -- began to better understand the complicated multi-level structure in Europe. They 
also learned more about the specific obstacles facing European companies in the US 
market. As one participant noted, "From a European perspective, the dialogue has 
worked very well to educate American industry to reality."71 In return, the Europeans 
discovered some of the impediments to trade facing the American companies. Equally 
important, the two sides also learned how to work together in the dialogue. Americans 
determined that the European representatives were equally adept at "technical details" as 
they were with "overarching principles" articulated at the Seville conference. Europeans, 
on the other hand, learned to recognize that the Americans' "direct, blunt" style was not 
designed to "shove their views" onto the Europeans. Rather, it was simply the "direct, 
blunt" style of the Americans! 

As one business representative noted, "T ABD is a psychological process as much 
as anything''72 Government leaders in particular needed time to sort out the Mutual 
Recognition Agreements at the domestic level. In the United States, for example, 
Congress needed to pass new laws to change domestic regulatory agencies' mandates. 
The agencies needed to develop new approaches and "mind sets" to MRA requirements 
while being responsive to competing interest groups such as environmental coalitions. In 
Europe, the confidence-building had begun several years earlier when "mutual 
recognition" was enshrined as a key principle underlying the Single Market Program. 

Of course, at the international level, US and EU government officials also needed 
to establish a stronger working foundation. As one Commission official noted, the MRAs 
must ultimately pass the "Congressman's daughter test": If a Congressman's daughter is 
driving a European car certified by a European certification body, and the daughter 
crashes the car and dies, the T ABD players cannot have the Congressman challenge the 
entire mutual recognition process. The same official noted, 

We are working very hard to explain how regulations work on both sides 
and to find a common path for a common regulatory system or a mutual 
regulatory system ..... We need confidence-building measures of 

d . 7' tremen ous proportiOn ..... -

The American Domestic Game 

As figure 3 indicates, three key groups formed the domestic targets on the 
American side: societal organizations such as consumer, labor and environment groups; 
the US Congress; and regulatory agencies such as the FDA US T ABD business leaders 
wanted to secure political support for the Seville recommendations in a proactive manner. 
TABD's visibility had already prompted labor groups to respond with their own initiative. 
Earlier in the year, for example, EU Commissioner Paid re Flynn and US Secretary of 
Labor Reich agreed to create a Transatlantic Labor Dialogue. 
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Figure 3 
The T ABD Two-level Game 
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The first major effort to address "the domestic game" occurred on June 27, 1996. 
The Council on Foreign Relations sponsored a TABD meeting in New York in which a 
number of environmental and consumer groups were invited72 Business representatives 
reported on the May 1996 T ABD Progress Report and invited the other groups to provide 
their comments. These groups were particularly interested in determining whether mutual 
recognition efforts would result in "lowest common denominator legislation." 

In addition to !abor, consumer and environmental groups, T ABD participants were 
cognizant that not all firms were in agreement with the Seville recommendations. Some of 
these "non-T ABD firms" have argued that the transatlantic initiative is not representative 
of all industry. Interestingly, these companies have developed their own transatlantic 
strategies by lobbying government officials in both Brussels and Washington. T ABD 
representatives have hotly contested the accusations of non-T ABD participants by 
pointing out the process has been an open and transparent one -- any firm can become 
involved in a T ABD working group. US government officials tend to support this 
argument. 

T ABD business leaders also met with members of the US House and Senate to 
inform them of the T ABD recommendations and activities. Recognizing that any major 
changes to US regulatory policy would require Congressional action, T ABD industry 
officials made contacts with the House Ways and Means and the Senate Finance 
Committees. Hearings on T ABD will likely be held in fall1996. 

Perhaps the most difficult domestic groups with which business leaders needed to 
contend were the regulatory agencies. Indeed, European T ABD officials viewed the US 
regulatory agencies as the biggest stumbling blocs in the T ABD process. In general, U.S. 
regulatory agencies were reluctant to embrace the proposed Mutual Recognition 
Agreements which usurp their authority. Moreover, the agencies have argued that they 
are legally required to take into consideration all societal interests. In July 1996, the 
National Highway Traffic Safety Administration and the Environmental Protection Agency 
held hearings on the recommendations of the Transatlantic Automotive Industry 
Conference. The hearings allowed other societal groups to provide their input into the 
transatlantic proceedings. Whether or not the agencies will actively recruit a constituency 
of societal groups against the MRAs remains to be seen. 

The European Situation 

The domestic targets are different and indeed, less visible on the European side, as 
indicated in figure 3. In general, domestic societal groups are less unaware of activities 
occurring at the European level. Much of their information comes from EU level societal 
groups which have not followed the T ABD closely. Perhaps for this reason, EU business 
groups are only beginning to focus on the domestic game. 

By far the most important "domestic group" in the European T ABD equation is 
the Member States. As mentioned above, while the Commission can negotiate with the 
US government over T ABD recommendations, the negotiating mandate comes from the 
r-.rember States. As a Commission official points out, 
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If ... the business community thinks that "x" should be the case and there is 
a negotiating mandate that precludes "x", certainly there is leverage vis-a
vis member states. But Member States guard their competence very 
jealously. If there is a national domestic concern, the fact that T ABD 
challenges it will not [change the mandate] one iota. 

At the same time, business leaders on both sides of the Atlantic are increasingly aware that 
several of the T ABD recommendations involve mixed competencies. In other words, 
some recommendations will require action that can only be carried out by the Member 
States, and not the Commission. Most business representatives agree that Member States 
have not been kept adequately informed of the T ABD process. 

Moreover, not every Member State is represented in the T ABD by a European 
company. To date, for example, there are no Swedish or Austrian firms involved in the 
dialogue. National industry associations thus remain important partners in T ABD. As one 
association official noted, 

In the end, T ABD decisions are taken by member states. This is one of the 
reasons why we pleaded for member federations because if you do not have 
strong support at the national level, the process could have backfired. It is 
important that you play both the national level and the European level. 75 

National industry associations alone, however, may not be enough. European 
business leaders are careful not to represent T ABD as an "industrial front" -- especially in 
countries like Germany where "social dialogues" among industry, labor and government 
leaders have long been the norm. Some European governments -- notably the German and 
the French-- are also wary that the T ABD detracts from the multilateral mechanisms of 
the GATT and World Trade Organization76 

The difficult domestic game reminds European business leaders once again of the 
"newness" of the T ABD process, and the lessons to be learned in the future. 

V. Evaluating the Success and Future ofTABD 

Given that the T ABD agenda has yet to be realized, it is difficult to provide a 
definitive assessment of the quadrilateral forum. Those business and government officials 
involved in T ABD, however, believe the process of creating this forum has been a very 
positive one. As one European business representative pointed out, 

T ABD is a flexible, dynamic, pragmatic process. [The people involved 
were not necessarily) the experts in the detail but they had a vision, a way 
to find solutions. T ABD has found solutions to problems that seemingly 

. bl 77 were mtracta e. 

At the same time, business leaders are frustrated with the TABD's pace. Even companies 
that haw been involved in international trade negotiations were surprised at the slow 
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T ABD activity. During the Uruguay Round, for example, chemical firms and their 
associations from the US, EU and Japan were able to devise a united platform to 
government negotiators. There was little margin of maneuver for government negotiators · 
in the chemical sector-- and the chemical industry's position was largely achieved. The 
T ABD process, however, is more complicated. There are many more sectors involved. 
There are different issues such as Mutual Recognition Agreements at stake And, of 
course, there is the domestic game. As one participant point out, 

T ABD was not as easy as I thought it would be. I thought it would be 
more easy to mobilize. We're in an awareness stage ... Ultimately we [the 
business community] realize that is a quadrilateral negotiation -- so 
everyone has a role. Are all four moving at same time? Are common 
objectives moving along? Are government institutions responding? In 

d . 76 part, yes, an m part, no. 

Government leaders, for their part, continue to strongly support the T ABD. 
Indeed, their support is based on political as well as economic grounds. Economically, the 
T ABD has provided government leaders with clear negotiating direction and has improved 
the prospects for trade liberalization. Politically, the T ABD has emerged as an important 
component of larger transatlantic relations. As mentioned above, until T ABD, the "norm" 
ofUS-EU trade management was not an ongoing dialogue, but a series of global spats 
that often soured other aspects of the transatlantic partnership. The T ABD, however, has 
improved the situation by providing a means by which transatlantic economic issues can be 
discussed on a regular basis. Government leaders, therefore, are very reluctant to dissolve 
the quadrilateral forum. 

Government officials have called on the transatlantic business participants to 
continue to support the T ABD for at least one more year. Business leaders have 
expressed a willingness to continue with T ABD as long as governments take positive steps 
toward addressing key T ABD recommendations. Business is no longer demanding 
immediate results -- but it is demanding that "tangible deliverables" be provided between 
now and the November 1996 T ABD. Government officials have agreed to send "strong 
political signals" to the business community over the next few months to indicate that 
progress will be made. 

In the meantime, business leaders have begun to consider ways to develop T ABD 
into a longer-term process. In general, business leaders are reluctant to create a formal 
organization with a permanent secretariat77 Participants maintain that the T ABD's loose 
structure allowed for greater dynamism and flexibility. Discussions are underway, 
however, to determine whether Trotman and Strube will continue to lead (and help 
finance) the T ABD --or whether the baton will be passed on to other CEOs. 

For the moment, attention is focused on the November conference78 As 
mentioned above, USTR and Commission trade negotiators will participate in the Chicago 
meeting. Some business representatives also view the conference as an opportunity for 
business and government leaders to sit down and devise "creative solutions" to the 
domestic situation79 In an effort to develop stronger domestic support in Europe, for 
example, Member State ambassadors to the US will be invited to attend. 
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Interestingly, despite the lack of"tangible deliverables" to date, certain business 
leaders and Washington think tank officials have championed the T ABD as a model for 
future international trade negotiations. Officials close to the Asian Pacific Economic 
Council (APEC), for example, have suggested that the T ABD model be used in US-APEC 
trade and investment matters. The ease to which the T ABD format can be transposed to 
other parts of the world is debatable, however. First, as highlighted above, T ABD is not 
merely a forum to discuss obstacles to trade. It is psychological process in which 
participants must recognize the culture and legal traditions of the other side. Given the 
US-EU historic ties, problems that arose in T ABD were difficult, though not 
insurmountable. Given the vast differences between Asian and American cultures, 
however, one would expect more intractable problems. Second, T ABD requires political 
will from both government and industry participants. Whether this political will can be 
found is, of course, critical. 

For now, the T ABD remains an interesting case study of a novel quadrilateral 
negotiating forum in which government and business leaders work together at both the 
international and domestic levels. It also provides a fascinating study of changing 
business-government relations. T ABD's current and future success, however, will 
ultimately be found in the negotiation's final outcome. 
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I Des enjeux americains 

L'unilatenllisme ,jes Etats-Unis tent ,jecrie ,jes europeens reflete ,jes 
enjeux ii vrai dire recurrents de la politique americaine. 

L' enjeu anti-ca:~triste en periode electorale 

L'a'~'~nlvation ,jes sanctions financieres americaines ,jans la loi Helrns
Burton du 12 mars 1996 ( [l'tllOJ7 Lil1ertp Glld [Je/Th.7crotic .. .;olio'arit~; ( 
Li/Jert tJd) Act ( texte in LL.M m.ars 1996 p 359 et en fi1llll;ais in Documents 
d'Actualire Inte:mationale 1996 n· 17 p 674-689). s'inscrit dans le conte~:te 

des relations pol i ti ques entre 1 es Etats-Uni s et Cuba ,mBrquees par 
l'application depuis 1960 par les Etats-Unis d'un embargo unilateral contre 
Cuba, apres lB prise du pouvoir par Fidel Ctlstro :'! la Hsvane en 1959 
.L'embargo ameri cain_. p 1 usi eurs foi s renforce sous 1 es adrni ni strat ions 
Kenne'j'd· Reagan et Bust·, a ete tr-ois fois condarnne par l'Assernblee 
g8nerale de l'ONU (en 1993, 1994 et 1995) comme par diverses 
organi sati on:3 gouvernementales et non ~~ouvernementa 1 e:3, aussi bi en dans 
son pri nci pe et dans sa pour-suite anachroni que que dans ses eff ets 
,jevastateurs pour les populations civiles, :;;oumises 8 des restrictions 
,jrastiques de denrees de premiere necessite et de medicaments depuis 
p 1 us d'un quart de sli~c 1 e. 
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Le 24 fevrier 1996 ie ctre~;se c:ut,eine 1J8truisait en '·lOi ,jeu;-: appereils 
c:i vi 1 s •:~rner·ic:ei ns i'lfiretes ~liJI- une on}:~ni sati on •:~nti -c:•:~:::tri:::te ( Los 
Herrn•'inos ,jel ~:e:::c:ate/ Brott·rer-,; to u-re Pesc:ue ) .:3elon le Congres 
arnericain, ces destructions ser-erient :;en-venues ,jens l'e:;perce ;:~erien 

internetionel, probablernent entre 1 <3 et 30 mile~: de la cote cubaine et au 
,jelil de la zone d'e:<clusion. Le Conseil ,je securite ,je l'ONU i'i ct1arge l'OACI 
,j·enqueter ~:ur les circonstances de cet incident qu'il condarnrne ,jan:; une 
·;1rnple Declaration du 27 fe·-mer. La Declaration se fonde t·,&uvernent sur 
la violertion ,je l'articie 3 t1is de la Convention ,je Uricergo .· arnen,jee 6 la 
suite de l'aifair-e ,ju Bolng de l•'l Kore•:~n Airlines, abattu en 19i33 par la 
chasse sovietique. Or cormne le soutient Cuba ,jcms sa lettre au Secretaire 
Genera 1, cet arnendernent n'est pes encore entre en '·li gueur ( Documents 
d'Actualiti: I nternatlonale 1996 n° 9 p 335-336 ) .le Congr-e<: a dernande sans 
cotr-,.oi et ion j usqu'i ci, que 1 es Etats-Uni s :;ai si ssent ,je cet incident aerien 
rneurtrier le Cour lnternationale de .Justice. 

L"enjeu cubain date done de la guerre froide rn:::is il parait auJourd't"rui 
arct1alque 1Jepuis l•'l ,jissolution de l'URSS~ l•'l cessation de !'aide 
cornrnuniste a Cuba et surtoOt la relative liberalisation du regime 
castriste lui-rneme .La clleine de television CBS a organise le 9 sept.embre 
1996 sur son canal en espegnol un debat flistorique entre Picardo Alarcon , 
presi,jent ,je l'assemblee cubaine et Jorqe t'1as Canosa, cllef de la Fondation 
cubano-arnericaine de f·1iarni {le Devoir de Montreal du 8 septembre 1996 ). 

Le gouvernernent cubai n s·est engage depui s 1 e debut des annees quatre 
vinqt 1Ji1~ avec plus ou moins 1Je succes ,jans ,j'irnportante:; refonnes, 
•J'abord constitutionnelles puis econorniques en faveur ,je l'investissement 
dire et etranqer ( Iil:e differentes contributioll5 d 'obseiY8.teurs ou d 'acteurs : 
O.Garcia Feniandez, Cuba : Road correctioM, in LPerret ( dir.) , Vers une 
Am.erique sans frontreres ? ToVlllds a Bordeless Amertca ? ,Montreal, 
WilioDJLafleur ( La collection blette ), 1996 p 201-213 ; Iil:e aussi Y.Huerta 
Casado, The iberoamerican summic,ibidem p 299-328 (sp 324-326); 
B.H.Barlov,A borderless hemisphere: respoMes from the left, id. p 367-382 ( sp 
380-381) et M.Majoli,les effet:l sociauz du dev-eloppement de la science et de la 
technologie : le cas cubain,p 451-466 ). 

La situation des droits de l'Homrne y deme1.u·e pre<xcupante.A sa cin~uantieme 
session , Lil.ssemblee Generale de 1 'ONU tout en se felicitmt de la liberation de 
plusieurs prisonniers politiques, a deplore que la mission du Rapport,eJ.U· special de 
la Commission des droits de l'homme soit t;)ujoms entravee et que persistent des 
violations des droit.s civils et politiques ( Document:! d · Actualitii lnternationale 
1996 n· 9 p 341 J. L'on sait que le President ClintNJ presse par le Congr8s presse 
a son tom ses allies d'exiger la liberalisation politique du regime cubain 
prealabiement a l'etablisssement ou a la pomsuite de relations commerciales. Les 
Etats-Unis se felicitent. ;). cet. egard de la revision de la politique espagmle d'aide a 
Cuba ( AFP 1019196 ) 
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L'enjeu cubain est au<:si et -::urtout pour J'a,jrmni-::tration Clinton un enjeu 
,je politique interieure av,'int !'election pr·esi,jent.ielle de noverr1twe 1996 , 
car tant le can,jidat republicain .. le ::;enateur Pobert Dole ,que le pre::;ident 
cBn,jiljat Bill Clinton com,oitent les suifrB,~e:3 ,jes rnernbr·e;;:: ,je la pui::;sante 
cornrnunaute :orner·icaine d'oriqine cubaine , etablie dens les Etats de 
Flori,je et ,ju Nev; .Jerseq ,jont le ,jefenseur n'est autre que l'un ,jes 
prornoteurs de la led. le <enateur reputdicain ._!esse Helm-:: ( International 
Herald Tribune du 17 juillet 1996 qui designe the • pivotal states·). 

L'enjeu anti-terrorute 

La loi d'Arnato-Kennedy signee le 5 Aout 1996 5:e veut pour· sa part une 
reponse amencaine au terrori srne i nternat ion a 1 qui irappe 
particulierernent de-:: vies , ,jes tliens et interet::; amer·icain:; et ,jont les 
cornrnanaitcnres ser·a1ent se1on 1es Etat":-Uni:=:: , 1'1r·an et la Lyb1e. 11ais cet 
unilateraii<:rne ,jes Etat:::-Unis qui n·est certes ni nouve,'iu m :::oudain. 
cornrne le preter11jent. ,je bonne ~~uer·e les europeen~:. contrast.e ;%s';r-ernent 
avec les efforts tres rnediatiques de concertation engages au ::.ommet du G 
7 puis lors de la reunion de Paris oC1 fut adoptee une serie ,je rnesures de 
securite et de cooperation. policiere et judiciair·e ( cf la declaration du 
mi nistre frant;ais delegue aux affai res europeennes, Michel Barnier le 7 aout 
1996 L 

La politique jurtdique exterieure des Etats-Unis 

Mais les lois Helrns-Burton et ci'Amato-Kennedy relevent plus generalement 
,j·,Jne polit ique juri di QLJe constante des Etats-Uni s . Cell e-ci fait d'abord 
,jepuis une ,jecennie ,je la politique cornrnerciale americaine la veritable 
po 1 i ti que etrangere ,jes Etats-Unis ( par ex 11 re C.Deb I ocl< et 
D.Brunelle,Une integration regionale strategique, le cas nord
americain, in Continentalisation, U.QAM, sept 1992; B.Bellon ( 
dir L La politique de !'Administration Clinton en matiere de 
competitivite industrielle ( chapitre VII : Redefinition de la 
doctrine et de la politique commercillle multilaterale p 130-
151), Observatoi re des Strategies i ndustri e 11 es, j an vi er 1995 ) 
.Cette po 1 i ti que juri di que e:~terieure ernprunte en suite tradi ti onnell ernent 
1 es voi es de l'e~<traterritori a 1 ite legis 1 ati ve comment l'i llustrent 1 es 
affaires du gel des i'l'·/Oirs 1raniens en 1980 sous l'Admimstr-ation Carter et 
du gazMuc euro-sit,erien en 1962 sous l'Adrnini:=::tration Reagan ( 
Lltml<arani ,L 'llffai re du gazoduc eurosi !Jeri en , note sur I e 
boycottage economique et dossier documentllire, Etude du CEDIN 
no 2, 1987 ).L'unilateralisme americain ,j,3ns le dornaine commercial se 
conjugue par ailleurs avec la pratique selective du bilateralisrne comme 
::Jvec 1 es engagements multi 1 ate raw< du GATT et de l'OI1C.On songe a 1 or·s 
aux contre-rnesure-:: f ondee~: sur 1 es sBct fo/7s .Ti? I et Sllper .Ti? I du TrbtJ8 
Act oe 197 4 et de 1' L7mnibtJS Trede end CampBt it ivenBss Act de 1988 ( 
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J.Gorten, Amer1can trtllle Jaw 1n a changing worlcl economy, The 
lnternoUonal lawyer, YOI 29, no 1, spr1ng 1995) 

L"oppo:>ition au>~ lois arnE:r-icaines poun-ait sans ;joute ::;e ,joutder- ;j"un 
COntentieu;": natiOnal de'lant le~; tritHJrii:'!IJ:": arnericainS Si ::;ont Citee::; fJ 
cornparai tre 1 es entr-epr-i :3es etnmgere:3 i rnp 1 antees aw< Etats-Uni s Id 
cornpri:3 le-:: societes europeenne:; cornrner-r,:ant ou investissant a Cuba_. et 
flans ce cas a l 'e:~pl ration de la suspension de rni se en oeuvre pendant si:~ 

rnoi s du tit re 3 de la i oi He l rns-Burton par le Pre:;i dent Cl i nton , prononcee 
le 17 _iuillet 1996. 

Dans le cas de l'lran et de la Lljbie, le:> :>ocietes concernee:> sont celles qui 
investissent dens 1e sectetu- energetique ' petrolier et gazier .Selon le 
senateur republicain Alphonse ;j'At"nato, la cornp;'Jqme frarwaise TOTAL est 
particulierernent visee t1ien que la loi ne soit pas retxoactive car elle 
devr;:nt selon lui s'appliquer aw< suites des contrats signes en 1995 pour 
un investissernent de 60.0 millions ,je ;joJiers portent -::ur les champs 
iranien:; offst·,ore ,je :3irTi ( AFP du 1 0/9!1996 ).Le contentieu:~ que 
pourrait faire naitre ]'application de la loi d'Arnato-f<ennedy sur 
l'aqqr-avation des sanctions americaines cont.r-e la L14bie et l'lran 

~~ ~ 

imp l iquerai t vrai serntd ab l ernent un grand nornbre d'entrepri ses 
europeennes , sans oublier le,, societes arnericaines qui auraient 
contrevenu deja a l'ernbargo cornrnercial M~crete par les Etats-Unis contre 
l'lran. 

II L!!s dispositions contreversees de la loi Helms-Burton 

Selon les motifs ,ju titr-e Ill intitule Pr£?iecii£?t7 cif proper<'i dq/lis <lf 

l..&iil8L..'i Slates· l?atiL.0·7ais:. le gouvernernent cuberin qui accueille les 
investisseurs etrar11~ers et s'associe avec em; dens des entrepr-ises 
conjointes est en effet soumis 8 le pre~:sion de l'embargo general des 
Etets-Unis . Celui-ci est destine selon le te:~te de le loi a .. tipparter des 
l·.,r.<i<IJ'''f"'~ o'"""''r·-~ti-•IG·~ ";\ l-uba l.·~~llL llLis._, ~/!.N..•r,_·l!:.lL.•~•'ln .. ;_:J \.J • . 

La loi Helms-Burton . toujours selon son titre Ill . met aussi en cause "le 
systill.l/3 jt;o'icitJire inten?et il?ntJ! q11i mtJtlqtiB de Sc?/tltilms p!eillemetli 
elfecth--es" au beneiice des titulaires de droits de propriete victirnes 
d'e:,;propri at ions et ,j'enri chi ssernents sans cause , ope r-es par- ,jes 
gouvernements etrengers et des enti tes pri vees .La l oi •,oi se ,jonc a proteger 
l es n3c la mat ions ,je citoyens arneri cai ns depossedes de l eurs biens en 
1 9'59 p!lr le regime castriste. sans indernnisation. 

Pour ce faire.la loi reconnait aw< citoyens americains leses , y compris 
,jonc les exiles cubains ;'Jyent acquis ,jepuis 1959 la nationalite 
americaine, le droit d'agir en dornrneges et interets devant les juridictions 
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arnet·icaines._. selon une procedure qui e/.:clut !'application de la rjoctrine de 
/.'Act crl state . on salt que rjepuis l'arr§t Banco nacional rje Cuba v. 
Sabbati no du 23 rnai 1964 . reecri t rjans I e ,f'este.mEwt. I es j uges 
arneri cei ns n'appr·eci ent pas en pri nci pe I e va I itjite rj'une confi::;cat ion de 
propriete iaite par un Etat tier-s sur son propre ten·itoire ( J.Combacau, La 
doctrine de I' Act oi State au J!tau-Uni!l, Revue Generale de Droit International 
Public 1973 p 35-91;F .Rigau, Droit public et droit priYe d8.ll3 les relations 
intemationales, Paris, Pedone, 1977 ,486p (sp 239 et s sur les nationalisation:~ 
cubaines }; B.Stem, L'extratenitorialite rerisitee, op.cit. p 306; E.Friedel
Souchu. E.z:tratenitorialite d u droit de la conclliTence au Etau-U ni3 et d8.ll3 la 
Commuiumte EuropeeDlle, Paris, L.G.D.J 1994, 494p (sp 266-275 ). 

Le titre Ill de 1 a loi He I rns-Bur-t.on pre'v"i ent aussi hl contestation prot""ltli e 
pat- les Etats tiers de l'eiiet et-:tniterritorial de la loi en rjispos•"lnt que le 
rjroit international reconnait l•"l capacite d'f:rjictet- rjes reqles juri<:1irwes de 

Le Congres a neanrnm ns reserve I e droit du President de suspendre 1 a rm se 
en oeuvre rju titre Ill pour six mois renouvables , au nom des interets rje 
securite. Cette preror~ati ve e:,(en;ee par Bi 11 Cl i nton , sous 1 a pre:;si on 
diplomatique .notamment du president Santer de la Commission europeenne 
, pourrait toutefois ceder selon les dispo:3itions rje le loi Helrns-Burton, 
rjevant une resolution contraire du Congres US .Le renouvellement de la 
suspension ou la mise en oeuvre des actions du titre Ill en f evri er 1997 
sont rjonc etroitement lies aux resultats rje !'election presidentielle 
arnencaine de novembre 1996. 

L•"l loi Helrns-Burton iixe P•"lt- aillew·s un criter·e fimHKier rje recevabilite 
des reclamations judiciaires superieur a 50.DOD dollars US. de<.tine a 
limiter- l'afflu;i des actions en Justice. Bien que la loi se refere 
systernat i quement aw< nati onau;,: des Etats-Uni s ou encore aw-; ci to yens 
arner-icains,les comrnentateur:3 ont a juste titre insiste sur le cas de iigure 
le plus rjommageable pour les entreprises etrangeres : !'action en justice 
qu1 pourrait etre entr·eprise par les societes arnericaines installees avant 
la revolution de 1959 a Cuba et dont les avoirs ont ete depuis. repris ou 
exoloites, totaiement ou P•'lrtiellernent par des societes etx•'lngere:;_ 

Cepenrjant certai ns comrnentai r·es outre-at! antiques rnettent aussi !'accent 
sur retat d'esprit des fi rmes ameri cai nes .Ell es sont rjan:; 1 eur grande 
majorite favorables a une politique alternati\.•e de ner~ociations 
commerciales et financieres depuis l'arnorce d'une liberalisation du regime 
cuba1n .Bon nornbre d'entre elles ant ct1oisi une strategie d'anticipation sur 
une proct·1ei ne ouverture du marche cuba1 n deja ouvert a 1 e concurrence 
etranger·e, notarnment canarjienne_. mexicaine et europeenne.Une centaine 
d'entrepri ses ameri cai nes aurai t ai nsi en 1995 vi site Cuba et si gne des 
lettres d'intention ( llM /Jindi,'l!J letters ol i!ltf'lld) rjens les secteurs rjU 
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tounsrne. ,je if! rnedec1ne . t]es ttiotecrmoloqles .. des telecornrnunications ( 
Sh&ti-Ellen B ourq ue, The Illegality of the -cuban embargo in the current 
international system, Boston University International Lav Journal, spring 1995, 
n" 1 p 206 ; en ce sens all3si le Guardian Weekly du 17 m= 1996 reproduit par le 
W&:~hington Post selon lequet les compagnies amertcaines exproprtees en 1959 de 
Ieurs actifs 8. Cuba dans les secteurs d u :mere et d u tabac "lorgneraient" sur 
Brttish Amertca.n Tobacco et Pernod ). Des lot·s, ,jetTiere la menace j!jtjiciaire, 
se profileraient pour les europeens les manoeuvres cornrnerciales des 
firrnes arnericaines contre des societes accusees de .. trafic .. ( ert.30 1 ). 

Les autorites ;jmericeines ont ,j'ors et ,jej;~ etattli l;'i liste ,jes entreprises 
etrangeres ~-usceptibles de faire l'objet de telle actions en justice. Le 
Depertement d'Etat est par aillew·s autori::;e par le titre l'v' ,je la loi 
Helrns-6urton 6 refuser des le 1 Aout 1996 l'ecces atJ tetTitoit·e arnericain 
,jes ,jirigeants des societes fi,~urant sur cette .. /is/8 t?N!-8 .. Une societe 
canedienne , ~;herritt International qui e~-<ploite le nickel cubain .. une 
soc1 ete me:,:l cai ne et p 1 usi eurs entrepri ses europeennes , pri nc1 pa 1 ement 
espagnole, italienne et fran~ai':='e ainsi qt!'un cornplexe agro-alirnentaire 
israelien ~'ont ou seraient su~;ceptibles tj'etre concernees par la mise en 
oeuvre imrnedi ate du titre I V qui ne peut et re suspendu comme 1 e titre Ill 
,je la loi ( Agence Et!IOpe n" 6747 du 13 juin 1996 ). Certains clirit~eants 

d'entreprises europeennes se sont deja vus refuser leur visa ,j'entree ewe: 
Etats-Unis, sur la base de la loi Helrns-6urton. 

Ill Les dispositions contreversees de Ill loi d" Amllto-Kennedy 

Elles sont en apparence rnoins ~'ev8res que celles de la loi Helms-6urton 
:;i l'on e;.:cepte le seuil d'irwestis:3ement susceptible ,je ,jeclencher la 
proce,jure de sanctions: 40 millions de dollars US contre 50 ,jans la loi sur 
Cuba .Les dispositions de la loi d'Arnato-Kenned~ sont surtout presentees 
cornrne .. 8dt/Jct1FB8s par rapp,-;rt 8 t/118 F8rsiM d<Nigl!?8 "( Le Monde du 7 
Aout 1996 ) Contrairernent ;~ la loi Helms-6urton, la loi d'Amato-Kennedy 
selon les informations disponibles, ne couvre pas le t·efus de visa aux 
EtCits-Unis des dirigeants ,j·entreprises etrangeres suspectes. Le loi ne 
s'applique pas par ailleurs aux contrsts en cours et ne n3git. dens ses 
dispositions ni le secteur para petrolier ni !'importation de brut. 

Les entreprises qui investiraient au dele de 40 millions de dollars US 
s'e~<posen'lient a des sanctions telles que le refus de prets bancaires a 
l'irnport-e;<port, le refus de licences d'e;-<portation (~,urto(it de technologie 
US) 8 l'e:><ception des denrees de necessite (International Herald Trtbune du 6 
Aout 1996; Le.s Echos du 6 Aout 1996 ). 

IV Les protestations diplomatiques 

- les protestations contre la loi Helms-B urton 
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L'Union europeenne s·est opposee a la loi Helrn:3-Burton cornrne l'a fait la 
plupart 1:les pay::; rnernbres 1:le l'D.E.A et 1:lu Groupe ,je Rio ( cf le recent 
sornrnet de Cochabamba ( le Devoir, Montreal du 4 septembre 1996 } et au 
premier ct1ef 1e:3 deux eutres p::n-ties contractente~' ,je l'Accon:l de Litwe
Echange Nord-Arner-icain, le Canada et le 1'1er~ique. Les protestations 
,jiplornatiques, foc;~lisees sur l'effet e:.:tn~territorial 1:le la loi ,ju 12 mars 
1996_. ternoi gnent ,j'une rernarque conver-gence rnai ~' e lle:;; parai '''sent peu 
1:lissuaswes.En efiet tous le~' instruments des Etats-Uni~: sur Cuba depuis 
n~aict ion de i'ernbargo uni I et ere I 1:le 1960, IJ cornpri ::; done I es prece1jeni.s 
r·enfon:ernents de l'ernt,an~o en 1962 et en 1992 ( Torricelli Bill et rtark: 
Adrnen,:Jernent ( s_E Bourq_ue, op_cit_) ont 8te cornt"~ttus avec viguew- rnais 
sans succes per le Can(lda et l(l CEE, puis l'Union EunJpeenne au nom 1:les 
principes du droit international public cornme des interets econorniques_ 

L'opposition interieure arnericaine a l'ernbargo cubain. quant ;~ elle, pour 
etre tres rninonta1re n·en a pas rnoins ete constante au:,: Etats-Unis cornrne 
1e rnontre la litterature JUridique et econornique en faveur de solutions 
alternatives telle la conclusion ,j·un traite bilaten~l 1:l'itwesti%ernent 
arnericano-cubain rnai:::; tout aussi irnpuissante a generer un changernent 
radical de la 1:liplornatie commerciale de~' Etats-Uni::: qui reste l'oeuvre du 
Congres autent que ce 11 e du President ( en ce :1e113 J.Ganen, op.cit.; pour pl11:1 
de nuance:~ sur le systeme politique 811leiicain , M_F Toinet cite par J_p L8:1sale, 
Les i.ll3titutioll3 des Etat:I-Unis, document:! d 'etude n· LOl, La Documentation 
Fr~aise, 1993, p 32 ) Cette opposition arnericaine qui est aussi celle 1:le 
nornbreuses organisations non-gouvernernenta 1 es dont certai nes anti
csstr-istes virulentes ernprunte aujourdl1Ui les sites d'lnternet 

11ais en verite l'opposition internationale a h~ loi Helrns-Burton n·est que le 
sornrnet rnediatique . d'une lutte de plus de trente ans contre 
l'uni latenll i:::me arneri cain et :::es eif ets extraterritorial!>' que 1 a 
mondialisation de~' echange~' rend plus dornrnageables au_iourdlJui pour les 
entrepri ses des pays tiers, y cornpri s pour 1 es pays des Carai bes et pour 
Cuba specifiquernent ,dont l'econornie rni:ite depen,j de la diversification 
de ses ect1anges .Le maintien de 1'ernt1argo et son reniorcement lese aussi 
bien des entreprises arnericeines evincees de ce rnarcM de pro~:irnite et 
1jont p;'ir ailleurs les investissernents 1:lirects ;'j l'etran~~er . notamrnent en 
Europe . les rendent elles aussi '-iulnkables en retour. 

Depose en ievrier 1995. le projet de loi us a fait l'objet d'une levee de 
boucliers apres son '·/Ote en mars et son approbation presi,:lentielle en rnai 
1996, :3ans pre jug er de l'envoi ,je notes 1:li p 1 ornati ques prec6ces et 
evi demment p 1 us di scretes que 1 es condarnmnat ions pub 1 i ques C'est en 
effet en mars 1 996 que 1 e Caned a a rnobi 1 i ::;e a 13renade 1 es Etats des 
Careibes contre le projet 1je loi. peu avant l;'i \·'lSite 1:lu vice-president 
Bri ttan a Ottavva.L'Uni on europeenne cornrne 1 e Canada ont f ei t 1 e choi" 
,j·une opposition 1je principe ferrne quoique (ltt_entiste dans ses 
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manlfestetions .. qui ;~ pu etxe quallfiee t·18tivement 1je /il[l//S [iF[i[f:;(c';tfo.r;

p;~r hi pres,:;e_ i·1ai s ces ,jeu:>; p;~t"tenai re''' tn~n,:;;jf. 1 anti que''' ont escornp te 
non san''' raison la c.u-opension .ju titr-e Ill ,je la loi ,ju 12 m'ir~' . obtenue le 
17 _iuillet .lis misent ensuite ,:,ur la reelection en novernt,re proct1ain du 
presi ,jent Cl inton. 

A in si .. I e Sornrnet euro-erneri cain ,ju 3 decernbre 1995 en f aveur d'un Plan 
d'sct ion transat I snt i que. f si sant suite a I a reunion de Se·-.1i 11 e des 
,jirigeants econornique~; en noverntwe .. ne dit rnot du differend sur Cut's 
alor-s qu'il fait une nouvelle foi'3 profession ,j·ouverttu-e ,jes m;~n:t18s au 
commerce et aw< invest i ssements _,je renf orcement du sqsteme comrnerci al . -
multi latera 1 .. ,je so uti en ~ l'Orqani sati on t1ondi a I e ,ju Commerce ( Document:~ 
d'Actualite IntematioiiJile,n" 3, 1-Pevrier 1996 p 111 ). 

Potu-t;~nt J;~ protest;~tion officielle ,je l'Union etu-opeenne a tlien prh la 
forme d'une Declaration ,je J;j Presidence du 11 octobre 1995 selon laquelle 
l'Uni on europeenne _i w~e ne,~ati · ... ·ernent I e pro Jet ameri cain et "ntppelle ti 
celte ac[·~...~sii..:/; Si..?lJ c?t.'?J.?tlsftii..~·? o~ /~?O{?~·liOi·7 o'e· lOi.~··t&- l?J&:.:til,~,.,..~-~ a~q _port§e 
Dt•f ... Qtarr~·to.·,...;·.:;lc.- ~--~ .:;·jl.:;n• ~ /'c . .,..-. '?nt ""'D ....!..-..-. .-,d.,... lar- r·>~a"" ,-1 .-t7e;nl·,.-.cd ir7"'"' cc • ..SL/i..> I..•JJ /L •F.L•JI..· L·l i..> Ji..>ul '-' } ~/Jt...(•FI 11..· U~;.."'l /~o.-'.!f/r..- .. '"1 u~...;_, Ll.!::I(.Ju .. "l!JLJL'IJ..""l 

/.··?tBl77DtiDl}8/es_·. Not 6l!J.l?7Bl?t eel/as oB / Ll/:/ r:· " ( Document3 d • Actualite 
IntematioiiJile n· 2 , 15 janvier 1996 p 78-79 ).La Dec 1 arati on sers suwi e en 
rners 1996 du vote d'tme resolution de condarnnation per le Parlement 
europeen . 

11 est vrai que I 'Union europeenne ,joit. priori tairement regl er ce di ff erend 
avec les Etats-Unis .. au moment oil elle s'engage .. apres l'entree en vigueur 
,jes accords ,je 11arrakech sur l'O.t1.C ;~ la redefinition de ses strate,~ies 

,~Jobales a regard de r,;es deux principaux partenaires regionaw<. nippo
asi at i que et nord-arneri ca1 n ( M.P Labouz, L 'Uninn europeenne et le Japon , in 
Jurucla:~seur Europe, fa:~cicule 2210, 1996 ; L 'Union europeenne et I' ALENA, 
rappon introductif a la table ronde du Symposium international de l'Universite de 
Palis-XI des 16 et 17 octobre 1995 sur L'Uninn europeenne et les organisations 
intemationales, 3. paraitre D.Donnoy ( dir. ) _Brnxelles, Bruylant, 1997 ) . 

L'Union europeenne a fait aussi le choi;< d'une negociation cornrnerciale 
avec Cuba qu'elle n'entend pas cornpromettre par une aggravation du 
differend avec les Etets-Unis de sorte que ~;i la question de l'illegalite 
intern;'itionale ,je l'effet. extraterritorial ,je la loi Helrns-Burton . cornrne 
,je 1 a I oi d'Amato-Kennedy reti ent encore I' attention en de pit ,je son 
classici,:;me .. c'est bien plutbt la legalite intemationale des "lllf'Siln::s de 
"'re---~-"~ ~-u ~··'-•· tc--''---'~' "Qt 1 - "t 1-fl. ·- ·t' 'c-ncrnl.qt•e Ql'l. 1..<'/i.<'i .. ·~-·.'J·~ ._./h .. -~,.~ u.:.,. -~ ~..-1 l .. · l ~··/ .. ·,_,/ ._. eut p1 e re e CCJCl I:! e u 1 t t 

sont en cause. 

- les protestations contre la loi d' Amato-Kennedy 

L'opposJtion europeenne offic1ellement expnrnee le S aout 1996 ( le Monde 
du 1 o aout 1996 > se fonde ici sur le rnerne argurnentaire juridique e savoir 
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la prot1itlition 1]8 l'effet e:,d.raterrit.orial. la '·/iolation des regles 1]U 

cornrnerce international. 11 '::errrble cepen1];3nt que les argurnent,; de 1Jroit. 
international contre la l oi d'Amato-Kennedy sont i ntri nsequemment aussi 
faibles que 1jan::: le cas de la loi Helms-Bur-ton. t-·1ais ils :;ont encor-e 
probablernent rrroins fa•;orat,les: .'j l'Union europeenne si l'on raisonne sur 
l'emploi de la rnethode 1ju b8l8!?Cflig test ,,f Jilt&rests. Une telle rnethode 
J wji ci ai re pri ,.,..i legi erai t :::ans: doute pour le<:: autorit.es arneri ca111es 1 ;:J 
secunte publ1que et la menace terronste encourue par les Etats-Ums. 
L'insuifisance des preuves en l'etat de la cooperation antiterToriste dans 
le ca,jre 1]u G7 ou encore !'argument 1]u .. a8t/A' fJ{i/liS. ci&tli:' lnes·t;r-es ", 

evidemment reversible semblent de pi8tres d8fenses pour l'Union 
eur-opeenne, a '·/n:Ji dire piu,; politiques que Juridique:;, 

Dans une Declaration cort] oi nte Santer-Brit tan du 17 j uill et 1996 ii prop os 
de la loi Helrns-Burton sur Cuba, rnais applicable ;:Jussi a toutes les lois 
si rni 1 ai res ( Age nee Europe n° 6 772 du 18 j uillet 1996 , et Documents 
d'Actualite lnternationale 1996 no 17 p 712 ) l'eccent diplomatique est 
d'oilleurs rnis sur une autre politique dons la mesur-e o(J l'Union europeenne 

i•JI&sll/ngton .. soil. la rneilleure iar;:on pour les Etats-Unis de parvenir a 
leurs fins . 

V L 'extrHterrltori Ill He devHnt le droit i nternllti on Ill 

Bien que les pay~: latino-arnericains aient perticulierement :::ouffert dans 
ieur t·ristoire des rnanifestations extnlterrit.oriales 1jes lois et jugements 
de~: Etats-Unis, qu'ils ont condarnne a la fois au nom ,ju droit intemotional 
genentl et r-egional (la Cherte de l'OEA), l'Assernblee generale ,je 
l'Orgenisation des Etats Americains a choisi dans sa resolution du 4 juin 
1996 parrai nee par- 32 Etats mernbres ,je rnan,j;:Jter le cornite juri di que 
inten:trnencain pour lui feire r-apport sur la question toujours contreversee 
de l'e:,tratern tonal i te de la competence des Etats-Um s dans l'aff ai re 
cubaine.Le 27 tiout 1996. le cornite juridique de l'OEA a estirne e 
i'un;:tnimil.e que J;:J loi Helrns-Burton n'etait pas confonrre au droit 
international ( Le Monde du 29 aout 1996 }_ 

La litterature JUridique sur l'extraterritorialite aussi bien des normes 
etati ques que des organisations d'i ntegret ion economi que cornrne la 
Cornrnunaute europeenne rnet en l umi ere 1 a comp 1 exite des :3it.U;:Jti ons 
susceptibl es de re lever de la j oui ssance comme de l'e:,:erci ce 
ext.raterri t.ori a 1 ,je:3 competences ei nsi que 1 a qenera 1 i te 1]es pri nci pes 1ju 
droit i nternati on a 1 que l'i nterpreteti on j Llri di que ,jorni nente presente 
comrne perrnissifs .. au contraire de la vulgate mediatique qu1 va repetant 
que le droit international probihe l'effet extraterritorial L 
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Le ,jroit coutumi er en verite depui ::: l"arret rendu par 1 a Cour Permanente ,je 
,Justice lnternationale le 7 :;epternbre 1927 ,jan::: la celebre affaire ,ju 
Lotus .. s'appuyant sur la souverainete ,jes Etats et leur large liberte 
,j·act ion. forrnul e bi en un certain pri nci pe d'e~:traterritori a I i te ,je I a 
competence etatique , rnai::: il 1'as~:ortit ,je 1irnites elles aussi posees per 
le droit inter-national quoique sans criterium fii<8 (resume de l'arret et des 
opinioll!! d:i3sidentes in K.Marek, Prec:i3 de la jur:i3prodence de la Cour 
Internationale, YUL 1 CPIJ, La Haye, Martinus Nijhoff, 1974, p 343-373). 

Or 1'mterpr-etation elastique de ces lirnites , ici e:><:tensives, la 
restricti\,es, lirnites au dele desquelles I'Etat e:,:ce,jerait la competence 
que lui reconnait le droit international ,je le,Jiferer et de Jl.liJer :::'il le veut 
pour des situations nees hors du terri toi re nation a I rei an~e peri odi quernent 
hi controverse entre Etats. avivee ,jepuis quelque:; annees par l'•'irnpleur des 
i nterets econorni ques en j eu . 

Seule en eifet la limit.e tenant 8 !'interdiction -sauf ,jerogation e;;presse
de I a competence d'e;,;ecuti on de I 'Et at 1·1ors de son tem t01 re sernb le 
edrnise avec certitude en droit international au nom de la ~:ouverainete 
sinon utMnirnernent respectee au norn touiour:3 ,je l•'i souverainete ... ( sur 
!'arret de la Cour Supreme des Etats-Un:i3 dwl'affaire Alvarez-Machain, Brigitte 
Stern , L'e::ttraterritorialite revisitee ___ Annuaire l"raw;a:i3 de Droit International 
1992 p 268 et s ). 

LB doctnne fait d'ailleurs JUSternent rernarquer IB difficulte de toujours 
distin,~uer les rnesures de contrainte irnrnaterielle t.elles les menaces de 
sanctions relevant de 1'e:\traterritorialite normative autorisee par le ,jroit 
i nternat lona 1 dans sa grande perml ssi vi t8 ( ... /th-.iSL7~:·ct/t7l7 to _J-7F8scrive dans 
le ,jr-oit procedural arnericain ) des actes de contrainte rnaterielle ( 
'"6<;·n'r·' ;,, '" ontr,-r-- 1 81'ii tRrrl· tal· re e' tr~nger· proccrl· t c- p~r ] 8 drol· t . .l~IJJ .. ul~·L.•LtJJiL.•L.·JlJL•iL·c:'/ -· 1.J · ..J .-..J U • 

international du chef de l'e:><:clusivite ,jes competences du souverein 
etatique ( P.Demaret, Les affirmatioll!! de competence extraterritoriale aux Etats
Un:i3 in L 'application extraterritoriale du droit economique ,cahier du CEDIN N"3, 
Part~ Montchrestien, 1987, p 41-49 ).Les auteurs en P•:lrt i cui i er sernb I ent 
divises sur la question de la notification d'un ordre de cornrnuniquer a la 
_justice US infor·rnations et ,jocurnents ( B.Stern, A.l".D.I 1992 op.cit ; 
E.l"riedel, op.cit.), voire de l'exemce de la contrainte en territmre arneric<-jn a 
l'encontre de societes etrang-8res. 

·~ 

En revanc11e, pour· I a cornpetence norrnat i ·,·e il effet e;(tri'itetTltori a 1 ,'i,jtrli se 
dons ~-On principe, le critere 1jU rattachernent 1je la situation etranger-e a 
la competence nal.ionale qui en fonde la leWilite reste flou :>inon ,jans sa 
definition .du moins d.~ns ses applications selectives. Cornrne l'e;-;plique 
encore Brigitte Ster-n, ""''7 pni?CJi.78, un net exerce ses compete;Jces s11r 
,--nrr t ar-1·'1 rri.-a l? ,...,·c.·! IT ,.-.anortn',::(,7J CI'CJI'~t"'c,.- ,•tno .---a-.J -~-~· . .,. o ,'"'r..rf"'rn6ta."'rca 
.. "~1.'11 LI..•JJ.•Li.'-'•' L·.J.' ,J..'I.·VL i.·i.·j-11..-lii • .'I .. U l 1.-/~L·,• 1.·1.•1 11111.• 1.·1.•/ l&Jil"jl.· L-i.J.•I,'J-'I.·LI.·,'·' •I.· 

normatiw hors de son territoir[!. en se fonde;Jt s11r 1/IJ certaJJ7 
-<>tta···•·-me~t 'cr-i I "tr;·0-i "f// ~·;r '·· r~tt<>r>ocmcnt ~ar-r.·"~cd ,-,-nd6 "/ •r '"' 1 v •l..-J,~ 1 -Jl ~ .... $;, Ll.., '·· t ~~. 1~, a L.•l..·lh .. - cc.1J /-''-'' ;_.,'"'llllr..-1 , ._,',Ju .... ._.,;, lu 
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.. ·J"c·tfa.·Jsift8 r}~'l s:lll' ... ce r.,?l/8 / l~:l'"J i...~fl.DBlle le _v: .. --.ilJ'C/f'R { .. .ie _[':ratecil~t:(i et ie 
_1..-,rlllC/De L1t; ... ?h--··&··rsslftf: //J.lif~ .. -e,~;·ts- i .. i l'fA'is:tP.rtce {..18 s·c...::· s·6th .... er'"9l/"Jet§ .. ( 
L'extraterritorialite reruitee,op.cit. p 251; lire du meme auteur : Une tentati'i'e 
fi • elucidation d u concept · d • application extraterritoriale , Revue Que iJecoise de 
Droit International 1986 p 49-78 et Quelq ues o bserntions sur les regles 
internalionaies relali'i'e!l a I' application extraterritoriaie d u droit , Ammarre 
Pran~ais de Droit International 1986 p 7-52; P.Demaret, L'extraterritorialite des 
lois dans les relations transatlantiques : une question de droit on de dipiomatie ? 
Revue Trime::trielle de Droit Europeen 1985 p 1-39.). 

Or comme le rappelle B.Stern notamment_. la Commission europeenne qt;i 
avail. prote:ote contr·e l'effet e~;traterritorial ,je l'ernban~o US ,jans l'Mfaire 
du ~~azoduc eurosi beri en en 1982 en re 3 etant 1 a theor·i e ,jes eff ets ,jans 
l'ordre inter·ne l'a invoque ,jan:3 l'affaire Pate de Bois cepen,jant que la Cour 
de Luxernt,ourg dan~: cette rnerne !'!ffaire la rejetait en 1988, non sans 
arnbiguete ( B.Stern,L'extraterritorialite remitee op.cit p 288 et s; J.Dutheil de 
la Rochere ,Retlexions sur !'application extra-territoriale du droit communautaire, 
apropos de I' arret rendu par la C.J.C.E dans l'affaire Entreprise de pate de bois 
contre Commission des Communautes europeennes, affaires jointes 89185, arret 
du 27 septembre 1985 in Melanges Michel Yirally, Paris, Pedone, 1991, p 281-
295). 

Enfi n, i 1 :;ernb le ':i,jrni :; que l'e:,erci ce ext.r-aterritori a 1 par l'Etat ,je sa 
competence est sournis , cornrne l'a indique la Cour lnternationale de 
Justice dans son arret Barcelona Traction en 1970, a une .. a/i!igatiD!J de 
~"~·C.ro·i '[i·'· cl do .-.. -.. -.. ,-~ " ·· B "' L' · 'ali · · .. · 253 nlL·~ .. A-.· L•1l ,_.._.. L·l L•1.· ......... ~::.~,.,· tf l, .~tern, extratemton te reVlSitee"op.clt.p 

) i:iSsez voisine ,ju principe ,je proportionn,:Jlite en droit corntriUtHlutaire 
rnai s qui n·est pas vrai ment detac11ab le de l'appreci ati on ,ju 1 i en terri tori a 1 
OU pet·sonnel <:le nott;'lCtlement d'une :3itUi"ltiOn a l'onjre interne. 

Les auteurs ont cepen,jant souvent souligne la part d'indeterrnination liee 8 
l'ab~:ence ,j·une regle conventionnelle ,je conflit entre obligations 
contradictoires ou entre types de competence ou encore la difficulte 
d'inferer de ,jecisions de justices nationales, notarnrnent arnericaine~: ou 
,je decisions cornrnun;:Jutaire:o, repos,:lnt sur le proc8de du /itJ/6/icing test M 
_.i,7tere,e;ts dans le cadre de la regle de raison (sur ces questions D.Pasquelle, 
Droit americain et droit communautaire des ententes, etude de la regle de raison, 
Paris, Editions Joly, 1993 ,290p; E.Priedel-Souchu, op.cit. ) ,l'e:.dstence d'une 
veritatll e regle couturni ere prorli tlant 1 a competence ei\traterritori ale 
excessive ( lire L'application extraterritoriale du droit economique, Paris, 
Montchrestien, 1987, 254p). 

En 1986, Patrick juillard estimait deja que "I'e.!.1.re'JJB t.aj1wi."; a:" ce qlle I'.:w 
~1·r'f-~rte}~(~ ifs t-~·~c.J'JJe.nt; a~~- .t'l~t~\~cJ"JfiiJf1Jll~- _/{}J"'a:~e .,.llJ..r·fa~f~7l4t~ aS· al~?.ll Jfiti.CfT.l1e 11e l~~'~ p~7:t 
,.,t-._ .• ,,,,.fc.· 't' ''t. "'?"""·"~· "''"'~,,•o~•·il.-·,.-'1···'"' " ( P.J-'"-~d. m· L'Applicauo· n •. U .. ,t-~.~~..-..~~... ~ J~ r··· ~"""-lt:'L.· ~.,. .... · ... tJ ~.-r.....:J _. _. 1··· _. ~UL- UJ.1.1QJ. , 

e:materritoriale du droit economique, op.cit. p 27 ). Le phenornene est bien stir lie 
;} la ;mndialisation des echan,ges ( R.Reich, L 'economie mondialisee, Paris , 
Dunod, 1993, 336p, edition onginale sous le titre The vork of nations, Nev 
York, A.Knopf,l991; Kenechi Ohmae, De l'Etat-Nation au Etats-Regions, 
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comprendre la logiq ue planetaire pmu conq uerir les marches regionaux, Paris, 
Dunod, 1996, 214 p, Iere ed.The end of tie Nation State, Nev York, The Free 
Press ; J. Add a, La mondialisation de l' economie, Paris, La Decouverte, tome 1 la 
genese , tome 2 le:~ problemes, 1996 ) et au desir legitime des Et:tts et des 
Organisations economiques de maitJ·iser leurs politiqlJJes intkrieme et extsrie1.u·e et 
de !em· dormer effet utile ( L 'application e:nraterritoriale du droit economique, 
op.cit. p 27 ). 

Des krs le legislatem US a-t-il eD~ede c01m11e le pn3tBndent notamment les m1tres 
Ettts americains et !'Union emopeenne sa competence au reg:J.rd des principes du 
dro1t mternational ·1 01.u soutiennent d'ailleurs dej:!t quelques JUT!stes nord
americains comme Sharri Ellen EourqlJJ3 qui parado::alement deduisent de !'arret 
du Lotus 1.m principe general de prohibition de l'effet e:rtraierritNial sauf 
e:n:eptions d'interpret>.1tion restrictive ( telle principe de mtiomlite et la theorie 
du L.7~~~~:-~t~~J8i}~~·i.l g/)~fcl ) et potu· qui de ce flit toutes 1es !narlifesta.tions 
vird.-.1'1'' • ··;l''a1R0 u~ fl'' 'l'"'''l.U'8° ,~ P. ''RI'"''I'•'fll'll'"'l'!t d P. 1' ''lnh·won ,-ub·''l·r '' ,.,,1-rlpl'' ,, la ........... , (...1.1):; 11..'· .V .,.>.J ,.,.t.J J. ~t.J ._. -l-" 1 ..... llv ,_..., JJ- , ___ . r:: l.•.u ·-=-··· "" {.AJ. } ... ~ l.J 

ki Helms-Burton, comme !'embargo lui-m&rne, parce qu'elles n'entTent pas clans 
le champ des exceptions zt la prohibition sont illicites : "T118 B171h'i..''fY i:.· .!}<.?/ 

D;o-,..,.1-.o,..c-<·) ~~;-)c.·, .. n"'.J ~:::.-;o-~{n::d ,·,'ll'i,:o ;"")'i .... r"~/· '"/ ,.·,~ra;o-v•a-:~--.. th:=~"t .i-.-:~, .. :=-:--:- :::.-.-·{~.:o.--..7-'.· .. c.· a-.J.'+~--. .-..t 'r"'J!.·~t-.t·n 
C'"..JJJ/;.4."il,;;,"{. r../~-~ ~J'..·/. fu .. ,=,l.·l• 0·"-' ./ L. .• /jJL/,.(. ... \o· ¥'Lw-1L-u .. 1 , .. _. •• , . .o.ol.&..1 •".l.i"..J ••1..1 >·i:'Ja1L. L..!J.i~L•I• >¥' .. '.}..J.,_._. 

t.b-e .D~i.llPcl.j~~~l .. ~, /. l'1~ti" .t...t.iz1.ij)7 .~·~·-a e.lnl: .. 'i.r:g{~· f;7l1$' .lJ(•t .li::s.~t/u,(~li" t~:· .rE;5-'"i'lllttP .~~re 
{),)JJdiict of {!S CJiizens hc.'fted t:bJnur· " ( Shari-Ellen Bourque, The illegality of 
the Cuban Embargo .. Boston UniY'ersity International Lav Journal n· 1, spring 
1995 op.cit p 213). 

Les premisses du raisoml8nl8nt de eet aute1.u· sur la prohibition de l'effet 
e:r:traterrit)rial. illustrent parfaitement les remarques de PatJ·ick Juilla~·d et de 
BrigittB StBrn sm· la conception elle aussi duale de l'e:rtratmTitorialite en droit 
~':r: 'r!· r:~i"Yi ~~- ~~-,.... D·c.··""tc-:--.JO;;a-nt ..... ,,..d' .4.'irot.r.'?"l r;.c.1:=~"tt>·,x,, .t ~- 7 ,·· t' n:.·c.· r,( t/.. c.·d· ~:t~·to-.... ·:u 11:! -·· . .u..1l. to-~ J ...... , _.-., ....... ,,.._._._._. ... ._._. ... , ...-~ .o "''-' ........ s:.o.o _,J,L.._. •• ,.,.,.,_....._, ..._,uJ -,.)_. ,.,_.V;. J...,]2 .._ .... , ·'-'•~••"-·•~ 

formulent bien 1.Ul8 t.heorie restrictive de l'e:ctraterritorialite, les tribm.aux 
americains font preuve d\me plus grande mansuetude a l'egard de l'effet 

... t .t . __ , ~ ' 1 . TT'-' ,., ' . i' 1· . ' • I ez.il'aBITI £-rHu ,_,e 1a 01 ,. •J, qu 11 s agtsse '-- une app !Cation contreversee ue a 
regle de rais•)ll , ou du mepris affiche par la Cour Supreme a l'endroit des 
ens>af'Bill8nts internationaux des Et:tts-Unis . .._. ._, 

Si le recours a un b..'i/.1.'11.-:Jjl[' .1..%'/ europeen (ou carv.11:l.ien Nl me xi cain) dans le cas 
des sanctic·ns de la lo1 Helms-Bmton sm Cuba peut privilegier fm:tiement 
l'amplem disproportionnee des dommages occasioml8s aux societas etrangeres_, au 
rega~·d des objectifs assignes pa~· ia loi et aux effets raisonnablement escomptes ( la 
democratisation du reginl8 cubain ). il est vraisemblable que ce m.&me bolf.;zno~c'F 
i .. ~::i pratique cette fois aux Etats-Unis prendrait en compte de ma.niere 
determinantB !'obsession de securitk liee >l la perception d'l.Ul8 lll8fi1C8 CUb>J.ine 
reelle ou supposee clans l'o:•pinion et la vie publique americaines. 

11 en serait ainsi semble-t-11 pour l'eirnnen de la loi d'Amak·-Kennedy selon ce 
me me par ad ygme , si peu jmidiq lJJ3 . En E mope particulierenl8nt, la metl1ode d u 
tru:1.•x:irJg .l.."':st conduirait a privilegier plus encore q1.18 dans le cas cubain ies 
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int.eret.s economim1es superieurs de Dlusiems Etats membres et de nombreuses 
entreprises emopeennes en Irak et ·en Lybie ( France, Royamne-Uni, !t;llie, 
Allemagne) qui pourr;:tient etre .:lffectes fussent indirectement par les effetz. 
,,.,~.lt"J'~l· t..-·,•·r··,u::v -~p 1·, j..-·,t· 1' )P.·' ·''111.," .• df'·' ,.,.)JliJ·a'·' >'ll ,·,···,Ju'·' )eo f'ffP.t·; di·'·'msif-' i ._,..;:,..!,! .._ ,._, 1 ,.,.1 f • .t. • u ..... ,...._ "J '. _.>J .,~ i...·•, __ ,_..._, .... . .• 1...) ... .... ••.• w_1 o.1 - -..... • o.~o.J.. ,_. ,. 

Et plus encore que dans le cas cubain, 01.1 !'obsession des a.rnericains releve ,de 
l'avts des specialistes , en partie d.u mythe et de la propagand..e , du moms i:t 
l'echelle de la secmite des Etats-Unis et de la dangerosite supposee d'rn1 regime 
castriste veilliissant, on peut penser qu\m br;,;>;.-;D~JJ' l .. "sl pratique aux El1.ts-Unis 
dans l'affaire des sanctions contre !'Iran et la Libye pornTait au contraire fonder 
pour les Etats-Unis la leg~uit.e des mesmes ext.raterritoriales sur la lutte anti
t.erroriste apres l'at.t.entat de 1996 contre la base militaire US de Dahran en Arabie 
Saoudite, venant apres celui de Lockerbie de 1988, meme si l'irJSuffisance des 
preuves ne parait pas conduire toujoms a des imputations formelles dans d'autres 
fzuts recent: restes mexpliques ( sur Ies 83pects juridiques soulevee par l'affaire de 
Loc.k.erbie , voii J.M Sore!, Les ordonnances de la Cour Intemationale de Jutice 
du 14 aYJil1992 ( Libye c.Royaume-Uni et Libye c.Etats-Unis) , Rerne Gimerale 
de Droit International Public 1993-3 p 689-726;B. Stern, Chronique de 
jarisprudence , Journal du Droit International 1993-3 p 651-674; T.Franck,The 
povers of appreciation : vho is the ultimate guardian of U .N legality ? , American 
Journal of International Lav , juillet 1992 p519-523) .. 

L'Uni@ europeenne risque alors d'object.er mais grand sans succes qu'une r~:tion 
ill1ilat€r~e americaine discredite les efforts de coordination du G7 darJS la lutte 
anh-t.errorist.e , ou encore que la Chine se voit eparg118e par !es Etats-Unis _,pol.U· 
qm l'octro1 de la clause de la nation la plus favorisee peut ausst temr lieu de 
poiitique de defense des droits de l'homme. L'argmnenl1ire est en verite 
foncierement politique et necessairement selectif des deux c6t€s de l'Atlaniique des 
lors que le crit.ere de ratv.11:hement de la situatwn i'1l'ordre jmidique int.erne a trait 
aux att.ribut.s memes de la souverainete. 

On comprend aussi sur cette base la necessite pour !'Union emopeenne de disposer 
d\m relais de riposte assme par les Etats membres qui se conJuguera av<ec la 
defense elle ausst politique par !'Union d'une autre diplomatie, celle du ''d.l;>t.i.('lJl8 
c.r.li.iqt.t~ " avec 1' Iran et la Libye, reconciliant tant bien que r!lal les droits de 
l'homme et le march8, tout comme la politique des Etats-Unis a l'egard de la 
Chine ( pom 1.me problematique generale, B. Stern, La dialectique entre le marc!le 
et la nation in 2eme Conference ECSA World, Brm:elles, 1994 et Marc!le et 
Nation, Regards croises, CEDIN Paris 1, Perspectives intemationales, 
Montchresti.en, 1996) 

L'arg1.unentaire economique lui ausst releve done de la problematique politique 
des int.Brets en presence et il parait hi en:ore de peu d'intkret juridique d'evoquer 
les arrieres -per.sees des firmes americrtines, contraintes de perdre des marches au 
lv!oyen-Orient au profit des entrepnses emopeennes, apres le premier 
dm-c1ssement de l'Adrrumstratwn Clinton ill'egard de l'lran et de la Lyb1e. 
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Comp\8 tenu d\me p~J't de la problematique duz-J.e de l'extraterntorialite \ savoir 
soit 1.m prirv:ipe permissif ( c'est !'opinion rnajoritaire ) assorti tc·ut de meme de 
limites ( tme sorte de oui :~ 1 'eztraterritorialit.€ normative mais ) soit au 
<'~"'l·Jtr·>;t'P. l.Ul n.-;.,,,;nP. '"'I'c;l-.;~+t·· 1' <''A·'t l',,nt.lll.nt·J ···u·!.l•'Jl'!.l:ll-;l'P. ··, .,.,.,nt+ l··'tll de 
-·V ... r • .u. -· riJ. .. J. ... _.J. t -· !-' .... J.ll U.l . ..1 '· _. ---· ~ J. .... r ._.. J..l . ·' -· } ._ ........... -- .-.L _..... , --

meme d'exceptions ( une sorte de non mais ... ) et compte tetm d'autre part de 
l'indeterrnination desdites limites Nl exceptions a J'atme d.u bttf..ZTJC.~:t,-,- /._q;'/ f)f 

}j),i,_<O]"f'S.~; de la regle de raison ( qm peut aum epouser la r::uson d' Etat ) ! il 
semble a vrai dire que les effets extraterritoriaux de la loi Helms-Burton et de la 
loi d' Amato- Kennedy puissent. recevoir c·u non un cert.ificat de conformite au 
droit intenntion;U ~:elon qu'ils seront apprecies am: Etats-Unis ou en Emope . 

Cet.te circonst;:J.n:e retJorce l'interet d\uJB reflexion sur l'applicabilit.€ eventuelle 
d'un mode international de reglenJBnt du differend et sm la vanit.€ au moins 
juridiqu.e des lois et rr.testu·es de blocage.~ ees 11 

,ttj~7"8s ~{q .l""~{t,piB.l' u selon 
!'expression de F·atnck Juillard , en !'absence d'accords de cooperation conciliant 
les interets tel !'accord de cooperation de !991 entre les Etats-Unis et la 
CNnrmmaute eurc·peenn.e darJS le dom::-rine de la concurrence. 

Le caractere volatile du critere juridique de ratt.achement. des situations a l'ordre 
interne p01.U' fond.er le cas echeant la legalite OU l'illegalite internationale de 
l'extraterribrialite Mrmative pourrait recevoir 1.me muvelle illustration devant le 
trib1.mal irano-americain des differend.s sur plainte de !'Iran, deposee le 13 aout 
1996 contre la loi d'.ll.mato-Kennedy ( sur le tribunal m.ixte de la Haye , le 
colloque du CEDIN au Piilw du Luxembourg le 19 avril1984, Ca.hiers du CEDIN 
n· 1, Imprimerte de l'Unio;rer:~ite de Pali3 X et Ies annexes ). 

DarJS un article publie par le J")l.U'nal Le l·-.1onde du 12 septBmbre 1996 Brigitte 
Stern, professem :3. i'Universit.€ de F::1ris I Pa.nt118on-Sc·rbonne _, sp8cialiste ;i la fois 
des questions d'extraterritorialite et du contentieux devant le tribtmal irano
anl8ricain de la Haye fOJ.U'tlit sans doute de 1mniere non deliberee, la contre
epreuve de l'arnbivalence de l'e1.iraterriwrialite en denoru;:ant " I;'lsr;;:A--i'f.~'-:"'JJe" 
des loi$ extrat.erritoriales des Et'lts-Unis sur fond de guerre commerciale et de 
mondtalisa.tion des echar1ges plut.Ot qu'en conva.mcant par 1.m argmnentaire 
jmidiq ue que 1 'on a vu frag1le et rev-ersible en 1' etat encore lactmaire d u droit 
· t- --··.-. • · ..,···t·. ).. ·- T '' 'jj- ,. .v ~- .... .6:,.{·...-.T ... ,-.. ,r, .-.-~-r.-" t.~··---t~·,.., ,.,··.-.,. .. .J .-..... ,_ .. _...., ·:,. 
lll~ern.:.tll•.Jnat p•).:.H.l , .::t pi t:!U ·l8 0. at el.IT .-:. 1ti 1 L...J' J c--.ii..J {-.u ~·'1~1:., 1~~~:.' w:J..-t! ~, ~ .. , ,._ c-.l15~15ee 

/'0(1.')£ " ( Les Etau-Ulilil et le droit imperiiiliste . Le Monde d u 12 3eptembre 
1996 ). 

L'on ne satrrait mieuz demontrer la nattrre foncierement politique du concept 
d'extraterritorialite , par d8fi11ition diversement apprecie ici et hi selon les interets 
defendus comme le m:mtre :i sa.tiete les joutes diplom:ttiques ; 1.m concept pom 
l'instmt largement re belle a !'apprehension par le droit int.ermtimv.-J. positif, n'en 
deplaise a la doctrme 8l.U"Opeenne.!l est done loisible a defaut d\m requisit.oire 
juridique incertain de faire le proces politique de la legislation US et plus 
convaincant encore d'en faire le proces economique, en denon~ant la denatmat.ion 
du conflit interet;:ttique en responsabilite en 1.m conflit intenJB otl l'investissem 
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r.iers a Cuba et aux Etats-lJms est Zt ia merci de son concmrent americain qui peut 
ou non l'assi211Br en justice , convenir (•U non avec lui d'un reQlement arniable 
aut,xise par Tl loi HelniS-Bllrt•)li ( Pll!lcal Gll!ltineau, Cabinet ·Ciifford Chance 
Paris, L 'entreprue, nouvel im!trument de la diplomatie, Les Echos d u 111911996 
). 

VI De la saisine de l'OMC 

La ComrmmautB emopeem1e a demande le 3 mzu 1996 ztl'Orgarrisati(•n J..,.fondiale 
du C.>nmi8rce l'ouverture de COiiSUltltions avel: les Etll.s-Unis.Des la remrion du 
ColiSeil du cormnerce des marcha.ndises le 19 mars, les Et1ts-Unis m.is en cause 
par plusietu·s Et3.ts saisissant !'occasion de cette retmion ( Cuba, h·fexique, Canada 
) a.insi que la Corrm11.maute Europeenne de protester contre les effets 
extrat.erritoriaux de la loi Helms-Burton ,bien qtlB not.<uimi8nt en matiere 
d'investlssement, indiquaient que le domaine de la loi n'etmt pas celui couvert par 
!edit commerce et pi us gelieralement par le systeme cotimlercial multilateral. 

~·elon lfl f.:ff>HY•nndlmi d'·li'IY•rd r,ohlif ·au:? r~o-!,os At r,r,-..,·pc\JU'fl•' rroi·'''''Ull If' •-1 _. , J ._..:, •• _ (. ...,_,., •• _, ._ ~ ._ .. ""C• _. .. _., .t- .,.._._._. -·.J ..... ~ .. •w<.. , .., 

reglement des differends ( MA ) la constitu\i.:.n d'un groupe special ( pa!iel) bien 
qu'automatique Zt la demande du plaignant doit result.er de l'edi8C d\me premiere 
phase consacree aux consult3.tions dmru1t soixa.nte jours. Comme !'a indique le 
mirristre frru1,;ais des affaires etrallgeres Hen'!\ de Charette, les t1Bgociations avec 
1~ part!·e ~'-nAI··-.-· f' n'ont p~" ·b I f'l '' ifJ.'-··,~'-~ .-! n- n-.,>.~;..i.-.~-.~~.• n-·--~- ·" i.-. ~i '· •:u -· lLlUn_. . (i.:J ·:1 01.1:.1 -· .· ..1..1 L1Ui..i .. ' L1 d-:.?..1..1°1..· r'..A' {·l.A .. ':u.u~ . .l.l.l ... ~.J_,',~ j-'V~'1.;..1~J" a ....... 

ph.:zse C(J]J,~Ci.JJtiBlb~~ /iPP.C ..~~1 C()Jlf,tt{U/.I~!ll t.i~lh7 prtT.lBf " ( Les Echos du 28 aout 1996 
J.Cependant, les rrrirristres des affaires etra!ig8res retmis en Irlande a Tralee les 8 
et 9 sept.embre 1996 ont differe courallt octobre !'adoption eventuelle de contre
mesures par le Con:::eil y compris la demalide de constitution d 'un groupe special a 
l'OlvfC ( Financial Times, 91911996 ; The Wall Street Journal, I0/911996; 
International Herald Tribune, 101911996 ). 

Or l'et;lt des diffi3rends commerciaux somrris a 1'0!-·.:fC montre l.Ui8 augni8nt.ation 
du mmbre des groupes speciau:: en activite .Si les Et1ts-Unis ont meme ete les 
prerr.iers a etre condamnes par l'Organe d'Appel daJlS l'affa.ire de !'essence Sill' 

plainte du \'enezuela, ils ont obtenu contre l'Urrion europ8ellii8 la constitution 
d\m paliel sur la pc·litiqtlB commtm:tut;:<ire d'import3.tion de banaJies.Ces pratiques 
multilat~rales incit.erruent -elles a lm cert.ain optim.isme touchallt le nouveau 
mecrulisni8 de l'()Jv!C ? . 

Outre le fait que les saisines de l'OMC impliquent surtout des differer~js quasi
intercontinentauz , tendallt ;:t faire de I 'Organe de Reglement ··· iilJE c.'i.';i'SE &" 
JisNNiJ..rt? ;; plus po!itique que jUridique entre 811S81Ubles regiomUX compte tenU 
de la presence frequente comme derrr::mdeur eUou defendeur des Etats-TJrris, du 
Japon, de !'Union emopeemi8 (article de J.C Buhrer, Le Monde , reproduit pa:r le 
Devoir, Monm!al, 17 juillet 1996 et la vue d 'ensemble des differends 
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commerciarn: soumis a l'OMC au 1 avrtl. 1996 in OMC Focus , mai 1996 n" 10 p 
10 ) ), il faut garder en memoire que les Et:::ts-Unis n'·:>nt ;'J.CCepte la 
JUridictionnalisation des panels da.ns le tAA qu';i contrecoeur . 

Les Etats-Unis crai~'lli'lient en effet que les ~'ara.nties accordees a la '"lilrtie ~ V ~ 

plaignante et les regles relatives a la constitution des groupes comme ftl'adoption 
par consensus negatif de lems rapport::: ne d.esservent leurs inten~ts . ( E.Canal
Forgues, Le systelllll de reglelllllnt des differends de l'O.M.C in La reorganisation 
mondiale des echanges, colloque de Nice de la S.F.D.I, 1995, Paris Pedone, 1996 
p 281-292 ; Y.Renouf, Garantir les droits de la diifense,quelques remarques 
preJ.iminaires sur la necessite de developper les regles de procedure dans le 
reglement des differends de l'O.M.C, ibidem p 293-307 ) .Si bien qu\m accord 
politique Clinton•'Dole pn3voit bien la possibilit£ pom le congres americain de 
reconsiderer l'em·azement des Etats-Unis en cas de survenance de trois 

,_, ·-· 
condamnw.atwns successives a l'Ot.AC, 1.me or.ganisation en 1' occmence dfm18nt 
surve11lee, vo1re de}'t suspectee par les Etats-Unis ( G .Burdeau, Aspects 
juridiques de la mise en oeuvre des Accords de Marruech, in La reorganisation 
mondiale des echanges. op. cit. p 232 ) 

1')<' .,, "1',..,-. ··'· jj rrA ·t ·' j·d- · 1o· 6•· Y···r u•'-' J'Dl•·f··• ·' f'r··· r·•' i-·· 'A!1frp .u, "l o quL ....... , .:ue.vJ.al ,t J;; • ..Jol ._.:; ffi.L.:\!ib.rLo ~~e 1 \_ ·1 ,.v ... p .• •o U:'o L .... --
mesures o.u Trade Act US avant que !'accord automobile nippo-americain ne 
conduise au retrait de la plainte japonaise ,c'est daJ·JS le cadre des litiges relatifs a 
la loi Helms-Bl.rrt>)n et ,3. la loi d' Arnat.o- Kermedy s1.rr les effets e:-jraterrit.oriaux 
des embargos 1milateraux que le mecanisme de reglement. des differends de l'Olv!C 
p01.rrrait. et.re evalue. 

Mzojs les accords de Marrarech de 1994 !18 disposent pas expressement strr la 
conformit£ c·u non des effets extraterritoriaux d'embargos etl.tiques contrairell18nt 
a !'Accord de Libre-Ech:mge Nord-Americam de 1992 cp.u stipule en matiere 
d'investissements en son article 1113 lll18 sorte de norme anti-anti-extraterritoriale 
Nl norme de cont.re-bk·cage sembla11t couvrir le cas cubain. 

!1 faut reserver ici les dispositions eventuelle!118nt applicables sur 1 'admission 
temporaire des gem d'ztffaires ( d1apit.re 16 de l'A.L.EJ-!A ) ainsi que 
!'application des divers mecanismes de reglement des differends il savoir : outre 
les cha.pitres 19 ( m1t.idumpi1~g ) et 20 ( regill18 ge118ral) inspires de !'Accord 
canado-america1n de 1988, les chapitres 11, section B Sl.U' l'investissement, 14, 
art.l414 sur les services financiers, 16, art 1606 sm les gerJS d'affaires; sm ces 
mecanismes complexes, voir notamment, E.Feldman et J.D.Cahn, The 
adjudication of trade disputes and management of the Free Trade Agreelllllnt 
betveen Canada and the United States, in La regulation juridique des espaces 
economiques,Septieme:: Entretiens du Centre Jacques Cartier (1994). Lyon, 1996 
p 23-65 ; A. de Mestral et J. Winter, Disputes seetlelllllnt under the North American 
Free Trade Agreelllllnt and the Treaty of the European Union in Journal of 
European IntegrationJ Re'i'lle d'integration europeenne, vol 27, n"2-3, 1994 p, 
235-266 ; J.MacKinney et M.R. Sharpless ( dir.), Implications of a North 
American Free Trade Region, Waco, Texas, Baylor University, 1992 ( cf chapitre 
Ill the legal relationship p 93 et s ; J.Mac Kinney et M.A.Essary,Fee Trade Aera 
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for the Ameticaru~, Waco, Texa:~, Baylor Univeoity, 1995 { cf le chapitre sur le 
reglement des differends p 89 et s ) . 

" {/jJe I~=~:-·,~r"g ft0lll7''~} I'Glll.i"'..~l· ti' ~=i£~-:.(~:-lf[a·· .l~~S 
.J~7VB;,1,~~;:.,eur tl'iilJB l=~-u.~~--e F:ir.~:e qui &:.l't li.f:J8 

.::; ...... ..~_.~ .... -i'".!~"'Q- d~ f'"cd!a =~nh·"'<j P',;.:-•7!~- at ~nr;:• f'J..']'{,7U-="'!!>V:\:~r--~·nf .... d~ -...at f'J.. r~ .. ~.,,~,-......'">:j]~!'· ..... f. a·· . .._.., 
L·'.i.i(w C""j-'.J.I.o1\.• 1.11..• L·L·l-1..._· HL.I.t L• .I. U.l hiL• 1..•1• L6Lol.o' .. J ,C"C .. 1to.~.o.l•1C'".J.J.JI..·...L.JI•l LIL• (.1..•1• .J .J>I.•,.l{,! .. l.o.lL·L.U __ , .. 1.1 tt:'.o.l 

t-":>~·n-=·~.,'f/co.-.,c:.-~~~,.. .'-i''n:--.. ..-:·:::·~.:'t"" '!!"a:-... • r-.-.~ ...... :}_.,--:·C.~-1 , .. ,n ,--..,.·,:v;.-f:-•,;.;,1:;--nf ?"'C.-:•·,frcr.-:-•/--..;:;,- .:::.·f ,./ f:::- f):::-rt,..::;- o'?n/ 
.J.J.J :·' L..,.• h,l..,>,.11.• LW..,'! 1.1 l.U.J _t'l6_..>· ... • lol 1.·..1 .,'1 r•·.,.,'l .. 'l;...l.l L.·.i..ll• .• , ~· l.·····..l..llol 'V..I L...J..II· .I l.·..l..llol 1.'1-'..1 ..;.,"tL.• I.• l• .,"t..; ..1 ~· ..1. l.U loll.· "::.' ~.U 

-oil' ··x· .-<"'c•,-.,.-,,..-<a- la·· ''"''"''~,--·~,- · , 'l' •;.,,,,..~l•ant r-,,~- .4.-. -~t,-.,,;, ... - ·-1'1. ·n.~·,•·"·-·''J;·-···-··· )~,: ... .:,: .... (.( ~u ......... u .. u ....... ~ ~1,t.o~.o..I( ... ~;!:·'C:' .... ~,( / 'J cfj..;(,fe"";ofl:'" ..... r'l.£.1 {.(~ j~.Jt.1tof •. 'J£.• ,, ,t'.l··'i..t .. "t.l( .,t(.~· 

.~·~R .... ..;'~c:.·p~vs .~~e~-::~. · {)l/ l.~.) .:~a~·-p;t._q ('ll..~~oz~~7J·.~~E'JJl ... • '~· ./f:[i,fi?1l dl·l pi;~:vs .tr81:~ a:qs JJ~l~Sllr&s 
o 1• ~f tJ· ... ?tca·•dtPal)/ t,·J/ ~tc r.·~:=-i"~~! ... tt;.-. ~ :;·;,,,.... { rc:.·'Jtroc:.rr~f,...:.· /''<' 1 ;7/U. ·~'J·~tG"'J.ci' :!7t;.-. {i.·C.·.·.., ).-•// 'i .u ..1 ..IH .. w L.o..1 ... 11. .. • 1·0.· .,.. ... o1 !.'LI..io.i.JI·Iol•':i..i u C7j • ..1 I."' 1o1 L.'i"v...l ... li.. ••• • • 'j .. 11... •. .Ui.. ..11· ,..1•'..11..•1.""1 •• · 

C~?}]/{)l/.}'']J'ff.:s SJ. J:C.s &H'ilJktf:'B.., .. f..il'l J'f.l''S:;:~~~/ c ..... ~i.'lfd :~roe A~liB.l}/ /iCC.(,~rLi6~l ~.4· / e~'l'},~~E'{f.l"'.L:"e Oll 

d :.,"'f!s JiJF8:.i'IJi"8l .... i'J'EJJ{,~ .... .(version en 
Approvisionnements et services Canada, 1993) 

du Mini:nere des 

CettB disposition a bien bit l'objet d'un resume dans l'examen des mesures de 
mise en oeuvre de l'A.LE.N.A oar le Canada ( Gazette du Canada, Partie I, . . 
11111994 p 152 ) mais elle n'est pas suivie d'un comrnentaire du gouvernement 
d'Otta'Fa. En revanclJB, le Quebec l'interpret.B officiellernent comme suit : "Un 

ptz.r af.s ..~~~~,F ... ..., ... ,~t~~'Bllrs ~t·ll.?J ~~~y·s /}(JI'S-.... 4. f... E.i\( .... 4 qu.l .opE::rB.l".lJl 3 ptt.r,~ri' 
lc.·,·ril .. )i'··-· ·f 'm··o 't-'1/."<> n••·<"' 1-io j. 'd l li"}.' 6 1 mt;7' ""'""c."' ,, ... ;-•.. 1-!a ,.,.,-, nl.···l ,,..,,.,. 
1'--.I..I.IF•:i.Jtf l. LUJi..• L L Ji..· .f-'1.~,?•1 u_ . ..I.J •• ~. L..r·.J •. i..U!;;:I.lC"'...fJJi..-..J..I(• lUJJJ 11 .. • l..··~:i..II•V UJ..Ii.•.l lW 

emb&r{'..? " { Ministere des Affaires Intemationales, Direction generale de la 
politique commerciale, Quebec,1993 p 42 ). 

Les opposants auz lois americaines pourront certes invoquer dans le cadre du 
G.A. T. TlO.lvLC !'accord special sur les nJBstu·es d'investissenJBnt liees au 
commerce ( M. LC ) en sout>emuJ.t quB les rnestrres americaines enfreignent ici non 
oas !'article Ill I trait.BnJBnt mtioml ··1 mais a fortiori !'article XI du G.i". T. T ( 
..1. \ ·' '· 

restrictions quant.it.1tives ) . Les Etats-Unis ne ma.'1queraient pas alors de f::-:ire 
'.~:lloir 1' ob jet de cet accord destine surtout a la liberalisation des relations nordlsud 
, qtu v1sent les seules }J}f'Silres d'investissement liees au commerce et wu ne 
couvre pas les p::iJ~·~n'B:; d'investissement, tributaires de la politique etrangere des 
Etat: ( sur !'Accord M.LC , P.Juillard, in La reorganisation mondiale des 
echanges' ' op.cit, p 113-130 ). 

Plus difficile parait de prime abord l'invocabilite du G.A. T.S , !'accord general 
sur le commerce des services_, que la Conurrission europeenne semblerait pourtant 
evoquer ( Agence Europe n· 6747 du 13 iuin 1996 ). Les quelques rernarques qui 
suivent , en l'etat d.es informations disponibles, sont preliminz-:ires. L'Accord 
2'8nera1 sm le commerce des services consi:me bien tm en!!'ts>ement de ,::,~wd.::.~·H 
0 '-' '-' '-' 

des H1ts qui ne peuvent apport.Br de nouvelles discriminations et restrictions 
Mz-:is le champ de 1' acces au m.1rche figure dans les listes nationales 
d'engagement De plus les services finaneiers font l'objet d'un nJBmorandurn 
permettant aux Etat.s s1.rr une base optionnelle de souscrire des engagements 
specifiques Or les Etats-Unis n'ont pas signe !'accord interimaire du 28 juillet 
i995 ( A.Piquemal, La liberalisation des sernces iinanciers daru~ le cadre du 
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G.AT.T et de l'O_M_C , in La reorganisation mondiale des echanges, op_cit. p 
163-194; P.Metzger,les seiVices baru:aires, Revue du Marcli Unique Europeen 
1996 n·z p 107-126). 

Quant :i l'applieabilite de l:t pr·xedme de C2·nsult,:ttt·:·ns d8eritB dans le 
lvfem:.randum d'Aceord de 1994, entre en vi.s~-lelu· le 1/1/1995, 11 suppose resolue 
la que,.tion prealabie du champ d'application le differend doit en effet se 
rapportBr auz accords emrrneres.Et en toute hypothese, !'engagement des Parties 
11' "t>ip[t"ql "0 !" 1·• ''l' .-.,-.:.,j 'U"P r1 P. 1'(•!"••'1"11·•t·ir-.r···' r·.' oyi ojo ill!'.). "''l.l"ll.l" liP " --~-r.,,-.i:--.:.r·'·•·'··-, ,.,. -· i • .1- :,Le;; {.A. .1- ~)_.,_. ·'- _. __ _. -· -· 4J .ti ".-1....1.·.- .L..• .......... :.J.,_< -"""' 1.. ·~t ,t''· , •. _. J ~~.I ~..,1L•JJiu{>J{-.1.....,1 

" d' t F t 11 a1 " ···· . " ' t 4 ' L' ' au . .res 'ar . .1es, accue1 1es ... ()fS avec cO.i1.lfl1''8 .. ·7E..l1.l'.l(J.l7 1\ ar ~ . _.1. engagerr..em .. 
ne porte don~ aunm.ement sm· des eonsull;:itions prealables a l'edietion de mesures 
nationales. 

VII Des mesures de hlocage 

la ripostE juridique a ['eJ--jraterritorialite americaine empnm\8 depuis le debut des 
.,mr·"·"'~ ql'"t'-·' "'n·-~ la tP.r:hru·,,l'P -'e~ 1--1-~ d!.tP dP t,l-,r:,,-.. ., '·J'' r;-,,,_,,,,. ____ ,,, __ ,,.,_ .. ,, Er1 
•. .i.C:•_.... ...._.,__..., r:: ...... ·=:l- •. ---·.1..1..1. i ,_. u ..... .I.~.J ... . -· - -· '·.· -·'·"-6o;:; '-.J .... .L-.J·-~--i.-.i'r..J . .i~"-5' ...... ·,;,·.~····~~ .... 
Europe,le Royaurne-Uni s'est le premier dote d'tme telle legislation /".l'r,:o,(~c.~·-~")1} 
of T.r.7a1J'J~} J:'ilP.r«-f.<; Act ,j_e 1980). La legiSlation brit:11mique fait ici figure de 
model e. 

Le mndele britanni.que 

La loi de 1980 est d'abord la plus severe et comme l'expliquait Trevor C.Hartley 
en 1986 apres l'eno~e de quelques affaires judiciaires: " The .Er;g.·:•;;;.'J (.{Jt~rts 
&lP ,tbfe t,) WC! t.nidit.Jon.'ll /e!_?al L).?Jlct>pts t.? pll)}'Jde it l"E!lj}edr •W"lli:st 
.Cf"Ji."",• .• ~,~, ,~.::::'-1· .... ,1-"'l,·i,,,',•,':-'/,·~.r ,;,-,'"""tt>• ':-'"::r r.J -.:.f·"",'"l .-..;~-,,,., ~·"" n;-c n.'"l ic.-'t'"'.·'//·:.1 ,.·{,;,-n '"IC.·r.·"" t·n,'i-.-.:::::.·rc.·-rd (n ··•nr.f-:: 
•-· M .._ """" _._.- LUo·IW"•'.J ....... .JI· L.U.._'I••' .._'t.J.J"•':-!:F'.oi hi.JL.• .t'"•'I~..J.Jh.IL".U I.IU • .I.Jbl.'l..i .. "l .J.J...U.JI. ... I.•.I.JI• .J.I.I .o."t( ....... .J 

~~-~·•·-..Jt.")l"> ,._,.. ·f"'-r:o-1" 1,,::-r,-(•,-. ,::0""0 "')'"•1'".·1"'"-.-."'"YIDI"{ · ;"+' .Jt •.. -. j. _ _. .... .._"f.. "f,..<:t..-i ~.~~f'J·~,.... ... ,."' -i.) fj'"'-" ~-~,-"'a .J~.-, . 
• v (.lJ .. :U.t{-:r..i ~-z.., .J ~-.u lA.u-~" ..... 1 ~'lJ... {. .• )..i.J"l.·C:..' -'"'·c;-~r . 1 Ui~ Ut.'lilJ'. i.~L·a.f L·u. tf{..' •'··~- ;.li {.·'tl' ut·L.· •'J.J~ 

d~?t~lllJS-8}},~1 1l {':(Jll.i~;' ... ~~~"V&" b~~}} Sll~ .. rfcl t{) pt111ibfs }~~- .~~\~- {l~"'Zr:(~tf .... ~~~:~{~:~ f-ill.J~f'Jl Li.ld. 

m•odl'"''" "''-" it l'"'li'u' '-- '"/l~'"'~l ,__ na,.,~t;,"c, ... ,·., i<r.- -;r.-.,.,,1 " 1' T C Hartle l-(.i {~ ... , , ... c: tJit'J.J:J_, .. . .{. ~ t<'~ .. , t:_,rr.:.... ,·.o r· .... J" .. \""lll.ir-., .J.J'.J ~~'!'J~·"1.J'.JL .. . . y, 
Extraterritoriality : the brifuh response in CEDIN, L 'application exttaterritoriale 
du droit i:conomique , op.cit. p 113 ).De telles legislation;; pn§sent.ent dooc aussi 
des illJ~onvenient.s. 

Ceux-ci !18 I:C•neernent pas seulement les obligations contradictoires au:xquelles 
sont confroniees les entreprises britanniq118s en 1' occurence mais portent strr la 
faible prise en compte de telles lois am: Etats-Unis conune l'a mon!J·e Enunanuel 
Ga.illa.rd Elles n'empechent pas les juges americains de prendre des injonctions 
'11. )"!18' !""' .-1 ~ ''""l''!J" •VlJ18'" "'1'? );" •-,t~-lTJ)l. '' [i" !"f't-.1''' ,i 8° 0 ')i"':j. p!o·• F>lJ"~'l•OflJ"P.'' de J. _. J..l.'...- 1_1___, .;•~.U.I..,, vJ. ....~J. (.t...a..::.. J....Ut.u "..J .._. .... _ • ...t.:o -·..; o.J·.., _.u~ _. W .~,....~ ..,o.J 

communiquer inform?.tions et docmnents . Lem· effet utile est done reduit ( cf 
!'administration de la preuve de la force rnaJeure) sauf >1 considerer lem vraie 
fonctwn : non pas !ant le blocage JUdiciaire des lois extraterritNiales que la 
proi.estation diplomatique qu'elles ezpriment. Et Emmanuel Gaillard de cone! me " 

•• ".J "'.J.' •• , •• .., . •• • • • •••• •. .. "! <i 
. . .li SE.rtrh . .l'J[tl.J· a E-::''fr&rBT que i t~"IJ- ftUl£.1e ...-~-zil'' .tLi.tre ./,r~)Vt-:J" lllJ J"'f)if" ae >·F.l'.l,tif.~·e 

Ion~ JlJ,1/fll!F q 11 'e.l/es D (wt JX'IS e!li?ctive.!JJel1.' " ( E _ Gaillard, La reaction 
ameril:aine au loi3 de blocage ettangeres, in L 'application exttaterritoriale d u 
droit economique, op.cit_ p 123 ; en ce sens B _Stern, L 'exttaterritorialite revisitee 
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, op.cit. p 312 ; pour une opinion plus positive sur la prue en compte des lot; de 
blocage par les juges americains , il est Yiai dans le domaine de la concurrence , 
E.Friedel-Souchu, op.cit. p 335 et s). 

La loi brit;:~nnique est cepend.ant le rmdele de reference pc-m la Comrnission 
em·opeenne qm 1 rms en preparation tm pro_1et de reglement antl
bovcott L'efficacit.B des lois de bloca~,.e est en effet liee comme la doctrine 

~ u 

fran~aise not1rnment l'a tres montre a la production d'effets recmsoires 
ext1·aterritoriaux.Or la legislation bnta.nnique en produit comme l'explique encore 
E (;aillard : c'est le cas de l'inJonction fait.e en retolU' pm· le Juge national a la 
"''"'1. PIA hr·; t·cu·l.lll. a 1'8 ?'"'"'!. o•16;o d e,,,,t 1 ;o 1.1 to"P ,u·r··P.r·l·, •. ,;ll d ;o ·;p d ,.,;.,!"!' ,:J u pr·,.-,,-;;,., >.J.~ ..... ., _ _.- ,L,-. .._A .W.J,!:::;,.L'-'_. -· .~UJ,., .1...- ."•!::::•_. _ ,L_. _.t.U __ _. .__. ......... 1 ... ~ . .._._._..J 

~rrl6r·l·c-:;.tr·l ]1 ~r -::r la·· p_,...r·tt .1'-~lll•Qtl,... · 11 
....... "'J:·r:·r.-,., ..... .,~ .-;·~ +''"'~ r:···- ---"" ... ,. ... ---·r.-l".:t ::;;. t~ ........ ,...-.."-.. ,·.,n '•U.J.,._. \.U. ... , ,_.._ •- _ . ._ • .1..· ._._ ._._. U. {iLi.J'~j;_{;_,··~'.J'I'·S:.It'!.J'{.·.l'-·L.· J-•'i.i.J.' t'!l'· .. "~.l • .l.l'.i;.J..JI.· u .1' {'(·l.·l"i..u{.·..J.l -· ... .. ... .. 

du~? lJGi / J~··J'lBl'!-?.lJ'I.J~:I.lJ de~:.. .. /lllt•.).l''l ~~i_., .. f"P.)/.J ~:iq !JG~:.... .. ;.;1--;lr. 1~:1 J~)J'''.t7JG· t.i.ip:A~J.J7J.:1l.J~7l~f0 8..<."'/ t.r-8 .. <."' 

!.'.~~·~"'" ( ib. p 134). Ces lo1s ne seraient-elles done pas fina.lement des '' .t'tn'--s a:~
l"-if'r.lB.l'' ,y ;' 

Le projet de reglement du Conseil de I' Union europeenne 

Des le 22 avril 1996, le Conseil a. ad.opt.J§ des cordusions sur les repercusstons 
extraterritoria.les de la loi Helms-Burton et d'autres legislations similaires alors 
que se profilait le vot.e de la loi d' Amato- Kermedy. Tout en mainterk1lit ouvert le 
Dialogue Tnmsatlantique toujoms priorit:1ire et en ten.:mt compte des relations 
d'affaires , le Conseil a a11non,;e la mise a !'etude juridique , parra.llelement ,). la 
saisine de l'OlAC-effe,~tive en mm- d'eventuelles mesm·es de retorsion a l'egard 
de celles des entreprises americaines qui plai5~1a1ites aux Etats-Unis contre des 
societ.J§s emopeermes c·nt des activitJ§s clans les Etats membres de !'Union 
emopeerme ( Agence Europe n· 6 713 des 22 et 231411996). 

L'envoi par les autorit.Bs americaines d'm1e lettre de mise en gru·de a la societ.B de 
t.Bleconnmmications it.alienne STET sm la base de la loi Helms-Btrrl.,)n en juin 
1996 a conduit le Cor1Seil de !'Union a accentuer le 15 juillet 1996 sa pression 
diplomatique sm les Etats-Unis en inventoriant les contre-mesures armoncees en 
avriL L'effet d'arl.l10l1Ce en depit de son imprecision materielle a debouche sm la 
decision de suspension du titre Ill de la loi Helms-Btrrton par le President Clinton 
le 16 juillet ( Declaration du President Clinton in Documents d' Actualite 
Intemationale 1996 n'17 p 711-712 ) et le compromis fin..'llement n?a.lise au 
Congres sm le pro jet de loi d'Amato-Kem1edy entre la. Chambre des representant 
( Agence Europe n" 6753 du 21 juin 1996, n· 6773 du 18 juillet 1996 ) et le Senat 
pomrait profit.Br a.ux entreprises europeermes dans la nlBsme of! la loi fina.lem.ent 
si.~nee par Bill Clinton le 5 Aout 1996 reserverait au President une marge 
d'appreciation au cas pm· cas plus importante que r1ele voulait le Senat. 

Les orient.ations du Conseil 'liiopt.J§es le 15 juillet. 1996 port.Bnt essentiellement sur 
trois contre-mesm·es : une reglementation de blocage des k·is extrat.erritoria.les 
sortmt elle-mf:nl8 des effets extrat.erritoriaux sur les entreprises americair1es 
visees ; le boycott des produits et des services de ces societJ§s americaines , enfin le 
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refus de visa aux dirigeani.s de ces entreprises ( Les Echo:~ d u 16 juillet 1996, 
Agence Europe n· 6774 du 19 juillet 1996) .Deux remo.rques s'imposent _, l'une 
sur la nature de la competence , !'autre sur la base JUridique . Ces observations 
sont assez generales en l'etat des informations disponibles , compte term de la dat.e 
,:. laquelle la Comrmnission europee:rme a approuve le proJet de reglement de 
'-1·· •. ,,.,." 1- ·)10 1·1u.11~t Jnnr U ... OL·:.~.,s·-· ·' t! .) . . · t::~ ;.;..). 

Certains Eta.ts nrembres ont manifest.€ letrr volonte de se doter d\me loi de 
bloca,ge appropriee ,szms pom autant. denier ,3_ I' Union europeenne ':.::ompetence 
pom ripost.er da.ns son champ d'attributions. On sait que !'avis 1/94 de la Com· de 
Luxemb•)UH' s•.rr la conclusion du G_,il,_ T. T/O.L-LC rendu le 18 mvembre 1994 a 

~ 

reduit le volume de la compet.en~e e::dusive de la Communaute emopeenne dans 
lr, 1-lt>]l:!"';,.p de 1"' r '11. l!.Ql"' ····]·-,.·,.']'~!· "'1- "·Jnm"r- ··utr· ef··1· 0 "'>J: 0!. ~ '·J·e··e '",.lliiJf' c. -'·...,. •.uJ..L· . 1..c. }JV ~ ... _. C•.) !.u.!..r.c: r_. •.Ut! C:•..; .,~.o,.u.lt:: J .j -.1. • .... • ... C• ... .J..::, U.t . . ·-·',hJ -· 

son domaiJre d'e:xellen~e. 

11 faut desormais comprendre qu'en dehors du noyau dm· de la PCC de 
compet.ence e:--::clusive rnais qui e:--::clut les fo1.rrnit1.rres de services regis par ie 
GA TS et le domaine du TRIPS sm les droit.s de propriete int.ellectuelle liees au 
commerce, la Comm•.maute emopeenne a des competences concmrentes, regies 
p01.u· leur exerr~i,:e cett.e fois_, par le pri!liCipe de subsidiarit8 ( sur l'aru 1194 
D. Simon, La competence de la Communaute pour conclure !'accord OMC , Europe 
decembre 1994 ; J.Dutheil de la Rochere, L 'ere des compewnce:~ partagees, 8. 
propos de l'ewndue des comperences exterteures de la Communaute europeenne, 
Revue du Man;hii Commun et de !'Union europeenne n"390, aout-sepwmbre 1995 
p 461-470 ). 

l1 y al.rrait cependant place pol.rr l.U'J reglement de blocage du Conseil ) fonde Sl.U' 
!'article 113 C E au titre de la defense commerciale, sous la forme vraisemblable 
d'un instrument-cadre, destine zt canaliser les reacti-::>ns legislatives natic·na1es aux 
effets extl'at.erritoriauz des lois Helrns-Bm·ton et d'Annto-Kemredy. 

Le reg-Jement 3286/94 du Conseil C. E sur les obstlC1es au commerce du 22 ,_, 

decembre 1994 , entre en vig1.1em le 1 decembre 1995 potrrrait-il fotrrnir 1.me 
base jmidique mat.Brielle ? Son objectif est en effet "de ni.'i§'lr illl';' r)b.>'tsr:::!es .'ill 

c,:;~'1JJ;'..c..1r8 ,, Ql.U ont 1.m effet sur le march!~ conummautaire et nrr le marc he d '1.m 
pays tiers, en eliminant le prejudice ou les effets commerciauz defavorables ( art 
I 'J T 'r·hot~~Je "11 ""'I'r··rrrel·~e ''Pnte· I!O dP '' ''J 11'c. n-~lj(,•c.- ~-,~m .. ,-,-~,..,..,-~'--- ·-<;;-,r.·ic·o , .. ,, . ...._. .) -~ .;_.j.l_ •• 1..{ • ._ .... ) .ill. 1_. • ~' -· _. __ • '..{ ~•If. .. f-.'..1 ~7t S,•lN:.- ~-{d.,~.J.JC'-.J I.-.J~·4.l'~ {;,_{v_:•'u. .. ·t..· · •. ·u 

11~FtiJ:ll .... aiJUB rrir lDJ £(t.Vs l.ie1Y t:liJ't?fTZlli £iel=:o llB~te le (ftt~~, l tf l~"?lP.lJ',(ql' une t;C:/J.~·JlJ e~--;·t 
"' ... -· ._, "' 

A supposer etablie l'appiicabi!it.B du reglement ,j_e 1994 Sl.U' !es obstacles au 
commerce , liee precisement ''tl'identlfication prealat,le des regles d.u com.merce 
int.enntional applicables, son artide 12-2 subord.orme de sl.uuoit l'ediction de 
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1-l'""'l.U'"'' ''DP1Y·,r,J'1. po,:: p·cu• 1\'! (' ,-.,l.'''"1.1 (·'1 1·'1 1·n··11·(·,1'1lf. ill!''· 11. t-.1· PP ''"1.-··l·l 1' ·o>·j 1 'I ,-_;1.! JIJ,_o 1..-o.! •.-1.... ·•· ,t- -·L·'"' '· _. •.,. v 1...''-' ,_'- '· .. !I. • ·•· . -· "i . •.:U. _. _. ._,._. ••• \,U '· .. ·•· ·' 

d.eroulenJ.ent complet de la proced.1.u·e intana.tionale de colJ:::l.!lt.~tions ou de 
reglenJ.ent d.u differend, s'il advient qu\uJ.e t.elle procedcu·e a ete mise en oeuvre. 

C'est dire que la saisi1J.e de l'Olv!C par !'Union e1.u·opeemJ.e p-;.1.u· ouvertm·e de 
consu.lutions a'il8c .les Etats-Ums et l'eventuelle demande de constitution d\m 
groupe special comrJJ.e l'a souhaite la Commission e:rige du Cm1:::eil de !'Union 
e1.rropeem1e, :.me fois ie panel ()Jv!C constitue, d'attendre !'issue de la procedme et 
de tenir compte de ses res1.!ltats, avant le cas ed11hnt de decider des nJ.es1.u·es de 
reaction ( texte du reglement in L.Duboui3 et C.Gueyda.n, Gra.nds Te:Ites de droit 
communautaire et de !'Union europeenne, Dalloz, 4eme ed. 1996 p 911-920). 

En juiilet 1996, la Commission paraissait s'orienter vers 1.m projet de regiement. ( 
n . ' j· i' •·•j'n- \ .- j·· ,·, •. - ·j l·o - ·j ·- ,·, .. ,. - " '· "O 'tt· • ·· i"' ·j j·o .,(l!l 8 I .le I 1! ~L J ·~~ } <.tU.< .. •! b11L le" ~ILl ~ep!!o~o iel.U (•p~;8!1liie" ·1 :tqUeb Le .,alL le,• 

jmidictions des Etat.s-Unis par des entreprises americaines et condanmees aux 
"t'ts-llni-' -~ as·,; •oner ''"'< ·nenJ.e< firnJ.e·' de"mt dP.·' 1.1.!1!8° natiomtuY dA·' Etato L.. .-1. ._, ..J r,<~, •. wJ.,::, · _._.o.J l. _.w .. n.J • , r. , ._. ..... ._. ... w • .,. ... • ... oJ N 

membres pour obt.enir des compensations equivalentes Ce t.vpe d'action recmsoire 
·'> ~f·t··-t u•l'l>"''"r'·ij(·!'1. "' "St dn·t!·ne· .:; li'~llt·•--· 1 !. ··1· ·' ,.., .. ,; .~1·1·e p!··~"'!'l1. ,. .. ,.l'''nt l·•c o:. ... ~ I:! .. _ ............. ~ ............. ,.) -.u ·-· ,c;::;' _, '-"' ~ .-.1 rll ::>!::! <.1 ..... w .'J. . r:: ·:I:! l, ·.·r:: ... u=; r::~ 

pNU'Sl_utes JUd1CiaJ.res US et s1.rrtoiit les condamnations de societes emopeennes aux 
Etats-Unis, en brandissant a son tom la menace de pomsuit.es et cor!ldarmutions 
simiiaires, rendue credible par le vohur1e et la structme des invesiissements 
arnericains en Europe ( Agence Europe n· 6774 du 19 juillet 1996 ). 

l.,Jl'·'>··+ .;; ]'P>"P.Jltl'P]!'Pt .. l''' 1~ 0 "1·.,.-1 111!1. d6,·~ 1 0l'" !·' !R•=·1·oj··1+;,.,ll ·om6••;,,.,;.,n 1' ,1,{,,,\j'"-''<.?'7 • ..U.,.UJ,.S,.. lA _. ~ _,. _.!,,_. -· ,.f.,;• _l._. , oJf. "'i' o.,..,_.t..li .1. .-IJJ 1..-t. -·,::, o.J I, W,..., i,UJ..V::.&. .H .... •~.U.L~ '· ..11..:;::...1• ~ff.S •J, 

iJ7!~·,,:~~ .... ), la mesme de cooperation dont il pomTait faire l'objet releve du 3eme 
pilier du traite sl.U' !'Union e'.rropeel11J.e consacre au.x affaires int.Briemes et de 
JUStice . Or !'art K 1 du TUE qui enonce parmi les q1.J.est.ions d'interet commun ,., 

< "' ·.; • ...t' .; -· .; .,. . T J . .,. . f .,. f . { 
.it?:.:;' C.~?.lJt..?.l~·J().tJS u B.l:tii"..~~- f",·. aB C..ll"t":ll·S,·.l(~'!·J' L7i?S' 1"..C'f.'1.:.i!..):.l"',tt .• :~i-::z]J,S DB...o,"' pS_}"''S /.18'1"5 ...'i'lll'' ..~8 

.t..~I'.i''.lioJ~~e af.s £~1.~~ 1.lJBlJJfr.l''f.S ·•· ne fo1.rrnit que des d~finitions g8neriques selon 
!'expression d'Henri Labayle (La cooperation dans le domaine de la justice et des 
affaires interieures, in M.F Labouz (dir), Les Accords de M118.3tricht et la 
constitution de !'Union europeenne, Paris, Montchrestien, 1992, Cahier du Cedin 
n· 7, p 171 et s ). Surtof1t comme l'ecrit ce mB!ll8 aut.eur , il faut tenir compte des 
instnmJ.ents inst.itutionnels et de la procedure prevus par le titre VI du trait£ sm 
!'Union e1.rropeenne : com.ite de coordination de !'art. K 4 et unanim.it.B au Conseil 
pom les positions et actions eommunes, et finllem.ent role incert.ain de la 
Commission en d8pit du texte qui (f l:~.;s~~'Lr:.i9 r~~~~~E-.:lJlB.lJl ·• aux travaux 
int.ergouvernerJJ.entaux ( op.cit. p 175 ). La presse se fait !'echo depuis la reunion 
de Tralee de !'attitude dilatoire de cert.ains Euts rnembres et meme de b probable 
opposition britanique ( Les Echos du 101911996) 
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It semble done que !'Union emopeenne ait tme pa.rtie difficile ;i jouer Sl_u- tm 
terrain jmidique, assez friable.Comme il a ete 'nl , le droit intermtionll general 
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que faiblerr£nt . Le droit conventionnel issu des accords de Marral:ech ne presente 
pas de garanties indiscutables q uant a 1 'c·pposabili te aux Etlts-u nis des regles de 
fond du commerce rm!ltilateral dans cettB affaire et partant quant \ l'applicabilite 
de la procedm-e de reglement des differends , au stade de la constitution d'un 
groupe special. Les contre-mesmes de trlocage mises a !'etude par ailieurs seront 
d'un usage plus delicat potu· 1'Union et en son sein la Cormnm1aute emopeemre 
.- .. n n-lrr '-- J;'h•- -f'-h-f'" a,.,;--~nt n-lrr '·1rr nr-pre r--ptf' r'ec!· rF--t·'t.e •-{Uc: }- 1
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notamment de l'applicabilitk du premier et du troisieme pilier -pom le moins- du 
trait€ s1.rr !'Union europeenne.Enfin, !a Cormmmaute e1.rropeenne ales m::-rirlS liees 
par son reglement sm les obst;:J.des au commerce. 11 reste done :i esperer qu'un 
differemi de cett.e natlrre , plus diplomatique que _im-idique, puisse trouver lUl8 

solution de cc·mprornis poiitique. Il y a dix a.'l:l deja ,le professem •:Yeorge 
A.Bermann de l'Universite Colmntria conclu::1it son rapport strr les mesmes de 
restriction am: exporta.tiorlS d'application ex:tEtt.erritoriale clar1S les relatiorlS entre 
l'Emope et les Et1ts-Unis, present€ au colloque d',ll.ix en Provence de la 
C.E.D.E.CE en souhaitant que le malent.endu politique ne s'ajout.e pas a 
!'incertitude commerciale et en preconisar1t l'institutionnalisation de la 
concertation ( in Les relations Communaute europeennel Etats-Unis, Paris , 
Economica, 1987 p 169-177 >- L'Union emopeenne devrait s;employer 1.me 
nouvelle fois a en convaincre son partemire arnericain mais au prealable il lui 
faudra rnieux conjuguer sa poiitique commerciale et sa politique etrz-mgere ( en ce 
::ens le rapport de la Co:m:mi3::ion europeenne d u 10 mai 1995 sur le 
foru:tionn.ement du traite sur l'Union europeenn.e} et gagr.er enc-::·re en credibilite. 
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Exploring a New Paradigm for Trade Diplomacy: 
Managed Mutual Recognition between the United States and the European Union. 

by Kalypso NicolaYdis and Joelle Schmitz 

Introduction 

Global trade diplomacy is changing rapidly. International negotiations over market 
openness increasingly consist in agreement upon "acceptable differences" between 
domestic regulatory systems, be it in the fields of labor and environmental standards, 
competition law, or in the more traditional area of regulations applicable to goods and 
services. Indeed, since the end of the Tokyo round in 1979, governments have been 
concerned with the need to address technical barriers to trade, including disparities between 
national standards and regulations as well as national conformity assessment procedures. 
Until recently, the dominant approach has been what one may call "policed national 
treatment" whereby regulations are required to apply in a non-discriminatory manner to 
imports and are held up to criteria of least restrictive means, proportionality and the likes. 
But such policed national treatment does not eliminate the cost of having to adapt to 
multiple standards and regulations for exporters of goods and services. Thus, governments 
have come under pressure to pursue greater harmonization of their regulatory systems and 
significant progress along these lines has been achieved, in particular under the 
International Standards Organization. 

Most importantly, even agreement over harmonized standards does not necessarily 
imply the opening of markets. In cases where standards have not become identical but 
fulfill similar objectives, and even when there are harmonized standards, host countries 
often continue to require approval by their own conformity assessment bodies, forcing 
importers to undergo redundant testing and certification procedures and exposing them to 
the potential arbitrary decision of authorities that may be captive to home producers' 
interests. When it comes to the task of assessing conformity and compliance, transfer of 
authority to the home country constitutes the only mechanism for eliminating potential or 
actual protectionist behavior. 

This backdrop highlights the need for a new model of trade liberalization that will 
spare producers from redundant regulatory oversight without forcing regulators to 
converge around one specific global regulatory system. Such a model has been created, 
refined and promoted by the European Union in the last two decades in its drive to 
complete the single market and is centered on the principle of mutual recognition. 
Notwithstanding fundamental differences in its scope of application, mutual recognition has 
now proven contagious. In 1993, the signatories of the Uruguay Round called for the 
bilateral or plurilateral negotiation of MRAs both in the agreement on Technical Barriers to 
Trade (TBT) and in the General Agreement on Trade in Services (GATS). MRAs are being 
negotiated or considered both bilaterally -e.g. between the United States and the European 
Union, Australia and New Zealand- plurilaterally -the G4 countries- and regionally -within 
APEC, ASEAN, NAFT A, MERCOSUR and the FTAA. Mutual recognition is a paradigm 
in the making for trade diplomacy at the turn of the century.! 

What is the driving force behind the general adoption of this new paradigm for trade 
diplomacy and how can we account for the specific characteristics of agreements reached 
on the basis of mutual recognition? This paper addresses this question by focusing on the 
current US-EU negotiations over MRAs in 5 strategic sectors which are near completion. 

1 For a recent overview of this worldwide trend, see "Mutual Recognition of Regulatory Regimes : Some 
Lessons and Prospects," by Kalypso NicolaYdis, OECD Trade Symposium on Regulatory Reform and 
International Market Openness, Symposium Paper no7, July 1996 
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Such a focus is warranted both by the importance of Euro-American trade and by the fact 
that these negotiations have proven more conflictual than other similar bilateral 
negotiations. Mechanisms found to overcome negotiation hurdles in these negotiations may 
constitute precious examples for other contexts. The theoretical issue here is to better 
understand what factors drive EU external trade relations, and whether similar factors are at 
play in the emergence of new approaches to trade liberalization at the world level. 

The paper provides two main lines of argument. The first goal is to explain policy 
initiation and the emergence of mutual recognition as a new trade paradigm. Here, we argue 
that although the same factors are at play in the adoption of mutual recognition for internal 
and external EU trade, their relative weight differs. Internally, political impetus coming 
from the top was key; institutional factors played a facilitative role. Externally on the other 
hand, supranational actors were able "ride the wave" of the internal market. Thus, we argue 
that mutual recognition is "contagious" as a result of an external spillover effect. External 
spillover operates by changing both the incentives and the capacities for the EU to enter into 
agreements externally similar to those pursued internally. It can be broken down into three 
separate components: normative, strategic and institutional. Conceptually, Europeans had 
been able to bring mutual recognition out of its technical ghetto and transform it as an 
emblem of economic integration that ought logically to apply to external as well as internal 
trade. Strategically, exporting mutual recognition made sense both to deflect criticism over 
fortress Europe and to use the single market as a bargaining chip to open new markets, 
especially the American market. Institutionally, the very success of the internal market 
program leads to policy entrepreneurship on the part of the Commission relayed and 
amplified by the shifting political agendas and priivate secta pressure. 

The second argument concerns the explanation of actual policy outcomes and their 
variation across partners and sectors. Here we employ a more traditional framework of 
analysis: respective interest alignment and bargaining dynamics. When MRAs actually 
came to be negotiated, it became clear that the European approach could not be exported 
wholesale. Instead, the actual attributes of external mutual recognition needed to be adapted 
to the regulatory systems and the political constraints of EU' s partners. As within the EU, 
mutual recognition was not adopted in its pure form but in a managed form, requiring a 
high degree of both ex-ante confidence building and ex-post regulatory cooperation. The 
question over outcome therefore becomes, why are particular type of managed MR adopted 
in alternative cases. We argue that it is a function of two types of factor: I) asymmetries in 
regulatory systems, policies and cultures between trading partners, and 2) the way in which 
the negotiations themselves affect the internal balance between trade and regulatory 
interests. 

I. External spillover: initiating MRAs on the external front 

A. Mutual recognition in the internal market 

Most accounts of the emergence and (quasi) completion of the European Single 
Market stress the central role of mutual recognition, to such an extent that by the late 
1980s, the two seemed to have become co-terrninous. As defined elsewhere:2 

Mutual recognition can be defined as a contractual norm between 
governments whereby they agree to the transfer of regulatory authority from the 
host country (or jurisdiction) where a transaction takes place, to the home country 
(or jurisdiction) from which a product, a person, a service or a firm originate 
(jurisdictions are generally sovereign states but they can also be sub-national units 

2 See Nicolaidis (1996), p2 
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in federal entities). This in turn embodies the general principle that if a product can 
be sold lawfully in one jurisdiction, it can be sold freely in any other participating 
jurisdiction, without having to comply with the regulations of these other 
jurisdictions) The "recognition" involved here is of the "equivalence", 
"compatibility" or at least "acceptability" of the counterpart's regulatory system; the 
"mutual" part indicates that the reallocation of authority is reciprocal and 
simultaneous. Finally, mutual recognition agreements (MRAs) are specific 
instances of application of this general principle, between specific parties, applying 
to specific goods and services and including more or less restrictive constraints and 
caveats.4 

For the purpose of this paper, it is crucial to underscore the distinction between 
recognition of the actual substantive regulations of the home country and the recognition of 
regulatory control exercised by the home country, which in the European context were 
dealt with in two separate steps, referred to respectively as the "new approach" and the 
"global approach."5 While, both dimensions of recognition had been addressed well before 
the mid-1980s, the overall framework for the first was agreed upon in 1984, for the second 
in 1989. Mutual recognition has a different role in each of these two dimensions. To a 
great extent, the accelerated completion of the European single market was made possible 
by the realization that "equivalence" between national standards ought to be a sufficient pre
condition for free movement of goods and services. Nevertheless, single market directives 
usually involved some degrees of harmonization with residual differences being mutually 
recognized. But even when standards or regulations have been mutually recognized and/or 
partially harmonized, exporters must often continue to comply with certification by thost 
regulators or, increasingly, by quasi-public or private entities operating on their behalf.6 

Along this second dimension of regulatory regimes, mutual recognition is the core 
paradigm by necessity. 

Thus, European governments spelled out "essential requirements" for product 
safety under the new approach, but left it up to private bodies to develop specific standards 
that would conform to these requirements. While conformity to the more specific standards 
developed by private standardization bodies is not required, it is often the easiest way to 
prove that a product meets the relevant essential requirements. In turn, under the "global 
approach to testing and certification," if third party assessment of conformity to EU 
directives approval is required by law (e.g. "regulated"), product approval (and the "CE 
mark") can only be granted by entities "notified" to the EU Commission as technically 
competent by the governments in which they operate (a form of coordinated accreditation). 
Thus the global approach is as a coordinated system for MR of conformity assessment 
within Europe. The European Organization for Testing and Certification (EOTC) has been 
created to provide a framework for cooperation through MRAs between these notified 
bodies as well as all entities involved in conformity assessment. 

3 The fonnula was originally stated by the European Court of Justice in its Cassis de Dijon ruling of 1979. 
It is usually used to describe mutual recognition. See for instance "A proposal for the Trans-Tasman mutual 
recognition of standards for goods and occupation," 1995. 
4 The term "mutual recognition agreements" was not actually used in the internal context for government
to-government agreements. where the principle of mutual recognition was embedded in directives, 
regulations or judgments by the European Court of Justice. 
5 These two steps applied specifically to product standards and conformity assessment. The equivalent 
distinction for services (regulation vs borne country control ) was not reflected by a similar procedural 
breakdown. 
6 Conformity assessment is the set of procedures by which products and processes are evaluated and 
determined to conform to particular standards or regulations. 
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As one of the authors has argued elsewhere, the functional benefits of mutual 
recognition come at a high cost for public authorities which have to contend with the 
consequence of transferring regulatory sovereignty horizontally to other public authorities 
or private bodies over which they generally have little control.? We can even see such 
horizontal transfer of sovereignty is ultimately more radical than vertical transfer of 
sovereignty to supranational bodies or common transnational bodies. Moreover, the 
adoption of mutual recognition may also lead to dynamics of regulatory competition 
whereby standards setting bodies or conformity assessment bodies lower their 
requirements in order to increase their market share respectively as territories of production 
or as chosen entities for testing and certification. While the general contention in the mid-
1980s by European policy makers that economic benefits would outweigh regulatory costs 
was grounded in widespread concerns over European competitiveness, there was little a 
priori reason for the same reasoning to apply externally. Whether and how to extend the 
EU mutual recognition approach to its external trade relations was on open question. How 
then did the bilateral discussions on MRAs between the EU and the United States come 
about?8 

B. "A small conceptual step": MRAs as normative spillover 

During the overall single market exercise, the issue of market access for third 
country products and services was often treated as an afterthought. The tensions and mis
understanding around "fortress Europe" seemed to have been as much a byproduct of 
neglect as a result of intent protectionist biases in the new European laws. Indeed, halfway 
through the process, European authorities sought to reassure their trading partners that "any 
product, which is introduced on the Community territory, as long as it satisfies the 
legislation of the importing member country, and is admitted on its markets, will be 
entitled, as a matter of principle, to the benefits of free circulation in the Community. "9 
This overall principle was set forth against the wishes of the most highly regulated member 
states who feared the effects of regulatory competition among ports of entry.IO But it also 
had to be read in light of the new requirements for participating in the single market 
incumbent upon member states. As we saw, in order to assert the delegated character of 
third-party (non-governmental) certification, only bodies notified by member state 
governments to the Commission had the authority to grant an EC mark. But in addition, 
these notified bodies had to be located in Europe. This clause was the proximate cause for 

7 Nicolaidis (1993) 

8 For a presentation of the issues from both sides' viewpoint one can contrast Charles Ludolph (1994; 
1995) and John Clarke (1996). 
9 "Europe 1992: Europe world partner" Communique of the Eurooean Commission. Brussels, 19 October 
1988, p3 
10 Some member states argued early on that they should be allowed to apply article 115 in cases when third 
country merchandise was introduced through a member state with lower levels of consumer or 
environmental protection. But others argued that if article 115 was to apply in areas pertaining to article 30-
36 and IOOa (e.g. remedies to trade barriers inside the EU) this would implicitly give technical regulations a 
commercial dimension which they are not supposes to have and/or to base the application of article 115 on 
considerations other than economic. In otl1er words, if the low level of regulation in a member state 
justifies the application of article 36 for goods or 56 for services (e.g. exceptions to free movement), the 
application of host country control must be done erg a omnes, against both foreign products having entered 
the Community through that state and products originating fonn that state. The second view prevailed in 
Commission-Council debates. 
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the EU external MRA negotiations: MRAs was a precondition for entry into the single 
market without EU-based certification.!! 

Indeed, the 1989 Directive on the new global approach duly addressed the issue of 
market access by third country parties. It provided that the EU would endeavor to promote 
its relations with third countries, in particular by concluding MRAs on the basis of article 
113 of the Treaty.12 Presumably, the conceptual rationale for the locationallimitation was 
that European governments could only delegate regulatory authority with confidence to 
bodies within their geographical reach. The need to communitarize external trade policy wit 
hthe advent of the single maret meant that if things were to be otherwise that would have to 
be a collective decision. A concurrent rationale -albeit implicit- was that if individual EU 
members were allowed to notify foreign bodies, their requirement would naturally vary and 
they may be tempted to enter into port of entry competition. Conceptual consistency 
required that foreign certification bodies providing the same regulatory guaranties as their 
European counterpart be allowed "into" the system. From a European viewpoint, the 
announcement of the EU' s intention to allow third country conformity assessment bodies 
to participate in the new European system on the same basis as European bodies was 
allegedly a "a small conceptual step."13 The Europeans had found a method to accelerate 
trade liberalization and were willing to extend it to the rest of the world. Indeed, 
trustworthy partners such as the EFT A countries were immediately offered extended MR 
(Tempere meeting, 1988). 

Underscoring the assumption that regulatory compatibility ought to be the core 
condition for the extension of mutual recognition to third party, the 1989 Directive laid 
down the conditions to be fulfilled in order for third country's operator be considered on a 
par with their EU counterparts and for MRAs to be concluded: 1) testing and certification 
was to be done on the basis of European standards; 2) parties to the agreement [e.g. 
governments] were required to have an agency with the necessary authority and 
competence to notify the competent bodies [e.g. accredit labs or recognize accreditors]; 3) 
the notifying authorities were required to have the power to withdraw notification where the 
notified bodies would cease to meet the relevant criteria. Two years later, the EU 
Commission put forward a Communication to the Council of Ministers which discussed in 
greater detail the softer conditions for entering into MRA discussions, including the fact 
that negotiations could only be opened with countries with technical and industrial 
competence comparable with that of the EU. 14 The Commission also emphasized the need 
to create mechanisms to inspire mutual confidence between parties that would enter into 
MRAs. Recognition of foreign regulatory authority was to be based on the same principles 
of trust and cooperation as had been the case internally. On this basis, on 26 September 
1992, the Council of Ministers issued a decision authorizing the negotiation of MRAs with 
a number of countries, including the United States.lS 

11 It is important to stress that consideration of external mutual recognition by the EU was limited from 
.the start to recognition of conformity assessment in the field of goods whereby bodies accredited in the 
country of origin are to be allowed to certify to rules of the country of destination. MRAs have not 
involved (at least formally) the recognition of underlying standards. 

12 Council Resolution of 21 December 1989 (OJ 1990 CI0/1) 
13 See Clarke (1996) 
14 Reference, June 1992 
15 The list of countries was the following: United States, Canada, Japan, New Zealand, Auslralia, Hong 
Kong. Israel, Singapore. Korea, Philippines. In addition, Turkey, South Africa, Thailand, China, , 
Malaysia and Indonesia were referred ton the assumption that these countries would sign the GATT TBT 
code. In addition other counlries had expressed interest in MRAs: Taiwan Czechoslovakia, Hungary, 
Yugoslavia, Poland, Romania, Brazil, Mexico and India Cited in Sebastian Farr, Qlliil., 1992 
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In nonnative tenns, MRAs can thus be seen as a typical instance of proselytizing on 
the part of EU regulators and Commission officials; mutual recognition is a European 
nonnative export, a natural extension of its internal process of trial-and-error integration. 
Even American officials will concede that "MRAs are a European invention unlike anything 
before.'' 16 As a matter of fact, EU officials point out, the first two years of discussion 
between themselves and American officials were mainly devoted to an explaining the EU 
nonn and to giving time to US negotiators to relay the message internally. To be sure, if it 
took until1994 for the EU to initiate fonnal negotiations with the US and other countries, it 
is both because an informal phase of familiarization with the EU system was needed and 
because this system itself was still in the making. 

C. Dealing with asymmetric market access: strategic spillover 

Were MRAs introduced as a quasi-automatic extension ofEU internal liberalization 
bound only by the requirement of regulatory consistency? A more realistic interpretation of 
the events highlights the complementary -and arguably dominant- impact of what we may 
call "strategic spillover" : the new EU directives on the single market changed the strategic 
environment of the actors involved and the initiation of MRAs were the outcome of a 
strategic game in which each actor sought to increase market potentials subject to regulatory 
constraints. 

Under this reading, the locational requirement introduced in the EU's global 
approach to certification was not only meant to ensure regulatory quality but was primarily 
guided by concerns about reciprocity. The main reason for including provisions for MRAs 
in the first place was to ensure that EU notified bodies would be able to certify EU products 
to third country requirements, thus opening markets for the EU on two fronts: EU products 
would be exported on the basis of a single certification and EU certification bodies and 
laboratories would gain export markets. While one can speculate on the relative weight of 
regulatory quality vs market access concern as factors guiding the initial EU move, the 
latter concern seems to have increased with time as EU negotiators came to take full 
measure of their new bargaining chip. 

Indeed, the locational provision did not fail to provoke a reaction on the part of US 
trade officials, although originally muted. As stated by an official document at the time, "In 
view of the benefits the EC derives from the open and non-discriminatory nature of US 
conformity assessment systems, the United States believes that the new EC regulations 
pertaining to confonnity assessment should provide for the recognition of product testing in 
third countries.''17 Recognizing the reciprocity dimension of the European strategy, the US 
expressed concern that "the EU may require reciprocal commercial guarantees for mutual 
recognition .... beyond what is necessary to ensure safety and protect consumers." 18 EU 
officials, although reaffinning their willingness to negotiate MRAs with third parties id not 
fail to point out that the US confonnity assessment system -or lack thereof- was not 

·organized sufficiently to ensure uniform market access throughout its territory. Thus, 
whatever had been the initial EU motivation, the issue was cast as one where reciprocal 
access could not be separated from regulatory compatibility. 

16 See Charles Ludolph (1994) 
17 See United States Government Task Force on the EC Internal Market, EC 1992-An Assessment of the 
Economic Policy Issues raised by the European Community's Single Market Program mimeo, 
Washington D.C., April 1990. pp 16 
18 !.llli1 p17 
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Internal mutual recognition in the EU had two contradictory effect on market access 
for third parties. On one hand, it eliminated the need for redundant testing within Europe 
for European and non-European producers alike. Third parties were promised access to EU 
certification bodies on a non-discriminatory basis and the regulatory requirements on which 
testing was to be based were made transparent and unified under the new approach. 
Moreover, EU notified bodies were allowed to sub-contract part of their work to non-EU 
bodies (within clearly defined limits and on the basis of regular checks f on the competence 
of the foreign body). On the other hand, the fact that condition for access from third 
countries had to be made uniform and included the locational requirement meant that 
approval was now required for entry into some member states were no approval may have 
previously been the norm (pre-existing bilateral agreements were to be renegotiated at the 
EU level). Thus even if it was difficult to make the case that on balance US exporters were 
worse off than in the previous period, it is clear that discrimination against non-EU 
producers and improved conditions for EU producers now put them at a disadvantage vis a 
vis their European competitors. Not only did US trade officials seek equal competitive 
conditions for their products, they also were convinced that US labs could compete 
advantageously for a share of the European certification market. From an American 
viewpoint, the issue was not one of absolute but relative gains. 

The Europeans, on the other hand, pointed out that conditions for access on the 
US side were less clear cut than US officials claimed. The United States had an extensive 
and increasingly complex conformity assessment system which evolved in a decentralized 
and uncoordinated manner over time and presented an often confusing picture for foreign 
producers.l9 While American standards tended to be more often voluntary than in Europe, 
markets often mandated compliance, in turn an easier proposition for US producers. 
Third-party assessment (as opposed to self-certification), although still less widespread 
than in Europe had grown over the years with the demand for health and safety as well as 
environmental impact assessment. Private certification programs had emerged to forestall 
government regulatory intervention, but the division of labor between public and private 
sector responsibility did not seem to follow any recognizable pattern.20 Haphazard growth 
had led to a high degree of redundancy in the system. Certification and testing bodies were 
often required to seek accreditation (the equivalent of the EO's notification) in every state 
and some agencies at the federal level (like the FCC) did not necessarily recognize 
accreditation by other bodies.2 t To be sure, the United States accreditation programs often 
did not discriminate between domestic and local applicants, thus practicing an initial degree 
of unilateral recognition. But this was often limited to the recognition of test data and 
reports, leaving the final market approval to US bodies.22 In any case, at best European 

19 For an overview, see National Research Council (1995) Standards Conformity Assessment, and Trade, 
National Academy Press. Washington, 1995 
20 There are more than 110 private-sector certifiers in the US where certification is an estimated 12 billion 
industry by end of 1995. The UL label (Underwriters Laboratories product safety certification). There are 
also 84 certification programs run by federal agencies, including: USDA which certifies to meat and 
poultry; the Federal Aviation Administration; FDA for pharmaceuticals; the Occupational Safety and Health 
Administration (OSHA). There are also more than 100 public and private accreditation bodies 
21 Accreditation and certification both part of confonnity assessment systems. Certification is the formal 
verification by an unbiased third party that a product conforms to specific standard or that a manufacturing 
process itself does. It results in a formal statement of conformity. Third party testing is usually an integral 
component of such certification, with testing and certification usually but not always carried out by the 
same body. Accreditation is the evaluation of the competence of certification bodies by an independent 
party. In the case of mandatory requirements, the ultimate power of control resides with the locus of 
accreditation. 
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labs and certification bodies still had to seek accreditation in the US and were often subject 
to redundant accreditation requirements. And in cases, where there was no mutual 
recognition within the US, European exports did not benefit from the "certified once, 
accepted everywhere" prevalent in Europe. 

In sum, the completion of the internal market created reasons and opportunities for 
both the US and the EU to seek to improve market access on the other side. Whether 
European Union actors were more reactive or proactive on this front, is a question open to 
interpretation. On one account, US trade officials and exporters provided the initial 
pressure for negotiating MRAs with the EU, in their view to reestablish an adapted version 
of the status quo ante in Europe. On another account, the Europeans had been keen on 
MRAs from the beginning as a mean of leveraging Europe's new bargaining power. In 
either case, there is little doubt that Europeans wanted to deflect accusation of Fortress 
Europe and needed to promote or at least engage into negotiations for political reasons. 

D. Institutional spillover and political impetus 

Obviously, normative and strategic spillover are not disembodied dynamics. The 
set of calculations that they reflect are made by individuals with different stakes and role in 
the process. In the case at hand, officials working inside the Commission played a key role 
in the initiation of the negotiations. Those working on the completion of the Internal Market 
in DG3 were inevitably confronted from the beginning with the need to suggest a strategy 
vis a vis third countries. After completing the drafting and implementation of the 
framework directive on the "global approach" their task was "reduced" to overseeing the 
enforcement of the directive. With the MRAs, they simply shifted their attention and 
resources to extending an approach they had become familiar with. This meant above all, 
focussing on regulatory preconditions prevailing in the United States and negotiating over 
regulatory compatibility. In the United States, the Commerce department as lead 
negotiator, along with the US Trade Representative office had been following very closely 
the development of the "Europe 1992" program in general. Their initial expression of 
concern and approach of the Commission was simply in keeping with that mandate. Thus, 
institutional roles on both sides led professional officers to seek to draw out the external 
consequences of the internal market. 

While institutional incentives prevalent on both sides were sufficient initiate a first 
round of informal talks, the negotiations were only formalized in 1994, four years after the 
initial mention of MRAs and two years after the start of informal discussions, when they 
came to be high enough on the political agenda to warrant an official stamp. As with the 
internal market and the signing of the Single European Act, a political push was necessary 
to overcome regulatory resistance. After having endorsed the results of the Uruguay round, 
and created the new World Trade Organization, US and EU trade officials were bound by a 
commitment of best endeavor to negotiate MRAs as called for in the 'Technical barriers to 
Trade" (TBT) agreement. More importantly, with the end of the Cold War, politicians on 
both sides were groping for a redefinition of the Transatlantic relations. But the economic 
dimension of this renewal could hardly involve trade liberalization in the classic areas of 
agriculture and tariffs that had just recently been the object of fierce battles under the 
Uruguay Round. Regulatory cooperation in general and MRAs in particular seemed to be m 
uch better condidate for a engaging into substantive bottom-up cooperation. The politicians 
gave their go-ahead, and at least at the formal level, MRAs got off the ground. 

22The most limited fonn of such "pre-MRAs" has existed for some time through bilateral arrangements in 
industries such a machinery or consumer electronic where regulators of one country recognize the test data 
produced by foreign labs. without extending to the power to certify the product in question. 
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Once the negotiations were started it became clear to all parties that, in spite of their 
relatively low public visibility, a lot was at stake. The envisaged MRAs cover $40 billion of 
US exports to the EU across eleven sectors, five of which ultimately retained under 
negotiation (pharmaceuticals, electromagnetic com~atibility, electrical safety, 
telecommunications s equipment and recreational craft). 3 Participants concur that the 
process turned out to be much more complex than imagined and that devising adequate 
MRAs required an extended learning period to exchange background information and 
sector-specific data. But more importantly, as the negotiations proceeded, tensions and 
divergence of approaches emerged with greater clarity. These in turn indicated where 
bargains would need to be struck. We now turn to explaining these bargains 

11. Negotiation outcomes as a function of the trade-regulatory 
balance 

A. A model on the feasibility of MRAs: Can governments deliver? 

The degree of difficulty for reaching MRAs between countries is at a most general 
level a function of the differences in national regulatory systems, policy and cultures. 
Starting with these differences, negotiators must negotiate compatibility. In short, the 
outcomes of the MRA negotiations can then be seen as a response to the question: who 
adjusts? Recognition is based not only on an initial assessment of the compatibility between 
.regulatory systems but also on adjustments either side is willing to make in order to 
enhance such compatibility. In the specific case of the EU, it became clear early in the 
negotiation process that under the "mutual recognition logic" more adaptive change would 
be required in the US than in Europe. Could this outcome have been predicted and how did 
this translate into negotiation outcomes? 

We suggest here a simple model for making broad predictions regarding MRAs, 
that is whether an agreement is likely to be reached at all and whether if reached the 
agreement is likely to differ significantly from the status quo. The model asks how 
amenable is each party to entering into MRAs with other countries. We concentrate on 
structural differences that describe the relationships between the actors involved in the 
respective regulatory systems and processes of each side. These can be described along 
two dimensions as depicted in the graph below. 

23 The National Exoort Strategy: Annual Report to U1e United States Conoress, (Washington: Trade 
Promotion Coordinating Committee) October, 1994, p. 140. Sectors were originally selected according to 
whether the EU bad itself an MRA in the sector, potential trade benefits of liberalization for both sides and 
the assessed feasibility of reaching agreement. 
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Graph 1: Can governments deliver? Country-specific capacity to enter into MRAs. 
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The first core structural difference between the United States and Europe lies in 
what we have labeled here regulatory accountability. By this we mean to ask whether the 
degree and type of government involvement in the regulatory process allows for a 
straightforward locus of accountability when engaging in regulatory cooperation with the 
outside. This is not directly a function of whether regulatory functions (in this case 
conformity assessment) are conducted by the private or public sector. In Europe, a very 
symbiotic relationship has developed between the private and the public sector. While both 
standard setting and conformity assessment functions are broadly delegated to the private 
sector, governments reserve the right to set broad guidelines, including the need to involve 
third parties in the first place, and to designate bodies with delegated authority. The US 
government on the other hand is -on the whole- much more remote fro the regulatory 
process with its greater reliance on voluntary standards and unsupervised private sector 
certification and accreditation. Moreover, regulatory accountability through self-certification 
has been often attained internally in the US through the reliance on ex-post liability and the 
recourse to the judicial system. But access to this kind of accountability for foreign 
consumers requires a higher degree of sophistication than governments are likely to 
assume. From a European viewpoint, the US negotiators had little capacity to guarantee 
regulatory quality in these realms. 

The second structural difference between the US and EU is the internal relationship 
and balance between trade and regulatory interests. Again, we ask, can trade negotiators 
deliver? But here, the answer concerns the underlying motivation of regulatory actors, not 
connection to the public sector. The answer is likely to vary by sector within each country. 
But if the answer is no for a subset of sectors, this will have an impact on the overall 
negotiation that can be described as a set of linked bargains. As with any complex 
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negotiation, each of the leading negotiating parties - the Commerce department and the EU 
Commission- was in fact acting as an agent for an array of interests, including industry and 
consumer interests. Most directly however, trade negotiators needed to contend first and 
foremost with their respective bureaucratic and regulatory systems and the agencies or 
bodies that represent them. In these respective relationships two competing patterns can be 
predicted. First, regulators from both sides who have been talking to one another under the 
aegis of "technical cooperation" can enter into a transnational alliance and jointly resist the 
capture of "their" issue by the trade community. This is what effectively happened in the 
case of airworthiness. 

The other predictable pattern seems to have predominated in most areas and reflects 
the asymmetric situation between parties. That is the structuration of different power 
relationships between trade and regulatory actors in each side, between the agents and their 
most powerful principals. On this count, the structural situations prevailing in the EU and 
the US were on opposite ends of the spectrum. Furthermore, the difference was 
accentuated during the course of the negotiations. 

The EU is by definition a trade animal. Integration drives its momentum in part 
from EU-wide trade-driven external agreements. This inherent trade logic had been 
definitely strengthened over the regulatory logic by the process of completing the single 
market heightening the degree of penetration of the trade culture inside regulatory circles. 
As a result, most authority has been delegated to quasi-public bodies that are prone to MR 
in order to expand their network. Even when supranational regulatory agencies like 
European Medicines Evaluation Agency (EMEA) have been created they amount to a 
system of coordination of private certification. Moreover, the EU underwent a slow 
evolution during the first part of the 1990s from defensive posture to rebut accusation of 
fortress Europe to taking a leading role in the drive for global liberalization. The personal 
influence of Sir Leon Brittan -the External economic affairs commissioner- may have 
played a role; so did the entry of free-traders Finland and Sweden in the EU, and a sense of 
the need to fill the vacuum left by the US on trade issues. Internal institutional dynamics 
also explain the increased trade emphasis of the EU. As the early discussions followed their 
course, those in the Commission directly responsible for external trade relations became 
increasingly involved in the discussion. As a result the EU became even more inclined to 
push for faster ad more complete MRAs and the strategic component of the negotiations, 
including the demand for balanced market benefits became more prevalent. 

The situation in the United States is radically different, at least for those sectors 
where the federal government has taken the regulatory lead. When it does exist, third party 
assessment has been less privatized in the US than in the EU. In areas where consumer 
health and safety have become most prominent and sensitive issues, all powerful federal 
regulatory agencies usually centralize all conformity assessment function under one roof 
(FDA, FCC; EPA). Having not been exposed to trade-related constraints in the past, these 
agencies would have preferred to develop direct and informal cooperation with European 
accreditors instead of being directed by governments. 

Scholars of organizational behavior have long argued that the core factor explaining 
federal agencies' behavior has been their drive for autonomy defined as "independent 
authority" or the condition for maintaining a distinctive identity. "24 Federal agencies derive 
autonomy from either a formal grant of authority or from an internal campaign. For 
Wilson, such a fundamental drive for autonomy, rather than for increased responsibility, 
budget, or 'turf -e.g. defined as scope of jurisdiction- should not be confused with 

24 See for instance Wilson REF ; Philip Se!znick Ref (Wilson. p 183).) 
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"organizational imperialism"25 Instead, this is a functionally driven behavior that "lowers 
the cost of organization a! maintenance by minimizing the number of external stakeholders 
and bureaucratic rivals and maximizing the opportunity for agency operators to develop a 
cohesive sense of mission." 26 But such payoffs come at a cost. 

Taking the argument of autonomy at face value, it is clear that federal agencies will 
have a marked propensity to resist MRAs that threaten their autonomy on two fronts. 
Internally, MRAs mean they must contend wit the Commerce Department, the USTR, other 
regulatory agencies as well as trade lobbies, while they obviously view any interagency 
coordination and agreement as a threat to their autonomy.27 Moreover, the trade logic 
implies that the regulatory concerns of one agency may theoretically be compromised for 
the sake of significant trade gains in another sector. Thus for instance, the US Department 
of Agriculture and the Environmental Protection Agency sought to be part of the early 
negotiations although these did not concern their jurisdiction, in part to preempt 
developments with potential harmful effects for them. Externally, agencies are now forced 
not only to cooperate but also to compete with foreign agencies with a similar mandate. 
Again, let us recall Wilson's point that a key to maintaining autonomy is to fend off 
organizations that seek to perform your tasks.28 In cases where an agency has established 
a quasi-monopoly position worldwide in setting standards for conformity assessment, it 
has little incentive to open the door to the competition( as with the EMEA challenge to the 
FDA' s position). By the same token, one means to preserving autonomy -admittedly a 
second best to pure sovereignty - is to cooperate directly with foreign regulators without 
interference from trade diplomacy.29 To generalize very schematically, the facility of 
MRAs in a given country may be considered inversely proportional to the autonomy of its 
regulatory agencies. 

For some time in the early part of the negotiations, the Europeans were unable to 
appreciate the extent of regulatory autonomy prevaling in the US. American regulators 
expressed feelings of alienation as the trade talks seemed to contradict their belief that 
gradual increases in communication through mutual audits and exchange of test data was a 
necessary prerequisite for recognition. Trade talks seemed to deny them with such an 
intermediary forum. In some cases, however, horizontal negotiations between regulators 
involving transfers of authority did not even seem to be the most desirable outcome. 
Instead, vertical integration or the development of common standards in the context of 
international organizations seemed more appealing. In this vein, the International 
Conference on Harmonization (for pharmaceuticals), the International Civil Aviation 
Organization (ICAO), and the International Standards Organization (ISO) constituted 
parallel fora for discussion throughout the negotiations and may very well become 
preferred fora in the future. 

25 Wilson, .Qil_ljt._p187. This echoes Halperin original statement that bureacraceis "are often prepared to 
accept less money with greater control than more money with less control". Quoted in Wilson, p 179. 
Thus in the US, the FBI for years, resisted for years enlargement of its scope of responsibility to include 
organized crime and drug trafficking although the acceptance of either would have substantially increased its 
budget and size. Similarly, the State department resisted the transfer to it of the US information Agency and 
the Agency for international development because both would infringe its independence by submitting it to 
the oversight of new and additional Congressional committees. 
26 Wilson,. pl83. 
27 pl92 

28 Oo cit 189 

29 In the intra-national context, Wislon agues that "many agencies that must cooperate (or at least appear 
to ccoperate) enter into agreements designed to protect ech otehr form any loss of autonomy" (192) 
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Obviously, concerns for autonomy are never expressed as such. Instead, they take 
the guise of concerns for fulfillment of agency mission based on predictions that MRAs 
risk lowering regulatory standards. As a chief US negotiator commented, "we [the 
Americans] just jumped in- we didn't anticipate that the regulatory agencies would be so 
concerned with the competence of agencies in other countries". Agency officials do not 
directly criticize the idea of placing their operations under trade agency scrutiny but rather 
find anathema the prospect of "placing safety considerations in the context of a trade 
agreement.". To be sure, agency resistance to MRAs may very well be grounded in a 
perceived significant difference in "regulatory culture." Most notoriously, the US Food and 
Drug Administration regards itself as the foremost consumer protection agency in the 
world. In the wake of the Thalidomide tragedy of the 1960s, its already conservative 
approach to drug approval it strengthened to avoid the risk of being branded as directly 
responsible for defects. 3D Europeans on the other hand, have been more willing to accept 
potentially beneficial drugs even at the cost of increased risk.31 As a result, the FDA has 
credible arguments to back up its resistance to MRAs. Ideological differences can thus 
magnify institutional differences in drawing a wedge between the American and European 
approach to regulation. 32 · 

This leads us to a final remark and amendment to our model. The model is based on 
the assumption that the differences in regulatory systems between the two sides have more 
to do with the relationships between the actors involved in the regulatory process than with 
differences in degrees of regulatory effectiveness. This might not be the case for every 
sector. At a macro-level, if these negotiations had been between two countries with great 
differences in the level of regulatory standards or effectiveness, differences in regulatory 
effectiveness would have been a core explanatory variable. In this case, the relative 
similarity between regulatory standards (as opposed to systems) if anything most often 
mitigated the tensions inherent in structural differences. Finally, the model only speaks of 
the relative capacity of parties to enter into MRAs given the characteristics of their 
respective regulatory system. Ultimately, the likelihood of reaching agreement is also 
driven by the market incentives to enter MRAs and the private pressures reflecting these 
incentive. On this count, the exceptional competitiveness of US labs in the emerging world 
conformity assessment market was an important force to counterbalance the regulatory 
resistance to MRAs. 

Graph 2. Likelihood of reaching agreement. given structural differences 

30 In the early 1960s, thousands of European infants were born defonned due to thalidomide, a drug that had 
been released on the Europeanmarket by European regulators but was effectively prohibited from the 
American market by the FDA. See Schmitz, p7 
31 This is referred to in the technical jargon as a preference for type 11 over type I errors. Type I errors mean 
that public health is threatened because the regulatory agency is too conservative and safe drugs are not 
released soon enough or innovation of new drugs is impeded by the agency's conservatism. Type II errors 
mean that public health is threatened because the regulatory agency is too lenient and unsafe drugs are 
released. The FDA avoids type 11 errors at all costs. Europeans allow more TYPE 11 errors and rely on 
"pharmacovigalence" e.g. the post marketing surveillance of drugs. 
32 Majone (1989) gives a much greater weight than we do to ideological differences rather than 
institutional differences. 
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B. Bridging the gap through bargains: The design of managed mutual 
recognition 

According to the hypothesis sketched here, we would expect that the boundaries of 
the negotiations were set to a great extent by the US internal constraint, since the US 
government has had to deal with the autonomy of both the private sector and of its 
regulatory agencies. In other words, the EU pushes for adjustment in the US and the 
concurrent external and internal negotiations explore how far the adjustment can go. This 
pattern is recognizable in many of the bargains that have been struck between the two 
parties. The following illustrate the point. 

The first bargain was struck early because the US had the capacity -or at least the 
willingness- to adjust. In response to the initial US demand for access, the EU implicitly 
announced its main condition: some convergence to the EU system would be necessary 
with regards to government involvement in the regualtory system (our first dimension 
above). If US bodies were to be granted the status of notified bodies, the US government 
would need to become involved in guaranteeing the competence of its conformity 
assessment bodies and thus provide formal assurances to its partner that US bodies could 
perform essential services and certify to EU standards. But EU negotiators did not provide 
a formula. After careful consideration of what this general principle could involve, the 
Department of Commerce came up with a creative answer: it asked the National Institute of 
Standards & Technology to create the National Voluntary Conformity Assessment 
Program (NVCASE) as a mechanism for addressing this European demand.33 

33 NVCASE will officially recognize the competence of US accreditors to check the capacity of certifiers to 
work with EU requirements and may temporarily fill in the gap and accredit certifiers where accreditation 
programs are still lacking. 
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One of the early success of the negotiation was the EU indication that recognition 
by NVCASE would prove sufficient to grant US entities the status of EU notified body. At 
the same time, some in the EU have unofficially expressed doubts that the US will be so 
rapidly able to adjust. US officials recognize that such a system is utterly new to the United 
States. In addition NVCASE must turn around an accreditation system that is highly 
fragmented and with no prior experience in accreditation to meet foreign requirements. US 
negotiators also acknowledge that the required overhaul will allow to streamline the US 
system and eliminate unnecessary government accreditation and certification programs. 
Adding a layer of government recognition to the domestic conformity assessment system is 
a prerequisite for a government-to-government MRAs while it provides an impetus for the 
devolution of conformity assessment function on the part of governments. 

When in came to the jurisdiction of US federal agencies, however, negotiation 
outcome had to reflect the extent to which these autonomous agencies could be persuaded 
to enter into the mutual recognition logic. In the course of the negotiations, they 
progressively increased their resistance to broad ranging MRAs involving a significant loss 
of regulatory sovereignty. The regulatory front become increasingly cumbersome for the 
department of commerce as each in turn, they realized what was involved in the 
negotiations. 

In some cases, the result was simply to excuse the sector from consideration. In late 1993, 
for example, prior to the first round of EUIUS MRA discussions, In late 1993, prior to the 
first round of EU/US MRA discussions, the FAA formally went on record against 
negotiating "an agreement that implies that technical safety agreements are in any way 
subordinated to economic agreements."34 As one official stated, the F AA is not an export 
promotion agency but, rather, as an official states, " ... a safety agency". When later 
presented with the prospect of participating in MRA negotiations in 1993-94, the FAA 
vehemently argued that its current approach to international cooperation through the vehicle 
of Bilateral Airworthiness Agreements (BASAs) ought not to be disrupted by the 
introduction of a trade logic and refused to participate. 35 In particular F AA contended that 
the EU Commission lacked the legal and technical competency required to negotiate within 
this particular sector.36 An MRA could not assure the accountability, expertise, and 
authority of a Bilateral Aviation Safety Agreement would, given the varying degrees of 

34 Letter from F AA to the department of Commerce, November 1996. 
35The FAA currently has 27 bilateral trade agreements internationally. These constitute separate stand 
alone diplomacy agreements and are held with all EU countries, except Greece, Portugal, and Luxembourg. 
For any aircraft flying into US airspace, the craft only has to be inadherence with lCAO standards but for 
aircraft to be imported for use b American carriers, it has to meet FAA standards. Bilateral Airworthiness 
Agreements (BAA) "technical cooperation agreements" between govements a to facilitate the airworthiness 
approval or acceptance of civil aeronautical products exported from on ountry to the other. It provides for 
the airwortltiness acceptance of aircraft parts manufactured outside the US for which a US type certificate 
has been issued. Such products are considered approved for insk"lllation on taUS registered aircraft when a 
current export certificate of airworthiness has been issued by the CAA of the country of manufacture 
(chapter 3(32)(a), FAR 21.500) While these agreements leave final aproval to the FAA, they lacked 
flexiblity to the extent that the FAA had to resort to diplomatic processes for technical arnendements. The 
so-called Bilateral Aviation Safety Agreements (BASAs) were introduced in the early 1990s and seek to 
incorporate ongoing oversight and continued cooperation after a product has been approved. Most 
importantly these agreenunents would confine the diplomatic level to defining the umbrella executive 
agreement that wold define the scope and designate the authrities responsible for implementing the details. 
36 In the EU the technical competence and legal authority for aviation safety still remains at the level of 
national aviation authorities of each Member State. Each Member State has a CAA (Civil Aviation 
Authority) that maintains responsibility for its air safety regulation. Consequently, there are 15 varying 
levels of competence throughout the Union. European regulation is overseen by both the Joint Aviation 
Autborities of Europe (JAA) and tbe EU Member States. 
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technical competence of the individual Member States. Realizing the contentiousness of 
this sector and in appreciation of the power and autonomy of aviation regulators on both 
sides of the Atlantic, trade negotiators removed airworthiness from the negotiating table. 

Other agencies did not all obtain an initial opt out. After negotiations were started it 
became harder to take sectors out of the negotiations. Thus the tension between the trade 
and regulatory logic expressed itself though the extent of mutual recognition would be 
actually "managed" to minimize the extent of transfer of regulatory control. In short, the 
tension became one between the incremental or building block approach promoted by the 
US and the EU demand for full and immediate MRAs. In fact, against the position of both 
EU and US negotiators the FDA and the FCC seem likely to obtain limitations on the 
MRAs in three directions, each of which reflecting a higher degree of "regulatory input" 
than was previously envisaged in the negotiations: 

1) Scope or regulations to be recognized: Agencies like the FDA want to 
reduce the scope of MR to recognition of test data or inspection reports (the first three steps 
in a 12 step conformity assessment procedure), thus ensuring that they retain the ultimate 
authority of approvaJ.37 While EU negotiators argued that such a truncated agreement 
would leave intact arbitrary decision power in the host country they will likely have to settle 
for an incremental approach where full MR is attained at a later stage through progressive 
regulatory scope expansion. 

2) Prior harmonization of procedures: While both parties require confidence 
in the other's technical competence as a pre-condition to negotiations, they disagreed on 
how to determine such competence. The US side insisted on prior harmonization of the 
detailed conformity assessment procedures rather than merely accepting the results of such 
assessment as demanded by the EU. The FDA and EPA actually worked with some of their 
foreign counterparts to reach agreement on equivalency of assessment standards as a 
precondition for the MRAs in parallel with the negotiation process over MRAs 

3) Ex ante confidence-building: Finally, parties disagree on the extent of 
prior cooperation required before implementing MRAs. US negotiators want long transition 
periods during which to implement confidence building measures as well as flexibility as to 
the timing of implementation of actual recognition. European have long insisted on a short 
term deadline for implementing MRAs along with a firm commitment to action at that point, 
without allowance for further review. Here again, the EU was headed toward compromise 
in recognition that its own strategy of setting quasi-automatic deadlines for completion of 
the single market was predicated on two decades of prior discussions and familiarization 
between regulators, something that is not true across the Atlantic. 

More generally, the European approach to international "contracting" -sign a general 
agreement and flech out the details later- was very much at odds with an American 
approache whereby detailed clauses needed to be clarified ex-ante. A great deal of the 
negotiations was aimed at fmding a middle ground between these positions. 

This set of issues has proven to be most contentious in the last phase of 
negotiations. The Europeans questioned the ability of the Department of Commerce to 
force significant change on regulatory agencies especially when its authority and even 
existence was put into question by the US Congress. At the same time, the US side asks 

37 In the pharmaceutical field the scope of recognition was already narrowed at an early stage of the 
negotiations to cover only Good Manufacturing Practices (GMPs) not Good Clinical Practices (GCPs) and 
Good Laboratory Practices (GLPs) regulations. The latter two were simply too sensitive from the point of 
view of the FDA. 
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why the EU Commission is not ready to settle for what it can get, suspecting it to revert to 
old protectionist temptations. In fact, and in conceptual terms, EU officials were learning 
that while the internal EU mutual recognition system could serve as a model it could not be 
transferred wholesale to the rest of the world. To be sure, the US-EU approach involved 
-as did the internal EU approach- the adoption of a proportionality principle between access 
and conditions- e.g. connecting regulatory scope to degree of mutual confidence 
developed. But the EU shift of emphasis from pre-conditions to ex-post conditions was not 
esily applicable to the transatlantic context. While the EU could not but insist on the 
necessity to retain deadlines as political impetus, it had to contend with longer transition 
periods. The European approach to cooperation involving a leap of faith that details could 
be fleshed out after commitment to free movement, was simply not compatible with the US 
regulatory culture. 

Finally, the extent to which mutual recognition has been "managed" and soften in 
various sectors had an impact on another category of disagreement between the US and the 
EU. The tension here is between regulatory compatibility and market access reciprocity as 
criteria for MR. While the United States insisted that equivalence of regulatory objectives 
would be sufficient, the EU insisted that equivalence in the market opportunities offered by 
the agreement was imperative. 

At an inter-sectoriallevel, this part of the discussion was known as the EU demand 
for a balanced agreement with regard to the advantages derived by either party. In its 
1992 Communication, the commission had already insisted on the need to ensure equal 
market access through MRAs. In terms of sectoral coverage, the EU has refused to set 
aside a problematic sector like pharmaceuticals where the commercial benefits derived were 
supposed to compensate for losses elsewhere (e.g. telecommunications s ). Sir Leon Brittan 
Brittan's defending his "market basket" concept argued that all trade agreements demanded 
some overall reciprocity. But the US was much more reluctant to explicitly trade off one 
sector against another. In addition, by 1995, the Europeans were interested above all in 
setting a "strategic paradigm" for how to extend mutual recognition from within Europe to 
its outside partners, using negotiating with the US as a laboratory. The United States could 
be seen by the EU as a tough testing ground in that its stress on regulatory sovereignty - in 
particular in the area of pharmaceuticals regulations -- could often be seen as more extreme 
than that of other potential EU negotiating partners. Thus, the outcomes sought by the EU 
were meant to achieve objectives outside the restricted realm of negotiations with the US. 
As stressed by EU negotiators during the summer 1995 round of talks, this meant that 
negotiations ought to be simplified to be more easily transferable to other bilateral contexts. 
The need to set the right kind of precedent was an important explanatory factor in the 
steadfast commitment in the EU for a balanced agreement. 

A balanced agreement also had a different significance at a more micro-leveL This 
would require -it was thought- assessing the legal and practical conditions governing 
market access in the relevant fields in particular through a review of respective practices 
before the agreement was signed. It has been harder, however, to obtain that balance be 
measured in terms of relative gains from mutual recognition based on prior and posterior 
costs of regulatory compliance. Given the prevalence of US liability laws for instance, EU 
laboratories may find that such an unfamiliar operating environment after MR may not be a 
great gain. It could, in fact, bting to light the latent discrimination hiding under formal 
national treatment. More generally, whik recognizing that the US does not impose 
discriminatory trade barriers, EU negotiators have pointed to the complexity of the US 
system -with overlapping layers of jurisdiction at the national, state and local levels, and a 
complex web of public and private bodies- as hindering effective and complete access for 
EU exporters. To be sure, the lack of a single US Mark -like the EC Mark- across the 50 
states is also a hindrance for US producers. But on the grounds of reciprocity, Europeans 
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wanted the US to deliver the whole US market in the same way that they are committing to 
deliver theirs. 

In order to oblige, the US would need to put in place a full fledged domestic MRA 
system with preemption by federal accreditation program and ensure that all relevant bodies 
are part of the domestic MRA if involved in the external one.38 But while the US commerce 
department may be envious of the relative simplicity of the EU global approach and may 
even be suspected of importing the global approach in the US though MRAs, there is little 
chance that even general commitments towards this goal could be credibly issued within 
the current negotiation time frame. MRAs are not simply about technical requirements but 
about the comparability of ensuing market access broadly defined and moves towards such 
comparability may need to predate the negotiations. Structural adjustment is a process that 
can be set in motion by MRA negotiations, but mutual recognition per se must await mutual 
convergence. Fora need to be find in order to facilitate such convergence and avoid the 
"flight or fight" response brought about by negotiations centered on u·ade imperatives. 

Ill. Conclusion 

The high political visibility granted to MRAs in 'The New Transatlantic Agenda" 
adhered to by 07 heads of state in Madrid in the fall of 1995 have increased the pressure on 
all parties to achieve results in a timely fashion. One month before the Summit, American 
and European business met in Seville under the aegis of the Transatlantic Dialogue and 
urged their government to complete the MRAs. MRAs have come to symbolize the state of 
Transatlantic Economic relations and are considered a trial for broader regulatory 
cooperation·. Some degree of harmonization or autonomous convergence of underlying 
standards was even seen to be the likely consequence of MRAs. In short, politicians are 
expecting results; but what kind of results can negotiators deliver? and what are the lessons 
of these US-EU negotiations for the rest of the word? 

This paper seeks to show that the initiation of MRAs was overdetermined in the 
case of external EU relations and tries to disaggregate the factors that led to such an 
initiation. While MRAs are formally presented as an expression of regulatory consistency, 
the adoption of mutual recognition within a given economic zone changes the incentives 
and therefore the strategic behavior of all the actors concerned, those in the zone and those 
outside. Outsiders have an incentive to seek access to a zone where they can reap greater 
benefits of scale with regards to standards requirement. This change of incentive holds 
whether or not the adoption of internal mutual recognition has increased or decreased the 
cost of market access for these outsiders. Insiders on the other hand, have acquired new 
source of bargaining power to open foreign markets. Thus the strategic spillover effect is 
consistent with both interpretations of the EU' s behavior as reactive or proactive. The 
outcome of these negotiations reflects the way in which negotiators are able to bridge the 
gap between their regulatory differences and overcome factors internal to their respective 
systems that may impede negotiations over MRAs. Each party here thought they had more 
to gain than to loose by entering these negotiations. With time, however, they each had to 
readjust their assessment: on the US side, the costs were greater than initially perceived; on 
the European side, the gains would not be as immediate and widespread. Negotiators have 
had to overcome major obstacles, and confront asymmetries not only in regulatory practices 
but also in assessment of market access benefits. Ultimately, the results of this first round 

38 This process may be facilitated by the similarity of domestic cross-sectoral conformity assessment 
measures and the prevalence of multi-sector testing facilities. For inst.:'lflCC, the test used to check leakage 
current on a computer is very similar to thatuscd on an appliance or even a medical device. Such similarities 
are likely to facilitate future negotiations on sectors currently excluded from the negotiations. 
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of MRAs reflect the internal constraints of the US and the extent to which the EU was 
willing to compromise on its demand for balanced trade benefits. 

To conclude it is important to note that the tension between trade and regulatory 
interests may be muted as actors become convinced of the possible synergy between the 
objective of free movement and that of regulatory effectiveness under MR and seek to 
enhance it. If such a synergy is recognized and exploited, this would greatly lessen the 
obstacles to the adoption of MRAs present both at the internal and external levels of 
negotiations. A new chapter of international regulatory cooperation would be open, 
warranting an adapted framework of analysis. 
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The burst of activity designed to solidify transatlantic relations in 1995 was rather · 
sudden. A series of European proposals in 1994 for some type of new project -- such 
as a cooperation treaty or .free trade area -- reflected both new anxieties about the 
Clinton administration's focus on .Asia and Latin America and old ones about the 
durability of America's commitment to European security (see TPN 1994; Harrison 
1995; Peterson 1996) . Yet, the idea of a transatlantic initiative did not appear to be 
on the political screen in Washitigton as late as May 1995.1 

By the time of the Madrid summit six months later, the United States (US) and 
European Union (EU) had agreed an ambitious upgrade in their bilateral relations. 
Curiously, the agreement was codified in not one, but two different documents. First, 
the 'New Transatlantic Agenda', a very long document which hinted speculatively at 
possible bilateral cooperation in virtually every region and policy sector imaginable. 
Second, the "Joint Action Plan", a short, punchy document which committed both 
sides to a range of specific actions. From the outset of the negotiations, the Clinton 
administration clearly wanted a brief, bullet-pointed commitment to action from the 
EU, primarily to demonstrate to Congress that the agreement had substance. For their 
part, the European Commission insisted that on a long document covering every 
possible area of cooperation to show that EU was a global power (Gardner 1997). 

The new transatlantic project thus was propelled by considerably different motivations 
on either side. Yet, on both sides of the Atlantic, domestic political imperatives are 
'driving' foreign policy and thus US-EU relations as never before during the postwar 
period. The Clinton administration embraced the new transatlantic agenda and action 
plan primarily because foreign policy has become buffetted by domestic political 
compeitition and increasingly difficult to control the foreign policy agenda without 
such overarching frameworks. On the EU' s side, the negotiations were driven 
primarily by the European Commission, which sought to protect its prerogatives in 
transatlantic relations as weak, insecure national governments increasingly act in 
defiance of the 'common EU good', let alone a 'common western good'. 

Transatlantic relations highlight the obsolescence of the division often assumed 
between foreign and domestic policies, which may no longer be studied as distinct 
entities. Relations betwe~n Europe and America show clearly that 'the problems most 
likely to be tackled cooperatively are those that most directly involve the domestic 
political self-interests of the participating governments' (Borinski 1993: 38). 

This paper begins by exploring the meaning and implications of the 'democratisation' 
of US foreign policy in section 1. Section 2 exa!llines how domestic politics in the 
EU's Member States constrain its policy process, and particularly the construction of 

1 
During this period, the present author conducted a study for the European Conunission on US-EU 

relations. The study failed pretty comprehensively to predict that a major transatlantic initiative was in 
reach by the end of the year. See Peterson \995. 
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· the CFSP. Section 3 considers how domestic political inputs into US--EU relations 
are managed. The prospects for post-Madrid transatlantic cooperation in specific 
issue-areas is considered in section 4. 

1. DOMESTIC POLITICS AND US FOREIGN POLICY 

The Politics of 'Fair Trade' 
Trade has been the most important dimension in transatlantic relations . since the 
founding of the original EEC. Over time, the domestic political consensus which 
allowed the US executive to 'treat trade policy as a component of US international 
leadership' gradually has fallen apart (Destler 1986: 30). By the time of Clinton's 
election, the coalition of forces within Congress which instinctively supported free 
trade had shrunk to almost nothing (Nollen and Quinn 1994). During his campaign, 
Clinton promised tougher action than taken by previous Presidents against US trading 
partners. After his election, he created a new National Economic Council, a sort of 
National Security Council for 'economic security' issues, and then threatened to ditch 
the so-called 'Airbus accord' and reopen a long-running US"•EU dispute over 
subsidies for aircraft production. c:·,c,;. . c) ill 

In early I 993, Clinton surprised many observers by declaring that 'open and 
competitive commerce will enrich us as a nation'. Risking considerable political 
capital, Clinton secured Congressional passage of the NAFTA and Uruguay Round 
agreements. However, his administration was thrown on the defensive after 1994 by a 
hostile new Republican majority in Congress, which demanded aggressive action to 
shrink America's yawning trade deficit. In early I 995, Republicans told Clinton's 
USTR, Mickey Kantor, that they did not want a 'level playing field' but rather one 
tipped in America's direction. About a year later, Congress passed bills designed to 
punish America's most-loathed foreign enemies -- Cuba, Iraq and Iran. Extra
territorial provisions in the Republican bills outraged the EU and other American 
trading partners, but Clinton hesitated even to use his executive prerogatives to soften 
their effects. The period confirmed that divided government in the US tends to bring 
more protectionist trade policies (Lohmann and O'Halloran I 994). 

Another force for pluralism (or even confusion) in US foreign policy stems from the 
differing interests of. different types of American firms. · Large American 
multinationals tend to invest in the EU. They typically generate European sales which 
are seven or eight times higher than those of small firms, while usually are restricted 
to exporting goods 'made in America' to the EU. As Hufbauer (1990: 24) noted: 

Out of such comparisons emerges a simple but compelling observation: . for 
the great majority of large American firms, the business climate inside Europe, 
and their place in the European economic scheme; have become far more 
important than their exports to Europe ... From all this follows the 
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proposition that, to the extent the US government responds to the interests of 
the US business community, it will be more concerned about operating. 
conditions within Europe than export opportunities to Europe. 

The proposition is probably too simple. Large sales by US- owned multinationals 
with European investments means that maintaining open access to the EU's market for 
US foreign direct investment (FDI) must be a priority for any Presidential 
administration. By contrast, the American trade deficit is far more of a concern for 
Congress because it symbolised the declining fortunes of smaller, export-dependent 
manufacturers which were localised in Congressional constituencies. 

In short, US trade policy inevitably reflects rivalries between Republicans and 
Democrats, and the executive and Congress. The 'American view' of European 
integration and transatlantic relations is also a product of these rivalries. Neither is 
monolithic or even very coherent. 

Controlling the Foreign Policy Agenda 
Trade issues-became 'core' foreign policy issues in the 1980s. In the process, US 
executive autonomy declined as policy became subject to new challenges from 
Congress. In particular, the costs of American internationalism became more closely 
linked with domestic economic conditions in US political discourse. For example, a 
wide swathe of Congressional and public opinion blamed the recession of the early 
1990s on the Bush administration's neglect of economic policy after 1989. 

Clinton was elected largely on the strength of his promise that he would focus on 
domestic, not foreign, policy. He managed to portray his Asia policy as more 
successful than Bush's, even though Japan and China accounted for more than half of 
a rising US trade deficit by 1994. The Clinton administration staked out tough 
positions in disputes with Japan on auto parts and China on intellectual property rights 
in 1995. In both cases, the US was able to claim victory despite conceding much from 
its original bargaining position. In neither did the US speak with one voice. Many 
American auto parts manufacturers opposed Clinton's sabre-rattling in light of plans 
by all major Japanese car-makers to expand US production, thus increasing purchases 
ofUS-made parts and creating American jobs. Even as the US was threatening China 
with economic sanctions in the intellectual property rights dispute, · its Energy 
Secretary, Hazel O'Leary, was dispatched to China to seek huge energy contracts for 
American suppliers. 

More generally, the Clinton administration put more resources into commercial 
diplomacy than any US administration in history. In 1993, Clinton played an active 
and personal role in securing a $6 billion aircraft contract from Saudia Arabia for 
Boeing and McDonnell--Douglas. The Commerce Department was transformed from 
a sleepy backwater into a thrusting focal point for 'high intensity advocacy' of US 
trade interests. The Clinton administration claimed that the federal government had a 
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hand in $46 billion worth of foreign de::ls that helped create or save 300 000 jobs in 
1994 (see Peterson et a/1995). 

Still, Republicans in Congress targeted export promotion funds for cuts as part of their 
effort to 'reduce government' after 1994. The Commerce Department was even 
threatened with extinction. The period illustrated a wider point about American 
foreign policy: the US executive's ability to control the agenda had eroded, primarily 
because the ·balance of power between the executive and legislature shift[ ed] with the 
Cold War's end' (Maynes 1990: 7). 

Part of the problem for the Clinton administration stemmed from a general decline in · 
the executive's leverage vis-a-vis Congress. In the 1990s, unlike the 70s or even 80s, 
the US executive had far less 'pork' (bridges, dams, military contracts) to distribute to 
his Congressional supporters. Most candidates for Congress raised most of their own 
campaign funds. Clinton's foreign policy approval ratings were generally poor (Reilly 
1995: 16), thus encouraging Congressional 'micro-management' of US foreign policy. 
Clinton found that 'the old sense of party discipline was gone. A President had no 
sanctions' (Drew 1994: 266). 

Perhaps above all, the end of the Cold War lowered the electoral costs of opposing the 
President on foreign policy. c'ongress thus became more willing to substitute its 
collective judgement for the President's, as was illustrated on Bosnia, Somalia, Haiti, 
the WTO and NAFTA even before Clinton lost his 'friendly' majority in Congress. 
After 1994, Clinton concentrated more on foreign policy because it gave him more 
autonomy vis-a-vis Congress and made him appear 'Presidential', but then as before 
he found that US foreign policy had been pulled 'into the maelstrom of American 
politics' (Mann 1990: 29). 

A New Isolationism? 
The American political class confronted two fundamental challenges in the 1990s: 
adapting to a redefmition of 'nationaJ security'. and maintaining public support for 
American internationalism (see Y ankelovich and Destler 1994 ). The gap between 
perceptions of US political leaders and the public at large widened on a range of 
questions related to America's role in the world. In 1995, 72 per cent of ordinary 
citizens thought that reducing illegal immigration was a 'very important' goal of US 
foreign policy, compared with only 28 per cent of American elites. Only one in five 
members of the general public favoured· increased US aid to.Eastem Europe compared 
with over half of elites (Rielly 1995: 15,32). 

Advocates of a 'new isolationism' in US foreign policy sought to capitalise on this 
gap in perceptions: 

Intemationalism ... has led directly to the primacy of foreign policy in American 
life and to the consequent- neglect of domestic problenis ... [We must] begin to . 
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think in terms not of the whole world's well-being but rather of purely 
national interests ... American foreign policy has been conducted with utter 
disregard for the home front largely because it has been made by people whose 
lives and needs have almost nothing in common with those of the mass of their 
countrymen (Tonelson 1991: 37). 

When Republican majorities took control of Congress in 1994, foreign aid became a 
prime target for budget cuts. The almost obsessive focus of Republicans on the issue 
was motivated by opinion polls which suggested that pluralities of Americans thought 
that foreign aid accounted for 20-30 percent of the US federal budget, when the actual 
figure was about 1 percent. Ultra-conservatives such as J esse Helms, the chair of the 
Senate Foreign Relations Committee, likened foreign aid to 'throwing money down 
foreign rat holes'. Clinton's National Security Adviser, Anthony Lake, responded 
with a tough attack on Republican 'new isolationists'. Still, it was clear that Clinton 
stood to win very few votes with its position on the issue. 

The inevitability of growing public support for a neoc isolationist US foreign policy 
was not clear. A clear majority (69 percent) of Americans appeared to believe that the 
US should continue to 'take an active part in world affairs'. Nor is it evident that new 
domestic concerns about the costs of American internationalism will have a strong 
impact on the EU. For instahce, Europe is still considered by the American public to 
be more important to US interests than Asia by a large margin ( 49 to 21 percent) and a 
similar plurality considers the economic unification of Europe to be a good thing for 
the US (see Rielly 1995: 13,23). 

It also was arguable whether there was anything 'new' about the new isolationism. 
America always has been an insular society. Less than 3 per cent of Americans travel 
to foreign countries other than Canada or Mexico each year. Manu (1990: 13) insists 
that the US public always has been 'deeply sceptical of substantial and extended 
American involvement abroad' (see also Kelleher 1994). The problem is that US 
political culture reflects a fundamental tension between the competing values of 
democratic government and a credible foreign policy. The former implies open 
competition between a wide range of interests. The latter requires executive 
autonomy to set goals and pursue them consistently. What is different about the late 
1990s is that geopolitical change, declining US fiscal resources, and the increasingly 
fuzzy division between domestic and foreign politics have.accentuated this tension as 
never before. 

The Democratisation of US Foreign Policy 
Whatever the true strength of neo-isolationism in US public opmmn, American 
foreign policy has become significantly 'democratised': that is, subject to more 
effective pressures from a wider range of interests. The policy agenda is n~w more 
difficult for the political class to control. The foreign policy process has become more 
indistinguishable from the domestic policy process. 
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The upshot is that any initiative to deepen cooperation with the EU or any other 
foreign state raises suspicions about fettered US autonomy. The very intense 
firefights which occurred before Congressional ratification of NAFTA and 
(especially) the WTO illustrate the point clearly. New constraints have been placed 
on the development of a joint US-EU policy agenda. Any President who seeks a more 
unified security alliance in Europe, joint leadership of the WTO or expanded 
cooperation on 'new' foreign policy issues, such as environmental protection or 
international crime, stands to encounter obstacles that did not exist during the Cold 
War. If anything, the democratisation of foreign policy creates new pressures for US 
withdrawal from its NATO commitments, more protectionist American trade policies, 
and aggressive unilateralism more generally. That foreign policy is made in a 
completely different world now is evidenced by the recent claim by the Father of US 
Cold War strategy that party politics are a 'luxury' (Kennan 1996). 

2. DOMESTIC POLITICS AND EU POLICY-MAKING 
Three factors make it difficult to compare the impact of domestic politics on 

. American and European foreign policycmaking. First, the EU is not a 'state' and 
policy outcomes are a product of bargaining between domestic political actors at the 
national level as well as between Member States at the EU level. Second, the EU 
lacks a 'common' foreign policy in all but name. Particularly after the EU's failure as 
a mediator in Yugoslavia, few would have termed the CFSP a success by the mid-· 
1990s. · Third, the EU remains a moving target: it has undergone important changes 
since the mid-1980s, with more to come after the conclusion of the 1996 IGC. 

The 'domestic politics' of European integration are manifest above all in conflict 
between national governments to control the EU's agenda for domestic political gain. 
Since the mid-1980s, the willingness of European governments to put aside domestic 
political objectives if and when it furthers the perceived 'corrurion good' has 
diminished, in particular due to declining economic conditions. Meanwhile, the EU 
has developed enormous influence as an international actor, but retains weak and ill
defmed institutional arrangements for wielding that influence. Competing views 
amongst Member States about the EU' s external policy goals, as well as the question 
of how much foreign policy competence should by assumed by the Union, inevitably 
reflect the domestic political priorities of EU. governments. The complex, tangled 
internal politics of EU external policy have powerful implications for the Union's 
relations with the United States, and the outside world more generally. 

Domestic Politics, External Trade Policy and 1992 
After the deadline for the 1992 project passed, 'the int~rnal market was, in theory, · 
complete. However, the EU still had yet to make a range of decisions related to the 
internal market. The choices made promised to have wide implications for the 
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Union's external trade policy and its relations with the US. A broad range of 
ostensibly 'internal' EU policies have profound trade policy effects. 

For example, as the Commission sought to create a single market for public 
procurement, it was pressured by EU Member States to restrict the access of non-EU 
suppliers. A 1990 directive on public procurement in telecommunications and other 
big-ticket public products contained a 'Community preference', or built-in 
discrimination against foreign suppliers. The EU's 'Television Without Frontiers' 
directive in 1989 contained provisions for reserving a majority of EU transmission 
time for TV programmes of European origin. The Arrierican response to both 
directives was outrage. 

The procurement issue remained volatile for three reasons. First, powerful national 
champions benefited from time-honoured patterns of public procurement and many 
lobbied hard for protection from large, globalized American firms. Second, on the US 
side a range of 'Buy America' laws, particularly at the level of the individual states, 
often prohibited public purchases of non-American products. On no other issue was 
the autonomy of the individual states from the federal government a greater source of 
tension in US--EU relations. Third, the wide gap between US and EU positions on 
procurement threatened to block progress towards a more general GATT deal to 
conclude the Uruguay Round. After arguing for years about whose procurement 
markets were the least open, the US and EU hit upon a unique solution in 1993. The 
results of an independent study of public markets on both sides underpinned a deal 
which went beyond anything that could be agreed in the GATT. The deal was in some 
ways a testament to the ability of the US and EU to solve difficult bilateral problems 
when minds on both sides are focused .. 

However, public procurement -- despite all its inherent difficulties -- is an issue on 
which the competence of the Cnmmission is clear, if still widely-flouted, and thus is 
actually a simpler one to deal with compared to many others. The Uruguay Round 
came within a whisker of permanent breakdown in late 1993 when the Glinton 
administration essentially stopped negotiating, in part because it had become so 
exasperated by internal EU bickering (see Gardner 1997). Questions about 'mixed 
competence' between the Commission and its Member States overhung the 
negotiations because the Uruguay Round covered new areas of trade policy (i.e. 
intellectual property rights and services) for which no clear division of competence 
was drawn in the EU's Treaties. Many such questions effectively were left for the 
European Court of Justice to sort out after the negotiations were finished, but they 

. were seized upon by France to wring further concessions out of other EU Member 
States as well as the US as the Uruguay Round neared an end. The Commission often 
found itself having to defend its own position as the Union's primary negotiator in the 
Uruguay Round, in addition to the EU' s substantive position on actual trade issues 
(Paeman and Benschl995). 

• ', 
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The hype which accompanied the 1992 project could not obscure the reality that 
economic liberalisation creates economic losers, as well as winners .. 'Diffuse' public 
support for European integration obviously becomes more difficult to sustain when 
politically powerful national pro\iucers lose market shares, reduce workforces and 
focus the blame on Brussels. Supporters of a non vote in the French referendum on 
Maastricht in 1992 found it easy to foment an anti-EU backlash at a time of deep 
recession, as did Eurosceptic French parties in the 1994 EP election. 

The degree to which France's EU policy had been transformed in the transition from 
Frans;ois Mitterrand to Chirac, after the latter was elected French President in 1995, 
was perhaps too easy to underestimate because of the appearance of continuity in 
Franco-German ties. However, Chirac's widely-reported assurance to John Major that 
France would have acted in precisely the same way as the United Kingdom (UK) 
during the 1996 beef crisis, when British beef was banned by the EU, was striking. 
Major's 'non-cooperation policy' clearly was driven by domestic political 
calculations, as he sought to rally his party -- including a large minority of fierce 
'Eurosceptics' --just ahead of a general election. 

Yet, even in the Chirac era, France's foreign policy remains firmly focused on making 
the EU work to magnify French global influence. France, like all EU Member States, 
thus must nurture diffuse support for the EU, satisfy the demands of entrenched 
domestic economic interests and maintain the internal market, without discriminating 
against US producers. How well the Union manages this balancing act will go far 

· toward determining the state of US--EU relations in the 21st century. However, a 
proposal to conduct a study on the feasibility of moving towards a transatlantic free 
trade area was resisted fiercely by the French. With an eye on the militant French 
farming lobby, Chirac rejected the idea with a rationale that was almost comical given 
French obstinacy during the Uruguay Round: 

I do not want the European Union to get involved blindly in free trade 
agreements before the World Trade Organisation has proved its efficacy and 
the European pole itself has been reinforced. 2 

Meanwhile, as American trade policy shifted towards aggressive unilateralism, the EU 
showed itself riddled with divisions within the WTO. Deep internal splits were 
exposed in the WTO talks on telecommunications in advance of an April I 996 
deadline for a deal. Belgium and Spain, with support from France, Greece and 
Portugal,. refused to improve the EU's offer, even when the US. tabled new 
concessions after Congress passed a sweeping set of measures liberalising the 
domestic telecoms sector. A key issue was the issue of foreign ownership and access 
to local phone services as well long distance and international traffic, which the 
Americans offered unreservedly to Europe. 

2 Quoted in European Voice, 21, March 1996. 
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Spain's conservative position on telecoms was indicative ofits general shift on EU 
issues: under Felipe Gonzales, the Socialist government had unveiled an enormously 
ambitious domestic deregulation programme . as 'a leap forward of massive 
proportions' to demonstrate its European zeal. A more sober and sceptical Popular . 
Party government in 1996 announced that Spain would 'go neither faster nor further 
than the average among our European partners'. 3 

Recent trade disputes such the recent skirmish on telecoms may represent nothing 
very new in. transatlantic relations. Yet, the short-termism which characterises trade 
policies on both sides masks the fundamental reality that the collective power of the 

. US and EU to dictate the global trade agenda is shrinking. Increasingly, power in 
global economic diplomacy is a question of market size and strength, and western 

· growth rates have remained well below those of emerging competitors such as China, 
India and Brazil. It would seem to rpake sense that the declining collective power of 
the west would reinforce transatlantic cooperation, given the similarity of economies 
on both sides and the recent transatlantic initiative, (see Kahler 1995; Peterson and 
Ward 1995). However, if anything; bilateral trade relations appeared to be in danger 
of deteriorating by mid-1996. 

The Politics of EMU 
Economic and monetary union (EMU) emerged as the single most important project 
ofEuropean integration after 1988. At the Maastricht summit in 1991, the German 
Chancellor, Helmut Kohl, secured agreement on five 'convergence criteria' which any 
Member State would have to meet before joining EMU. The criteria required strict 
discipline on nationai inflation and interest rates, annual budget deficits, total public 
debt and stable exchange rates. In response to a sceptical German public which feared· 
losing the deutschmark and Bundesbank, Kohl insisted that the criteria matched 
'anything we have in Germany'. 

At the time, it was difficult to explain why southern Member States accepted the 
convergence criteria. Italy and Spain met only one of the five criteria and Greece and 
Portugal met none. These states seemed to be 'no-hopers' fot EMU with the fust vote 
on entry only five years away in 1997. Yet, poorer EU states had begun to look at 
monetary union as a device to justify harsh, remedial economic policies to their 
domestic publics. Most sought to end their addictions to high inflation and public 
spending and make their producers· more competitive in the internal market. The 
strategy revealed the potent symbolism of the 'European project' for states seeking to 
modernise, compete and remain full partners in its construction. It also pointed to the 
critical need of governments in these states to sustain diffuse support for the EU at 
home when the price of European unity was considerable economic pain. 

3 Both quoted in Financial Times, 24 June 1996, 

·, . 
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Serious new doubts about the credibility of EMU arose when the European Monetary 
System, a precursor to a single currency, was beset by the first in a series of currency 
crises in 1992 prior to the French referendum on the Maastricht Treaty. Finally, in 
August 1993,.Member States succumbed to powerful signals from currency markets 
and reconstructed the EMS as a much weaker mechanism which was much less likely 
to facilitate a smooth transition to EMU. The more that their carefully--planned 
architecture for EMU began to appear defective, the more European leaders sought to 
vilify external forces. For example, Mitterrand blamed international currency 
speculators and proposed a global tax on currency transactions. The Major 
government blamed the German Bundesbank for not defending the pound on 'Black 
Wednesday" when it had to be withdrawn from full membership of the EMS. · 

For his part, Kohl singled out the American policy of 'benign neglect' of the value qf 
the dollar as a deliberate attempt to undermine plans for a single European currency. 
While Kohl's charges were both paranoid and incredible, they illustrated clearly how 
fragile yet forceful the EMU project was as a symbol of the EU's success or failure. 
They also hinted at how the EMU project could become a new source of tensions in 
US--EU relations. 

Disentangling the US interest in EMU is difficult. On one hand, EMU could reduce 
the role of the US· dollar as reserve currency and empower the EU in negotiations on 
monetary policy coordination. On the other hand, large American MNCs would be 
advantaged by a single currency. · The value of sales by US firms with direct 
investments in Europe is far higher than the value of American exports to the EU. 
American multinationals with European assets would benefit, as would all who do 
business across borders in Europe, from a single ·currency. 

Like the 1992 project itself, EMU is a highly political project which is perceived by 
many of its advocates as a litmus test of Europe's will to unite. The political 
symbolism of EMU is well-understood within the State Department. However, the 
Treasury Department takes a different and decidedly dim view of EMU: 

We're not concerned that much about EMU and ultimately we want greater 
ec<;momic growth in Europe ... But there is a US concern about the fiscal drag of 
EMU, and the large amounts needed for redistribution or convergence in order 
to make it work. We see an analogy with German unification, which put 
things out of whack for quite a while. And we also see a pretty simple trade-
off between a single currency and lower unemployment.4 

The latter point is supported by economic evidence: higher taxes and spending cuts 
needed in order for Member States to meet the convergence criteria could cost up to 

4 Interview, US Treasury, Aprill995. 
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1.5 million jobs (Barrell et a/1995). Moreover, the unanswered question of how non
participant EU states. would relate to those which did join a single currency led to 
serious concerns within the Clinton administration about the extent to which EMU 
had pushed eastern EU enlargement -- an overriding American priority in Europe -
further down the EU's agenda. 

Ironically, EMU is one of the few EU policies which appears not to be driven by 
domestic politics, yet it clearly has enormous potential to strain transatlantic relations. 
The possibility of severe 'system friction', or the management of currencies in pursuit 
of domestic goals with negative consequences for outsiders, are high (see Kahler 
1995). The early 1990s saw the US adopt a policy of benign neglect of the dollar, 
even "talking it down' at several points, to try to stoke a domestic economic revival. 
One effect was to exacerbate tensions within the EMS (Smith and Woolcock 1993: 
I 03). In short, the US may try, but it ultimately will fail to be agnostic about EMU. 

Eastern Europe and Internal Security 
Geopolitical change l.n Eastern Europe had numerous effects on the internal_politics .of 
the EU. One of the most important was new concern about the prospect of economic 
refugees flooding the EU from the former Warsaw Pact states. In Germany, the rise of 
anti-immigrant violence in 1991 became one of the most intractable problems 
associated with unification. Kohl proposed a domestic political solution: changes in 
Germany's postwar constitution, the Basic Law, which required the state to accept all 
applications for asylum and to feed and house all applicants during a lengthy 
examination process. The proposals were blocked by opposition parties in the 
German parliament. 

The Kohl government thus backed plans for EU external border controls and a 
common asylum and immigration policy. Controversially, the Germans urged that 
decisions on 'internal security' issues should be made by majority voting. As it 
became clear that several other Member States would not accept the proposals, the 
Germans took a variety of steps to let East European governments know that they 
risked losing economic aid unless they cooperated in taking steps to deter economic 
migration to the west. 

The inte111al security 'pillar' eventually agreed at Maastricht mandated only closer 
intergovernmental cooperation outside the legal confmes of the Community. In the 
short term, it did not solve the immigration problem for EU governments. Nearly all 
faced pressures to tighten controls as unemployment increased in the recession of 
1991--2, and then fell only marginally as the economy recovered. Polls showed that 
about half of all EU citizens thought the Community was populated by too many 
immigrants. In France, Jean- Marie Le Pen's National Front party swung an alarming 
number of voters --nearly 30 percent according to ·some polls -- behind its racist and 
xenophobic programme. In Belgium, the ultra- nationalist Flemish Bloc increased its 
vote exponentially and led all parties in large Flemish cities such as Antwerp. About 
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half a million immigrants appiied for asylum in the EU annually in the 1990s, or twice 
as many as in any year before 1985. 

The magnetism of the EU for those facing· poverty and political unrest will not 
diminish anytime soon. After 1989, the choice for EU governments became either a 
common EU policy on immigration or tougher national border controls, which 
threatened to restrain the free movement of citizens while erecting new barriers to 
trade. More generally, the Union faced powerful incentives to develop common 
policies on a range of issues related to Eastern Europe. The furious row which ensued 
after F ranee blocked proposals in 1991 to open EU markets to East European 
agricultural producers was indicative. The incident generated ill will in the east and 
caused considerable upset in Washington before the French eventually relented. 

Table 1 -East and West European labour costs 
(manufacturing sector, $per hour in 1993) 

West Germany 
Belgium 
EUAVERAGE 
UK 
Portugal 
Slovenia 
Hungary 
Poland 
Czech Republic 
Slovak Republic 
Romania 

source: adapted from PM11994: 21 

24.9 
21.0 
15.1 
12.4 
4.7 
2.8 
1.9 
1.4 
1.2 

. 1.2 
0.7 

The entry of new competition from the east threatened to split the EU along north--· 
south lines without agreements at a high political level to support fledgling economies 
and the democracy-building process in Eastern Europe. Even Portugal, which had the · 
lowest manufacturing labour costs in the EU, found its producers overmatched by 
low-wage competition from Eastern Europe (see table 1). In short, the EU's trade, 
economic aid, .internal security and foreign poliCies are uniquely inseparable in its 
relations with Eastern Europe. · 

However, the EU' s institutions are poorly-equipped for the integration of policies in 
this way. The difficulties of imposing the sort of radical changed needed to reconcile 
enlargement with the EU' s agricultural a"nd regional policies illustrates the point 
clearly. · In light of the recent Commission paper which states that the earliest that 
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Poland, Hungary 'and the Czech Republic could expect to join the EU is 2002, it bears 
repeatirig that the first priority for any US administration is rapid EU enlargement. 

·The Domestic Politics of European Union 
With yet another IGC underway in 1996, it is worth recalling how the negotiations 
surrounding the Maastricht treaty were driven by domestic political imperatives in key 
EU member States. In 1991, diffuse support for European unity was perhaps strongest 
in Italy. As such, its government pushed hard for a strong commitment to EMU as 
well as new common policies on industry, consumer protection, health, education and 
assistance to poorer regions. 

Above all, Italy's government sought to use the Maastricht summit to distract attention 
. from its acute domestic political problems. Support for the governing Christian 
Democrats and Socialists evaporated as the Lombard League, an upstart regional 
movement, notched up stunning electoral gains by accusing Rome of misgovernment 
and 'milking' the prosperous north to subsidise the underdeveloped south. Within a 
few years, both of the two main Italian negotiators at Maastricht, the Prime Minister 
Andreotti and the Foreign Minister, Giannis de Michelis, faced serious corruption 
charges. Their long-standing and fervent support for European unity tainted the EU in 
the minds of many Italians. By late 1994, the Italian government included the anti-EU 
and neo-fascist National Alliance party as ,well as Umberto Bossi, the leader of the 
Lombard League, who declared that a 'multi-cultural society is hell'. When asked 
what he thought of the master impressionist painter, Toulouse-Lautrec, Bossi told a 
radio interviewer in 1993: 'I think Toulouse will win'. 

Domestic politics in France were transformed by Maastricht and its aftermath. 
Mitterrand tried to use the Maastricht summit to help rescue the French Socialist Party 
from its chronic decline in opinion polls. Mitterrand claimed that the agreement on 
the internal security pillar was a European solution to France's immigration problem. 
A new Treaty reference to the West European Union (WEU) as a 'integral part of the 
development of the EU' was presented as a diplomatic victory for France, whose 
troops remained outside NATO's integrated command. 

In the minds of many French voters, the EU and Maastricht Treaty both became 
associated with Mitterrand himself, who played a major role in the Union's 
development during his 14 years in office. After Danish voters rejected the Maastricht 
Treaty in June 1992, Mitterrand put the Treaty before French voters in a referendum 
designed to demonstrate the strength of French popular support for the EU. The plan 
backfired with near-disastrous results: many of the 49 percent of French voters who 
voted non were expressing their distaste for Mitterrand as much as their opposition to 
the Maastricht Treaty. 

Compared to Italy or France, diffuse support for European unity has always been weak 
in the UK. The Major government had to be particularly mindful of British public 
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opinion at Maastricht with a domestic election only months away. Polls taken in late 
1991 suggested that 58 per cent of Britons opposed a single currency and 63 per cent 
were against 'political union'. 

Major returned home with a British 'opt in' clause on EMU, modest increases in the 
powers of the EP and Commission, and a bizarre agreement which allowed the UK to 
'opt out' of the Social Chapter. His claim that the outcome of the summit had been 
'game, set and match to Britain' strengthened Major domestically as he led his party 
to victory in the 1992 UK general election. However, by end of the year Major was 
humiliated when his economic policy was jettisoned by a sterling crisis and the British 
pound had to be withdrawn from the EMS. Deep splits opened up within the UK 
Conservative party between nominally pro-EU members and 'Eurosceptics'. As his 
popularity ratings sank lower than those of any other UK Prirlle Minister in history, 
Major took tough anti-EU positions, culminating in British non-cooperation during 
the beef crisis. 

In Germany, Kohl was pressured by cross--party consensus on the need to increase the 
EP's powers and make the EU a true parliamentary democracy .. Wit upport from the 
UK and smaller Member States, the French resisted the German agt •. ~a. kutJ.l settled 
for new EP 'eo-decision' powers, particularly concerning the single market. Although 
he tried to portray the Maastricht Treaty as a good result for Germany, support for the · 
EU -- and particularly for EMU -- declined sharply in Germany 

German enthusiasm for empowering the European Parliament (EP) and creating a 
'federalist Europe' stoked a wider debate about the nature of the EU as a political 
system. The EP remained weak, the ·Commission unelected, and the Council of 
Ministers a secretive cabal. The EU's general lack of democratic legitimacy became a 
more urgent concern as the Union's powers increased. In Austria, where a resounding 
'yes' to EU membership was n;corded in a 1994 referendum, less than 40 percent of 
Austrians said they would vote the same way in 1995. It became difficult to imagine 
that diffuse support for European unity could be maintained if the EU continued to 
accrue powers without becoming a more open, democratic political system. 

Part of the problem was that much of the 'European project' --to create a more united, 
richer and powerful EU -- seemed utopian without further transfers of national powers 
to Brussels. As Marquand (1994: 19) argued 'the nation--states of the Union have 
already surrendered too much power to supranational institutions to implement it on 
the national level, while the institutions of the Union will continue to be too weak to 
implement it on the supranationallevel'. 

Another problem was the EU's inability to meet the high expectations of the US and · 
the rest of the world. During most of the Cold War, the EU was essentially a customs 
union which lacked all of the basic attributes of a sovereign state. After 1989, 
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external presslJ!eS pushed the EU to ·consider developing these attributes -- a single 
foreign office, intelligence service and military-- but all were still years away. 

Even if the EU still lacks a 'common' 'foreign policy, but it does stand for something 
in international affairs:· the consolidation of democratic government in Europe. Yet, 
the EU is highly undemocratic in many respects. Pillars II and ill give the EU more 
scope for developing common positions in areas ripe for cooperation with the US, but · 
the EU's lack of unity in these has provoked impatience within the Clinton 
administration. The pillars illustrate the cm1tinued propensity of ·European 
governments to pool resources without pooling accountability. 

The undemocratic nature of the EU is part of a wider problem. After 1993, European 
citizens actually expressed more dissatisfaction with the way that democracy worked 
at national than at the EU level (Shackleton 1994: 7). Popular attitudes towards EU at 
least remained stable: 57 per cent of EU voters still expressed a 'positive feeling 
about membership' (Commission 1995). It is perhaps worth recalling Milward's 
{1992) insight that the Community originally was created to 'rescue' weak, insecure 
and war-ravaf!ed .. :ational states and to make them more legitimate and effective. The 
same trick rrught work today, if the end of Cold War had not had the apparent effect of 
making European citizens less intolerant of diversions from democratic ideals. 

It remains difficult to democratise the EU because it is characterised by a distinctive 
type of multi-level bargaining. Putnam's (1988) model of 'two-level games' is apt, 
but still far too simple to capture the way in which EU policies are often driven by 
domestic political imperatives, and yet governments often use the EU to 
'Europeanise' domestic problems and make them less intractable, as the Germans 
have done on immigration issues. This strategy allows governments to shift the 
policy-making process from the national to the EU level, where domestic political 
pressures are weaker and do not constrain as much. · 

Foreign policies became 'Europeanised' in significant respects beginning in the early 
1970s. The European Political Cooperation (EPC) mechanism was created to allow 
Member States to 'coordinate' their foreign policies Within a closed circle of EU 
foreign ministers far removed from domestic politics. Compared to the American 
foreign policy process, EPC allowed less input from a far narrower set of interests. 

More recently, the ability of governments to use the EU to 'hide' from domestic 
political pressures has eroded. After Maastricht, it became obvious that governments 
in a number ofEU states-- France, Ireland, Germany and especially Denmark-- had 
failed to build a solid domestic consensus in support of the Treaty. For example, Kohl 
was forced to grant the German Lander, or individual states, new powers to eo
determine key aspects of German EUpolicy to ensure ratification ofMaastricht by the 
Bundesrat, the German upper house of parliament, where the Lander are represented. 
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Most EU policies remain a product of bargains between national elites. Polls in 1995 
showed that only 17 per cent of Europeans were even aware that another 
intergovernmental conference was planned for 1996 (Commission 1995). Yet an 
expanded number of EU bargains have incneasingly perceptible impacts on the social 
and economic lives of ordinary citizens. The ability of EU governments to justify this 
system of policy- making and sustain diffuse support for the European project became 
subject to new doubts in the 1990s. The EU risked underinining its image as a 
guardian of democratic government in Europe if it continues to leave the 'democratic 
deficit' untouched. Yet, serious institutional reforms continued to be blocked mid
way through the 1996 IGC by France and, above all, the UK. 

Throughout the postwar period, EU elites often used the symbolic force of European 
unity to legitimise policies they could not otherwise 'sell' at home. Declining popular 
support for the ideal of European unity generally and the EU specifically in the 1990s 
made this ploy less viable. In foreign policy, the EU has clear incentives to present a 
single, unified face to the rest of the world in the 21st century, if for no other reason 
than to cooperate with, rather than kow-tow to, the Americans. But foreign policies 
inevitably touch on sensitive questions of national sovereignty and .dentity. A CFSP 
made in isolation from European citizens is unsustainable for very long. 

3. MANAGING DOMESTIC POLITICAL INPUTS 
As the line separating foreign from domestic policy has blurred, US and EU elites 
have had to cope with a wider array of pressures being brought to bear on foreign 
policy. Asserting political control over im ·expanded number of domestic agencies 
which now have an interest in foreign policy has become a particularly challenging 
task. The management' of domestic political inputs into US and EU foreign policies 
has become a more crucial prerequisite of stable bilateral relations. 

The Clinton administration's record on managing relations with the EU has been 
mixed. On one hand, Clinton's Secretary of State, Warren Christopher, was primarily 
a Middle East specialist with relatively little knowledge of Europe. His access to the 
President clearly was limited. On the other, Clinton's US Ambassador to the EU, 
Stuart Eizenstadt, was a Washington insider and political heavyweight. His 
fmgerprints were perceptible on the initiative which led to the Transatlantic Initiative 
and Action Plan in 1995. The appointment in 1994 of Richard Holbrooke, a respected 
and experienced diplomat, as the head of the State Department's Eilropean desk gave 
greater coherence and predictability to American EU policy. One of Holbrooke's 
deputies insisted that, 'this administration has been more supportive of European 

. integration than any since Kennedy's'. 5 

However, the administration's control of the foreign policy agenda became tenuous 
after Republican majorities took over Congress in 1994. By mid-1995 Dole had made 

5 Interview, US State Department, Aprill995. 
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good on his long-standing threat to seek a Congressional vote to abrogate the UN 
arms embargo on the former Yugoslavia. In a rare show of European unity, all 15 EU 
Member States condemned the action on the grounds that it unilaterally imposed a 
misguided US 'solution' in the Balkans. Clinton could do no more than threaten a 
veto that Congress appeared capable of overturning as it sought to use the issue for 
domestic political advantage. Clinton's warnings about undermining America's 
European partners cut little ice in Congress. 

On the EU's side, the CFSP remained an amalgam of national foreign policies. 
However, the Commission's management ofthe Union's external trade policy made it 
an important player in managing US-EU relations, particularly given the EU's lack of 
a Council of Trade Ministers. DG I often found itself cau~t between national 
tendencies toward fr~e trade or protectionism. Still, the Commission attracted 
admiration in Washington and ot)l.er foreign capitals for its willingness to face off 
against more protectionist EU governments and generally preferred dealing with the 
Commission to dealing with the Council's troika (see Gardner 1996). 

Ironically, there is no analogous, integrated US agency for.· managing domestic 
political inputs into trade negotiations. The US Trade Representative is, after all, an 
agency which wields powers delegated by Congress to the executive. The Commerce 
Department has far more influence over policy towards developing than developed 
countries. The State Department's pull on trade policy is weak. 

The EU's own behaviour has been conditioned by the frequent inability of the 
American executive to deliver on its trade policy commitments. Of co__urse, mandates 
given to DG I by EU Member States prior to trade negotiations are products of hard 
bargaining between national interests. But US trade policy under Clinton has become 
even more events-driven and politically-derived than EU trade policy {Peterson 1996). 

The Transatlantic Declaration was accepted by the EU largely because it was viewed 
as a means for ensuring that the EU was consulted prior to the emergence of new US 
trade legislation in Congress. An 'early warning system' at the sub-cabinet level, 
unveiled in 1994, appeared to produce a somewhat calmer approach to bilateral trade 
dispute on thorny issues such as procurement, Cuba and telecoms. 

The Transatlantic Declaration committed the US administration to two full summits 
and cabinet--leyel 'roundtable meetings' with the Commission each year. While these 
latter meetings sometimes did not take place, a vast number of bilateral 'panels of 
experts' emerged. For example, US enthusiasm for the creation of a Joint Task Force 
on Biotechnology was a product of a long-running bilateral dispute over an EU ban on 
exports of American beef treated with growth hormones. The Bush administration 
hoped the Task Force would conclude that the ban was a desperate measure designed 
to cope with . the EU's domestic beef surpluses rather than a product of legitimate 
consumer safety concerns. A Commission official claimed, 

I 
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It was [the USTR Carla] Hills' idea to set up the biotechnology group to be a 
political group which the US could use to beat the EU over the head. But the 
scientists within it were outraged by the idea and hijacked it. They just wanted 
to talk about biotechnology research. 

Officials contended that such low-key exchanges were critical in keeping transatlantic 
relations on an even keel. Increased exchange between experts created a web of joint 
dialogues or 'epistemic communities' which were depoliticized and far removed from 
domestic pressures. They became potential facilitators of broader agreements at 
higher political levels. 

Despite stronger bilateral relations, American expectations of the EU often remained 
unmet. Europe's disunity in foreign policy usually was a consequence of the inability 
or refusal of EU governments to buck domestic public opinion for the sake of a 

. common European policy. Examples included Belgium's refusal to sell arms to the 
UK during the Gulf War and Germany's unilateral recognition of the independence of 
Slovenia and Croatia. The EU's behaviour during the Gulf War and the Bosnian 
conflict fuelled isolationist impulses in Congress. The argument became: 'The EU is 
richer and stronger now. Why should we help them when they will not help 
themselves?' 

The degree to which western foreign policies have been ·democratised' is easily 
exaggerated. Usually, foreign policies are products of bureaucratic competition more 
than outcomes of open domestic political debates. For some, the sharper focus of the 
US Congress on domestic problems during the Clinton years 'reinforced the 
inherently elitist nature of foreign policy-making' (Latter 1994: 6--7). Arguably, the 
CFSP and pillar Ill made it easier for EU governments to 'hide' from domestic 
pressures when they made policies in which the US took an interest. 

Still, there is no denying that foreign policy perceptions and processes have changed 
radically since 1989. The Transatlantic Declaration was mostly a response to new 
geopolitical uncertainties following the demise of the Warsaw Pact. The Transatlantic 
Agenda and Action focused almost exclusively on issues -- such as development aid, 
nuclear proliferation and terrorism -- that do not excited passions in national politics 
on either side. The Transatlantic Business Dialogue, a series of discussions between 
US and EU industrialists, is designed to identify barriers to trade in as low-key and 
depoliticised a manner as possible. All of these measures seek to systematise US-EU 
relations and thus counterbalance the democratisation, and increased volatility, of 
western foreign policies in a post-Cold War world . 

CONCLUSION 
· Largely in response to the EU' s disunity in Bosnia, a growing chorus of American 
voices has begun to express doubts about the desirability of the 'European project' as 
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now defmed by the EU (see Pfaff 1994; Kapstein 1995; Judt 1996). One of the most 
important problems which plagues US-EU relations is that American tends to assume 
that it has more. influence over the process of European integration than it actually 
does. In EU negotiations, it usually is not very helpful and often is counterproductive 
(especially on issues which are sensitive for France) to defend any particular measure 
by arguing that 'we must do it for the Americans'. Domestic political imperatives, 
unless they point towards accommodating the US, will almost always win out over the 
need to maintain good relations . with Washington. The familiar problems of 
perception and misperception (Jervis 1976) thus exacerbate the gap between the EU's 
capabilities and American expectations (Hill 1993). 

Meanwhile, an astonishingly small number of officials -- perhaps as few as 12 in the 
entire US administration -- follow EU affairs in a close or sustained way. The effect 
is to make it ever more likely that, in the absence of a broader doctrine to guide 
foreign policy, policy towards the Union will be driven by domestic American 
politics, with little or no consideration given to its knock-on effects for the EU. 

A transatlantic alliance · is unbeatable by any other possible coalition on most 
important international issues (Peterson and Ward 1995). Recent bilateral initiatives 
mean that officials on both sides 'have never been more energised to put flesh on the 
promises to coordinate policy' (Ginsberg 1996: 19). Yet, a hard look at the domestic 
politics ofUS-EU make it difficult to be optimistic about the alliance's future. 
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Introduction 1 

Despite the strong trade and investment links between the U.S. and the EU economies at the 

corporate level, the political environment of transatlantic economic relations seems presently to 

be characterized more by conflicting interests than by cooperation. The New Transatlantic 

Agenda on which both sides agreed in December 1995 to promote mutual and global trade 

liberalisation, has lost its momentum, as has its private sector offshoot, the Transatlantic 

Business Dialogue. This may reflect some qualitative shift in transatlantic economic relations 

towards an increasing economic rivalry. 

Indeed, European governments are increasingly irritated by the apparent cavalier approach 

of the U.S. in employing its political dominance to promote its export interests and in trying to 

compel third country companies to abide by its economic sanctions policy towards so-called 

rogue countries. 

This paper, however, addresses another, possibly more fundamental political development 

influencing transatlantic economic relations. The argument is based on two observations: 

(1) Regulatory or "domestic" policy issues have moved up fast on the agenda of international 

trade policy in recent years and are likely to dominate in the future. 

(2) Regional economic integration (REI) has come of age in recent years. Countries do not 

simply conclude regional integration agreements which then fail to materialize as was so 

often the case in the past. They have discovered the virtues of implementing regional 

economic integration. Setting more or less well-defined time-frames and concrete goals 

for liberalisation and deregulation has become a major feature of regional integration 

policy worldwide. And the need to establish some common regulatory rules or regimes is 

increasingly being addressed in integration agreements. 

Furthermore, this paper argues, the process of regional economic integration is still 

essentially being driven or instigated by the world economy's two traditional gravity centers, 

the United States and the European Union. Both consider their respective REI policies as one 

of their most effective means of remaining dominant players in the global economy. Their 

approaches in pursuing REI, however, reflect their different and often conflicting patterns of 

commercial policy. 

These policies have some common goals: 

An early draft of this paper, intended to prepare a conference and publication project, was discussed in 
November 1995 during a research visit at the Institute for International Econontics, Washington, DC. The 
present version draws on the results of the transatlantic workshop "Towards Rival Regionalism? U.S. and 
EU Regional Economic Integration Policies and the Risk of a Transatlantic Regulatory Rift", Stiftung 
Wissenschaft und Politik, Ebenhausen, July 4 - 6, 1996. Publication of the conference volume is 
forthcoming. Support of the project by a grant from the German Marshal! Fund of the United States is 
gratefully acknowledged. 
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to provide political stability to potentially unstable regions; 

to contain and get involved certain major powers (China and Russia) which otherwise 

might become a source of destabilization or even a security threat; 

to conttibute to a reduction of direct and indirect barriers for trade and investment beyond 

the achievements ofthe GATT/WTO and thus to promote a "level playing field" by 

gradually eliminating distortions of competition which originate from differing national 

regulations and domestic policies. 

There is, however, no transatlantic consensus on the extent to which this latter goal should 

be addressed at the regional instead of the global (eg. WTO) level. 

But by pursuing these goals the U.S. and the EU also aim at establishing zones of economic 

preferences to obtain business opportunities more advantageous than those of their global 

economic tiva Is. 

This may happen in three ways: 

1) by reducing or eliminating tariffs within a free trade agreement in conformity with Art. 

XXIV of the WTO Agreement, 

2) by taking steps to create a regional regulatory regime beyond present WTO codes as well 

as to interfere with their rivals' parallel attempts at expanding their regulatory regime, 

3) by consolidating and enhancing their political influence in a region with a view to be able 

to inf01mally encourage favorable policy and business decisions. 

Within this context the analysis will focus on the possibility of an emerging rival 

regionalism. with special emphasis on what has been mentioned above under (2): the likelihood 

and implications of the major present regional economic integration agreements leading to 

rival regulatorr regimes. 

Such a regulatory rift in transatlantic relations could in the medium term not only put a 

strain on these relations in general but might become a major threat to further global trade 

liberalisation. 

Regional t:trgeting? 

In the present global setup of regional economic integration the European Union has 

established itself as the core of a large region of nations which are (or will eventually be) 

associated to it through various bilateral agreements. While these agreements offer differing 

prospects of deepening those countries' relationships with the EU, ranging from free trade to 

the perspective of full EU membership, they all address rather more or less comprehensively 

the wider regulat01y issues as defined by the EU's Single Market acquis. The European 

Union's wider REI area comprises: 
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Iceland, Liechtenstein, Norway, Switzerland, the remaining EFTA "orphans" and- with 

the exception of Switzerland- members of the European Economic Area (EEA), an 

almost cnmplete substitute to the EU Single Market in terms of regulatory issues; 

the Central and East European countries (CEEC) with specific association agreements 

concluded (Poland, Czech Republic, Slovakia, Hungary, Romania, Bulgaria, Estonia, 

Latvia, Lithuania) or envisioned (Slovenia, possibly Albania); through those "Europe 

Agreement>" these countries are subject to the EU's "pre-accession strategy" ·as defined by 

the White Paper of May 1995 (European Commission 1995b) 

the Meditenanean countries, with whom various levels of integration are in force or are 

envisaged: An agreement establishing a customs union with Turkey has been ratified in 

1996: the association agreements with Malta and Cyprus are to lead to full EU 

membership: in the context of the "Euro-Mediterranean Partnership" (Euro-MED) free 

trade agreements have already been concluded (with Israe~ Morocco, Tunisia, Jordan) or 

are to be concluded (with Egypt, Lebanon, the Palestinian Authority, eventually also

political conditions permitting- with Algeria and Syria). 

Non-preferential economic cooperation agreements are in force or are currently being 

negotiated or prepared with Russia (in force), Ukraine, Belarus and Moldavia. They 

include an option to expand them to free trade agreements at a later stage. 

In this contex1. the EU has been a catalyst for evolving subregional cooperation and 

integration among CEEC (e.g. The Central European Free Trade Association- CEFTA- of 

the Czech Republic, Hungary, Poland, Slovakia and- since January I, 1996- Slovenia) and 

Mediterranean cotmtties (as envisaged by the Barcelona Declaration of Nov. 28, 1995) 

This leaves but very few white spots on the map of geographical Europe and the region 

bordering its "mare nostrum", the Mediterranean. 

The United States is the promotor and common denominator of the two other major 

present-dav regional integration initiatives: 

2 

Westem Hemisphere economic integration has experienced a greatly enhanced momentum 

with the U. S. administration's 1990 Enterprise for the Americas Initiative and the 

successfi.rl conclusion of the North Atlantic Free Trade Agreement (NAFTA) with Canada 

and Mexico in 1993. At the December 1994 Summit of the Americas in Miami the Free 

Trade Area of the Americas (FTAA) ini.tiative2 was formally launched. It is to lead to a 

common fi·ee trade and economic integration regime covering the entire American 

continent by the year 2005. In the U.S. view NAFTA should not only be open to 

The FTAA 111itiatl\e comprises all American countries with the exception of Cuba which was not invited 
to join. 

• " 
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southward expansion, as emphasized by Chile's possible accession. NAFTA should also be 

the core- and in the longer term the model- of the FTAA integration process (Morici 

1996. 63f ). 

The Westem Hemisphere integration process has stimulated - and vice versa been 

promoted by - a renewed seriousness among Latin American countries about subregional 

economic integration, leading to new agreements such as the Mercado Commun del Sur 

(MERCOSUR)~ and the G-34 as well as reviving hitherto.languishing.older.ones, such as 

the Andean Pact'. 

The Asia Pacific Economic Cooperation (APEC) initiative, ultimately to lead to an Asia 

Pacific Economic Community, is the most ambitious REI venture so far in terms of its 

economic potential as well as of the political resistances to overcome. It presently links the 

three NAFT A countries, Chile and the three non-Atlantic OECD-members Australia, New 

Zealand. Japan with Asian countries representing the world economy's most dynamic 

emerging markets: South Korea, China, Taiwan, Hong Kong and the six original member 

countties of the Association of South East Asian Nations (ASEAN)6, plus Papua-New 

Guinea. 

APEC too. is becoming the driving force and catalyst for further (sub-) regional economic 

integration initiatives such as the ASEAN Free Trade Area (AFTA). 

Far from restticting themselves to their respective regions, both the U.S. and the EU, 

moreover, are rather heavily engaged in maintaining or building special trade and economic 

integration relations with countries in each other's main "target regions": the EU in Latin 

America and through the ASEM (Asia-Europe Meeting) dialogue in Asia, the U.S. in the 

Mediterranean region (FTA with Israel, special relations with Egypt and the Gulf states). 

The debate whether regional economic integration is a building block or a stumbling stone 

for multilateral trade liberalisation is still going on, nourished by conflicting signals. While a 

WTO study of 1995 (WTO, 1995) came to a rather positive assessment of the impact of 

regional trade agreements so far, more recent statements, including those of the WTO 

secretary general. Ruggiero, have again drawn attention to the danger of the world economy 

3 

4 

5 

6 

The MERCOSUR (Brazilian: Mercosul) intends to create a customs union by the year 2006. Its members 
are: Argentina. Brazil. Paraguay, Uruguay. Chile has concluded a free trade and association agreement 
with the MERCOSUR. 

Members of the G-3 are Colombia. Mexico and Venezuela. 

The Andean Group ( Grupo Andino) is formed by the following countries: Colombia, Bolivia, Ecuador, 
Peru. Venezuela. At its recent summit in March 1996 the group decided to develop into a more structured 
entity with supranational elements, declaring the EU as its role model of integration. 

The ASEAN members are: Bmnei, Indonesia, Malaysia, Philippines, Singapore, Thailand and Vietnam. 
The latter which became an ASEAN member in 1995 is not a member of APEC. 
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being dtiven into a rift between rival regional zones of preference with different regulatory 

regimes. 7 

As far as the U.S and the EU are concerned, it is possible that this ambiguous assessment 

reflects the ambiguity of their own REI policies. Though driven by considerations of national 

economic interests. LJ. S. and EU REI policies are confronting ever more countries with the 

need of building regulatmy regimes and institutions. In this way, these policies may end up as 

instruments of an inYisible hand working towards global trade liberalisation and regulatory 

harmonisation. lllis h\1)0thesis, which will be further expanded upon found some support in 

the papers and discussions at the SWP conference on rival regionalism and regulatory regime 

building in July 1996. 

Unequal actors - different policy approaches 

A compatison between the U.S. and the EU as centers of REI might start with their major 

common feature: the enormous absorptive capacity of their huge internal markets for exports 

from third countries. In 1994, the EU absorbed 27% of world exports not originating either in .. 

the EU or in the U.S.. the U.S. 26%. This generates a two-sided interest in REI: Countries 

whose economy heavily depends on their exports to those two big markets would like to see 

their market access finther inaproved and based on a more solid set of agreed rules to replace 

the discretionary elements ofU.S. and European trade policies. Vice versa, thanks to their 

inapott capacity. the LJ.S. as well as the EU command a certain leverage over these countries to 

incite them to agree on reciprocal liberalisation of trade and common rules for market access 

beyond multilaterally achieved liberalisation. 

The ensuing U.S. and EU policy approaches to REI, however, differ significantly from each 

other in four major respects: 

their geographical scope, 

their economic potential in terms of trade creation, 

the foreign and secmity policy leverage applied in their pursuit, 

. - their intended itw,nsity of integration. 

These differences are showing up in the motivations and directions of the two actors' REI 

policies as well as in the incentives for third countries to join in those policies. 

7 Such concerns were voiced at a preparatory conference for the forthcoming WTO Ministerial Meeting 
which took place in S111gapore in April 1996. cp. "Regional Trade Pacts Seen as Threat", in International 
Herald Tnbnne. c<• .-'.pril 1996. p.l7. 
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The EU approach to regional regulatory integration 

Europea11 regional integration policy primarily has a rather narrow geographical focus, 

encompassing firstly <1ll "European countries" as referred to in Art. 0 of the EU Treaty which 

as such may apply for membership to the Union,s and secondly the non-European countries 

bordeting the Mediterranean. 9 This region full of actual and potential conflicts is the EU's 

immediate peripherv \\hose social and political stability is of vital interest to many EU member 

countries. 

Moreover. compared to the U.S., the EU has a much more limited range of instruments at 

its disposal to <1ct forcefully as a regional integrator beyond its own confines. Since it still lacks 

the common policv mechanism backed by adequate military force to provide a stable security 

envirorunent its abilitv to act unilaterally and in a discretionary way does not nearly match the 

United States' ahilitv of power projection and of credibly linking trade and security issues. To 

the EU, its economic integration policy so far is the only efficient foreign policy tool to 

promote political stability through a massive commitment to developing the region's economic 

potential. 

The point ol· reference of the EU in approaching this task has been its own unrivaled 

experience of ever deeper integration among sovereign countries, so far culminating in the 

completion of the Single Market. At the same time, this experience and the supranational 

structures in which it is embodied-

• the institutional e~penise in balancing national interests while maintaining the momentum 

of integration. 

• the acquis commJIIJmJtaire resulting therefrom and 

• the financial transter mechanisms available to help countries, whether members or not, to 

adjust to the regulatory requirements and competitive pressures of the internal market

have undeqJinned the attractiveness ofth•! European Union as a center of regional integration 

to many others. 

Both REI policies aim at regulatory regime building by regionally extending core elements 

of the Commtlllitv'> ocq11is- but not with equal emphasis on binding commitments. 

8 As to membership thiS geographical definition brings about some embarassment regarding Turkey (which 
formally appl1ed for membership in 1989) and Russia. whose boundaries are extending way beyond the 
European continent and which for socio-cultural as well as political reasons do not fit into the pattern of 
EU members. This does not impede. however. their inclusion into the European Union's REI policy . 

9 The Lame convention granting certain unilateral preferential trade conditions to African, Carribean and 
Pacific (ACPl countries is not considered a regional integration agreement in this context and thus not 
taken into zwcount 
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The "Europe Agreements" with CEE countries are to provide "an appropriate framework 

for the (respective country's) gradual integration into the Community. To this end, the 

(respecti\ e cotmtry) shall work towards fulfilling the necessary conditions. "1° They include: 

• National treatment for the establishment ofbusiness operations- certain sectors, however, 

are e"cluded for a ma"imum duration of eight years after entry into force of the agreement 

(An. 45.46) 

• PrO\isions on competition policy and public monopolies corresponding to those of art. 85, 

86, 90 and 92 of the EC Treaty (Art. 64) 

• Protection of intellectual property rights "at a level .. similar to that existing in the 

Community": accession of the respective CEE country to the European patent convention 

(Art. 67) 

• Community resp. national treatment for access to public procurement contracts, with a 10 

year grace period for the CEE country Art. 68). 

• "Approximation of laws"- this covers basically the acquis comunautaire regarding all 

regulations on economic activity in industry and services. The Community will provide 

technical assistance for the implementation of these measures (Art. 69-71). 

• Cooperation '\~ith the aim to achieve ... full conformity with Community technical 

regulations and European standardization and conformity assessment procedures," 

conclusion of mutual recognition agreements (MRA) where appropriate, participation of 

the respective CEE colllltry in the European standard setting bodies, technical assistance 

from the Community (Art.75). 

• Sectoral cooperation on energy, environment, transport, telecommunications, financial 

services \vith view to implementing the Community acquis and common policies in these 

fields (An79-84 ). 

These agreements are being backed up and their scope is further extended by the European 

Commission's "Pre-Accession Strategy". The ?re-Accession White Paper of 1995 can be seen 

as the equivalent for the CEEC of the 1985 White Paper laying out the Single Market 

Program. 11 Its smooth implementation is far from guaranteed given the enormous economic 

and regulatory asymmetries between the EU colllltries and the CEEC as well as the persisting 

differences of opinion among EU members on the handling of the Eastern enlargement. But the 

Commission's intentions in pursuing its pre-accession policy towards the CEEC are clear as 

summarised by Alasdair Smith et al.: "It seeks to help the CEECs take on a pro-integration and 

10 This and the following quotes from the "Europe Agreements" are taken from the Europe Agreement with 
the Czech Republtk, Official Journal of the European Communities, L360 (31 December 1994). 

11 Cp. Alasdair Smtth et al., The European Union and Central and Eastern Europe: ?re-Accession 
Strategies. Susse., European Institute Working Paper No. 15 (1996). The main arguments of this paper 
were presented nt the SIVP conference "Towards Rival Regionalism?", July 1996, p. 6f. . 
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efficiencv enhancing set of rules that will make eventual free trade and membership much 

easier. But at the same time it aims to provide EU firms with market conditions familiar to 

them and up to a point lilvourable to them."l2 

The "Euro-MediteiTanean Agreements" with Israel and the Maghreb and Mashrek countries 

do not have the puqJOse of preparing an accession of new members to the EU. Their aim is to 

achieve bilateral fi·ee trade between the EU and the respective countries within twelve years

in the case of Israel this had already been achieved since 1989. But beyond this .immediate hub

and-spoke orientation the agreements are to promote a genuine horizontal regional free trade 

area which includes trade among the Meditenanean countries.l3 This general aim has been 

emphasized at the Euro-Meditenanean Summit in Barcelona in November 1995. 

The provisions of the Euro-MED agreements are not as far-reaching as those of the 

"Europe Agreements". Notably, they are more flexible with regard to the Mediterranean 

countries' adoption oft he acquis, in several cases resorting to declarations of intent instead of 

binding commitmell!s. The EU acquis remains, however, the ultimate reference point. The 

provisions include 

• A declaration of intent to include national treatment for the establishment ofbusiness 

operations and provision of services with the agreement at a later stage (Art. 31 ). 

• Provisions on competition policy and public monopolies corresponding to those of Art. 

85. 86. 91 and 92 of the EC Treaty, but no reference to Art. 90 EC Treaty on public 

monopolies (An. 36-38). 

• Protection of imellectual property rights, "in line with the highest international standards" 

(An. 3lJ). 

• A declaration of intent to achieve "a reciprocal and gradual liberalization of public 

procurement contracts" (Art. 41 ). 

• A declaration of intent on harmonisation of technical rules and standards: "The Parties 

shall take appropriate steps to promote the use by Tunisia of Community technical rules 

and Euopean standards for industrial and agri-food products and certification procedures" 

with a view to concluding MRAs "when the circumstances are right" (Art. 40). 

• 

• 
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Fostering "intra-regional trade within the Maghreb" as well as, among others, "regional 

institutions and the establishment of common or harmonized programmes and policies" 

(An 45) 

Cooperation in standardization and conformity assessment, in order to 

ibld. p 20 

13 The first of these at\reements which have recently been concluded are the Euro-Mediterranean 
Agreements witli Tun1sia. Morocco and Jordan. A free trade agreement with Israel has also been 
concluded. This a~ree1nent. however, differs from the Euro-Mediterranean-type agreements. 
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- use Community rules in standardization etc., 

- updnte Tunisian laboratories (leading eventually to MRAs for conformity assessment), 

- create "the bodies responsible for intellectual ... property and for standardization and 

quality in Tunisia (Att. 51), 

- "helpin~ Tunisia to bring its legislation closer to that of the Community in the areas 

CO\ ered bv this Agreement" (Art. 52), 

- achievi11g closer common rules and standards in financial services (Art. 53). 

For both the CEEC and the Meditenanean countries, the regnlatory regime building aspects 

of the immediate trade liberalisation and customs policy measures should not be 

undereqinwted. As customs revenues will be dropping when free trade with their dominant 

trading panner. the EU. enters into force, a strong need to reform their systems of taxation will 

arise. Such refonn will probably be modelled after the EU example, heavily relying on a value

added ta:-.:. Moreover. the introduction of a common set of rules of origin (ROO) will have a 

profound indirect impact on regulatory regime building for the region which extends from the 

CEEC to the Maghreb and Mashrek countries. It is in force since 1995 for trade between the 

EU, the remaining EFT A countries and the CEEC and has been submitted to the MED 

countties for them to join Common ROO are a powerful tool for creating a regional 

preference etlect. Thev do not ouly promote intra-regional trade by reducing transaction costs. 

They mav also act as a fiuther enticement for adjusting regulatory rules to those of the 

dominant foreign trade panners. 

Thus. it is hoped. the EU countries' investment in terms of financial transfers and of 

readiness to bear their own share of the resulting costs of economic adjustment will not only 

foster social stabilitv in the respective countries, but also yield increasing commercial returns 

from growing markets t<)J" European products and services and from low cost investment 

locations v..ith similar regulatory framework conditions. 

Funhennore. the El! integration approach has been attractive for other countries beyond 

geographical Europe and its petiphety, particularly in Latin American and Afiica. This may 

have facilitated, together with a particularly strong position of the EU in the respective 

countJies' trade. recent cross-regional initiatives such as the EU-Mercosur free trade 

agreement. or the free trade agreement between the EU and the Republic of South Afiica 

which is currently being prepared. It remains to be seen whether these agreements will evolve 

towards the EU regulatory acquis or in parallel with progress towards a WTO-based global 

regulatory regime. 

Asian countries have basically refuted to adopt the EU model of regional economic 

integration. It is. thereftJre. unlikely that the process initiated by the Asia-Europe Meeting 

(ASEM) willtJro\ icle new momentum with a view to more formal, rule-based agreements soon 

(Pelkmans. I 996) 

! 
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The U.S. approach to regional regulatory integration 

The Untred Srates has a much more recent experience with regional economic integration than 

the European Union. But the REI policy it has embarked upon evidently is much more 

ambitious mu! challenging as to its geographical scope as well as to its economic potential and 

to its sectnity dimension. On the one hand this policy might best be explained as an attempt to 

re-enact in a slightly smaller but more favorable environment the original global economic 

integration policy which the U.S. was able to implement after World War IT. As the U.S. has 

been facing increasing difficulties to shape the global trade regime, an REI policy which after 

all inchtdes 38% of the world population, 53% of the global GDP and 46% ofWorld trade 

(1994 data) cenainly is a rather attractive second-best-policy. The viability of this policy is 

being undeq1inned by the f.1ct that contrary to its position in the world economy, in terms of 

security policy and military power American dominance is probably stronger than ever. The 

U.S., therefore. has no incentive to develop any European-style supranational structures. 

On the other hand, the REI policy as well as the unilateral trade policy of the U.S. reveals 

far-reaching ambitions to address trade-related regulatory policy issues and to make sure that· 

other countJies reshape their regulatory regimes to conform as much as possible with U.S. 

rules and regulations. 

The three big U.S.-sponsored REI initiatives, NAFTA, FTAA and APEC- are all 

determined to a different degree by these somehow contradictory ambitions. While the 

European approach to regional regulatory integration is quite evident, it might therefore be 

questioned whether a cotTesponding consistent U. S. approach does at all exist. However, this 

paper suggests, the NAFTA texts and their implementation, the FTAA declarations as well as 

the documents accompanying the APEC process do provide quite some hints to the regulatory 

features ofWestem hemisphere and Asia-Pacific integration which the U.S. seems to consider 

desirable. 

With a 'iew to the logic of economic integration, the U.S. policy towards APEC most 

stronglY retlects the multilaterally miented "mini-GATT" approach. Its emphasis on an "open 

regionalism" without free-tiding- inviting others to join trade liberalisation on a reciprocity 

basis or lace disadvantages in the Asia-Pacific region- may be considered as an attempt to 

speed up the multilateral liberalisation process and to determine its outcome through regional 

progress on APEC's terms (Bergsten 1996, 113). 

Tite Nonh Ametican Free Trade Agreement (NAFTA) on the contrary probably bears most 

resemblance to the economic pattem of the European Union's REI approach. It has a clear and 

natTO\\ geographical focus and attempts to deepen integration among three countries which 

have already established highly integrated trade relations among themselves, at least on two 

sides of the triangle, as the U. S. is the overwhelmingly dominant trade partner for both Canada 
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and Me,ico (l-lufbauer1Schott 1994, 36ff, 133). Moreover, through the NAFTA its two highly 

developed members. the U. S. and Canada, have taken on the risk of opening their markets to 

free trade" ith a low-\\ age. low-standard, high-debt, soft-currency developing country. 

TI1e FT AA initiative f.11ls in between those two approaches. As is APEC, it is still a mere 

politica I declaration of intent. It has, however, succeeded in developing a concrete agenda for 

working group negotiations on future binding commitments. 

From the U.S. point of view the FTAA should basically be a greater NAFTA. But given the 

different and p:ntially m erlapping subregional Latin American integration agreements it is 

doubtfid whether an FTAA agreement can be modelled according to the NAFTA concept. 

Furthermore, not all Latin Ame1ican economies are equally focused on trade with the U.S. as 

those ol· Canada. 1\le,iJ,o. Venezuela and most Central American and Caribbean countries. A 

smaller-scale building block approach to Western Hemisphere integration, in close conjunction 

with progress on the WTO level, may seem more attractive to most MERCOSUR and Andean 

Group countries. 

Whik each ol'these three REI initiatives has its own characteristics and, for the U.S., 

resistances to be overcome. they have one major element in common: their overlapping 

membership. ll1e three NAFTA members are not only core participants in the FTAA process, 

they are also mebers of APEC. A further Latin American country, Chile, which may join both 

NAFT A and M ERCOSUR and thus become a key member in the FTAA is also participating in 

APEC. lllis may result in the three different REI processes stimulating each other. 

A b1ief comparison of their main regulatmy aspects may shed some more light on the scope 

for regulatorv regime building in the Westem Hemisphere-Asia Pacific Area. 

As the mo:'t tin-reaching ofWestem Hemisphere subregional integration agreementsl4 the 

NAFTA establishes national treatment among the contracting partners in basically all areas of 

economic activity. ll1is includes technical, environmental and health standards. While the use 

ofintematinnal standards is recommended, member countries may apply higher standards, with 

effectt" in1ra-NAFTA trade. Mutual recognition oftechnical standards and tests can be agreed 

upon. but there is ~:o binding deadline for its introduction. According to the NAFTA treaty and 

side agreements. hovve\ er. several committees were established (e.g. on standard-related 

measures. on sanitmy and phytosanitary standards, the Commission on Environmental 

Cooperation). which are working on hannonization of standards. 

An illlponant additiona I activity in hannonization of standards and common development of 

volwllarv industry standards is being canied out by the "Trilateral Standardization Forum". It 

is sponsored by the three non-govemmentalnational standardization organizations and thus 

14 For a detailed comparatJve overview see the Analytical Compendium of Western Hemisphere Trade 
Arungements in: OASt 1995). 
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ultimate I\ by inclustty. As t:1r as telecommullications standards are concerned, this activity is 

matched on the Westem hemisphere level by the OAS Inter-American Telecommunications 

Commis,;inn (C!TEL) (Schott 1995, 6). 

Public proc·urement will be mutually opened up to provide national treatment for bids from 

other NAFT A member,. Tite problem of discrimination in public procurement at the 

subnational le• cl is not addressed. 

NAFT.\ in l<Lcies no provisions on competition and antitrust.policy .. However,.a Working 

Group <lit Tra-.!e and Contpetition has been established to report on the issue for further 

consiclera tion. 

NAFTA thus does not create a supranational regulatory regime. It leaves the member 

cowltlies' national regulatory sovereignty intact and establishes the framework for a gradual 

adjustment of the other members to the dominant U.S. regulatory regime. Contrary to this 

cautioush liberalizing impact on domestic regulatory policies, however, trade-oriented 

NAFT A regulations. especially ROO requirements act as rather costly trade impediments 

instead nrfi•ci'itating intra-NAFTA-trade. 

Tile NAFT·\ approach has so far basically been followed by the U.S. in promoting the 

FTAA initiatiw. At two FT AA ministerial meetings (Denver, June 1995, Cartagena, March 

1996) which followed the Miami Summit of December 1994, eleven working groups have been 

establish eel of which nine deal with regulatory issues (Preeg 1996): customs procedures and 

rules of origin. inve;;rment. standards and technical barriers to trade, sanitary and phytosanitary 

measures. subsidies. anridlllnping and coutetvailing duties, government procurement, 

intellecwal pro petty tights. trade in setvices, competition policy. 

Since at the higher political level the FT AA still enjoys only a qualified support among the 

major Latin Ametican countties, the FT AA REI process presently essentially takes place in 

these 11orking groups. Even before they are to produce elaborate proposals for a FTAA 

agreemcut the working groups are generating a learning process, as Em est Preeg ( 1996) has 

pointed out. which will per se be a substantial contribution to regulatory institution building in 

Latin A lllericll. 

U.S. policY on the APEC initiative faces quite different challenges as to regulatory 

integration. Tftlte first comprehensive U.S. initiative to address trade-impeding regulatory 

policies of <1n Asian country. the Strategic Impediments Initiative towards Japan, were taken as 

a reference. the agenda lln regulat01y harmonization in the Asia-Pacific region on U.S. terms 

would be fonnidable. The proposals put fiJtward by the Eminent Persons Group in its second 

and third rep on (El'G 1994. 1995) as well as some recent special studies on regulatory issues 

in the APEC conte'a (e.g. Wilson 1995), however, are much more modest. They suggest that 

several1cgulat:<."Y issues of major concem to one or more APEC members should be 

addressed 
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On sro11dards the EPG proposed in its second report an EC-type mixture ofharmonization 

and rnuwal recognition of standards. Harmonization should include a gradual convergence of 

environmental standards. This process should be complemented and possibly anticipated by 

APEC-\vide MRAs on confonnity assessment procedures. The third report (EPG 1995) seems 

to have backed away fi·om the idea of APEC harmonization of sensitive standards in favour of 

volwnarv. industry-dtiven standard setting. This concept is also brought forward by Wilson 

(1995. o I) who elaborates 011 the policy of alignment of APEC national standards with 

international standards. together with the referral to international standards (73f.). Wilson sees 

this as an alternati,·e. even opposing model to the approach in Europe, which "has aggressively 

developed a model for sta11dards, testing, and certification regimes that includes a stronger role 

for gO\ emment and third patties than is the case elsewhere in the world" (Wilson, 1995, 50). 

Tite issue of labour standards which has played such a prominent role in U.S. policy 

towards the NAFTA initiative and towards the Marrakesh agreement concluding the Uruguay 

RoUild. has not been brought up so far within APEC. 

A coordination or e,·en a11 alignment of national competition policies is a matter of prime 

interest for the U.S.. especially regardi11g its trade relations with Japan, but increasingly also 

with South Korea. and potentially other Asian countries, in order to address the problem local 

vertica I trusts and disttibution monopolies which severely impede market access. Moreover, a 

common competition policy is considered the most promising approach to deal with dumping 

as this is just a special case of abuse of market power. Such a common approach might 

establish rational. transparent antidumpi11g procedures instead of the discretionary and often 

biased administrative procedures which are prevailing presently (EPG 1995, 16ff). In its last 

rep on the EPG has brought fotward some concrete proposals on APEC cooperation in the 

application of natinnal competition policies and recommends to launch a major study on the 

differences of national competition policies amo11g APEC countries and their causes (EPG 

1995. 19ff and Annex 2). 

Most of the pr<'posals mentioned so far are shaped according to U.S. or NAFTA models. 

But it is highly doubtful that they will be accepted as such as there is very little readiness 

among Asian APEC members to move forward any faster or farther than the WTO rule

making process on those issues. IS 

l11c second and again. more in detail, the third EPG report have, however, brought up one 

very inrwvative concept which is distinctively "Asian" and which therefore might be difficult to 

swallo\\ for the U. S. but which might be very useful for regulatory regime-building in the Asia

Pacific region: the idea of a "dispute mediation service" in place of traditional dispute 

15 Cp Chorles E Momson Regime Building in Asia Pacific and the Dangers of Regulatory Rift in US
Europeon relations. Paper for the conference Towards Rival Regionalism? Ebenhausen, July 4- 6, 1996 
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settlement procedures. lltis concept nmts away from the traditional "rule-based" American 

(and GA TT/WTO) approach to propose instead a mechanism of impartial assessment of each 

sides interest in order to achieve a "face-saving" consensual solution instead of arbitration 

based 011 "right-or-wrong" decisions (EPG 1995). Furthermore, the concept doesn't even 

depend on any agreed rules to be in place regarding the contentious issues. This concept, if 

implemented. found to be working and eventually being extended, may turn out to become a 

major contJibution to regional and multilateral integration globally. 

Contpeting regubltory regirnes? 

The initial question of our "Rival Regionalism" project referred to the danger of a transatlantic 

regulntorv 1ift e'1:ending to the respective ·wider REI areas. So far, this spectre of a world 

being divided intn ri' al- and mutually exclusive- regional regulatory blocs has not been 

coufinned. Does thi:' mean we can happily consider the two actors' REI approaches as a 

competitive regionillism which may eventually be beneficial to the global trade system? Not 

quite. To reach il more elaborate conclusion two aspects of the issue should be looked at 

separat eh: ( I ) the impact of competing regulatory policies, (2) transatlantic economic rivalry. 

As far as competing regional regulatory policies are concerned the question is whether these 

will create systems of regional preference beyond multilateral rules or whether they will 

incre:he the mutual pressure for consensus on the "new trade policy issues" at the multilateral 

level. 

The major REI agreements have so far had larger trade creating than trade diverting effects. 

But thev still have resulted in intra-regional trade clearly growing faster than trade with third 

cownries. This has been true for the EC, the oldest and most advanced REI grouping (WTO 

1995. 3lllf.). And recent data for NAFTA, Mercosur and APEC point to the same effect.l6. 

While in all four cases the trade trada may reflect traders' anticipation of the trade liberalisation 

and f.1cilitation process fi·om the REI policies it may be argued that what has been anticipated 

is not mere tariff reductions ("shallow integration") but the effects of future "deep integration" 

(Pomti·et I <19(J ). 

,.Deep .. or .. posit i' e'' integrationl 7 has received a strong momentum from the Single Market 

process. After fi-ee trade had been achieved and the principle of nondiscrimination and national 

16 
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lnrra-1\ AFT-\-Tracle rose from -!1.4% in 1990 to 47.6% of the three NAFT A countries' total foreign trade 
111 I '19-!c rnlra-AI'EC-Trade rose from 68.6% in 1990 to 73.3% in 1994, cp. Soko Tanaka, A Japanese 
Vrew on US -EL Rival Regionalism and Regulatory Regime Building in the Asia Pacific Region, Paper 
prepared for the conference "Towards Rival Regionalism?", Ebenhausen, July 4-6, 1996. 

4...greeing, with Blngwmi's reservations about the terms of "shallow" = border·related vs. ''deep 
rnte;;ratron" · referrrng to domestic, regulatory policy harmonisation (Bhagwati/Hudec 1996, Vol. I, I) I 
sti 11 cons1der pre:·erable Jan Tinbergen's distinction between "negative" and "positive" integration - the 
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treatment hatll'een !·:Jsicallv accepted, the Single Market programme basically addressed those 

technical and aclmiJ:istrative ban-iers to trade that resulted from differing regulatory regimes 

and proceclmes a ne! ii·om inadequate implementation of the nondiscrimination principle, e.g. in 

public procuremen1. The success of the EU Single Market has demonstrated that the major 

preferential eftC,ct cf h1turc regional integration agreements will be achieved by regulatory 

regime-buildin:,: am0112 panicipating cmulll-ies, as the relative advantage of regional tariff 

preferen-:es "ill fi11cilcr decrease with fi.1ll implementation of the GATT Uruguay Round 

liberali"'tion measn,·. Such "positive" integration may establish common (minimum) rules 

and st:mtlards \A here"" such (or no obligatory) international rules or standards exist, such as 

on em·ironmental er social issues. Or it may determine higher regulatory requirements than 

those of the GATT :md/or implement more stringent enforcement procedures. 

Whet h "'. hcc:Jus: of the attractions of such preferential effects or because of better 

instit11tiona I and P'' ii1 ic:1l preconditions: "positive" integration or regulatory harmonization IS 

has been more successful on the regional than on the multilateral level- with the EU and the 

U.S. as major beneficiaries. 

To simpli~ our :1rgument Europe and the Mediterranean will be considered as the wider EU 

regional integratinn area, the Westem Hemisphere and Asian-Pacific APEC members as the 

wider Ame1ic:m rc;:ional integration area. Any substantial deepening of regional regulatory 

integration through positive REI measrrres in one of those two areas will have two effects for 

companies fi·omth<· other area (as well as from third countries). First, everybody will register 

absultac gains ti·m·1 bringing those countlies into line with a clear, predictable regulatory 

framework. \\hich ilitheno had not had anything comparable. Second, taking into account the 

substantial differences between the European and American regulatory regimes which stand in 

the vvav of an~ tr:llhatlantic rapprochement on these issues (Harrison 1995, 16ff) any 

exten>iPn of' those ;egulatorv regimes to the wider regional area should create a significant 

re/ann· disadvantage in tenns of costs of market access for companies from the other area. 

When checking this argument for evidence after sufficient data will have become available 

three different I eve is of impact should be taken into account: 

First. we might tlistinguish between those regulatory rules and procedures, such as 

competition and antitrust rules, that will have no or little discriminatory or preferential impact 

on third cotlntries when harmonised 'Nitb.in a region and those whose regional harmonisation 

18 

former 3boltshit~:; tradc-tmpeding policy measures. the latter requiring consensus to introduce common 
poltc ies. 

For an analysis r•f thr• mouves for regulatory harmonisation cp. J. N. Bhagwati; The Demands to reduce 
Do<nestic Diversnv among Trading Nations. in: Bhagwati/Hudec 1996, Vol. I, 9-40, and David W, 
Lc:!rbron- L yi :1~ : )own w1 t h Procustes· An Analysis of Harmonization Claims, in: Bhagwati/Hudec 1996, 
\at l..\t-117. 

• 
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has a significant preferential effect, such as technicaL environmentaL safety and health 

standards and their cettifieation of confonnity, but also regulations governing public 

procurement and serYices. 

Sc•:nnd. a distinction should be made between setting and enforcing regulatory rules. 

In so lit r as re;,:i•l'la I i111 cg1 at inn regarding regulatory issnes addresses the enforcement of rules, 

there 1nay he sc,lpc tin significant preferential effects: The REI agreement might give injured 

panics fi·om member countries access to special dispute settlement institutions. while third 

country par1ies vvill have to rely on less efficient multilateral enforcement procedures. 

Third. and h·:yond creating e;o.']llicit preferences through regulatory discrimination, the 

gradual impkment:1tinn of a common regional regulatory regime will have the indirect but 

nonetheless pcmerfullonger term impact of providing intraregional companies with favourable 

because familiar business conditions. 

Transatlantic economic rin1lry 

As the Ell and the U.S. are consolidating their different regulatory approaches to dealing with 

market globalizatinn through regional agreements, the post 1945 system ofbenign US hege

monv is nblioush hcin;c. replaced by a system based on two powerful hegemons (Woolcock 

1996 ). 

Of course, transatlantic economic Iivalry has been a major driving force ofregionalis.m for a 

long time rtlreaclv. it was a strong motive for establishing the EEC in 1957. In the early 80s, 

the apparent succbs of Reaganomics was essential for building the political consensns for the 

European "1992" pwgramme. The latter in turn provided a strong motive for the activist REI 

policv of the U ~- which staned at the end of the 80s. It was the talk of"fortress Europe", 

hov.ever. ''hi·~h '"''·ea led the real change in transatlantic economic relations due to the "1992" 

program: the :~chic' ·~'nentln the EC of a balance of power with the U.S. in commercial policy 

leverage.1 9 . 

It is telling that i! S. and EU REI policies have been mutually exclusive. The only initiative 

to change this. the T.·\ FTA. was stillbom. Having received its initial momentum from the 

forei)c'll and ,ecuritv p•llicy comer it has indeed been lacking economic logic (cp. Schott 1996). 

And e,·en its less amhitious and more vague snccessor, the New Transatlantic Agenda, is 

stalling. 20 

19 ".:\uflcmvirtschaf:spolitische \Vaffengleichheit", as I have called it in an earlier German language 
public;:nion (van Scherpenberg 1991, 93ff.l. 

20 The recent Pro,;ress Report by the Trans-Atlantic Business Dialogue (1996) mostly contains 
, "r,:ocomm~nd:ltion~·· to the g,overments to address certain issues in order to :find a solution, which is a 

r<1t ~'"' remote pet s;,:cnvc Only in very few cases the T ABD itself has proposed specific solutions. 
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Gi' en the tit et that in transatlantic economic relations each side considers the other's 

regul:uorv policies as a continuous source of barriers to trade (e.g. USTR, 1996; European 

Conuni;;sion. 'oq 5 c). the e"\t ensiou of each other's regulatory regimes to the respective wider 

regional integration arc;: might lead to a serious rift in international regulatory policy for which 

each side is t tYing to .shift the blame to the other ( eg. Harrison 1995, 17; European 

Com1ni:--:-;ior i qu:::;;L -). 

On the n:hcr hand. both sides are still committed to further progress on the multilateral 

WTO ie' el - tll(lllf:h they seem to have changed place in their attitudes towards a rule-based 

intemat :on:d t·ade <'rder (Woolcock 1996). A comparison of the European and the American 

integration ::p··o:~ chcs sug:o:ests that relating to the regulatory conditions of global trade and 

technniog' cPmpct ition both sides are on the one hand pursuing rival strategies of staking 

clainK On the other hand they are engaged in an elaborate global competition of regulatory 

regimes. 1lteir competition is about which approach is more able to cope with the challenge of 

intemation:tl regular ory policy: to identifY and compensate for the major problems of 

intenw ionaltmrkcr failure without stifling the dynamics of economic growth. Thus, it is a 

competition for ''ho is going to shape future WTO rules. 
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Europe's interrelations with North Africa in the new framework of Euro-Mediterranean 

partnership ·A provisional assessment of the "Barcelona-concept" 

Preface 

The Barcelona Declaration of November 1995, adopted by the European Union (EU), its 

fifteen member-states and twelve Mediterranean Partner Countries (MPC), is the result of a 

long awaited, high-level conference on Euro-Mediterranean relations. lt can be defined as the 

climax of a political process that started shortly after the fall of the Berlin wall, but more than 

that it marks the starting point of a new era of interregional relations.' 

The attempt to trace the origins of the Barcelona initiative is rather difficult, because many 

participants involved in the process claim authorship. Apart from the fact that they all strive for 

the international reputation of being the initiator, this curiosity also has an objective reason: 

The worrying accumulation of problems in the region led to a variety of initiatives that were 

taken simultaniousely in Southern Europe, in the Commission and in the European Parliament. 

The Southeuropean countries were especially active during the periods, when they held the 

EU-presidency.' On the supranational level it was mainly the Commission that influenced the 

agenda,' whereas the contribution of the European Parliament was reduced because of its 

limited competences in the decision-making process.' Anyhow, to understand the political 

impact of the new concept it is important to keep in mind that it is the result of an exclusivly 

European initiative. 

The MPCs had little influence on the agenda, but nonetheless they welcomed the initiative · not 

in regard to all of its details, but as a symbol of good will on the European side. They are well 

1 Barcelona Declaration adopted at the Euro-Mediterranean Conference (27 and 28 November 1995), Final 
Version. In: Agence Europe, 6.12.1996. 

2 France: 1.7.-31.12.1989 and 1.1.-30.6.1995, Spain: 1.1.-30.6.1990 and 1.7.-31.12.1995, Italy: 1.7.-
31.12.1990 and 1.1.-30.6.1996. Important documents of the Council leading to the Barcelona concept are 
the Conclusions of the Corfu European Council (24, 25 June 1994), the Conclusions of the Essen 
European Council (9, 10 December 1994) and the Conclusions of the Cannes European Council (26, 27 
June 1995). 

3 The Barcelona concept stands in the continuity of the New Mediterranean Policy (NMP) that replaced the 
preceding Global Concept (KOM(90)812). The NMP was revised several times, gradually including 
aspects of foreign and security policy. Important documents of the Commission leading to the Barcelona 
concept are SEC(92)401, KOM(93)375, KOM(94)427 and KOM(94)384. 

4 Cf.e.g. EntschlieBung zu den Beziehungen zwischen der Gemeinschaft und dem Maghreb (A3-0158/93); 
EntschlieBung zur Mittelmerpolitik der Europiiischen Union (B4-0164, 0165, 0166/94); Stiirkung der 
Mittelmeerpolitik der Europiiischen Union: Entwicklung einer Partnerschaft Europa-Mittelmeer. 
AusschuB fiir auswiirtige Angelegenheiten, Sicherheit und Verteidigung, Berichterstatter: Jannis 
Sakellariou, 10.05.1995; Bericht iiber die Wirtschafts- und Handelsbeziehungen zwischen der 
Europiiischen Union und den Liindern des Mittelmeerraums. AusschuB flir AuBenwirtschaftsbeziehungen, 
Berichterstatterin: Maria Izquierdo Rojo, 31.10.1995; Bericht iiber den Vorschlag flir eine Verordnung 
(EG) des Rates iiber finanzielle und technische Hilfe bei der Reform der wirtschaftlichen und sozialen 
Strukturen der Drittliinder und der Gebiete im Mittelmeerraum. AusschuB fiir auswiirtige 
Angelegenheiten, Sicherheit und Verteidigung, Berichterstatter: Enrique Baron Crespo, 4.12.1995. 
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aware that their position in the international system has radically changed since 1989. Having 

lost their political and strategic function in the global conflict of the superpowers, they have 

shifted into the centre of European security interests. During the Cold War, regional conflicts 

were eclipsed and sometimes even displaced by the East-West conflict. With the retreat of the 

superpowers (at least the former USSR), this external stability-system broke away, leading to 

internal disruption in many of the MPCs. In the case of North Africa it was accompanied by 

economic crises, which contributed to the radicalization of social conflict and, as a 

consequence, to the increase of migration towards Europe. 

Europe is perceiving the destabilization in the Mediterranean, especially in North Africa; as a 

threat to its own interests. Economically it fears to lose control over its regular energy supply. 

Politically it fears the consequences of civil war like in Algeria, the possibility of islamistic 

takeovers, an increase in international terrorism, drug-traffic, organized crime and, more than 

anything else, an increase in North African migration with its negative impact on domestic 

policies in Europe. But this worrying scenario is only one reason for Europe's growing interest 

in the region.5 

Another reason for political action lies in the forthcoming opportunity to strengthen Europe's 

international position. If Europe manages to solve, or at least to contain, the conflicts in its 

neighbourhood, the Mediterranean could become a region of predominantly European 

influence. The establishment of a free-trade area could then become an equivalent to what the 

NAFTA is for the United States. 

Last but not least, a third factor that stimulated the European initiative has to be mentioned: 

After the breakdown of the Eastern Bloc, the EU was challenged by serious upheavals in 

Central and Eastern Europe. The stabilization of these countries, prospective members of the 

EU, absorbed most of the resources of the Union's foreign commitments in the early 90s. 

Because of that - but also. because of a suspected German hegemony in the East - France, 

Spain and Italy saw the necessity to counterbalance this onesided approach. Together with the 

European Insitutions they insisted on a policy of burden-sharing, not only in the East, but also 

in the Mediterranean. Even though all EU-memberstates agreed in Barcelona on a new 

engagement in the southern region, the conflict of priorities is not yet solved. As said above, 

Barcelona marks the starting point of something new, so that the future of Euro-Mediterranean 

relations, including relations between Europe and North Africa, remains open. 

Until recently the interregional relations with North Africa were based on a multitude of 

bilateral agreements between the EU and single North African countries that resulted from the 

period of decolonization. In addition, the former colonial states cultivated special relations with 

5 Farrar-Hockley, Dair: Future Instability in the Mediterranean Basin. In: European Security, 3 (1994) 1, p. 
58-81; Ben Yahia, Habib: Security and Stability in the Mediterranean: Regional and International 
Changes. In: Mediterranean Quaterly, 4(1993)1, p. 1-10. 
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their ex-territories. 6 Taken together, these agreements put the North African countries into a 

privileged position compared with most of the other MPCs. Nevertheless their position was 

poor in comparison to that of the EU. The relationship between the EU and North Africa was 

surely none of pure dependency, but the existing interdependence was imbalanced in favour of 

the Europeans. On the long run it has contributed to growing indebtedness of the North 

African countries and to a deepening of the development gap between the northern and the 

southern shore of the Mediterranean.' A lot could be added to this point, but this article wants 

to reduce itself to the state of facts as they are at the moment.' 

Today, relations between Europe and North Africa are characterized by distrust and growing 

hostility. This is partly due to the quality of the interregional relations as described above. 

Furthermore it is a result of the Gulf War of 1991, which has led on both sides to a revival and 

aggravation of old resentments: 

"It is natural for both, the Arabs and the Europeans to see the failures of the other party 
more clearly than their own. The Gulf War leaves unhappy legacy in which stereotypes 
have been reinforced. The Europeans, as part of a domineering West, are seen by many 
Arabs as manipulative, neo-colonialist and hypocritical. The Arabs are seen by many 
Europeans as fanatical, treacherous, capricious and cruel. Such stereotypes form a legacy 
which is likely to damage future relations, since they predispose each party to negative 
interpretations of the other."' 

On both sides different groups, governmental and non-governmental, instrumentalize these 

resentments. It helps them to strengthen old identities or to build new ones, counterbalancing 

growing tendencies of disintegration. The construction of mutual enemies - "The West" on one 

side and "Islam" on the other - is a real challenge for the development of interregional relations 

in the Mediterranean. It is from this worrying background that the Barcelona initiative derives 

its importance. 

Having thus stressed the political importance of the conference, the following text will give a 

detailed analysis of the Barcelona concept and its impact on European-North African relations: 

6 Cf.e.g. Puhl, Detlef: Die Mittelmeerpolitik der EG, Strukturschwiichen des EG-Systems bei der 
Verwirklichung des Globalkonzepts. Kehl am Rhein 1983; Hansen, Gerda: Die Beziehungen der Staaten 
des Vorderen Orients zur Europiiischen Gemeinschaft - eine Auswahlbibliographie. In: Deutsches Orient
Institut (ed.): Dokumentationsleitstelle Modemer Orient Nr. 11, 1979, p. VIII-XI. 

7 Within five years, between 1990 and 1995, the European surplus in trade has increased tenfold to an 
amount of 20 Million DM. In: Die Mittelmeer-Freihandelszone soli im Jahr 2010 fertig sein. Frankfurter 
Allgemeine Zeitung, 29.11.1995, p.17. For detailed data Cf.e.g. Eurostat: Socio-Economic Indicators for 
the Mediterranean Countries. Euro-Mediterranean Seminar on Statistical Cooperation, Valencia 11,12,13 
December 1995; European Union (EUR 12) Trade with the Mediterranean Countries, Agence Europe, 
11.12.1995, p. 1-3. 

8 Cf. Vasconcelos, Alvaro (ed.): Europeens et Maghrebiens - Une solidarite obligee. Paris 1993; Basfao, 
Kacem/ Henry, Jean-Robert: Le Maghreb, !'Europe et la France. Paris 1992; Khader, Bichara: Le Grand 
Maghreb et L'Europe, Enjeux et perspectives. Paris 1992; Weidenfeld, Wemer (ed.): Herausforderung 
Mittelmeer: Aufgaben, Ziele und Strategien europiiischer Politik. Vortriige, Debatten und Dokumente der 
intemationalen Konferenz in Barcelona, 7.-8.0ktober 1991. Glitersloh 1992. 

9 McDowall, David: Europe and the Arabs - Discord or Symbiosis? Royal Institute of International Affairs, 
London 1992, p. 7. 
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• Part 1 deals with the Barcelona Declaration, discussing the innovative ideas behind it. 

• Part 2 deals with the implementation process, analysing the multitude of risks and obstacles 

challenging it. 

• Part 3 gives a final assessment of the whole concept, reflecting its structural dilemma in the 

broader context of Euro-Arab relations as part of the North-South conflict. 

1. The Barcelona Concept 

So far the EU has had no coherent policy neither in the Mediterranean, nor in the subregion of 

North Africa. This was not only political insufficiency, but it was also part of an old strategy. 

By treating each of the North African states differently, the EU could take advantage of the 

fact that the North African states are highly divided among themselves. They differ in 

ideologies and political systems and they are competitors for access to European markets. 

For decades it was a political conviction in most foreign ministries that Europe would profit 

from the Arab inability to unify. As long as the Arabs did not come to terms with themselves -

it was thought - they would hardly be able to threaten Europe. With the stabilization of oil 

prices in the 1980s, problems in the region were played down to having merely a "nuisance 

value."10 In the light of the disruptions shaking North Africa today, it becomes obvious that this 

philosophy is outdated. Today Europe is not threatened by the power, but, on the contrary, by 

the weakness of the Arab world. Economic and political instability produces social conflict, 

encourages islamic fundamentalism and provokes migration. The lack of Arab organisations 

being strong enough to curb regional conflicts leaves a dangerous power-vacuum to be filled 

by regimes that are not necessarily pro-western." Having recognized that, the Europeans 

developed a new concept of interregional relations in the Mediterranean that finally led into the 

Barcelona Declaration. 

The Barcelona Declaration consists of a preamble, three main chapters and a "follow up" of the 

conference. The first chapter is titled "Political and Security Partnership," the second one 

"Economic and Financial Partnership" and the third one "Partnership in Social, Cultural and 

Human Affairs."12 The headlines already indicate the comprehensiveness of the whole concept, 

reminding us of the Conference on Security and Cooperation in the Mediterranean (CSCM), 

the Spanish-Italian initiative of 1989.13 Being in the direct neighbourhood of North Africa, Italy 

and Spain had recognized earlier than their northern neighbours, how much Europe was 

10 Cf. KOhler, Martin: Fiir einen umfassenden politischen Verbandlungsrahmen der EU im Mittelmeerraum. 
External study on behalf of the European Parliament, GD XII, Madrid 18.11.1994, p. 8. 

11 Cf. Aliboni, Roberto: Rafforzamento dello stato e conflittualita nel Medio Oriente. In: Mond Operaio, 
gennaio-febbraio 1989, p. 117. 

12 Cf. Footnote 1. 
13 Cf.e.g. Ministero degli Affari Esteri: Italian-Spanish Non Paper on C.S.C.M .. Rome, 17.9.1990, p. 4-6; 

Gbebaldi, Victor-Ives: Toward a Mediterranean Helsinki· Type Process. In: Mediterranean Quarterly, Vol. 
4, No. 1, Winter 1993; Jiinemann, Annette: Konferenz iiber Sicberbeit und Zusammenarbeit im 
Mittelmeer (KSZM). Unpublished manuscript. Ebenhausen 26.03.1990. 
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affected by increasing destabilization in the Mediterranean. It was not a threat in the 

traditional, military sense of the word. The so-called "threat from the South" had a completely 

new quality, as it has its roots in the social-economic underdevelopment of most of the 

countries in the southern Mediterranean. To cope with this new threat, Italy and Spain 

intended to integrate their southern neighbours in a comprehensive network of economic, 

political, and cultural ties." This idea was adopted in the Barcelona concept. The participants 

of the Barcelona Conference agreed that stability in the region is a mutual interest that can only 

be gained by close cooperation. This implies the acknowledgement that the growing instability 

in the MPCs has paradoxically enlarged their international bargaining power. 

The other important idea stemming from the CSCM is the idea of initiating a process. The 

Barcelona Conference did not aim at the immidiate solution of any of the existing problems, 

but it outlined the conditions of a political process, appropriate to solve or at least to reduce 

conflicts in the region. This seems to be the only realistic way, as confidence-building needs 

time. Confidence-building is not only necessary between the northern and the southern 

partners, but also, and in some cases even more, among the southern partners themselves. 

1.1. Political and Security Partnership 

The first basket on political and security partnership is, especially when compared with the 

second one, rather vague: a declaration of intentions that avoids concrete commitments in the 

field of political and security cooperation. Emphasis is given to "the rule of law and 

democracy, to human rights and fundamental freedoms," balanced by "the right of each of 

them to choose and freely develop its own political, socio-cultural, economic and judical 

system."15 Another declared intention concerns the establishment of a "Middle East Zone free 

of weapons of mass destruction, nuclear, chemical and biological, and their delivery systems. "16 

Yet it is left open, if this includes the military capacity "legitimate for defence requirements."17 

The restriction to a very vague phrasing is due to the incoherence of interests between the EU 

and the MPCs, but also inside each of the groups. After all, the addition of a political basket is 

an innovation in Euro-Mediterranean relations. 

The Commission advocates an economic approach that keeps the political dimension on a low 

level. One reason for its political reserve is the fact that the second pillar of the Maastricht 

treaty is not yet fully integrated, limiting the Commission's role in regard to foreign and 

security policy. Furthermore, the new Mediterranean Policy is under the responsibility of GD I, 

14 Both countries had already been practicing this policy-concept on the bilateral level. Cf.e.g. Borchardt, 
Ulrikc: Die Mittelmeerpolitik der Stidliinder der EU gegentiber den Maghreb-Staaten. Arbeitspapier 82 
der Forschungsstelle Kriege, Rtistung und Entwicklung, Universitiit Hamburg, Hamburg 1994; 
Jtinemann, Annette: ltaliens Nahostpolitik von 1980 bis 1990: Handlungsspielriiume einer national 
eigenstiindigen Interessenpolitik unter besonderer Berticksichtigung der Achille-Lauro-Affare, Baden 
Baden 1993. 

15 Cf. Footnote 1. 
16 Cf. Footnote 1. 
17 Cf. Footnote 1. 
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the General Directory for Foreign Trade, which is per se dominated by a liberalist attitude." By 

way of contrast, the European Parliament delivered draft papers with far-reaching political 

proposals, thereby striving for a widening of its own political room for manoeuvre. 19 A political 

approach was also supported (though for different political interests) by some of the member 

states. Especially France, being the dominant European power in the region, stepped forth with 

the proposition to establish a "stability pact," analogous to the one that already exists with 

Central and Eastern Europe. 

The MPCs welcomed the political dimension of the Barcelona concept, after all because it put 

an end to the humiliating character that the bilateral relations used to have in the context of 

mere development aid. Nevertheless they have divergences among themselves when it comes 

to details. Generally speaking it can be said that those MPCs with strong ties to the United 

States are more hesitant concerning the political dimension than the others, because they do 

not want the EU to become the leading external power in the region. But this is not the only 

friction concerning Basket I. Due to historical experiences there is a certain distrust on the side 

of the MPCs, especially among the Arabs that Europe might exploit Basket I to satisfy its own 

security interests. The MPCs are well aware that they are not only perceived as partners, but -

according to the white books of some foreign ministries in Europe - also as potential 

adversaries, and they cannot be sure which perception will gain priority in European thinking.20 

Their distrust was reinforced when Italy made a diplomatic mistake shortly after its takeover of 

the European presidency at the beginning of 1996. The Work Programme plans regular 

meetings to conduct the implementation process of the Barcelona Declaration. For this 

purpose, several working groups were built. When Italy invited the senior officials on political 

and security questions in March 1996, some MPCs reacted with great irritation. The fact that 

this group - and not the Euro-Mediterranean Committee dealing with the Barcelona concept as 

a whole - was asked to meet first, was interpreted as evidence that the EU attaches most 

importance to Basket I, or rather to its own security interests. Even though the Italians did all 

they could to disperse this negative impression, there remained a setback in terms of 

confidence building, the declared goal of the political partnership. 

1.2. Economic and Financial Partnership 

The envisioned economic and financial partnership, which will be based on a free-trade area, 

seems to be the core of the whole document. For the establishment of the free-trade area the 

participants of the conference have set the year 2010 as target date - a remarkably short period 

18 According to an informal agreement that was made at the Essen-summit in December 1994, the 
Commission was responsible for the preparation of Basket 11 and Ill, leaving Basket I to the Council. 

19 Cf. Footnote 4. 
20 To give an example: In December 1994 a multinational exercise • Tramontana 1994 - was realized in 

Spain. French, German, Spanish and Italian soldiers trained the rescue of Europeans from a "North 
African country shaken by civil war." Cf. Kassberger, Friedrichs: Euro-Maniiver als Horrorvision. 
Siiddeutsche Zeitung, 7.12.1994, p. 10. 
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of only fifteen years. Until then all MPCs have to go through a process of economic 

restructuring which will be especially hard for those countries with a strong tradition of state 

economy. For many of them, among them Algeria, the envisioned free-trade area bears a lot of 

risks. In the short run, economic reform could lead to an increase of unemployment and 

consequently to an aggravation of social unrest. If the reform process fails, the new conditions 

of competition could lead to severe economic setbacks instead of economic development. 

To avoid such an undesirable scenario it is necessary that the progressive establishment of a 

free-trade area is backed by a solid financial aid program, as was already decided on at the 

summit of Cannes in June 1995. Furthermore it is important that the uncoordinated bilateral 

agreements of the past will be replaced by new association agreements, opening all participants 

approximately equal chances for participation. (Such agreements have already been signed with 

Israel, Tunisia and Morocco. Egypt, Jordan and Lebanon will be the next to be negotiated 

with, followed by Algeria and Syria). Last but not least - and this is a cornerstone of the whole 

concept - the MPCs will have to stop concentrating exclusively on the European markets and 

start developing trade among themselves." 

Apart from the expected economic advantages it is hoped that interregional trade will have 

spill over effects on political relations, thus curbing the radical elements in the region. This does 

not mean that the Barcelona concept replaces bilateralism with multilateralism, as many 

journalists have put it in their reports from the conference. With the Barcelona agreement 

multilateralism has merely been added to the existing bilateral concept. The future Euro

Mediterranean relations are to develop on two tracks, a bilateral and a multilateral one. Yet, 

the new approach should not be overestimated, considering the fact that only about 5% of the 

budget is intended for "multilateral and decentralized cooperation," whereas roughly 95% will 

flow into the traditional bilateral projects." 

"Multilateral and decentralized cooperation" includes another innovation that has to be 

mentioned in the context of Basket Il, and that is the MED-invest programme. In cooperation 

with the European Investment Bank this programme promotes the development of the private 

sector in the MPCs. It provides expertise and training through the establishment of MED

Invest Service Centers, and it is also planned that the MED-Invest programme will promote 

links between business associations, chambers of commerce and industry throughout the region 

and with Europe. All this is to take place in the broader framework of concerted actions to 

facilitate trade and foreign investment. This includes the European Community Investment 

21 Cf.e.g. Wilson, Rodney: The economic relations of the Middle East- toward Europe of within the region? 
In: The Middle EastJournal, 48(Spring 1994)2, p. 268-287; Stevens, Christopher: The Impact of Europe 
after 1992 on the Maghreb and the Sub Saharan Africa. In: Economic Institute of the World Banc (ed.): 
Africa and the European Community after 1992, Washington D. C. 1993, p. 55-75. 

22 The exact allocation has not been fixed when this paper was written. 
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Partners scheme (ECIP), which finances joint ventures at various stages of their development, 

and risk capital allocations channelled through the EIB. 23 

Two of the most effective initiatives within MED-Invest are Europartenariat and MED

Partenariat. Europartenariat was set up in 1987 to help less developed countries within the 

European Community to participate in the market through joint ventures. Enlargements took 

place in 1993 (Turkey), 1995 (Morocco) and 1995 (Israel) and further enlargements are 

expected within the framework of the new Euro-Mediterranean partnership. In addition, a 

special MED-Partenariat initiative was launched. It is organized on a bilateral level and works 

in cooperation with, or at least with the permission of, the national governments of the 

countries concerned: The Commission selects a partner organization which has contacts to a · 

network of small and medium enterprises (SME) or which is able to build such a network. This 

organization can be national or private, the main thing is that it has good connections to the 

private sector. It contacts those SMEs which are interested in cooperation with European 

companies and prepares a catalogue with their profiles. This catalogue is distributed in all 

European countries, thus helping potential partners to find each other. In the end a meeting is 

held, where the companies can get into direct contact and make their deals.24 Keeping in mind 

that in previous times Europe had to cooperate with the big state controlled companies alone, 

this is a remarkable improvement. Yet, MPCs with an especially strong state economy like 

Algeria and Syria are rather reluctant in regard to MED-Invest, because they shun the loss of 

state-control. But again, the effects to MED-Invest should not be overestimated either, 

because this programme is also financed from the modest 5% envelope. 

In comparison, another aspect in Basket 11 seems to be more important, and that is the 

replacement of the former financial protocols by the the new MEDA Programme." The main 

feature of it is that MEDA commitments will not stem from the EU's international legal 

commitments anymore. MEDA, like PHARE and TACIS,26 is a financially autonomous form of 

cooperation. The compulsory nature of the former financial protocols meant that funds were 

23 Cf.e.g. Marks, Jon: Europe and its Southern Neighbours- EC Support for Joint Ventures and Investment 
in the Mediterranean. Bonn 1993; European Commission, GD 1: Euro-Mediterranean Decentralized 
Cooperation Programme for Small and Medium Enterprises, 1995; European Commission, GD I: Euro
Mediterranean Partnership- Private Development Policy, 1995. 

24 Interview with Anne-Charlotte Boumoville, responsible for MED-Partenariat and MED-Interprise, 
European Commission, DG XXIII, Brussels, 21.3.1996. Such events have proved to be very successful in 
Israel, Morocco and- in the similar but smaller framework of MED-Interprise -in Palestine. 

25 MEDA was created 1994 and meant to join into one single budget line (B7-410) three budget lines, 
namely B7-480 (horizontal cooperation), B?-438 (employment creation in the Maghreb) and B7-481 
(euro-arab dialogue). The new MEDA line shall become the basis for future co-operation with MED
countries and replace (progressivly) the existing financial protocols. It was adopted by the Commission on 
7.6.1995. Cf. European Commission GD 1: Co-operation with Mediterranean Countries - The New 
Financial Framework, Brussels 11.7.1995, p. 2. The Council adopted the MEDA regulation not until July 
1996. Cf. Council Regulation (EC) No 1488/96 of 23 July 1996 on financial and technical measures to 
accompany (MEDA) the refom1 of economic and social structures in the framework of the Euro
Mediterranean partnership. 

26 Those are the progranunes for economic and commercial cooperation with Central and Eastern Europe 
(PHARE) with the New Independent States of the fonner USSR (TACIS) respectively. 
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not made, available on a standard yearly basis but for the full five-year term of the protocols, no 

matter if they were used effectively or not. In contrast, the distribution of MEOA funds will 

take place on a yearly basis and will be linked to certain preconditions", among them 

• Economic liberalization 

• Successful use of previous funds 

• Progressive democratization 

• Full recognition of human rights 

The essential point of this approach is, at least in theory that the amount of European support 

will not be influenced through negotiatons anymore, but through economic success and 

political democratization. There is no doubt that this would be a remarkable improvement 

compared with the unflexible agreements of the past, yet it entails some contradictions not easy 

to be solved. 

The economic conditionality stimulates the MPCs to increase their efforts in the field of 

economic reforms, and it offers them incentives for effective fund management. Thus it can be 

hoped that the badly needed improvements of conditions for foreign investments will be 

achieved. Yet, as economic conditionality rewards only the successful countries, it contradicts 

the above-mentioned aim of multilateralization: Intensified competition surely promotes 

economic development, but not necessarily horizontal trade and - even less - political 

cooperation between the MPCs. As the total sum of the funds cannot be enhanced, some 

countries will have to be the losers of the game, and it is only natural that it will hit the poorest 

countries in the region. The question if- and to what extent - the EU should take the needs of 

the poorest countries into consideration when distributing its funds, is still in discussion. While 

the GO Ill for Industrial Policy favours political considerations, GO I defends the opposite 

philosophy, arguing that this is the only way to get those backward countries fit for the free 

world market. 

The political conditionality of the economic and financial partnership also entails some 

problematic aspects. On the one hand it allows the EU to suspend its commitments in cases of 

failiure concerning democracy or respect for human rights, 28 offering an apparently effective 

instrument to influence the process of democratization. But, on the other hand, it exposes the 

MPCs to the good will of the Europeans, thus offending their demand for equal partnership. 

Furthermore, being also part of the bilateral association agreements, it contradicts the idea of 

multilateralization.29 There is no common forum or institution that gives one MPC the 

27 Cf. European Commission, GD IB: MEDA Programme Implementation procedures, 01B/56/96 EN, 
20.11.1995. 

28 Cf. Art. 2.8., Proposition de reglement (CE) du Conseil relatif ii des mesures financieres et techniques 
visant a soutenir la refonne des structures economiques et sociales des territoires et des pays tiers 
mediterranees (95/C 232/05) 6.9.1995. 

29 Cf. Art. 2 of the bilateral association agreements with Morocco, Tuncsia and Israel. 
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opportunity to comment on democracy-deficits in another MPC, not to speak of deficits inside 

the EU, for example regarding the civil rights of migrants. Conceded that it is not at all clear if 

such a heterogeneous forum would have been able to come to mutual agreements, it might 

have been helpful for the promotion of a mutual dialogue on this sensitive topic. 30 

The core of the problem is that such an initiative would have enhanced the political character 

of the new partnership, thus contradicting the liberal approach of the Commission which is 

shared by many of the member states, especially in central and northern Europe. According to 

this approach, political change is expected to be an automatically following by-product of 

economic liberalization, whereas the attempt to compel democratization by political 

interference is considered to be counterproductive. As preference is given to economic 

incentives, it can be expected that the suspension of financial cooperation will be imposed only 

in cases of extreme failure. The fears of some of the MPCs that the Europeans might exploit 

the political conditionality of the new agreement for interference in their internal affairs seems 

therefore little founded.' 1 On the contrary, the unpolitical approach meets especially the 

interests of those countries who shun a serious dialogue on democracy and human rights. Their 

hopes that they can balance political shortcomings by economic achievements is perhaps not 

complete! y umealistic. 

Last but not least a third - informal - condition has to be mentioned: to have or not to have a 

protective power within the EU. It is quite probable that this third criterium will bypass the 

other two, again not necessarily to the disadvantage of those MPCs with authoritarian regimes. 

If the EU decides to make decisions on the suspension of financial support or economic 

cooperation unanimously, almost all MPCs can count on the veto of the European country 

they have special relations with.'' In this context, it is interesting to note that France was able 

to prevent the cutting of funds assigned for Algeria because of the undemocratic conditions in 

this country. To sum up, economic and political conditionality is only one factor in the broader 

context of Euro-Mediterranean relations, leaving a gap between the good intentions and the 

likely effects of the new approach. It will depend on the Europeans that this gap will not turn 

into a gap of credibility. 

1.3. Partnership in Social, Cultural and Human Affairs 

Interregional partnership cannot be achieved through dialogue between the political elites 

alone; it has to integrate the people. This is even more true, if the partnership aims at the 

30 This proposal stems from Jannis Sakellariou, German Social Democrat, member of the European 
Parliament, participant in the Committee on Foreign Affairs, Security and Defence Policy and rapporteur 
on Mediterranean policy. Cf. Interview with Jannis Sakellariou, Brussels 28.3.1996. 

31 According to Tabar Sioud, Ambassadeur de Tunisie a Bruxelles, such worries are widespread among the 
MPCs. Interview in Brussels, 28.3.1996. 

32 Great Brittain insisted on the principle of unanimity, thus blocking the adoption of MEDA for quite some 
time. It was not quite clear if Great Brittain took this stand only in regard to the forthcoming 
Intergovernmental Conference, or if it was, furthermore, a strategy to block the Mediterranean policy in 
favour of other priorities. Cf. Agence Europe, 28.3.1996, p.8. 
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promotion of democracy in a region where civil society structures are underdeveloped and/or 

suppressed. That's why the Barcelona Declaration emphasizes in Basket Ill the importance of 

civil society. Decentralized cooperation is planned on the level of trade unions", universities, 

professional associations, youth organizations, the media-sector, religion and culture. Essential 

instruments for this stake are the so-called MED-Programmes: MED-Urbs, MED-Campus, 

MED-Migration, MED-Techno and MED-Media.34 The special quality of the MED

Programmes is due to mainly two aspects: 

• The Europeans can choose their partners without·consulting the national government of the 

country concerned, thus strengthening the development of civil society structures. 

• All MED-Programmes build a network, including participants from at least three countries 

(EU+MPC), thus backing governmental multilateralization by horizontal networks on a 

grass root level. 35 

Of course these programmes are all very sensitive, because they allow uncontrolled 

participation in the political process. The MPCs were especially reluctant in regard to religious 

dialogue. Against the background of civil war in Algeria they fear that islamist fundamentalists 

might gain international recognition in the framework of religious dialogue projects initiated by 

the Europeans." Neither the Algerian nor the Tunesian government distinguishes between 

radical and moderate when it comes to islamist fundamentalism and and they do not want the 

Europeans to legitimate islamistic groups that they persecute at home. Thus they insisted on a 

formula that decentralized cooperation must be ''within the framework of national law."" 

But not only the MPCs have problems with the new approach of decentralization. For instance, 

the Commission and some of the member states are rather reluctant concerning cultural 

dialogue. One reason for that is that cultural dialogue is difficult to be evaluated. The lack of 

objective criteria to measure the success or failure of a project in the framework of cultural 

dialogue entails the risk of fund-abuses. For the Commission, a political institution far away 

33 Cf. ETUC/ ICFTU/ WCL: Statement by the European and International Trade Union Movement to the 
Euro-Mediterranean Conference, 15.11.1995; Union syndicale des travailleurs du Maghreb Arabe: 
Declaration de l'US1MA 3. la conference inter-ministerielle Euro-MCditerrannCenne de Barcelone; 
WSA/Mittelmeer: Institutionalisierung der Beziehungen zwischen den Wirtschafts- und 
Sozialeinrichtungen der EU und der Mittelmeerliinder - Drei Berichte in Vorhereitung, Agence Europe, 
3./4.1.1996, p. 14. 

34 Cf. European Commission, GD I: Manuel des Programmes MED. Votre Guide pour le Partenariat Euro
Mediterraneen, 1996. 
The MED-Programmes exist since 1992 and have gained unexpected success. For the moment all MED
Program~es are in a phase of management-reorganization within which the establishment of new 
programmes is planned. 

35 Some of them demand up to three countries from each side. The only exception from the network-concept 
is the MED-Invest programme, which belongs into Basket I! rather than into Basket Ill, and will probably 
be renamed. As said before, MED-Invest is organized on a bilateral level and involves the national 
government of the country concerned. 

36 Tahar Sioud, Ambassadeur de Tunisie ii Bruxelles, warns the Europeans not to exploit the agreement in 
this sense. Interview in Brussels, 28.3.1996. 

37 Cf. Footnote 1. 
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from the world of culture, this task raises completely new problems. In contrast, France has a 

long tradition in foreign cultural politics at its disposal, and that is the (second) reason why 

some of the member states, especially Germany, hesitate: They are anxious that France will use 

Basket Ill to consolidate and extend its political influence in the region." Facing the fact that 

Basket Ill was formulated predominantly under French direction, this suspicion is not 

completely unfounded." 

Unsatisfied with the limited approach of the MED-Programmes, the European Parliament 

pushed for an additional instrument for the support of democracy, civil society and especially 

women's rights. Threatening the Commission and the Council that it would refuse the approval 

of the MEDA programme, the European Parliament achieved the establishment of MEDA

Democracy, again analogous to PHARE and TACIS.40 MEDA-Democracy is organized on a 

bilateral level and supports exclusively projects of non-governmental organizations (NGO). 

The delegations of the Commission in the MPCs were asked to choose adequate NGOs which 

must not be prohibited in their country and must not have external donators. The introduction 

of MEDA-Democracy can be evaluated as a political success of the European Parliament, but, 

it is also controversial. Some critics claim that NGOs which are in opposition to their 

government will not be reached, because even when they are not prohibited, they could hardly 

exist without external financing. Furthermore the planned budget is considered far too small to 

put up a convincing programme. These critics want MEDA-Democracy to be expanded, in 

quality and quantity. Taking an opposing view, others argue that the title "MED A-Democracy" 

already reveals an eurocentristic approach, demonstrating a lack of political sensitiveness 

which could provoke counterproductive effects. 

The discussion concerning MEDA-Democracy gives evidence to the difficulties the EU has 

when dealing with the complex task of civil society. This was also noticeable at the so-called 

Forum Civil Euromed conference, a non-governmental conference that followed the official 

summit in Barcelona. Both conferences where often mentioned at the same time, giving the 

impression that they somehow belong together. But this was not the case, as the genesis of the 

non-governmental conference proves: During the preparations for the governmental summit, 

the Spanish presidency was anxious that an alternative summit of NGOs might overshadow the 

main event, as had happened before at the big international conferences in Rio, Cairo and 

recently in Peking. To prevent this from happening, Spain decided to organize a non

governmental conference itself, thus being able to select the participants, to influence the 

agenda and, last but not least, to gain the international reputation of performing an 

38 In Gem1any cultural policy is in the competence of the "Liinder." Consequently German cultural policy 
has only a very limited foreign dimension. In contrast, France pursues an ambitious foreign culture policy 
in its francophone-framework. 

39 Due to its self-image as protective power of the Maghreb regimes, France made sure that cultural dialogue 
will not escape completly from national control, thus reducing the conditions for the development of civil
society structures in authoritarian regimes. 

40 MEDA-Democracy Programme, Budget Line B7-705N. Criteria and Conditions of Eligibility. GD IB/A2, 
Brussels, 25.4.1996. 
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exceptionally active policy in the Mediterranean. In terms of credibility, this task was 

transfered to the Generalitat de Catalunja and the lnstitut Catalii Mediterriinia, a formula that 

corresponded with the national interests of Spain as well as with the regional interests of the 

Catalans. The Forum Civil gained a lot of international attention, yet it must be said that for 

most of the participating NOGs it was rather disappointing. Apart from the fact that many 

were not even able to get an invitation, the results for those who were present were poor.41 

Being aware that the realization of a non-governmental conference would contribute to the 

positive image of the European Union's political profile, the Commission eo-financed the 

project in the beginning, but pulled out as soon as it was over. Consequently many of the 

measures that were decided on during the Forum Civil might never be executed because of 

lacking funds. Although some of those measures were admittedly not well-founded", the core 

of the problem is another one: Having abandoned the project of Forum Civil, the Commission 

made clear that the development of civil society is not as much a political priority of the EU as 

the declarations in Basket Ill of the Barcelona document makes us believe." 

Europe's real priorities become evident if one includes the second, so-called negative part of 

Basket Ill into the analysis. This part deals with the mutual struggle against terrorism, drug 

traffic and organized crime. As it is in the common interest of both - the EU and the MPCs - it 

seems as though its implementation is followed with more determination than the 

implementation of the positive part of Basket Ill.44 Yet, terms like "terrorism" and "organized 

crime" are wide open to interpretation and therefore they can be easily misused to criminalize 

groups or people who are in (democratic) opposition to the government. As a consequence, it 

can happen that a political association that would deserve Europe's support in the framework 

of civil society development is labled "terrorist" or "criminal" and then has to be persecuted. In 

other words, as the support of civil society has inevitably destabilizing effects in authoritarian 

regimes, the Europeans would have to choose between two conflicting goals stability and 

democratization. This conflict is structural in regard to all undemocratic countries, where 

partnership on the governmental level contradicts partnership on the level of civil society." As 

international agreements are made between governments, this conflict does not only 

41 The results of the Forum Civil are summarized in the "Civil Declaration of Barcelona." 
42 The Catalans pushed for an institutionalization of Forum Civil, which stands contrary to the philosophy 

adopted at the Barcelona summit, to keep the administration of Euro-Mediterranean cooperation light. 
43 For the role of Civil Society in the European Integration process Cf. Richter, Emanuel: Die europaische 

Zivilgesellschaft. Lecture held at the symposium: Maastricht 11 - Projekt Europa im Obergang? Insitut fUr 
Politikwissenschaft der Technischen Universitiit Darmstadt, Darmstadt 3.5.1996. Unpublished 
manuscript. 

44 Yet, the mutual struggle against drug traffic is complicated by the fact that it plays an important (certainly 
unofficial) role in the economies of Lebanon and Morocco. 

45 Cf. Jiinemann, Annette: Die Rolle der civil society in der Neukonzeption der europiiischen 
Mittelmeerpolitik nach "Barcelona". Lecture held at the symposium: Euro-mediterrane Partnerschaft- der 
schwierige Weg in eine gemeinsame Zukunft. Friedrich Naumann Stiftung, Konstanz 3-5 Mai 1996. 
Unpublished manuscript. 
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overshadow Basket Ill, but the whole concept of Euro-Mediterranean partnership, carrying the 

risk of confusing stability with stasis. 

2. The implementation process: risks and obtacles 

2.1.Innereuropean conflict, lack of support on the national level· 

In the context of Europe's Mediterranean policy the phrase "Mediterranean Lobby" is often 

used, but this label is misleading. Today all EU-memberstates agree on the necessity of a 

common policy in the East and in the South. Thus the innereuropean controversy is not about 

having a Mediterranean policy or not, but about methods, priorities and interests. 

In terms of methods, the southeuropean countries demand financial assistance for theMPCs, 

whereas the northeuropean countries favour open markets and free trade. The reasons for 

these opposing positions are quite obvious: The southeur6pean countries produce and export 

almost the same agricultural products as many of the MPCs, therefore they want to avoid 

competition. The northeuropean countries have little to fear from Mediterranean exports, but 

as some of them are netto-payers, they are unwilling to carry the whole burden of financial 

assistance. 

In the Barcelona Declaration we find both: the progressive establishment of a free-trade area 

and a substantial increase in the Europeans' financial assistance. This is not only a compromise 

between the conflicting parties, but it lies also in the logic of the game: The free-trade area 

cannot be achieved without previous support of the weaker participants. For the period until 

1999 the Barcelona document schedules ECU 4685 billion, to be supplemented by BIB

assistance." This contribution is certainly welcomed by the MPCs, but in a long term view free 

access to European markets is much more important to them, provided that the EU manages to 

reform its protectionist common agriculture policy in time. With regard to the powerful lobbies 

in the agricultural sector within the EU, it is quite probable that the necessary reforms will be 

hampered, at least in regard to mediterranean products." Furthermore it can happen that the 

netto-payers are unwilling to prolongue the financial assistance beyond 1999. 

Evidently, the reserve of the netto-payers has to do with the priority conflict mentioned before. 

With the latest EO-enlargement of 1995, the northeuropean countries gained the majority, 

nourishing fears in southern Europe that the Mediterranean policy might be marginalized. That 

was another reason why the "Mediterranean Lobby" demanded equal importance for Europe's 

46 The Council defined a 4685 billion ECU budget package for the period between 1995 and 1999, to be 
topped by EIB own resources. 3425 billion ECU stem from the new MED A-Programme, the rest from 
financial agreements that are still running. (1995: 550; 1996:900; 1997:1000; 1998:1092; 1999:1143). 
Cf. EU-Nachrichten, Dokumentation Nr. 6, 3.7.1995, p. 59. 

47 To give an example: The signing of the association agreement with Morocco was delayed by Germany, 
the Netherlands, Belgium and Finland because of divergences over the size of the taxfree contingent of 
flowers. They acted under the strong pressure of the respective lobbies of their countries. Cf. Agence 
Europe, 27.10.1995, p. 8f. 
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commitment in the east and in the south, at least regarding financial assistance. This goal was 

not reached: the sum scheduled for the Mediterranean partnership is only two thirds of the sum 

scheduled for the countries in Central and Eastern Europe. Thus the Barcelona Conference 

stands also for an innereuropean compromise, confirming the priority of Central and Eastern 

Europe, but assuring simultaneously the Union's commitment in the Mediterranean. 

As long as the priority debate is only about percentages - how much can be invested in the 

east, how much in the south - it is rational and nothing can be said against it. But this debate 

has another, irrational dimension that is becoming rather worrying. Some adversaries of a 

common Mediterranean policy perceive the MPCs predominantly as enemies, threatening 

Europe and the West. Similar to the argumentation of Samuel Huntington, they reduce this 

very heterogeneous region to only one factor - religion - and this is equated with islamic 

fundamentalism." To reinforce the opposition against interregional dialogue, reference is made 

to "European identity," which is said to be incompatible with Islam. In the past, when used in 

the context of the European integration process, the term "European identity" had a positive 

connotatio·n. In the context of Europe's foreign relations since the end of the Cold War this 

connotation has changed, because now the term is often misused for the exclusion of non

Europeans inside and outside of Europe." It is interesting to note, by the way that the new 

definition of "European Identity" often denies Europe's jewish and muslim heritage and simply 

equates it with "Christianity."50 

Of course all this talk about identity and religion is, more than anything else, rhetoric that 

disguises solid political interests. What is disturbing about this is that adversaries of 

intercultural dialogue can be found in all EU member-states, and they are rather influential." 

Some of them come from the military complex, obviously in need of new tasks. Some are 

politicians bearing in mind that it is easier nowadays to gather votes by opposing dialogue with 

different cultures rather than promoting it. And some are just simple-minded followers, 
adopting the promising strategies of the "defenders of the West." All of them reduce 

Mediterranean policy to a mere security-problem, advocating what is labeled as the "fortress of 

Europe." Thus it must be feared that hostility between the northern and the southern shore will 

be aggravated for shortsighted political goals on the national level. Unfortunately the European 

Institutions seem to underrate this kind of national opposition against the Mediterranean 

48 Cf. Huntington, S.P.: The Clash of Civilisations. In: Foreign Affairs, 72(surnrner 1993)3, p. 22-49; 
Couloumbis, Theodore A./ Veremis, Thanos: In Search of New Barbarians - Samuel P. Huntington and 
the Clash of Civilizations. In: The Mediterranean Quaterly, 5(1994)1, p. 36-44; Schwerpunktthema 
Mittelmeerpolitik. Das Parlament, 28.10./4.11.1994. 

49 Similar tendencies can be observed in the MPCs, where the perception of the West as an imperialist 
enemy is widespread, not only in islamistic but also in nationalist and pan-arab circles. 

50 Cf. Din, Ahmed: Islamfeindlichkeit und Antisemitismus. In: Schwaniz, Wolfgang (ed.): Jenseits der 
Legenden. Berlin 1994, p. 181-195. 

51 The resistance against Euro-Arab dialogue in the Soutbeuropean countries is sometimes even stronger, 
because the influx of North African migrants has generated growing xenophobia. Cf. Martinello, Marco/ 
Kazim, Paul: Italy - Two Perspectives: Racism in Paradise; Racism is no Pardise! In: Race and Class, 
Vol. 32, January-March 1991, No. 3, p. 79-89. 
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concept. In Brussels only few people seem to be aware of the differences in perception and 

political thinking between the national and the supranational level, and apparently there is a 

worrying lack of communication. 

The third conflict within the EU concerning Mediterranean politics is the conflict of interests. 

The Europeans themselves have not come to an agreement yet, to what extent and for what 

purpose they want to be involved in the region. Some of them favour a limited engagement, 

leaving the main part to the USA. Others, like France, Spain and Italy, wish to reduce 

American regional influence, transfering the leading role to Europe, i.e. to themselves. The 

existence of transatlantic competition reveals itself in the lack of coordination of Mediterranean 

policy. To give an example, the so called Casablanca-process is dominated by the US, 

neglecting European interests, whereas the Barcelona Conference was an exclusively European 

initiative, neglecting American interests. It was carried out without transatlantic consultations 

and during the conference the US had to contend with an observer status and without a right 

to vote. 

The MPCs may profit form both, transatlantic competition and innereuropean competition, 

because it gives them a chance to play one off against the other. But from a European 

perspective it would certainly be more productive, if policies concerning the Mediterranean 

were coordinated. This remains a difficult task, as long as national power politics dominate 

over the interest in regional development. In other words: The variety of interests behind the 

European commitment in the Mediterranean is incoherent and thus reduces the chances for 

success. Furthermore it reduces the credibility of European engagement from the perspective 

of the MPCs. 

2.2. European Megalomania? 

The Barcelona concept is very ambitious, in many respects. First of all it covers a large 

geographical area, including many regional conflicts of completely different qualities. Secondly 

it covers political, economic and cultural aspects of interregional relations, all of them very 

problematic in themselves. Having adopted the Barcelona Declaration, the EU has thus taken 

on a big responsibility. But is it really strong enough to stand up to it? Provided all member

states are willing to do their best to promote Euro-Mediterranean partnership, do they have the 

ability? Sceptical voices remind us of the long list of internal problems the EU faces currently, 

such as the establishment of the currency-union and the reform of the Maastricht Treaty. If the 

EU does not manage to organize itself, how will it find the strength to manage the problems of 

a region as complex as the Mediterranean? 

This consideration leads back to the CSCM mentioned earlier. Despite its good intentions it 

failed, mainly because it had been hopelessly overloaded, joining together North Africa, the 

Middle East and the Gulf-region. As the Middle-East Conflict was too far from a solution at 

that time, Israeli-Arab enmity blocked the whole CSCM, so that it broke down without ever 

having functioned. With the peace-process in the Middle East being on the road since 1993, 

this risk is at least diminished. It was a remarcable success of Barcelona, to bring Israel, Syria 
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and Lebanon together, not as adversaries, but as representatives of one interest group, the 

group of MPCs, negotiating with another interest group, the EU. 

To minimize the risks of an overloaded agenda, the Commission had asked only those 

Mediterranean states to participate that are littoral states and have official relations with the 

EU. This was a diplomatic formula allowing the exclusion of the troublesome Balkan, the Gulf 

region and Libya, but also the downgrading of the United States. Non-mediterranean Jordania 

was invited because of it is important role in the Middle-East peace process.52 All the same 

there is the critique that the Barcelona concept is still too ambitious, because the remaining 

region is still very heterogeneous and full of unsolved inner conflicts. To give an example: The 

Barcelona Conference nearly failed because of a conflict between Israel and its neighbourstates 

Syria and Lebanon over the terms "selfdetermination" and "terrorism." The troika managed to 

solve this conflict literally at the last minute. 53 This episode reveals the difficulties that have yet 

to be solved because of the many regional conflicts among the MPCs. One of the most 

troublesome subregion challenging the Barcelona-process is North Africa - against earlier 

expectations. 

The main reason for the development of a New Mediterranean Policy was, as said above, the 

global change after the end of the Cold War. But there were also important regional 

developments that predated the fall of the Berlin Wall. In 1988 Algeria's President Chadli had 

announced institutional reforms. Those reforms were adopted by a referendum in 1989, 

generating a subtle process of political democratzation and economic liberalization. The 

reforms led to simil'ar conditions as they were already existing in Tunisia and Morocco and 

thus created an opportunity for interregional exchange. When the reconciliation between 

Morocco and Algeria in 1989 cleared the way for the foundation of the Union du Maghreb 
Arabe (UMA), the Commission judged this development as a window of opportunity for her 

new concept of interregional cooperation." Unfortunately this window was closed in 1992, 

when the Algerian military annulled the elections the islamists were ready to win, provoking 

the outbreak of a civil war. 55 

Since Algeria is shaken by civil war, Tunesia and Morocco have closed their borders, because 

they dread the infiltration of islamic fundamentalists. As long as this goes on, the idea of 

interregional trade cannot be put into action. Furthermore, the military regime has stopped the 

process of economic liberalization, the most important precondition for the "Economic and 

Financial Partnership" with Europe. But this is not the core of the problem: in fear of an 

islamist takeover, Europe decided in 1992 to back the military regime, despite the fact that it 

systematically violates human rights. The military regime acts just as brutal as the islamist 

52 Thus, the term "Mediterranean" has to he understood in a political rather than a geographical sense. 
53 Cf.Agence Europe, 29.11.1995, p. 8-9b. 

54 Another reason pressing the North African states to unification in the UMA was the fear of the 
forthcoming single market in Europe. 

55 Cf. Borchardt, Ulrike: Btirgerkrieg in Algerien. Arheitspapier 75 der Forschungsstelle Kriege, Rtistung 
und Entwicklung, Universitiit Hamburg, Hamburg 1994. 
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opposttton. Both are equally undemocratic, wearing down the small elite of democratic 

intellectuals caught between them. There is little hope that the military regime resumes the 

process of democratization, because this would imply its retreat from power. Yet, being in 

power seems to be their only raison d'etre. 56 It will be interesting to watch, ifthe forthcoming 

association-agreement with the EU will have any influence on the domestic situation of 

Algeria. If not, the whole concept of "Political and Security Partnership" has to be questioned. 

Thus Algeria might become not only the acid test for Europe's credibility concerning 

democracy, but also the acid test for the whole concept of Euro-Mediterranean cooperation. 

In the context of growing disruption in North Africa it is necessary to reassess the Middle-East 

peace-process. Generally spoken, the peace-process was a precondition for the construction of 

Euro-Mediterranean partnership. But from a North African perspective it has also negative 

implications. Until 1993, many of the European countries, especially France, Spain and Italy, 

treated North Africa as a privileged subregion in the Mediterranean. With the beginning of the 

peace-process, priorities have gradually shifted towards the Middle East. If growing disruption 

in North Africa is confronted with increasing progress in the Middle East, governments and 

private enterprises might prefer to invest in Palestine instead of risking their money in North 

Africa. Thus, the peace-process in the Middle-East can be regarded as another factor that has 

contributed to the closure of the"window of opportuniy" North Africa faced before." 

Last but not least, there is a third factor that has to be mentioned in this regard: The sanctions 

imposed on Libya by the Security Council of the United Nations. This binding decision forced 

the EU to exclude Libya from the Barcelona Conference, against the opposition of the MPCs 

and against the conviction of many of the EU-memberstates themselves. Excluding Libya 

contradicts the establishment of multilateralization, one of the cornerstones of the whole 

concept. All efforts to strengthen the UMA as a prospective regional partner are useless, as 

long as the conflict with Libya is not solved. For the same reason there is a discussion if 

Mauretania should be included. In Barcelona a compromise was found, allowing Libyans and 

Mauretanians to participate as members of the UMA-delegation. Regarding the future it is 

most probable that Libya will be fully integrated as soon as possible. The case of Mauretania is 

more complicated, because this would lead to an overlapping of Mediterranean and ACP 

politics. The inclusion of Libya and/or Mauretania would surely not solve the problems of 

political diversity in North Africa. All the same it can be assumed that having all North African 

countries participate in the Barcelona process (south-south and north-south) would extend the 

chances for economic and political progress. 

56 Cf. Hottinger, Arnold: Die algerische Armee als Machtfaktor - Vergangenheit, Gegenwart, Zukunft. 
Lecture held at the international colloquium: Algerien - Frankreich - Islam. Frankreich Zentrum der 
Albert-Ludwigs-Universitiit Freiburg in cooperation with Centre de sociologie europeenne del College de 
France and Mission historique [ram; a is en Allemagne, Freiburg 27.10.1995. 

57 In regard to the war between Israel and Lebanon, which flared up again in April 1996, it might as well 
happen that investors turn their back on the whole region, moving to Central and Eastern Europe. 
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3. Conclusion 

A final evaluation of the whole Barcelona concept certainly depends on the perspective, so that 

it has to distinguish between the EU and the MPCs. Having so far looked from a 

predominantly European perspective, the conclusion will take a closer look at the perspective 

of the MPCs, especially the North African countries. 

As said before, the MPCs had little influence on the Barcelona declaration. It had been 

prepared in a long and complicated innereuropean decision-making-process, full of 

compromises and package deals, leaving little room for subsequent modification. Having 

brought so many conflicting interests together was an impressive achievement of EU policy 

making. Yet it was only natural that it led to a onesided approach in regard to the interests of 

the MPCs. When the MPCs were confronted with the European draft-paper, their bargaining 

power was accordingly limited, all the more as they had problems to speak with one voice. 

Nevertheless they negotiated hard in the conferences preparing Barcelona, achieving at least a 

few modifications." For example, they refused to accept an "obligation" to readmit illegal 

migrants; the term "obligation" was replaced by "responsibility." The passionately debated 

term "human rights" was extended to the "respect for fundamental social rights, including the 

right to development," thus reminding the Europeans that their definition of "human rights" 

neglects the scarce living conditions in many underdeveloped countries." 

Still, the dialogue between Europe and the MPCs is evidently not an equal one. The 

preconditions for partnership - economic liberalization and political democratization - are 

clearly set by the Europeans. It is quite obvious that the Barcelona concept aims at a careful 

westernization of the Mediterranean, gradually converting it into an area of economic and 

political influence. 

To sum up it can be said that the European authorship of the Barcelona concept implies a 

dilemma yet to be solved. On the one hand, the EU offers partnership, based on mutual 

tolerance and unconditional dialogue. On the other hand it wants to generate economic and 

political adjustment to European standards. This is a contradiction in itself, threatening 

European credibility. Being in a situation, in which the MPCs could only take it or leave it, it 

was naturaly that they accepted the European offer. But, at least in regard to North Africa, it 

must be doubted that they will accept this kind of European domination in the long run, 

because it could strengthen the opposition against the ruling elites. 

58 Algerian Foreign Minister Salah Dembri, known as an extremely experienced diplomat, achieved 
unexpected success in coordinating the heterogenEous positions of the MPCs. Algeria was never officially 
nominated to talk on behalf of the MPCs, but as Algeria held the presidency of both, the UMA and the 
Arab Leage, at that time, its activities were accepted at least by the Arabs. Of course many of them added 
a multitude of national positions. Nevertheless, the relatively high degree of homogenization among the 
MPCs was acknowledged by all participants of the Barcelona Conference. 

59 Cf. Footnote 1. 
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If this is taken into consideration, much will depend on the political sensitivity of the 

Europeans. On the one hand, they must show sufficient respect for the interests of their 

(official) partners, on the other hand they must not deny their own standards concerning human 

rights and democracy. This will be a tightrope walk that needs a lot of patience. But if Europe 

really wants change in its relations with the MPCs, there is no alternative in the given situation. 

Regarding the nationalist opposition against the Barcelona concept as described in chapter 

two, it is not clear, if there is enough political will to put this concept really into action. 

Certainly, there will be change in the Euro-Mediterranean relations, but at least in a short- and 

medium term it will not be as fundamental as the Barcelona Declaration makes us hope. 

Annette Jiinemann 
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